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Abstract
In China there has been a long tradition of valuing scenic sites which have been
represented as Bajing (Eight Scenes). The large quantity of surviving Bajing records
are helpful in revealing perceptions of landscape, public leisure preferences and the
characteristics of scenic sites in the pre-modern period.
Confucianism regarded the appreciation of scenery as an important source of
edification, so educated people who achieved positions of importance through the
national examination system always practised it. Nature has been valued differently
by Daosim, Buddhism, and other vernacular philosophies. The religious orders played
an important role by collaborating with scholar officials on landscape adaptation and
maintenance for public leisure. Another aspect of this evolution saw general leisure
Tang-Song dynasties:
behaviour changing as scenic sites flourished in the time of the
,
competitive games and sports gradually evolved into uncompetitive games along
history, and meanwhile the public gradually moved from active participation in
intense games to become a 'watching and enjoying' audience. After the 11th century
professional performers emerged in various entertaining areas. These changing leisure
patterns are consequence of the flourishing of scenic sites, and also affected the
outskirts of the city and nearby scenic places at the same time.
This thesis explores how Nature was valued in pre-modern China, and the
development of scenic sites through history. The subject is of particular importance as
it shows the significance of intangible landscape heritage, and will benefit the
understanding and appreciation of Chinese landscape culture while aiding
conservation.
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Foreword
During years of research in Chinese traditional landscape architecture and practice in
reconstruction projects and scenic site planning, I became more and more interested in
the diversity and complexity of the historically improved scenic sites. The beauty of
the landscape as described in the historic records, and the numerous recreational
activities which took place there were impressive. My curiosity grew whilst I was
involved in the practical work of landscape conservation, but when I searched for a
general history of Chinese landscape, or information about how these places were
valued historically, particularly with respect to scenic sites, it became clear that this
was still uncharted territory, despite the fact that much work had been undertaken
already, for example in the fields of the history of urban development, architectural
history, garden history, and social history. The lack of sources on landscape (other
than garden) history encouraged me to explore this field of research.
Another reason for doing this research lies in the loss of tradition in contemporary
China. In the last hundred years, much heritage has been destroyed in war or has been
vandalized for political and economic reasons. The new generation is being
influenced by Western culture and modern technologies, which are far removed from
traditional values and lifestyle. Some of the historic landscape conservation and
restoration projects taking place in contemporary China focus primarily on physical
aspects, that is on rebuilding identical features according to historical instructions, but
they often ignore other intangible aspects necessary to restoration such as culture and
religion, particularly with respect to attitudes toward Nature, conventional styles of
landscape perception and representation such as Eight Scenes, and the traditionally
preferred leisure pattern. All these make this study even more necessary.
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Chapter 1. Introduction
Although Philip Kuhn has recognized that 'we must free ourselves from the old
picture of a cyclically changing China' in order to understand its culture truly,1 many
scholars, like Fairbank, Reischauer and Craig, considered China as a seemingly stable
society, and Chinese culture as 'somnolent', or insist on substituting some less
pejorative modifying phrase like 'slow-motion' or 'stable'; 2 they worked within a
framework that virtually compels them to lay particular stress on the more stable and
abiding features of Chinese culture. 3 A widely used text that takes essentially the same
approach is Immanuel C.Y. Hsu's statement: 'China's political system, social structure,
economic institutions, and intellectual atmosphere remained substantially what they
had been during the previous 2000 years.,4 Also, Karl A. Wittfogel, who traces his
intellectual lineage to Marx and Engels and to the classical economists, argues that
hydraulic society, of which China is a prime example, is the outstanding case of
societal stagnation. S Joseph Levenson also shared this perspective. He implied that
there was a 'normal way' in which Chinese society operated and that the pivotal
presence in this normal way was a highly stable entity called Confucianism. 6
Not only the Western scholars held this opinion, many Chinese researchers shared the
perspective also: Jin Guantao, a senior research fellow of the Institute of Chinese

1 Philip A. Kuhn, Rebellion and Its Enemies in Late Imperial China: Mililari:alion andSocial Structure, 1796-1864 (Cambridge,
Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1970) pp. I-2, 5-6
2 Paul A. Cohen, China Unbound: evolving perspectives on the Chinese past, (London: Routlcdge, 2(03) p.56
3 John K. Fairbank, 'Introductory Chapter', in The Cambridge History of China, vo\.lO, Part I (Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1978),pp.6-8
4 Immanuel C. Y.Hsu, The Rise of Modern China (New York: Oxford University Press, 1983), P.6
5 Karl A. Wittfogel, Oriental Despolism: A Comparative Study of Total Power (New Haven: Yale University Press, 1957) p.420
6 Joseph Levenson, Confucian China and Its Modern Fate, (Bcrkeley: University ofCnlifornia Press, 1964) p. 14

1

Studies and the Director of the Research Centre for Contemporary Chinese Culture at
the Chinese University of Hong Kong, published an influential article in 1980 entitled
'Traditional Society in China: An Ultra-stable Str':!cture', in which he applied
cybernetics and system theory to historical studies and argued that, in feudal China,
the peasant economy, bureaucratic polity and Confucian ideology were closely
integrated into an ultra-stable structure. Because of this, traditional society in China
was stable, stagnant and long-lasting. The article was later expanded into a book, The
Cycle o/Growth and Decline--- On the Ultra-stable Structure o/Chinese Society.7

However, the question is, was the structure of Chinese society really stable and
stagnant? Joseph Levenson's

discussion,

and Max

Weber's

inquiry about

Confucianism, Chinese society and culture, are parochial to some extent, since they
are based on the assumption that the only kind of 'development' that is importantand therefore worth looking for in the Chinese past-is development leading toward
'modernity', as defined by the Western historical experience. But when modem values,
rationality, and intellectual issues were all defined in terms of the Western cultural
framework, Chinese culture would inevitably be underestimated and its understanding
astray. The lack of neutrality and open-endedness forced everything being addressed
through Western eyes, thus would end in the making over of Chinese culture in the
Western image.
Ralph Schroeder's analysis of Max Weber and the sociology of culture yields a
coherent conception of the interplay between culture and social life that can be found
throughout Weber's comparative studies of the world's religions and his work on
modem society. 8 This theory of the interplay between culture and social life also
applies to the Chinese case. In China, the literati have been the decisive exponents of
unity of culture,9 with many of them qualified as government officials, known to
7 Edward Lawrence Davis, Encyclopedia o/Contemporary Chinese Culture (London: Routlcdge, 2005 ) p.419
8 Ralph Schroedcr, Max Weber and the sociology 0/ culture (New York: SAGE Publications, 1992)
9 Max Weber, Hans Heinrich Gerth, The religion 0/ China: Corifucianlsm and Taoism (Washington, DC : Free Press, 1968) p.
107
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historians as scholar officials. They played a significant role in leading and
administering society. Their qualification was determined by education and especially
by national examinations, which were based on the values and contents of
Confucianism, which has therefore been a very important topic in discussing Chinese
history and cultural issues.
However, in dealing with Confucianism, especially Confucianism in its role as the
basis of the conduct of officials in the classical Chinese bureaucracy, Weber was
reduced to something that looked suspiciously like name-calling with a series of
references to non-rationality. Weber says:
There was no rational science, no rational practice of art, no rational theology,
jurisprudence, medicine, natural science or technology; there was neither divine
nor human authority which could contest the bureaucracy. Only an ethic
congruent with bureaucracy could be created and this was limited solely by
consideration of the forces of tradition in the sibs and by the belief in spirits.
Unlike Western civilization, there were no other specifically modern elements of
rationalism standing either in competition or in support of bureaucracy. 10
Weber's characterization of the Confucian bureaucratic ideology remains essentially a
list of negatives and paradoxes. It was difficult to locate the system of Confucianism
within his standard understanding of forms of culture. His solution was 'to find
charismatic elements in it', but this reasoning extended the notion of charisma in
problematic ways. I I
It is clearly wrong to assume a lack of rationality and to arbitrarily apply notions of

charisma to Chinese culture or Confucianism. It is also wrong to assume that Chinese
society was stable and stagnant, with few changes. Supported by abundant evidence,
this thesis sets out to analyse the appreciation and improvement of landscape to
demonstrate that pre-modern Chinese society, under the strong influence of
Confucianism and with cultural roots set in a variety of philosophies and religious

10 Max Weber, The religion o/China: ConfUCianism and Taoism (Washington, DC: Free Press, 195 I) pp. 151-2
11 David Chalcraft, Fanon Howell, Marisol Lopez Mcnendez, Hector Vera, Max Weber Matters: Intenl'eaving Past and Present
(Surrey: Ashgate Publishing, Ltd., 2008 ) p. 123
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beliefs, was a time and place with unique and integrated views, visions, values, and
practices. It should not be attached to the Western cultural framework and should be
appreciated in its own right, neutrally and open-mindedly. Once a detailed account of
its change has been thoroughly investigated and its cultural context fully addressed
and understood, Chinese culture can be appreciated properly. In this case, the
particular subject is landscape improvement under the influence of Confucianism.

Historic landscape improvement: scenic sites
For more than one thousand years, which is at least since the Tang Dynasty (618-907),
selected mountains, river edges and lakes ides have been valued as scenic sites,
improved and used as public leisure places. Many of these places have at some time
been recorded locally as Bajing (Eight Scenes). This forms part of a tradition which
can be traced from the eighth century, but with a heyday during the Ming-Qing
dynasties (14 th _19 th centuries). These so-called scenic sites formed an integral part of
pre-modern culture; they created a setting for contemplation, some of it related to
religious and philosophical beliefs, for various'leisure activities and a venue for social
relationships and outdoor activities. Together such activities in the open were
presented as 'revelling in Nature'. Over time, these sites acquired new functions, at
the same time increasing in appreciation in the public consciousness. The admiration
is clear from the Bajing records, landscape painting, poetry and other at1 works. Yet
despite their historic significance, they were neglected during the Mao Zcdong era
(1949-1976), deserted and damaged especially during the Cultural Revolution (19661976), as they were associated with the 'old' ideology and social system, which was
to be overturned. They have only seen a reassessment in recent years when they have
been appreciated once again. Despite this resurgence of interest they are now
presented and managed in a 'new' way, and there is a lack of historic continuity. There
is little awareness amongst the general public that what are now referred to as 'tourist
districts' relates to an ancient tradition.
The role of such historic scenic sites as places for 'public leisure or tourist destinations
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are nowadays often taken for granted; the sites serve the tourist industry and they are
exploited for profit. The ancient customs and their historic origins are often neglected
or ignored, with traditions and therefore activities being lost. These places therefore
lose their original meanings and acquire new ones which are often very different to
those of old.
There is also a lack of publications and scholarship about this topic. Although scenic
sites have historically been adapted for public leisure, and surviving historic scenic
sites have been valued as tourist resources, there is as yet no literature, either in
Chinese or a Western language, providing a critical review or a historical context for
them. Scholarly interest in Bajing primarily concentrates on it as an artistic movement,
as expressed in painting and poetry. But these sites were important places for public
leisure, being used for centuries for specific uses and acquiring new ones over time.
They were subjected to gradual improvements in their scenic and visitor qualities by
successive generations.
The lack of academic research on Bajing is possibly due to the fact that the gradual
adaptation of scenic sites and the tradition of Bajing have been so popular throughout
history that they have simply been taken for granted. As a result, there have been no
studies analysing the social and cultural context. Only with such context will the
uniqueness of Bajing become clear.
The focus of this research is on how Nature was valued, how and why landscapes
were improved, how scenic sites were adapted and used as public leisure places, and
how these changes in turn affected leisure behaviour.
Since Bajing was a popular tradition, frequently applied to local scenic sites, the
analysis of a large number of such examples potentially provides valuable information
that help with the understanding, reconstruction and the development of scenic sites.
This analysis addresses the types of places appreciated, how they came into being and
the kind of leisure activities that took place there. Answers to these questions raise
5

issues that are explored here.
First of all, how were Nature and natural sites valued and how did this affect their
adaptation and design? The scholar officials, educated in Confucianism, played an
important role in improving landscape and leading the process of change. How was
Nature valued in Confucianism and how did this affect the appreciation and treatment
of landscape? The profound cultural roots of the appreciation of naturalistic scenery in
religions and philosophies like Daoism and Buddhism, along with the roles of
government and the religious orders in scenic improvements, have all affected the
adaptation of landscapes for public leisure and the maintenance of these sites. An
inspection of these aspects mentioned above is therefore essential in order to be able
to understand the scenic sites and the phenomena associated with it.
The kind of leisure activities that took place in scenic sites, and their evolution as they
were gradually incorporated in scenic sites have been investigated. Since the cultural
element or human activity should not be omitted, the lack of which usually isolated
the places from context, progress, intangible attachments, and so on, thus degraded a
!.place',where people participate, to a physical !.space! merely. The analysis of this
information aimed to achieve a more comprehensive understanding of the
development of scenic sites, providing a more profound appreciation of both tangible
and intangible parts of a central issue in China's landscape heritage. This provides a
helpful background not only to conservation, but also may help to inform
sustainability issues.
Since leisure and ideas of Nature developed and evolved gradually over a long period
of time, in order to get a comprehensive understanding of the various issues relating to
scenic sites, it was considered essential to investigate changes over an extensive
period, including developments over some two thousand years. Such a long time span
enables analysis of the most important aspects of the relationship with Nature. A
comparison with the most recent changes reveals that pre-modern China was a place
with different values. It was a world and era in w~ich our modern assumptions do not
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apply, requiring us to form an understanding of the cultural context.
Landscape scenery as an academic subject has previously been approached in various
ways: architectural and garden history, literary research on landscape narratives, while
Sinologists have particularly concentrated on Chinese culture and important art works.
The existing studies on Chinese architectural and garden history form one part of the
foundation for this research. Classical gardens and building styles of different
dynasties have been thoroughly studied in previous research, while the historic scenic
sites and the outdoor places for public leisure have not yet been investigated properly.
Literary studies on historic landscape poetry and narrations relating to Nature, which
has prospered in China, also form one part of the knowledge base for this research.
Historic travel notes are also helpful to this research. Sinology has concentrated
primarily on literature based studies, with Sinologists having laboured at the
translation of novels and literary works, pursuing artistic production and method into·
its minute detail, and seeking to unravel every circumstance in the lives of poets and
philosophers, monks and missionaries. Although their theses are outside our field, for
example, on biography of an artist, or interpretation of a philosophical statement, they
are helpful in providing a context for this research.
Literary sources, the classic books of religions and philosophies in pre-modcrn China,
have also been referred to, such as Lunyu, Daodejing, Zhuangzi, and so on, study of
which is necessary to understand the cultural roots of Bajing and scenic sites. It has
been widely accepted that not only Confucius was interested in Nature; adherents of
many other schools of Chinese thought were keen 'naturalists' as well. 12 The classic
books of these religions and philosophies have recently become available in electronic
form, supporting features like key word search, which enables much easier access.
However, the hard work lies in the comprehension and translation of the ancient
language. There is detailed discussion of historic sources in a later section.

12 John Berthrong, 'Confucian views of nature', in Nature across Cultures: Views a/Nature and the Environment in Non-western
Cultllres, ed. by Helaine Selin. Arne Kalland (New York: Springer. 2003) pp.374-392
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That the Chinese had a huge concern for the study of the natural world is revealed in
the study of their technology and early science. 13 This thesis reveals the cultural
context, provides a new perspective which involves the historical and physical
dimensions and social context, aesthetic issues, human perception as well as cultural
perspectives, and charts how landscape and the environment were affected by cultural
values, and how scenic sites were improved and adapted to related leisure use. By
presenting a reading of the past, the aim is to increase the general comprehension of
Bajing, the custom of 'revelling in Nature', and the historically improved scenic sites,
their popularity and inspirational details, so that there may be more sympathetic
attitudes to historic values and more appreciation of both tangible and intangible
heritage, thus benefiting the conservation of landscape heritage as well as landscape
planning and design in favour of vernacular historic values.

Framework
Landscape is something more than a juxtaposition of picturesque details: human
presence, concerns and behaviour in particular environments are important
components which bond physical details and cultural elements together, so that the
environment can be perceived as a place; landscapes, therefore, take on the very
character of human existence. 14 The framework of this thesis is based on these issues:
presence, concerns and behaviour, that is, the statistics of scenic sites, example and
the analysis (chapter 3) showing the 'presence'; the investigation into Confucianism,
Daoism, Buddhism and other thoughts (chapters 4,5) demonstrating the 'concerns';
and the synthesis on the consumption of scenic sites and changes in leisure behaviour
(chapter 6) examining 'behaviour'. These three strands are bound closely with
physical details and cultural analysis to present a profound understanding of Chinese
historic landscape practices and beyond this, of Chinese society and culture. In

13 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol.l (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) p.44
14 Edward Relph, 'Geographical Experiences and Bcing-in-the-world: The Phenomcnological Origins of Geogmphy.' in
Dwelling. Place, and Environment: Toward a Phenomenology of Person and World, ed. by DlIvid Seumon and Robcrt Mugcruuer
(Dordrecht: Murtinus Nijhotl: 1985) p. 15-3\.
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particular, the thesis sets out to reveal the inter-relation between culture and landscape
practices, trying to explain how and why scenic sites were valued, adapted and used
as public leisure places, and how this changed throughout history. The three sections
of discussion in the thesis lead to its conclusions step by step: first the evidence to
demonstrate that scenic sites were a common concern in Chinese history, how popular
and important they have been in public life, and an analysis of the characteristics of
scenic sites followed by an investigation into historic cultural values to reveal those
views and visions of Nature which have served as a basis, and provided the roots for,
scenic sites. This is supported and further demonstrated by the last section, which
examines leisure behaviour in scenic sites. These discussions refine the subject of the
research into three aspects with short titles: scenic sites as a common concern; why
they have been popular; and how people enjoy themselves there.
The relative context of pre-modern China, such as the economic context, the common
land policy and so on, has been explained in the second chapter. The social context of
the leisure culture, such as the various classes, the flexibility of social status, civil
service recruitment through the national examination system and the educated people
who, as rulers and gentry, were deeply influenced by Confucianism, promoted the
enjoyment of scenic sites as a method of edifying people, are also necessary part of
understanding the background.
Chapters 3, 4, 5 and 6 constitute the main body of the thesis, with chapters 4 and 5
together as one section, and the other two as separate sections. The first section of the
main body, chapter 3, 'Scenic Sites as a Common Concern', begins with the analysis
of Bajing, a popular tradition for representing local scenic sites. It analyses a large
number of Bajing examples, not only to show that scenic sites were a common
concern, popularly appreciated, which were represented in various art works and used
as outdoor places for public leisure, but also to establish the essential characteristics
of scenic sites and what elements of them have been preferred. More than 200 sets of
Bajing have been assembled, of which a randomly selected 100 sets have been
9

·analysed. This includes more than 800 individual scenes, representing the same
number of scenic sites. The statistics of Bajing and many typical examples provide a
convincing indication of the types of scenery and places for recreation preferred, as
well as the interesting characteristics of scenic sites, such as the popular involvement
of the historic dedication of local scholar officials and religious orders in the
adaptation and maintenance of scenic sites.
This is followed by a detailed case study of Jiaxing, tracing the historic development
of scenic sites and analysing various versions of Bajing in different dynasties there.
The adaptation and regeneration of landscape in Jiaxing, which was led by the local
scholar officials in collaboration with the religious orders, who were appointed to
maintain the place, is considered typical and representative for the large number of
cases of scenic sites recognized by this research. In fact, many examples of scenic
sites shown in historic travel writings discussed in later chapters also reveal historic
development processes similar to that revealed in Jiaxing, supporting the selection of
Jiaxing as a representative example for detailed examination. The fact that scenic sites
served as the inspiration and source of garden design shows the importance of scenic
sites. Through discussion of the three aspects mentioned above, it can be
demonstrated that scenic sites have formed an integral part of Chinese culture through
history and have been very popular.
It is therefore important to understand why scenic sites were so popular. This has been

investigated in the next section, chapters 4 and 5, which explore how Nature and
scenic sites were valued in Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism and other cultural
systems, how views and visions of it influenced landscape improvement and scenic
appreciation. Thus the deeper cultural roots of scenic sites are revealed.
Confucianism has been the dominant ideology of the civil recruitment system since
the Han dynasty, while the national examination system started from the Sui and Tang
dynasties, was based on Confucianism. This social institutional system allowed
flexibility of social status, and educated people were able to practise their Confucian
10

principles, including promoting scenic sites as public leisure places in which people
might seek edification. The view of Nature in Confucianism and the influential words
of Confucius are significant, explaining why scholar officials were keen on the
enjoyment of scenery and scenic improvement, and why they promoted public leisure
use of scenic sites. These were the prerequisites for the forming of scenic sites.
The influence of the mythology of shenxian (fairies and immortals) and the Daoist
view of Nature, and Chan Buddhism (known as Zen in its Japanese form), were also
important cultural roots for the development of scenic sites, and helped to establish a
close relationship between religious practice and scenery. The philosophy's emphasis
on observation of Nature as a means of experiencing universal truth inspired people to
enjoy scenery in a meaningful and spiritual way. Other popular ideas, such as hermits
respecting, ancient Nature worship and fengshui, also had their effect on landscape
improvement. An understanding of cultural attitudes to Nature provides an important
means through which we can seek to understand practices of landscape improvement
and maintenance.
Then the next section, chapter 6, examines the consumption of scenic sites, showing
what leisure activities took place there and how leisure activities evolved in general to
suit scenic sites more and more. Leisure patterns evolved along with the growing
popularity of scenic sites, which developed after the Tang dynasty. By presenting
representative samples, the chapter argues that games changed from intense and
competitive to cooperative and entertaining, while people changed from active
participation to passively viewing, showing that alongside the forming of scenic sites
on a large scale, leisure patterns evolved to suit.
This thesis provides an analysis of scenic sites in pre-modern China, especially
focusing on intangible landscape heritage, exploring its institutional system, its
cultural values, human behaviour and artistic representation. Together these help to
constitute a deeper comprehension of historic scenic sites and landscape practices.
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Historic sources
Historic literature, as well as literary depictions, visual sources such as landscape
paintings, and broader aspects of literature, including both objective records on the
landscape environment with activities taking place there and subjective expressions of
landscape perception, are an important resource in this study.
Recreation and leisure in Nature have not usually been regarded as subjects for
inclusion in formal records since they were not considered 'productive', that is, they
did not generate agricultural produce or industrial products. This has resulted in
limited literary sources, found scattered in travel notes, letters, prose and poetry.
However, since they were such a popular aspect of life, they have been mentioned
nevertheless in official Gazettes (fangzhi 1ft;.)

15,

as well as in other diaries and notes.

Some of the official records and biographies reveal aspects of scenic improvement
and the use of scenic sites for public leisure. Landscape paintings can also be
considered more than art alone. Among the various resources, the records of Bajing
(local Eight Landscape Scenes) and travel notes are most useful in investigating the
features and characteristics of specific landscapes. The research of Bajing-was
important since few survive today. A great deal of historic information about Bajing
(Eight Scenes) has been extracted from Gazettes or other historic records, many of
which have recently been published on local government websites as part of a revival
of interest in local history, greatly enhancing opportunities for comparison between
them. These form an important resource for research, and allow an analysis based on
many examples. Bajing are valuable in revealing the artistic perception of scenic sites,
as well as the traditional style, taste and fashion of scenic appreciation.

15 These are known as fangzhi ( literally translated as 'Gazette'), which refers to local records compiled by otlicials, or literati
authorised by local governments. These, usually included volumes of 'Local Geography and Topography', 'Population and
Custom', 'Special Local Product', 'Local Celebrities', 'Records of Big Events', 'Local Art and Culture', 'Local Temples and
Shrines', ' Local Festivals', etc. For one specific town, there were various versions compiled at different times, for example, the
Ming and Qing Version, discerned by the different dynastie. When there are more than one versions from the same dynasty, they
were discerned by different periods marked by the 'Emperor's Year Title (in Ming and Qing Dynasty, each Emperor only uses
one Year Title)' such as Ming Wanli
JJj) version, or Ming Chenghua <nlt-lt) version. The original copies of Gazette literature
are kept by local authorities of Cultural Bureau or Heritage Bureau, and National Archive Library or Provincial Ancient Books
Library; some can be found in private collections and abroad libraries, such as Cambridge University Library. A smull amount of
them have been published in recent years. Some of them can partly be accessed on line.

eJj
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In addition to this, a broad range of secondary literature has been reviewed, such as
published studies on historic sports and traditional outdoor leisure, folk customs and
activities in traditional festivals, and the official holidays during festivals, for instance,
Wu Yugui, History of Chinese Custom (2001), and Yang Liansheng, Holidays in
Ancient times(2006). 16

Generally speaking, along with the collection of historic

material~

and reviewing of

literature, there were three main steps in this research. First, a collection of material
relating to historic recreation and leisure was compiled and analysed. A wide range of
historic records deriving mainly from published historical sources and contemporary
research on historic games and sports was explored. These sources give an overview
of leisure patterns and behaviour, explaining why scenic sites were so popular as
public leisure places. This helps to confirm that throughout history in China, natural
landscape has continuously been enhanced and adapted, usually presented as 'scenic
sites' in historic material and the most popular place for public leisure. Second,
through a collection of historic material related to travel notes and Bajing (Eight
Scenes), including hundreds of examples of scenic sites, some with poetic titles and
poetry and illustrations which reveal the detailed process of landscape improvement in
scenic sites, and the landscape perceptions and preferences of their times, have been
analysed. Historic fashions and details are extracted in two respects: intangible and
tangible. Then, through an investigation with critical analysis in aspects of related
economic, social and cultural background, the cultural values of Nature and scenic
sites have been addressed. This involved the exploration of Confucianism, Daoism,
Buddhism, folk beliefs and literary works related to the expression of scenic
appreciation.
It was traditional in China to compile historic records of each dynasty, with several

16 Liansheng Yang ~JfXIl!, 'Gudai Jiari' [Holidays in Ancient times]ti~ff'j B, in Qinghua Weekly JournalliffltJifJfIJ. Jan forth
2006<http://www.law.tsinghua.edu.cnllawtsinghualReadNews.asp?NewsID=28529> [accessed 29 Apr2008]; Yugui Wu ~JiJJt,
Zhongguo Fengsu Tongshi: Suilang Wudai [History of Chinese Custom: Sui Tang Wudai Period]

10 .'ll BJX1.1it'(Shanghai: Wenyi Chubanseh 1:~Jt~IfjJ\!i(~±,200J)
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significant instances produced during the Ming and Qing dynasties, when publishing
technology had advanced. Today the majority of primary sources derive from
amalgamated series. The best known series of sources are Sikuquanshu [the Complete
Library in Four Branches} 1!!l!¥~f5 and Gujin Tushu Jicheng [the Encyclopaedia
Collection of All Books} i!i4-ffl13'J/€Ji1t. These sources have recently been published
in a digital format, which greatly simplifies historical research. The written texts and
records compiled in these series include travel notes, miscellanea, poetry, prose and
diaries. These all provide information particularly helpful in the study of perceptions
of places in the natural landscape.
The Sikuquanshu [the Complete Library in Four Branches} 1!!l!$~f5was compiled
during the early years of the Qing Dynasty, completed in 1782 and hand copied in
seven sets by the government. Only the copy of Wenyuange survived completely, and
the present digital version was based on this copy. It was compiled from 3503
contemporary sources, with a total of nearly 800 million words.
The Gujin Tushu Jicheng [the Encyclopaedia Collection ofAll Books} i!i4-fflf5'11!f;jt,
edited by Chen Menglei in the Qing Dynasty, includes 144 million words as well as
many maps, illustrations and diagrams,· which supply vivid images and are valuable
for understanding the features in recreational places. It includes a separate subheading on mountains and waters, which provides selected travel notes, and poetry
related to natural landscape. Unfortunately, 'recreation' and 'leisure' were not listed
under a separate heading; information on these topics was therefore extracted by
means of keyword search of the digital versions.
Besides the above sources there were Gazettes kept by the culture bureaux of local
government, and a sizable collection is contained in the Central Library and Archives
in Beijing. The fourth century saw the first of what later developed into a vast genre
of writings, the so-called 'Gazettes', which gathered local records and topography.
The first one was Huayang guozhi, written in 347. For centuries, local records were
compiled, sometimes as a labour of love by a retired scholar of the district, sometimes
14

by official order to provide information about local government. 17 More than 6500 of
these books are known, but most are later than the Tang. Larger geographical works
were also written then, such as Li Daoyuan's famous Shuijingzhu (Commentary on the
Waterways) in about 510. During the Ming & Qing dynasties, local governments
recorded important local events, celebrities, geography, cultural information and maps
which were compiled and published on a small scale at intervals of several decades or
even longer. These Gazettes, called Fangzhi (1J;jJ.) collectively, include information
on Eight Landscape Scenes.
Additionally, paintings, drawings, and engravings have been used as sources.
Engraved s'lates, some of which have been excavated from Han Dynasty tombs in
recent centuries, depict scenes of outdoor recreation, feasting, and highlight local
beauty spots in the outskirts of towns.
Landscape paintings are also an important source, although these do not aim to
provide a necessarily objective picture. It has been shown that landscape paintings
inspired by specific places have a long history in China. In the middle to late sixteenth
century in Ming China, some artists, influenced by a dramatically increased interest in
travel writing and geographical information, redirected the focus of travel painting
from nostalgic commemoration of subjective experience to communication of
objective information. 18 Thus landscape paintings provide an important resource for
historic information.
Recreation and scenic site also occurs in novels, prose or poetry, such material reveals
abundant evidence, providing vivid scenes and information on the use of spaces and
the appreciation of the scenery. Although examples of travel writing are rare for the
first two-thirds of Chinese literary history, in the later dynasties it seems that just
about every writer of note tried his hand on travel writing or diaries, including literary

17 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation In China, Vol.l (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) p.l19-126
18 K. S. Ganza, The Artist as Traveler: The Origin and Development o/Travel as a Theme in Chinese Landscape Painting o/the
Fourteenth to Seventeenth Centuries (PhD thesis, Indiana University, 1990)
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pieces characterized by lyrical or autobiographical contents, and also documentary
pieces written as objective records of places or events. 19

Translating, interpreting and keyword search
The use of a keyword search made it necessary to define the keywords properly. The
ancient Chinese words are different from the simplified present Chinese, both in font
style and in meaning. For example the character ~ (meaning country) was written as
~, and the character

?!t

(meaning study) was written as a very different ~. The

character ~ (the font style has not changed), means kiosk now, while in ancient times,
it may have meant an administerial district, a kind of mountain pear, an inn set up by
government or something like a kiosk, such as a military facility gazebo. It is also
used as a name for a place. For example, the word xinting (ff!r~) was a place name in
Jin Dynasty, but has been mistaken by some scholars as 'landscape architecture',
since literally the word also means 'new kiosk'.
The ability to read and understand traditional Chinese characters is a necessity for this
type of research. The Origin of Chinese Words (1i*~) (the most recent edition of

2001), The Collection of Words (~*WJ) (the most recent edition of 1999), and the
Concise Ancient Chinese Language Dictionary (jU'j nA tirX i1!im ~4 )(1985), are used
here as the authoritative reference sources for translation and interpretation of ancient
words into modem Chinese.
For the leisure place topic, the following are used as keywords for the initial search: xi
(~, means play, drama, games),

wan (m, means play), yu (~~, means play), le

means music, play music, happy), wu (~!li, means dance and play), you
travel, tour), guan-shang O]/:Yt, means view and admire), yuan

(VJI,

U.k,

means

Im (means garden and

landscape), shan-shui (W/7.K, refers to natural landscape, literally meaning mountain
19 Richard E. Strassberg, Inscribed Landscapes: Travel Writingfram Imperial China (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1994) p.xix
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and water body), shan-lin (w 11*, refers to natural landscape, literally meaning
mountain and woods), Hn-quan

(t*17'R,

refers to natural landscape, literally meaning

woods and spring or stream) and so on. This enables the location of a good linked
description and the related paragraphs are read to find whether it is relevant to
'recreational behaviour or place'. Since the various meanings and uses for every
keyword vary in different contexts, the real relevant texts are only a small part of the
entire linked paragraphs.

Terms of reference
In order to provide a common basis of understanding, it is important to agree a
number of definitions for this thesis of both Chinese and English words, particularly
with respect to commonly used terms such as scenery, landscape, place, leisure and
recreation.

Nature

'Nature' has different meanings in modern and ancient Chinese which need to be,
explained. In modern Chinese, the term is translated and written as ziran § f,.{\,
referring to all the animals and plants in the world and all the features, forces, and
processes that exist or happen independently of people, such as the weather, the sea,
mountains, reproduction, and growth, as for example in the phrases, 'Nature is at its
best in spring', or 'they loved hiking and being close to Nature'. However, in ancient
Chinese the word 'ziran' was not used to refer to Nature. It should be formed from
two separate characters, zi (self) and ran (being), which when used together usually
meant 'without being touched or changed'. In ancient Chinese there was no single
word used to refer to Nature collectively: cosmos, mountains, rivers, climatic
phenomena were referred to separately.
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There is a dilemma in using the word Nature, since nothing is 100 percent 'self being'
or 'without touch of human', when human beings have existed on earth for such a
long time and civilization has extended so widely. In this thesis 'Nature' is only used
as a collective term to refer to original natural places like mountains and rivers. Plants,
animals, and climatic aspects may have been touched and changed by humans.

Scenery and landscape

In Chinese, t~e word for 'scenery' is fengjing JxlJJt, in which the first character feng

p<1 basically means 'wind', while the second character jing

~

literally means

'sunlight' or 'landscape,20. The most frequent term for scenic site is jingdian, while
more formal expressions used arefengjingqu and mingshengqu (scenic area). Fengjing
has been used to mean 'scenery' since the Qin dynasty (221-206 RC.E.), while
mingsheng, a contraction of mingshang shengdi (famous mountains and excellent
places), has been used to refer to a place with beautiful scenery since the Northern Qi
dynasty (550-577 C.E.).21 The term fengguang J.x1:Yt has also acquired a synonym
asfengjing, which literally means 'wind and sunlight' ,22 The character feng lA is a
complicated word, which also means 'custom' as a noun, When used as a verb, it can
be interpreted as 'having fun' or 'enjoying oneself in leisurely way'. In some rare
ancient cases, it means 'conduct and discipline', These implications of the words
correlate closely with the human behaviour we associate with scenery making.
Locally, scenic sites had been assembled into sets of jing with captions, some of
which were circulated as woodblock prints, such as the 'Twenty Jing of Jinling' in Gu

20 Advanced Dictionary of Chinese (iI!li!JltJlilf:kiffjjIQ.),

(Beijing: Chinese Dictionary Press, 2005), the entry of '))(1.:!lI:'. '))(1.',

and ':!lI:'.

21 PilI Nylri, Scenic spots: Chinese tourism, the state, and cultural authority (Washington D.e.: University of Washington Press,
; 2006) p.8
22 For example, as used in poem in the 12th century by Yang Wanli(l127-1206) :tih7J ID. in 'Xiaochu jingcisi song Linzifang'
[Morning Scene out of Jingci Temple when seeing Linzifang off] 1!tetl:l~~'i'fJ!**T1J, original words as ~i';j!!iWlt;f:l ,:p,))(1.
ft/f~IlllIt1Ii'll.
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Qiyuan's (1565-1628) On Refined Travel (Yan you pian).23 Brook translates jing as
prospect, as 'an established and well-defined view onto a known landscape, not a
view that the artist selects and defines himself'. 24 In a number of cases, artists
produced sets of views relying on established schemata without having visited the
site?5 Indeed, jing is not only a prospect or a view; it refers to a scenario or a scene
which people participate in, along with the appropriate circumstances of viewing,
which could include season, time of the day, weather, and the spectators' moods, as
well as the poetic or historical references it should evoke. 26 Sets of j ing and associated
poems were produced both for promotional purposes, to surround a city with a
cultural aura and set up an itinerary for visits, and as souvenirs sold at street stalls. 27
This will be addressed in detail in Part A of Chapter 3.
Since landscape painting was called shanshui painting in history, the ancient Chinese
word for 'landscape' is shanshui LlJ 7,K. It literally means mountains and water
landscape, including river, lake, spring, waterfall, and so on. In modern Chinese,
landscape is rendered as jingguan :~U.m; as a synonym of scenery or good views, it
prescriptively gives the word a hint of aesthetic value in a positive way, and is not a
neutral word like the word 'landscape' in English. Mountains and watersides were the
two main categories of scenery locations, and thus scenic sites were so called, since
plains were used as farmland rather than as places for public leisure and thus not
perceived as 'scenery'.

23 Pal Ny!ri, Scenic spots: Chinese tourism, the state, and cultural alllhority (Washington D.C.: University of Washington Press,
2006) p.8-9

24 Timothy Brook, The Confusions of Pleasure: commerce and culture in Ming China (London: University of California Press,
1998) p.59
25 lames Cahill. New Dimensions in Chinese Ink Painting: Works from the Collection of John and Alice Z. Berninghausen
(Washington D.C.: Univ of Washington Press, 1992), p.281
26 PAl Nylri, Scenic spots: Chinese tourism, the state, and cultural authority (Washington D.C.: University of Washington Press,
2006) p.8-9

27 lames Cathill. New Dimensions in Chinese Ink Painting: Works from the Collection of John and Alice Z. Berninghausen
(Washington D.C.: Univ of Washington Press, 1992), p.255-6
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Place

'Place' is widely used and refers to 'location'. But when mentioned in modern studies,
it means not only physical location, but also something with social, psychological, or
cultural suggestions. 28 Landscape refers only to the physical form of a place. 29 Just
like the meaning of 'oneself' is more than 'one's body', the meaning of 'place' is
usually more than 'physical landscape' in a similar way.
There was no counterpart word in the ancient Chinese language for 'place', but in
modern Chinese it is translated as chang-suo (J~ Jiff ), which is made up of two
characters: chang (JiJ)and suo (Jiff). In the Advanced Dictionary o/Chinese, the word
'chang-suo' is explained as 'the site where people gather to participate in certain
activity, or where some event happens' ,30 which emphasizes on the relationship of
human beings to the place, taking people's activity to define the word. This suggests
an inevitably important aspect of concept of place: people's presence or involvement.
There are three characters having similar meanings to place: chang, suo, and chu (~).
Chang 0%), traditionally written as j¥J or Jtj, originally meant 'open space with flat
surface', especially refers to 'ground beside an altar'. It also refers to country fairs
which take place at certain intervals, and is still used in this meaning in some dialects.
In written sources more than 2000 years old, it has been taken to mean 'kitchen
gardens' and 'roads in cities', but these meanings were rarely used in later history.3l
The character also means 'stage', 'show', and 'a section of a drama'. This meaning is
still in use today. 32 These various meanings all suggest that 'place' is closely
associated with people's various daily life activities and it was the activity that defines

28 Jcnnifer E. Cross, 'What is 'Sense of Place'?', in Archives oj the Twelfth Headwaters Conference, (Gunnison. Colorado:
Western State College, 200 l) <http://www.western.edulheadwaters/archivesfheadwatersI2-papcrs/cross-paper.html> accessed
[9 Nov 2006]

r

29 Edward Rclph, Place and placelessness (London: Pion, 1976) pJO
30 Advanced Dictionary ojChinese (itlifIUJlili;j;;jiijjq.) , (Beijing: Chinese Dictionary Press, 2005). the entry of '~m'

3[ Concise Ancient Chinese Language Dictionary (1W1J9i!iiJlili~Jjq.), (Bcijing: Chinese Dictionary Press. (985). the entry of
':I$]'

32 Advanced Dictionary ojChinese (itliflltJlili;j;;iiijjq.), (Beijing: Chinese Dictionary Press, 2005), the entry of':I$]'
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an area as a place.
The character suo (FJT) originally meant 'the sound of cutting a tree', and this meaning
has been extended to refer to 'a place,.33 The connection between these two meanings
probably lies in the fact that in the very beginning, people made timber to build their
residences, and cleared woodland to create the surrounding open space.
The character chu (~) originally meant 'to stop' or 'be there', and also means 'dwell'
and 'location' .34 When it is used as an adjective in an ancient Chinese context, it also
means 'steady' and 'constant' .35 Hence, place may be perceived as somewhere for
people to stop or be, to dwell. Such a dwelling is perceived as tranquil, steady, and
constant, without any fear of threats.
In the Oxford Dictionary ofGeographi 6, the entry for 'place' is: 'A particular point on
the earth's surface; an identifiable location for a situation imbued with human values.'
Place is thus not just a location, but a particular one. What makes it particular and
how is it 'imbued with human values' is a discussion focus for places.
In ordinary language 'place' has a wider meaning. The Oxford English Dictionary
defines the noun 'place' in four respects, and gives 19 definitions. 37 Apart from the
meaning given above, these include different meanings related to one's position in a
society or other kinds of circumstance~. Thus 'place' is not used only to refer to spatial
locations, but also to people at the location, people's senses relating to space or
location, and their position at a certain scale, order, or within a series. It is possible
that 'position in society' is the primary meaning of 'place' since it is less abstract than

33 Concise Ancient Chinese Language Dictionary C~nRi:i&iSWJ§4), (Bcijing:

Chinese Dictionary Press, J985), the entry of

'm'

34 Advanced Dictionary of Chinese (iP6f!1tJZifjj;:ih/fi!) , (Beijing: Chinese Dictionary Press, 2005), the entry of'~'
35 Concise Ancient Chinese Language Dictionary (JWIjlJi!itJZifjih/fi!), (Bcijing: Chincse Dictionary Press, 1985), the entry of
'~'

36 Susan Mayhew, Oxford dictionary ofgeography (Oxford: Oxford University Prcss, 1997) p,327
37 Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) entry of 'place'
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'location in space,.38 The two meanings have intermingled with each other over time
and it is not easy to separate them. One point is clear, that place is a location which
involves people, their behaviour and perceptions.

Recreation and leisure
The term 'recreation' is nowadays so widely used in different contexts that it is
difficult to define in a few words, and it is necessary to consider its etymology in
order to create an understanding.
The Chinese word for recreation indicates that it is the opposite of work, busy, or
occupied. It is inspiring to find that both characters of the Chinese counterpart word
for recreation, xiu

(1*)

and xian (i*J), have original meanings connected with trees,

which may stand for Nature, and also involves human, human activities and buildings.
The entire word xiu xian (1*1*1) also means 'lie fallow',39 indicating that peasants are
resting and the land is not being cultivated. These pictographic characters enable the
original meaning to be traced. The ancient character xiu (1*) depicts a man leaning
against a tree; it also refers to the shadow of a tree. 40 In contemporary Chinese, it
means 'to have a rest', 'have a break' or 'cease working'. And the pictographic
character xian (1*1) originally depicts a tree inside a gate, which suggests a fenced
garden being looked at from the outside. In ancient times, the word meant 'fencing,
restrict, or guard against', and it also means 'unoccupied, vacant, hollow, leisurely and
carefree'41. This word nowadays means 'spare time, idle, or something not in use' .42
The word xiu xian ({*1*1) also has synonyms', such as yu le (written as ~}Uf;, means

38 Yi-Fu Tuan, Space and place: humanistic perspective (London: Edward Arnold Ltd,
39 The Collection a/Words (if'F1/V) (Bcijing: Chinese Dictionary Press,

1977) p.223

1999), entry of '#f+]'

40 The Origin a/Chinese Words (Hill!), (Bcijing: Chinese Dictionary Press, 2001), entry of '#'
41 Concise AnCient Chinese Language Dictionary (%]IJ/Ji!itliliiiif/Q.). (Beijing: Chinese Dictionary Press,

1985), entry of '~j'

42 Modern Chinese Language Diclianary(JJlJlttliliiPJ/Q.). (Bcijing: Chinese Dictionary Press, 2002), entry of 'f+]'
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¥f'4:l!,

means

I*J UF;i, means leisure), wan shua (written as

.m ~,

amusement, having fun, joy and entertainment), xiao qian (written as
pastime), xian xia (written as

means disport, game and play). These are all notions of having fun and relaxing.
In English, there are many synonyms of 'recreation' and words in the same field, such
as play, leisure, sport, and so on. Recreation, play and fun are not only the preserve of
humans and nearly all creatures indulge in this to some extent: play is essential for the
development of skills. Sports are activities that have formal rules, require physical
effort and skills, and are sometimes competitive and organized within institutional
structures. They are derived from play but there may be rules and specific skills
required. 43 Sports can be recreational with the emphasis on fun or involve
performance within a competition inside a league or event structure. There was no
synonym for sport in the traditional Chinese language. The various sports that
historically occurred in China were nam~d by their specific, rather than generic names.
In modern times, 'sport' is written as tiyu

(1* ff),

a newly created word, literally

meaning 'physical education'.
Recreation is the use of time in a non-profitable way, in many ways also therapeutic
refreshment of one's body or mind. While leisure is more likely a form of
entertainment or rest, recreation is active for the participant but in a refreshing and
diverting manner.44 Leisure is a bit more complex but tends to be in the broadest
definition, related to fun. In the 19th Century~ 'leisure' was once famously defined as
'non-productive consumption of time' ,45 while in Chinese, it was defined as 'without
business, without working' ,46 which is similar. The Oxford English Dictionary states
that leisure is, 'the state of having time at one's own disposal, time which one can
spend as one pleases; free or unoccupied time.' And recreation is 'the action of
recreating (oneself or another), or the fact of being recreated, by some pleasant
43 Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) Entry of 'sport'
44 Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 200S)Entry of 'recreation'

45 Vcblen,Thorstein, The Theory of the Leisure Class (London: Alien & Unwin, 1899 repr. 1957)
46 The Collection of Words

(t'NlV) (Beijing: Chinese Dictionary Press, 1999), entry of' f;l'llll\l'
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occupation, pastime or amusement.,47 Moreover, 'recreation' is rooted in the Latin
recreatio, which refers to restoration or recovery; it implies the re-creation of energy

or the restoration of ability to function. 48
In this thesis, the subtle differences between these words will not be emphasised. The
words 'recreation' and 'leisure' are being used here as collective terms to represent all
related activities, which are for fun, non-serious, non-productive, including both
active recreational behaviour (such as playing games or sports) and non-active
recreational behaviour (such as watching entertainment, watching a performance or
exhibition, and scenic views, sight seeing, meditation or strolling).
Hence, to conclude, the term 'recreation' or 'leisure' is meant as the refreshment of
body or mind through activities, or a planned inactivity, undertaken because one
wants to do it, or is accustomed to it, without any moral, economical, social or other
direct pressure.

47 Oxford English Dictionary (Oxford: Oxford University Press, 2005) entry of 'recreation' and 'leisure'

48 J. R. Ke\ly, Leisure (London: Englewood Cliffs NJ. Prentice Hall, 1990)
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Chapter 2. Physical and cultural context

A broader consideration of historical context, physical environment and relative social
background is necessary to provide a more comprehensive context and understanding
of the various dynasties, the territory of Chinese culture, and environmental factors of
geography, hydrology, climate, as well as the common land policy, and the major
architectural styles which played an important role in supplying shelters for outdoor
activities.
Dynasties, territory and research area

Some geographical and climatic background is essential as this generally affected
pattern of leisure, and some basic information about historical dynasties through
which Chinese culture evolved is also necessary. The character of Chinese agricultural
civilization should be especially mentioned, since this served as the foundation of the
social and economic system.
The method ofperiodization often used by Western and Japanese historians is to apply
the conventional categories of European history: ancient, medieval, and modem. The
Southern and Northern Dynasties are usually taken to mark the transition to medieval,
, and the Song, the transition to Modem. The disadvantage of this is that it may suggest
false connotations for those in the West who are familiar with the European context. A
simplification is to lump the pre-Qin unification as the formative age, from the Qin to
the Song as the early empire, and from the Yuan to the Qing as the later empire, thus
creating massive slices of one thousand years each. Currently in China political
criteria are applied: ancient history covers antiquity to the early 19th century; early
modem history is from 1840 to 1919; modem history is from 1919 to 1949 when the
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People's Republic of China was constructed. 49 In this thesis, the pre-modern time span
is set roughly before the 19th century, before China started being forced by Western
power to be a semi-colonial society, and the consistency of its culture was
substantially interrupted by the Western intrusion.
Table 1. Dynasties of China
(Source: EncycIopidia of Chinese history, Beijing: International Cultural Publishing
House of China, 2000)
DYNASTIES

TIME

LENGTH
(YEARS)

Xia dynasty ]{

c. 21 cent. B.C.-c.16 cent.
B.C.

500

iti

c. 16 cent. B.C.-c.II cent.
B.C.

500

1027 B.C.-256 B.C.

771

Shang

Zhou

m

Spring and
period 3fit'c

Autumn

770B.C.-476 B.C.
475 B.C.-221 B.C.

Warring States period

1""&00
Qin *

221 B.C- 207 B.C.

14

Han ~lx.

206B.C.-A.D.220

426

Western Han W¥J.. '

206 B.C.-A.D.8

Xin fti'

A.D.9-A.D.23

Eastern Han 1F ¥J..

A.D.23-A.D.220

Three Kingdoms period

- 00-

45

220-265

Wei ~

49 Endymi on Porter Wilkinson, Chinese his/Dry : a manual (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Asia Ccnl cr for the
Harvard-Yenching Institute, 2000)
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Shu ii:Q
Wu *
lin

w:

265-420

w:
Eastern lin j~ w:

155

265-316

Western lin 1I§

317-420

Northern and Southern 420-589
. ~
DynastIes
PFJ -:lt"IJ3
!J! Northern Dynasties
!jijj

:It

Southern Dynasties

i¥J

169

f.IJ3

-1-

Sui Wf~

581-618

37

618-907

289

Five Dynasties 3i 1-~

907-960

53

Song *

960-1279

167

Tang

m

Northern Song

:It*

Southern Song r.~

*

960-1 127

1127-1279

152

1271-1368

97

M ing 13)3

1368-1644

276

Qing f,.1 (Manchus)

1644-1911

267

Yuan

7t (Mongols)

Remote antiqu ity, the pre-Qin, that is, before the Qin unification, is a period that
covers in all about 1800 years, the late part of it usuall y divided into the Western and
Eastern Zhou dynasty, the period in which Confucius and the philosophical founders
of Daoism lived; the Eastern Zhou is subdivided into the Spring and Autumn, and the
Warring States periods. Thereafter, the fo llowing 2200 years is often ca ll ed ' imperial
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China', which is divided into six or seven main dynastic periods, alternating between
a united empire and periods of war and disunity.
It is also necessary to point out the periods of unification (as marked in the table in
light blue) and disunity in the two thousand years imperial history since Qin dynasty :
the first unification lasted for 440 years, from Qin to Han; after that, China was in a
state of division and confusion for 330 years, with the exception of the short period of
unification under Western Jin; then the unification under Sui, Tang, and Northern
Song dynasties for 546 years, with the exception of short periods of turbulence ; the
following Southern Song suffered through many wars with its northern neighbours
and retreated to the southern part of China for 152 years; at last the unification of
Yuan (reigned by Mogols) came, continued with Ming and Qing (reigned by Manchu)
for a total period of 640 years. The transition between each dynasty was always
marked by wars, upheaval and turbulence. In periods of peace, agricultural
productivity stabilized, the economy flourished , and leisure was thus boosted. The
level of prosperity of leisure activities was clearly synchronous with the economic
situation of the country, as manifest in the scale of surviving historic records.
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Figure 2. 1 Tl~ ITitory of C h in a in th e Qin
dy na sty(in ~ h ll dow) co mpa r ed w ith th l' prese nt
territory (i n red li ne)

Figun' 2.2 Tl'lT ito ry of C hin a in till' W l'stC'rn
Han dy na sty( in sha d ow ) co mp ared wit h t he
present ter ritory (i ll red Iin c)
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Figure 2.3 Territory of China in the Tang
dynasty (in shadow) complln'd with the
present territory (in red linc)

Figure 2.4 Tcrritory of Chin ll in thc No rth ern So ng
dynasty (in shadow) compared with thl' p1'(~ S(' nt
territory (in r ed lin e)
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Fi gure 2.6 Territory of Chinn in the Vua,.
dy na sty (in shadow) ('olllplIred with th e
prest'nt territory (in n'd line)

Figure 2.5 Territory of Chinll in th('
Southern Song dyna sty (in
shadow)
wlllpurcd with the present tcrritory (in red
linl')
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Figure 2.7 Territory of Chin:\ in th(' Ming
dyna sty (in sh:uiow) cOll1pan~d with thc
present territory (in red lin(')

Figure 2.8 Tl'rritory of C hina in till' Qin g
dy nasty (in shndow) compan·tI with th e
pl't~ S Cllt tl'lTilory (in I'ed line)
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Alongside the cycles of unification and disunity, the territory of China changed over
history. so (Fig2.1-2.8) While the central part of China had established a civilization
and a unified strong government, the areas surrounding it were still in stage of
comparatively barbarous situation, with people on a triballevel. sl
The region of Yellow River valley saw the earliest Chinese civilisation, the rise of the
feudal state of Qin, and the successive glories of the Han and Tang capitals at
Chang'an. Although Qin first united China and set up imperial China, its territory was
no more than half the area of modem China. It only consists of the south-eastern part
of present China, though it also exercised rather loose control of the south-eastern arc
shaped area along the coast. It is mainly this area that has served as the major stage of
Chinese culture in the last 2000 years, and forms the focus of this research. As for this
region, besides the central regions of Yellow River valley and Yangzi River valley,
there is the south-eastern and southern coast of China, stretching in a vast arc from
Hangzhou to the lndo-Chinese border, and severely cut off from the inland provinces.
Four valleys open like amphitheatres on the sea, first the Qiantang River which forms
the Hangzhou estuary in Zhejiang, then, further south, the Minjiang river in Fujian,
which leads down to Fuzhou; thirdly, the Hanjiang with Shantou at its mouth; and
lastly, the river-system of Guangzhou which is the most considerable of the four. The
greater part of the coastline was cut off from the interior by mountain ranges which
were poorly penetrated by passes, canals and other transportation arteries until a late
time. 52 Along with the several grand immigrations of the IIan people from the central
part of China, mainly driven by the wars and turbulence which occurred in the
northern part of China in the first half of imperial history, this coastline arc area was
penetrated and then dominated by the Han Chinese civilisation.

so The present China is consisted of 56 peoples. each has its own history and culture. Most of the minorities scattered in the
marginal areas, like northern west part, and southern west. Here, the Chinese culture refers to the culture mainly based on the
Han people.
5 I Stuart Kirby, Introduction to the Economic History o/China (London: Taylor & Francis, 2006) p.66
52 Joseph Needham, SCience and Civilisation in China, Vol. I(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) p.44
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After Qin, the Han and Tang dynasties were strong and rather aggressive, extending
their territory nearly three times, although most regions in the new territory were
under loose control, making annual tribute to the central government but in many
instances remaining autonomous. Chinese culture and custom penetrated to these
regions, but never on a large scale, so these regions have never been considered as
having an entirely orthodox Chinese culture.
During the Tang dynasty, the area of lower Yangzi River valley was well developed,
and began to function as the economic centre of the whole country.53
In the Northern Song dynasty, the territory shrank to a region smaller than Qin China
and even excluded Beijing, the present day capital, while in the Southern Song
dynasty, it shrank even further, to only half its former size over a period of 150 years.
Then the continent was conquered by the Mongols for nearly one century, before the
Ming dynasty was set up in the late 14th century. Two hundred and seventy years later,
the Manchu invaded from the north-east of the continent and occupied China for two
and half centuries, as the last dynasty of imperial China.
Although the territory changed through time, the territory of the Qin or Northern Song
dynasties is now seen as typical Chinese civilisation, as concentrated in the two river
valleys, the Yangzi and Yellow River valleys, which have been occupied by Chinese
culture continuously for two thousand years. This is the reason for concentrating this
thesis on this area.
Physical background and character of agricultural civilization

As for the general geographic background of China, from east to west, there are a
series of gigantic steps leading up to the high Tibetan massif, with two main features:
(a) generally, the northern part is higher than the southern, and the western part is
higher than the eastern; Cb) four important east-west mountain ranges divide the

53 Stuart Kirby, Introduction 10 Ihe Economic Hislory o/China (London: Taylor & Francis. 2006)p.66
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country into several latitudinal segments, especially the western half. It is clear that
the structure of China is distinguished from that of most other regions by having a
complex network of high mountain ranges separating a number of flatter areas. 54
There are also mountain ranges parallel to the south east coast line which cut off the
arc coast area. There are abundant mountains and rivers, and China prides itself for
having the greatest topographical variety in the world. 55
Whereas this dramatic topography made communication difficult and might have led
to the region being split up, the reliance of the economy on agriculture served to
promote unity, since the irrigation system had to be administered by a central power.
The written language greatly assisted unification of Chinese culture in face of the
physical barriers which dissected the whole country. Chinese is the only language
which has remained faithful to ideographic characters, as opposed to alphabetic. The
earliest elements of Chinese writing were generally pictographs, that is, drawings
reduced to the essentials, conventionalised, and in time highly stylised. 56
The official dynastic histories up to 1911 report that in 2117 years of recorded history,
there were no fewer than 1621 floods and 1392 droughts, thus on average more than
one disaster in each year. 57 More detailed contemporary research shows that from the
Qin dynasty to the end of the Qing dynasty, there were 3759 climatic disasters,
including floods, droughts and hail. 58 Agriculture depended greatly for its prosperity
on the climate, with communities flourishing in stable weather, their leisure activities
being participated in by everyone, while in poor conditions, this became impossible. A
typical example is recorded by Zhang Dai, and his description of Dragon Hill in

56 The geologist Li Siguang has given us the first comprehensive book on the structure of the Chinese subcontinent: The geology
CO., 1939)

ofChina, (T. Murby &

57 Li Siguang, The geology ofChina, (London: T. Murby &

CO.,

1939)

56 Karlgrcn. quoted by Joseph Needham, in Science and Civilisation in China,Vol.l(Cambridge : Cambridge University Press,
1954), p.27
57 Joseph Ncedham, Science and Civilisation in China.Vo\'7 part 11, ed. by Kenneth G Rohinson(Camhridge : Camhridge
University Press, 2004) P.45
58 Deng Yunte, History of Weather Disaster and Rescue in China. (Bcijing: Shangwu yinshu guano 1937). )(\J~1i1, (IN~4!l1it
~i.t, ~~&~j~Pt,,;. ;ltff*~A&(.iJj;1<:i!f 3759?X. ~~~rr"'t*1<:ttf 1.76 ?X. *!f'.1<:iY 0.95 ?X.

5f)
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Hangzhou during the Lantern Festival reveals a picture of a leisured atmosphere in
which the whole of society took part:
An annual four-day celebration was held there in the middle of the first month.
On those days, people had lanterns made and displayed them along the path
between the Chenghuang Shrine and Penglai Ridge. Each lantern owner sat out
on mats spread beneath his lantern with kinsmen and friends, singing and
drinking. In the crush of the merrymakers, it was impossible to do anything but
let oneself be borne along with the crowd. 59
But several years later, when Hangzhou was struck by drought and then famine in
1640, 'the rural poor cooked and ate their silkworm cocoons to stave off starvation' .60
The disaster dragged on for two years, by Zhang Dai's report 'leaving half the people
of the region dead. Emaciated corpses lay where they fell in the city streets'. 61 The
disastrous weather was fatal to the agriculturally based society. When the economic
situation got worse, society could not support its leisure customs.
Once iron farming tools were first used in the period of pre-Qin, productivity reached
levels that could not be greatly improved during the next 2000 years. It appears, for
example, that the productivity of Qin (early imperial China) is similar to the
productivity of Qing (late imperial China). This suggests that the agriculturally based
society of 2000 years ago was not 'primitive', but rather that the economic basis for
leisure customs was similar to that of the later period. In fact, the historic records
reveal that the scale and intensity of leisure activities remained fairly stable over time,
depending on the stability and prosperity of the social and economic situation. During
periods of wars and in times of climatical disasters, leisure customs paused or were
reduced.
One of the benefits of a unified territory of significant size is that people could survive
disasters through mutual help from those in areas where these had not occurred. The
59 Timothy Brook, The Confosions of Pleasure: Commerce and Cullllre In Ming Chin, (Berkelcy: University of California Press,
1998) p.236

60 Ga:etre of Hang:hou of 1922, quoting the 1687 source (Gazette of Renhe County, which does not survive now).
61 Zhang Dai ~H't(l 597-1679), 'Fairs of the West Lake [Xihu xiangshi IDii\\})'ilf1l1]'. in The Memory of Tao 'an [Tao'an mcngyi
~)i\!;~tZ.l:
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construction of large scale irrigation systems necessary for agriculture also demanded
a powerful central government to administer manpower to build and maintain them. It
has been accepted since the Han dynasty that in order to carry through the largest
public works projects, a competent and learned civil service was essential, and that
recruitment to it could have nothing to do with birth. 62 It is possibly for the same
reason that inherit~d social position has long depended on the mobility of social status
driven by competitions which were open to the public, based on a system of education,
qualification and national examination. This is addressed in more detail in Chapter 4,
since mobility of social status and the national examination system for civil service
recruitment were the most important stimuli for leisure culture, due to the significant
roles played by the officials who had gone. through this system. They were greatly
involved in leading landscape improvement for public leisure, administering and
promoting outdoor leisure places.
The total extent of the irrigation system and the engineering works related to it
confirms the close contact between the Chinese and their physical environment. The
greater number of China's estimated 320,000 km of canals are in the Yangzi Plain.
The canals provide transportation and irrigation, and the mud dredged periodically
from their bottoms was traditionally used as fertiliser. There was already a network of
canals in the pre-Qin period (before the third century RC.) and the early imperial
dynasties. The important Jurong 15]$ canal in Jiangsu, as well as the artificial lake at
Mt. Chishan for irrigation near Danyan fl~D, were completed by the third century (by
the Wu Kingdom in the period of Three-kingdoms). At the same time, the Wei
Kingdom constructed three large reservoirs and two trunk canals in the Huai river
valley, and six important canals in provinces of Shandong, Henan, Hebei, Shanxi and
Shanxi. 63 Then for example in the seventh century (Sui dynasty) the Grand Canal
linking the capital and the southern area of the Yangzi River valley was dug. In short,

62 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol.1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) P.117
63 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation In China, Vol.l (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) P.117
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the Chinese had an intensive relationship with their natural setting, having been
involved in altering their landscape environment since ancient times; they saw Nature
as something that could be perfected or bettered for human habitation and had attained
the ability to support their opinions. The purpose of listing these examples of canals
and artificial lakes is to demonstrate that as an agricultural civilization, the Chinese
culture has long been familiar with the need for human adaptation to the landscape
environment. Chinese had developed the custom of close observation of Nature, while
the close relationship between man and Nature has been manifest in their thoughts,
philosophies and religions.
Economic Context

During the Tang and Song dynasties, scenic sites adapted for public leisure first
appeared on a large scale. At this period, two momentous and closely interrelated
changes transformed society and the Chinese economy. The first was the gradual
disappearance of privileged families (the new 'aristocracy'), who were replaced by a
bureaucracy recruited on the basis of proven ability, drawn from a much wider section
of society. The second major development was the growth and diversification of
commercial activities which began in the second half of the Tang dynasty with the
gradual transition to a money economy and the dissolution of the state-controlled
marketing system. 64 This process was much accelerated in the Song dynasty. The
economy developed from the time of the Tang dynasty, flourishing especially in the
Song.

S5

Continued reclamation and drainage work plus improved agricultural

techniques and seed varieties produced high yields and large food surpluses. These,
and better transportation by water permitted the growth of economy, towns and cities.
In 1021, the revenue of the Song government equalled around 750,OOOkg gold, a
considerable sum even today.ss Trade and production were also boosted, and in 1077

64 Hilary J.Beattie, Land and lineage in China, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979) p.7
6S Ray Huang, Broad lIistoric View won ~ Wither 'x.tQJt'-?'~:lf.!q(Hongkong: Lianjing Publish House Jm~, 2004) p33\
66 Ray Huang jqf=!¥. Macro Views on Chinese lIistory tffG'x.tQJt'. (Hongkong: Lianjing Publish House Jm~, 1993),p.181
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the tax revenue from commerce was 70%, more than two times than that from
. Iture. 67
agncu
The Ming and Qing dynasties were a period of relative peace and stable government,
with prosperity and a rapidly rising population. It is clear that the diverse commercial
activity that had flourished in the Song continued and increased enormously
throughout the following centuries. 68
The common land policy

In pre-modern times, China was primarily a settled agricultural country with many
thousands of villages and towns scattered over its vast territories. 69 Although the state
ownership of land had been abandoned since the Qin dynasty and private ownership
permitted,70 this only applied to the arable lands. The flat land has been gradually
taken into cultivation by peasants. During the Tang and Song dynasties, the population
of the Yangzi valley and southeast was still not particularly dense, but the area of
arable lands kept on increasing until the Ming dynasty.71 Over 85% of China's vast
territory is not suitable for agricultural purposes,72 but consists of mountain ranges,
forest belts and great lakes. Non-arable land such as mountains and wetlands have
always (with very rare exceptions in short periods) remained under central
government control and been administered by local governments, practically serving
as common land accessible to the public. Distribution of rights to non-arable land was
not profitable, therefore not important to early peasant societies. In feudal times, nonarable land was officially restricted for the private use of the nobility. However, this
67 Ray Huang ~1=~.

quoting the Omcilll Song His/ory(13th century) (*!1!.
7070 731lt,;n;r:p~i&i'J.jm 2162 731lt. rJ:r 30%; I"tftim

Macro Views on Chinese History tftl17xJ7i£.

-tt1ltft) ~i.tj'fll~.U~~'1' 10 ~ (1077)
49/1 73t'! rJ:r 70%

JiJ~~. ~t*ml\i'UiL&AJiJ
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68 Hilary lBcattie, Land and lineage in China, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979) p.9-10
69 Qian Mu, Traditional Governmenlln Imperial China: A Critical Analysis, translated by Chun-tu Hsueh and George O. Tottcn
(Hong Kong: the Chinese University Press,1982) p.2
70 Hilary lBeattie, Land and lineage In China, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979) pJ
71 Peng Yuxin, Arable land reclaiming his/oryin Qing dynasty, (Beijing: Agricultural Press, 1990) !frnlffr, mt~±±t!!Jfllt!1!.
~i&tI:l'~H± 1990~

72 Arable land is only 12.5% of the whole territory of China, according to the government information of 1996.
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policy was not very strict and historic records showed that even the royal garden of
the King Zhouwenwang (11 th century B.C.) was open to the public for hunting and
collecting. 73 From the Han dynasty, these lands were open for public use. In order to
maintain some control over migration, the authorities set up toll gates at passes and
other entrances to the restricted preserves. Keepers at the toll gates made it a practice
to collect a portion of people's take, whether it was a hunted fox or wood. 74 The
preservation of non-arable land as common land and its accessibility for the public
since very early times are very important for scenic sites adapted as public leisure
places in later history.
The typical open building style of pre-modern China has been a significant influence
on outdoor leisure culture: the timber-frame construction has load-bearing pillars and
non-load-bearing walls, which allow the easy removal of walls and make the inner
space integrate freely with the outer space. Even in the most sealed quadrangle house,
with a yard in the centre and four buildings along four edges and few openings to the
outside, each side building has a full facade opening to the central yard, that is, they
are open but inverted, with their outdoor leisure space right at hand but facing inwards
to the courtyard. The inner facade adjacent to the central yard was often made of
wooden doors; with these doors open, the building is totally open, inner space and
outer space dissolving together. The timber-frame construction with load-bearing
pillars made the space more flexible and open compared with the load-bearing walls
construction system. It allowed the flexible design of open verandas, kiosks, gazebos,
pavilions and all kinds of open buildings suitable for outdoor leisure in terms of
supplying rest and shielding their occupants from bad weather.

It is hard to say whether the character of the climate or the popularity of outdoor
leisure calls for a certain kind of building, or whether the load-bearing pillars system
73 Mengzi ;6;:-r(372 B.C.-289B.C.), 'Dialogue with King Uanghui' (;6;:-r ~;tlJ':£"'F» • in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu xllfllkI
/!!IJt!fE~if/!{f-tEif, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) rJt.:Ez.fhl.:n-l::;+Hl..~~~·tt;t't.~~~·tt~.!j
~/liJz..J

74 Qian Mu, Traditional Government in Imperial China: A Crilical Analysis, translated by Chun-tu Hsueh and George O. Totten
(Hong Kong: the Chinese University Press, 1982) p.19-20
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of construction explains the environment and custom, or makes its character manifest.
However, it is apparent that the outdoor leisure custom, the open architectural style, is
, appropriate to climatic conditions. It is believed that the climate was warmer and
milder two thousand years ago, and that the average annual temperature then was 2·C
above what it is at present. 75 This affected flora and fauna, which included tropical
species: 2000 years ago, there were elephants living in the northern part of China,
including the grand Yellow River valley where the Chinese civilization developed.
Some 1000 years later, the northern latitudinal range of elephants moved down to the
Huai River valley. Gradually, it moved south further to the Yangzi River, and now,
only the extreme southern provinces like Yunnan and Guangdong are suitable for wild
elephants. 76 The climatic changes were visible in the extent of frost periods, the
distribution of flora habitats and harvest times; for example, in the early Tang dynasty,
the lowest temperature in the capital Chang'an was above zero with no snow or ice,
with oranges and plums planted, while today, these plants can not survive since the
present lowest temperature is usually below -14 ·C .77
There have been four warm periods and four colder ones. The length of the four warm
periods was 2000, 800, 600, and 140 years. Each chilly period was much shorter. The
chilly period is also getting colder since the recorded southern line of frost area during
the chilly period moved south from the Han River, to Huai River, then Tai Lake and
7H

Dongting Lake, southern to the Yangzi River. The chilly period was on average 1·
2'C cooler per year than nowadays. Interestingly enough, the chilly periods were at
roughly the same times as the periods of war and disunity, when China was invaded
7S Qin Dahe. the Historic Change o/Climate and Environment in China.(Bcijing: Science Press, 2005) ~j;;ftiJ. rp m"t ilj';~:q;.!Jt
2005

r.iii'.lt:.~tJS(, ~!'jI:t±lI\fH±.

76 Zhu Kezhcn, 'The Primary Report on the Climatic Change of the last Five Thousand Years'. ArcheologyJourn£ll, 1972(1). ~
RTij(.rpmili:liT~*~i~1f:lf(tJtry~ljjf~[J].;;Ij'~!'jI:*. 1972. (I)
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77 Zhang Quanming. Wang Yude, Research on Ecological Environment and Regin£ll Cullure, (Wuhan: Chongwen shuju, 2005)
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by the northern nomad people.
The first long warm period was the stable period in which the basis for national
architecture was established. Another warm period saw generation of the
improvements of scenic sites for outdoor leisure during Tang and Song dynasties.
Although there was a long colder period after the Song dynasty, the custom of outdoor
leisure in scenic sites continued since it was by then an inherent part of culture, and
also partly because most of the scenic sites had already been set up during the Tang
and Song period, so that most leisure facilities were ready-made.
In the Ming dynasty, the first emperor Hongwu instituted a system of public pavilions
in residential areas, where local officials or their deputies could post statements about
local matters. 79 These pavilions were also used as resting places for travellers and
meeting places for local people. At the Pavilion for Declaring Goodness (jingshan ting

1i&tfJjt)

were listed and recited the names of local individuals who had displayed

exemplary moral conduct. The lists were to be regularly updated at ceremonies at
which those selected as model citizens were honoured in person. There were also
Pavilions for Extending Clarity (shenming ting

If! f]JJ~.:C).

Such pavilions were also the

venues where minor neighbourhood disputes were resolved. It was up to the local
magistrate to keep these pavilions in use and maintained. This kind of pavilion was an
official continuation of the tradition of building public kiosks which had already been
popular before the Ming dynasty. The convention of local people congregating in a
nearby public pavilion has continued in some traditional remote villages till today and
has not been interrupted by modern planning and development.
In short, all the physical background, including the geographic environment, historic
climatic environment, common land policy and the openness of the architectural style
as discussed above, have been extremely important in the development of China's
outdoor leisure culture.
79 Timothy Brook. the Confusions of Pleasure: Commerce and Cultllre in Ming China. (Bcrkcley: University of California Press.
1998) P.5S
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Philosophical context

It is the social system, ideology, beliefs and the popular notion in history, which may

cast the most important influences on the forms and patterns of Chinese traditional
architecture; 80 the same theory applies to landscape as well. The appreciation of
scenic sites based on the views of Nature in the many widely spread religions,
systematic thoughts and philosophies. The cultural values of scenic sites in respect of
Confucianism, Daoism, Buddhism, Folk beliefs, and literary output should be
explored.
The sixth century B.C. saw the greatest period of intellectual flowering in ancient
China. The growth of the population, increasing conflicts between traditional rites and
newly developed customs, and the technological revolution caused by the
manufacture of iron, all led to a situation in which a demand for philosophy and
systematic thought rose in a search to give explanations and advice about life,81 with
the 'hundred schools' of philosophers reaching a peak between 500B.C. and 250B.C.
There developed a tradition for scriptures recording philosophies and systematic
thoughts, most of which have survived, either in copies of the original books or in
books that reviewed them. 82 These philosophies and systematic thoughts have greatly
influenced Chinese culture. As early as the second century D.C., the classical
Confucian and Daoist valuations had become the dominant culture for the vast
population of peasant farmers. 83 Scriptures and other literature of this period of time
contained explanations of natural phenomena, geographical details and natural
sources. Nature was keenly observed and appreciated and scholars were expected to
have a detailed knowledge of these classical scriptures. 84

80 H. S. Ouo, 'The Pattern of Chinese Ancient Architecture 9='mi!i'f~tt1Jtl¥J~JW, Cllltllre and fl/story Knowledge, 2 (1987),
\3-19 (p.17).
81 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation In Chlna,Vol.l (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) P.95
82 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation In Chlna,Vol.l (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) p.74
83 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, VoU (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) p.119
84 John Berthrong, 'Confucian views of nature', in Natllre Across Cultllres: Views of Nature and the Environment in Non-western
Cultllres, cd. by Helaine Se1in, Arne Kalland, (Berlin: Springer, 2003) pp.374-392, p.374
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Confucianism was but one of the many philosophical systems that spread over China
before it was designated by the Emperor Han-Wu (l56B.C-87B.C.) as the only
official ideology supported by the government in the late second century B.C. 85 Since
then it has been continuously supported by the imperial court and government in
different dynasties for more than two thousand years. It has determined the nature and
contents of the National Examination for electing officials until the early twentieth
century, when Western ideas flooded in and the so called 'new culture' emerged. It is
apparent that Confucianism is the key to understand the cultural context, including
those of scenic improvement and the promotion for public leisure.
Six paradigmatic historical transformations in the Confucian tradition can be
distinguished 86:
•
•
•

UNIVERSITY
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•

•
•

the rise of the classical tradition in Shang and Zhou China (ca. 1700221 BCE);
the commentary synthesis of the Han dynasty (206 BCE-220);
the defence of the Confucian way: the challenge of Neo-Daoism and
Buddhism, from the Wei-Jin to the Tang (220-907);
Neo-Confucianism, the renaissance of the Song and the following of
the Ming dynasties (960-1644) and Confucianism's spread to Korea
and Japan;
the evidential research of Confucianism in the Qing dynasty (16441911);
New Confucianism in the modem world: variations on an East Asian
theme (l911-now).

An important period of Confucianism is Neo-Confucianism, the phase after. the
challenges by Daoism and Buddhism. During this period it is obvious that there was
clear borrowing of texts and ideas from Daoist and Buddhist sources; sometimes
obvious stimulation,87 but the level and intensity of the borrowing is unclear. However,
in terms of the advocacy of a close relationship with Nature, there is no remarkable
difference between classical Confucianism and Neo-Confucianism, and the subtle
85 Zhen Rong ~1t, Hanwudi{Emperor 0/ HanwuJ afft'l}1' (Taibei: Zhishutlmg, 1992) p.46 ('·~"JllB~, ~~'fm*')
86 John Berthrong, 'Confucian views of nature', in Natllre Across Cultures: ~7ews o/Nature and the Environment in Non-western
Cultures, ed. by Helaine Sclin, Arne Kalland, (Berlin: Springer, 2003) pp.374-392
87 John Berthrong, 'Confucian views of nature', in Nature Across Cultures: news of Nature and the Environment in Non-western
Cultures, ed. by Helaine Selin, Arne Kalland, (Berlin: Springer, 2003) pp.374-392, p.382
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difference between various schools and phases of Confucianism are academic rather
than noticeable in the physical expression of landscape values.
In the third century, Daoism united the doctrines of the Daoist schools of ancient
philosophers with the mass of magic-scientific accretions into an organised
religion. 88 The conception of man as a part of Nature on equal terms with animals and
plants, rather than as something unique in Nature, contrasting with and struggling
against Nature, has been general in Asian thought. Daoism carried this conception to
the point of suspicion of humanism and rationality itself;89 but one of its effects was to
inspire a unique feeling for wild Nature, which should not be simply taken as
'pleasure', or the awareness of 'beauty' in Nature, or simply termed as 'religious'.
Actually, it 'provides a special insight into life and "reality", an inspiration for
comprehension of the cosmos' ,90 Keeping this in mind, it is easier to understand that
in Chinese literature and painting there is a constantly recurring image of one lonely
person, 'surrounded by wild Nature, for example amongst immense precipices,
torrents and mists' ,91 Such an image is a symbol showing the essence of the Daoist or
Chanist view of Nature, which is that the ideal is combined with the recession into
Nature, being encoded in the scenic views, rising above the ambitions and desires of
the mundane world and freed from the rapacity and intrigues of the daily world. In
this sense, scenery is considered as 'heaven' or 'haven',
Buddhism appeared in China for the first time in A.D.65, and a century later the first
sutras were translated into Chinese at Luoyang.

92

Buddhism started to become

popular. Buddhism, originally imported from' India, has influenced Daoism and
Confucianism greatly, and of course, along its spread in China and the translation of
88 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol.l (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) p.117
89 Van Doan Tran, Reason, rationality, and reasonableness(Washington, D.C., The COllncil for Research in Values and
Philosophy, 2001) p.113
90 Hans-Georg Moeller, 'Daoism explained: from the dream of Ihe butterfly 10 the fishnet allegory (Chicago: Open COllrt
Publishing, 2004) p.54
•
91 Michael Sullivan, Symbols of eternity: the art of landscape painting in China (Chicago: Stanford University Press, 1979)
p.26-27
92 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol.l (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) p.112
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the sutras into Chinese language, it has itself also adapted to Chinese vernacular
culture. 93 In respect of viewing Nature as an important source of religious practice,
both Buddism and Daoism are compatible with the existing values handed down from
ancient times, especially after the eighth century when Chan, the adaptation of
Buddhism with Chinese culture, was widely spread.
Chinese philosophers, including thinkers of Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism,
did not, in the main, believe in a single God directing the cosmos, but thought rather
in terms of an impersonal force (Tian x), better translated as 'the cosmic order'; the
Dao

m(or Tian-Dao) was the 'order of Nature'. 94

Man was thought of as the highest

'of the forms of life, but was not to dominate. His role was to assist in the transforming
and nourishing processes of heaven and earth, and this was why it was so often said
that humanity forms a triad with heaven and earth. It was neither for man to question
the way of Tian, nor to compete with it, but rather to fall in with it while satisfying his
basic needs. 95
Nature was favoured in Confucianism, Daoism and Buddhism, being taken as a
valuable source for the inspiration of life and essential for their religious practice.
While Confucians considered Nature as the source of abstract moral lessons, insisting
that scenery was helpful in edifying people so as to make a better and happier society,
Buddhists took Nature as the outward embodiment of universal truth, and believed
that meditation can help to inspire people to recognize the truth at last. Daoists were
carefree to some extent compared with Confucians and Buddhists, inheriting much
ancient mythology; they were particularly good at imagining a wonderland which ran
in parallel to the real world, sharing the same landscape with the mundane people, so
that scenic sites were taken as the settings of their ideals, ~md were thus appreciated

93 Hans-Georg Moeller. Daoism explained: from the dream of the hllllerfly 10 Ihe fishnet allegory (Chicago: Open Court
Publishing, 2004) p.149
94 Joscph Ncedham, Science and Civilisation in China,Vol.7 part H, cd. by Kcnncth
University Press, 2004) p.91
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95 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisa/lon In China,Vol.7 part H. cd. by Kcnneth
University Press, 2004) p.91

a

Robinson(Camhridg: Camhridge
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and admired.
These various religions, philosophies and native systems of thought contributed to the
appreciation of Nature, and supported the purposes of scenic sites and provided a
rationale for them being adapted for public leisure.
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Chapter 3. Scenic sites as a common concern

In order to demonstrate that scenic sites have been a common concern throughout
Chinese history, four aspects are discussed in this chapter: the statistics and analysis
of Bajing to reveal the characteristics of scenic sites; the literary representation of
Nature and scenery; a typical example of Bajing and the historic development of a
specific scenic site is illustrated with Jiaxing; and finally the importance of scenic
sites as the basis of classic garden design is highlighted.

a. The characteristics of scenic sites:
the importance of Bajing and the statistics

Bajing were series of landscapes selected and celebrated by a provincial or local
government and promoted as places for outdoor leisure activities. They were
important recorded sources of scenic sites and reveal traditions in landscape
appreciation and public preference, and show how various artistic expressions related
to each other in the representation of scenic sites (Fig3.1). Bajing has often been
translated from Chinese as Eight Views, the name being taken from a genre of
landscape painting inspired by the Xiao Xiang Eight Views which was painted by
Song Di in the eleventh century (Fig3.2). It has also been translated as 'prospects' and
as 'views'. Bajing was, however, a much wider concept which distinguished between
'real' and imagined or painted landscapes, so a distinctive term, Eight Scenes, has
been used here in order to distinguish them from each other.
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F i ~ lIr c 3.1 Bajing of Y:ln~chcng, includin g titles,
i11l1stratioll s, 11l\(1 poem s for ellc h sce ne (~ourc('; GIlZ(~ttc
of Yllngrhcng in Qing d y na ~ t y )
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Figure 3.2 'fhis scro ll of Xiaox iang Eight Views JHlinted by Zhangy uall. c. 166/l wa s in spin'd by the Eight
Scene genre la nd scape painting, which had ga ined popularity sin ce th e eleventh ce lltury. The first f:II110US
artist ofthis gen re paintin g wn s SOllg-Oi. 11 Son g gowrnment official, lIoted to be cspecin lly gifted ill
lanlisl'ape pa in ti ng and renowned for his "Eig ht. Scc nl's ofXi aox iang". The tines of Eight Scelles in t' hi~
s('I'oll are th e same as the Olll'S lirst USl'O by Song-Di. (So urce: Sha nghai M useum; Sl'l'neS dcpictl'd in the
order as S l~c n on the scroll from ri ght to left, dim ensions: l 'Jcm x ~ \lh' rn , ink Oil sitt<)

Bajing: a widespread phenomenon

Bajing was a cultural phenomenon which meant . that every self respecting
municipality would promote their best landscape scenes and most popular resorts as
places for outdoor recreation and leisure activities. This was generally done by local
literati who were invited, or at their own initiative selected a series of places within its
boundaries that they felt were characteristic for the area. These places would then be
celebrated in landscape drawings or more commonly in poetry, with both genres of
representation developing into significant forms of art. While the earliest evidence for
Bajing poems dates from the eighth century, and evidence of Bajing paintings dates
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from the tenth century, it became a popular art form from the eleventh century, and a
popular tradition in real landscape during the Ming and Qing Dynasty (fourteenth to
nineteenth centuries). The practice was exported elsewhere in East Asia, including
Japan and Korea (Fig 3.3).96 From surviving evidence it is likely that there may have
been at least 2000 sets of Bajing in China alone.

96 Yi Ran -PJti, 'Xiao Xiang Eight Scenes in Japan' tiW#HJ\fl:tE
1992
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0/ Hunan ~JIJrwtiJfftli, 9 May

Figu r e 3.3 Wood block pri nts madl~ by Japancsc artist lJtagawa Iliroshi gc
(1 797- 1858) lJnd othcr' simil ar' Eight Scenes' show the influence of BlIj ing in
the F;Ir East a nd indicate the popu larity.of thc gcnre (Soun't'! Eight S('encs
Aner S no w in the East C.lpita l, Japan :!f-*r~'!l!f JA1.. J\. :Jjit ; privatl~ collcction)

As with any fashion that becomes popular and generally accepted, treatment tends to
become formulaic, becoming a generic art form in the eighteenth century, and it is for
this that Eight Scenes have sometimes been criticised.

97

During the Cultural

Revolution (1966-1976), the tradition was totally abandoned, as it was associated
primarily with the literary classes and regarded as an old elite art form. By the time
the restrictions of the Cultural Revolution were finally relaxed in 1979, the tradition
had been forgotten or neglected to some extent. The subsequent economic
development, particularly from the 1990s onwards has unfortunately meant that most
of the historic places included in Eight Scenes have been destroyed , due to the
ceaseless exploitation of natural resources and urbanisation.
Bajing is a familiar concept in oriental art history, referred to in most art historical
treatises on Chinese or Japanese painting and translated as 'Eight Views ' . However
the term Bajing refers not only to visual scenery, as the word 'view' suggests, but also
to scenes and scenarios of specific events taking place during a particular season, time
or weather conditions. Some of the scenes demonstrably involve human activity, for
example, one of the Bajing of Zhuozhou (in present Hebei Province), Tonghuidengshi,

97 For example, a famous histori an like Dai Zhen li!iJ.t( 1723 -1777) has advocated not to record Eight Scenes in Fangzhi
(official local Gazette literature) since he reckoned such records were not accurate or objective, and were u ually exaggerated (ill
the preface of the offi cial Gazelle literature of Fe~zhou edi ted by him<~il:~~}j+IJff $f9lJilr»; and literate like Lu Xun 1ttill
( 188 1-1936) have criti cised this tradition as a disease that every county has got (in his prose ' My Further Argument 0 11 th e
Collapse of Leifeng Tower '<N~1IHi\Htfi¥Jffimi) ).
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entitled 31!1~nm, meaning 'Lantern fair of Tonghui', suggests that this depicted a
'scene' during the Lantern Festival, referring both to the physical setting and the
activity. Yet despite this clear distinction, this Bajing of real landscape is often
confused with the 'Eight Views' theme in painting like the famous Xiao Xiang Eight
Views in present-day Hunan Province painted by Song Di (l015-1080) in the eleventh
century and later imitated by many other artists (This painting no longer survives, but
its reputation is legendary) . For this reason the term 'Eight Scenes' is used in this
thesis to translate 'Bajing' of real landscape instead of 'Eight Views', since 'views'
are often associated with pictorial representation, while 'scene' refers to an area of a
particular activity, event, or action.
Research in the Eight Views tradition mainly concentrates on issues relating to the
style of painting, usually focusing on the Eight Views of Xiao Xiang as the origin of
such tradition. The various accounts concentrate on painterly and literary aspects and
do not fully or adequately address the historic context or contemporary customs, or
discuss the hidden meanings concealed in the Eight Views genre. They do not
investigate why, how and when this Eight Scene tradition arose, how it developed,
and how, recently, it has been revived in a modern guise.

In fact this research

suggests that these paintings are revelatory for the various ways in which landscape
was perceived. There is therefore a need for a more contextual approach that
investigates Bajing from its eleventh century development and its even earlier origins,
to the phenomenon of Eight Scenes of real landscape in later history. The earliest
roots of landscape appreciation and representation are to be found in poetry rather
than painting, and an insight into this tradition in literature provides a basis for
understanding Bajing. Yet this insight has to be enriched by a wider understanding of
the meaning of Bajing in Daoism as this may have determined the development of the
word. This chapter looks at these issues and then analyses data by means of a survey
of known Eight Scenes to provide a better understanding as to what features and
activities were preferred. As this chapter aims to elevate the discussion of Bajing
beyond the usual art historical treatment of the subject to that of the actual landscapes
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concerned, a slightly more comprehensive contextualisation may be necessary than
would otherwise be required.
The survey, which draws on a hundred randomly selected examples of Eight Scenes,
makes extensive use of information from the local history databases compiled by
various local authorities, including detailed descriptions of scenes, their associated
histories and information on their present condition. The information in these
databases originates from the local Gazettes (:7:Jit ) and clan records ( * -H~·t, and in
most cases original Bajing poetry or short historic references are quoted directly. The
examples selected are scattered throughout China (Fi g 3.4) but they are mainly
99

located within the boundaries of the region of Han people. (Fig 3.5) This suggests
that Bajing was a widespread phenomenon especially associated with Han culture.
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Figure 3.4 T he distribution of the collected
examp les of Bajing in China (onc filliP s how $
in IlIl1n IH'" and one in do ts)

Figure 3.5 Territory of China during the
Northern Song Dynasty (in red) complln'd
with the present territ.ory of China.

98 Tin gyin Zhan g, 'The Cultural Significance of Eight Scenes Recorded in Traditional Clan Records'fHJt*i\', ,,,", )\:lll:ftntit;g
5l., Academic JOllrnal oj Gllang='loll University r flf;t1f:1f:tfi, vol.3 no.4 (2004) pp.40-4 5 (p.40-41)
99 There are 56 nations united in present-d ay China, of which Han was the dominant one. China now covers a similar area to that
durin g the Song Dynasty
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Eight Scenes of real landscape versus Eight Views of painting

While there is a significant difference between Eight Scenes of real landscape and the
Eight Views of painting, both share the same roots in poetic landscape appreciation.
However they sometimes developed separately, though often in parallel with each
other. This means that the real landscape was the source of inspiration for Eight Views
paintings. In painting 'Xiao Xiang Bajing' refers to an artistic genre rather than a real
place 'oo , and is of intent on evoking a 'melancholic mood"o, abstracted from natural
scenery. In contrast, paintings and poetry of the Bajing of a real place represent not
just artistic values, but topographical and landscape features as well as buildings at a
specific time, as conveyed by a season or festival, and they often even reflect
contemporary recreational habits.
Bajing as a genre of painting has been known to the Western world since 1639, when
one' of the Eight Views of Xiao Xiang was depicted on the title page of a book
published in Leiden with an inscription that reads 'pingsha luoyan' (scene of wild
geese landing on a mud flat on a water's edge), a common theme in Chinese
painting. 102 It was however not till the twentieth century that this genre became better
known; the 1910-12 Exhibition of Chinese and Japanese art works in the British
Museum included one ofa set of the Eight Views by the Japanese artist Sesson, and a
set by Kano Toun as well as two Chinese Bajing pictures of the Ming Dynasty. By
noting that these pictures 'form a traditional series of landscape subjects, the Eight
Famous Views or Scenes originally associated with the scenery of Lake Tung-Ting in
China, and afterward transferred to the scenery of Lake Biwa in Japan and to that of

lOO Alfreda Murck, Poetry and Painting in Song China: The subtle art of dissent (Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard
University Press, 2000), p.71

101 Valerie Malenfer Ortiz, Dreaming the Southern Song Landscape: The power of illusion in Chinese painting. ( Boston:
BRILL, 1999) p.64-95
102 DonaId Frederick Lach, Asia in the Making of Europe: A century of advance. Book 2, South Asia ( Chicago: University of
Chicago Press, 1998) p.314
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other localities,I03, the cultural context and the evolution of the genre were slightly
oversimplified.

It has been in the West and in Japan, rather than in China itself, where research into
Eight Views has flourished since. There is an eleventh century Chinese manual
written by' Guo Ruoxu, which commented on the Eight Views of Xiao Xiang,
believing it to be the archetype of the genre, and mentioned an earlier genre that
employed multiple scenes and provides the forerunner of Eight Views, namely the
Four Seasons paintings. 101 These paintings were normally produced in series wherein
each view was isolated on its own support and yet connected visually to the other
scrolls. The sequential format of the Eight Views was drawn from the Four Seasons
genre, which had been well established in the Song painting academy/on yet evolved
slightly over time. By the thirteenth century, Eight Views of Xiao Xiang were the
most popular subjects of landscape painting. 106 There are records of earlier artists
painting Eight Views, including Huang Quan (903-968) and Song Di's teacher Li
Cheng, and also many earlier artists painting Xiao Xiang landscapes, but these
paintings unfortunately do not appear to survive. 107
In addition to these, there are various examples of eleventh century serial views in
landscape painting, including 'Dwelling in Mt. Lungmian' (Lungmian shanzhuang tu)
by Li Gonglin (1049-1106) that survives in Taibei Old Palace Museum. This fashion
for serial views can also be traced to the Tang Dynasty, several hundred years earlier;
examples include 'Ten Views from a Thatched Hall' (Caotang shizhi tu) by Lu Hong
(early eighth century) and the associated ten texts (Fig 3.6).

103 Zhaoming Qian, Orientalism and Modernism: The legacy olChina, (Durham: Duke University Press, 1995)
104 Alexander Coburn Soper, Experiences in Painting: An eleventh century history of Chinese painting (New York: American
Council of Learned Societies, 1951)
105 Richard Barnhart, 1991, p.223-246, cited by Valerie Malenfer Ortiz, in Dreaming the Southern Song Landscape: The power,
alillusion in Chinese painting, (Boston: BRILL, \999) p.93

106 Hugo Munsterberg, The Landscape Painting olChina and Japan, (Rutland: C.E. Tuttle, 1955) p.7
107 Guo Ruoxu noted an extant set of Eight Views paintings by Huang Quan; Li Cheng is attributed a series ofpailltillgs of Eight
Views by Mi Fu.
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Figurr .'.6 Three of the Ten Views from
Thatch ed lIall by Lu lIong (ellrly
eighth century), imitated by Wa ng
YU:lllqi (1642- 17 15), (,\Ibullt lt~llvCS, inl<
lInd rolour on Jlll(lt'l'. So urc l': Co ll ectioll
of Bcijinl! Old Pa lller Musellm, Hcijin g,
China).

:I

There is further evidence that this is an older tradition; a ' Platform of Eight Views '
was built in Ganzhou during 1056-1063, IOH slightly earlier than Song Di, whose
reference to his visit to Yongzhou, where he painted the 'Xiao Xiang Bajing', dates
from Spring 1063.")\) This is slightly different to a recent revision which confirms that
they were painted in the early 1060's but suggests that a one-line poem for each view

108 During 1056-1063AD, the head oflicer ofQianzhou (The name of the city has been changed to ' Ganzhou ' aller 1130AD and
has been used till now) built a stone building with platform on the rampart, at the north east corner of the city wall, liner he
repaired the rampart and the associated buildings . The platform was namcd 'E ight Scenes Platform'(the Chinese word used here
was jing othcr than jing:ll1:, which arc synonyms in this context). The oflicer also painted 'E ight Scenes of Qian7Jl0u ' which
unfortunately no longer survive.

m

109 Guoqiang Liu :XIJ r;iiliJli\, 'About the Cultural Heritage of Traditional Bajing in Hunan Provincc'¥ilJH-» II'lJ\.fl:Jt-1-tl!ll1" .e is/. .
Chinese Local Ga=elle tf1fJr'IJt!J/.i,'ti. 2003 ( 04)
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was written in 1074. 110
The origin of Xiao Xiang Eight Views or even the style of Eight Views is often
attributed to Song Di, but the above evidence suggests that the Eight Views style of
painting, or at any rate the multiple views style of painting, was already a wide spread
fashion before Song Di. The main contribution of Song Di is that, after him, the titles
of Xiao Xiang Eight Views all imitate those he composed, while prior to him the titles
for each view would not have been specifically identified. Song Di's titles for his
Eight Views of Xiao Xiang included the above mentioned 'pingsha luoyan' quoted in
the seventeenth century European source, and it was these titles that made them
famous as they became widely used as titles for other paintings. These titles have
since been used consistently; either quoted directly or with variations as a basis for
Eight Views paintings in China, Japan

1ll

and Korea. There is a consensus that Song

Di's paintings were attractive for their poetic and multi-sensorial quality, and for their
titles which contained imagery, mood, and structure typical of the art of regulated
verse. 112
By the late twelfth century, the archetype of a series of eight views with an integrated
four line poem developed. These were generally presented as a hand scroll, hanging
scrolls or an album. This format of a series of poems linked with landscape paintings
and complementary to each other, inspired painters to isolate and thus emphasise the
most important or memorable aspects of an admired landscape, thereby directing the
viewers' attention to the most significant foci of contemplation. 11:1 Xia Gui (c.11801230) pursued this tradition not in eight but Twelve Views (four of which are in
existence today), and Ye Xiaoyan's Ten Views of West Lake (c.1253-58), preserved in

110 Malenfcr Ortiz, Dreaming the Southern Song Landscape, p.64
III Yoshiho Yonezawa, Chll Yoshizawa, Betty Iverson Monroe, Japanese Painting in the Literatl Style (New York:
WeatherhilllHeibonsha, )974 ) The book shows many Japanese examples of Eight Views painting. and recognizes it as is a
classical Chinese genre.
112 Alfred Murck, The Meaning of the Eight Views of Hslao-Hsiang: Poetry and painting In Song China. (Princctlln: Princeton
University, 1995) p. I 21-124
113 Malenfer Ortiz, Dreaming the Southern Song Landscape, p.95
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an album in Taibei.
The tradition of adding poetry to certain paintings in the form of annotation and
comment, even written on the paintings themselves, is similarly ancient, with early
famous examples including those by Tang poets Du Fu (712- 770) and Wang Wei
(701- 761). It has been suggested that this 'combination of narrative and pictures' did
not originate in the upper class tradition of the hand scroll, but in the popular use of
scrolls in picture-storytelling. These were used for oral performances where the reciter
indicated the pictures to support the narrative. 114 This kind of picture-storytelling is
revealed in murals in Dunhuang (Gansu Province) dating from the fifth to eighth
centuries, which survive today.
More than a century after the Xao Xiang views were prepared, Zhao Xigu (f.1195c.l242) suggested in his Record of Pure Happiness from a Hermit's Cave (Dongtian
qinglu ji) that 'when Song Di painted the eight views of Xiao Xiang, he did not
impose titles on them beforehand.' This therefore suggests that poetry and poetic titles
were coined afterwards,1l5 and reveals that paintings of landscape scenery were valued
in a similar way to the landscape itself. Both paintings and actual landscapes were
viewed, appreciated and praised in poetry, and then poetry was inscribed on stone in
actual landscapes, or written onto the painting. In the latter circumstance, painting and
poetry no longer represented the actual landscape on which it was based, but the
poetry represented the painted landscape. With this the landscape painting was no
longer representative of an actual place but rather an imagined scene for a dream
journey based on ink strokes. The actual landscape appeared· irrelevant. It thus
suggests that the Eight Views became a motif, or genre in landscape painting, with the
Eight Views of Xiao Xiang becoming its archetype. It is generally believed that
scholars preferred painted landscapes over actual ones to evoke certain moods. These

114 Craig Clunas, Pictures and Visualily in Early Modern China, (Princeton: Princeton University, 1997) p.36
115 Zhao Xihu ~~M, Dongllan Qingluji Ifi9X;;r;;tfl!. cited by Xingpei Yuan, Zhongyi Hou, in Zhonggllo Wenyanxiaoshllo
Shllmu [Calalogue of Novels in Classical Chinese) (Beijing: Beijing University, 1981) p.1 g 1
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served· as a basis for the art of poetry, in which new lines were constantly being
created. lls Ultimately however the increased popularity of the Eight Views genre as a
form of artistic representation meant that it began to be seen as a separate form of art,
which developed a separate set of rules which pursued an ideal form. As a result there
are two different categories, those reflecting real landscapes and those focused instead
on a set ideal form. The latter are particularly formulaic and frequently have a more
generic poetry.
There is no evidence indicating that the selection and poetic naming of local famous
views or scenes followed the fashion of painting. Rather it appears to have had its
own independent roots in the custom of landscape appreciation and traditional literary
expression, dating from centuries before the establishment of the Eight Views painting
genre. Alternatively it may have developed in parallel alongside the genre of painting
style, merging occasionally and being mutually influential. These early landscape
paintings and the associated literature furthered the Chinese perception and cultural
transformation of Nature. 117

Etymology of Bajing and the number eight

Though eight is referred to in the term of Bajing and eight is the usual number of
sequential scenes, other numbers also occur, as for example twelve or twenty. The
Ming series of landscape paintings also involve groups of four, ten, or twelve views in
addition to eight. However, in history after Song Dynasty, 'eight scenes' became the
most popular number, which in Chinese is referred to as 'Bajing'.
There are many examples of words losing their original Chinese meaning and then
116 Ma1enfer Ortiz, Dreaming the Southern Song Landscape, p.98
117 Richard E. Strassberg, Inscribed Landscapes: Travel writing/rom Imperial China (Bcrkcley: University of California Press,
1994) p.33
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acquiring new ones, or of the same word referring to various meanings. Like many
other idioms, the word Bajing may originate from a Daoist term. Since Daoism was
widespread in ancient China, popular Daoist terms were commonly adopted and used
while having lost most, or all of their original Daoist connotations, though there are
often associations between the original Daoist religious concepts and the modern
terms. For example, a commonly used word hushuo badao (meaning 'non sense',
literally 'random talks about Eight Dao'), is from the Daoist concept badao, that
originally meant Eight Dao, the eight necessary phases of practicing Daoism and
becoming immortal. 118 Another word, bian-gua (meaning 'change mind', literally
'changing diagrams'), is from the Daoist term gua-bian, which originally meant the
complex diagrams of Vi, the symbol of life. 119
The Daoist term Bajing was popularly used as a name for Daoist buildings in scenic
areas before the eleventh century. Moreover, the Daoist concept Bajing is also linked
with eight specific dates equally distributed over a year according to Daoist
scriptures. 120 This is similar to the titles of local Bajing which usually consist of two
parts: the name of the place and the particular season or time. This can be seen as an
evidence of the link. According to the basic canon Huangtingjing, the human body is
made up of three sections; top-middle-bottom, with each section having eight spirits
to guard it. These are jointly referred to as Bajing.121 They each are identified by
separate names and are connected with particular dates on the calendar. This religious
conception of Bajing has not been defined, but as the most basic Daoist term, it was
used in various different contexts, including the description of gods, the names of

I I g According to Daoist theory, there are eight phases step by step before becoming immortal, known as Eight Dao: ru Duo, xue
Dao, fang Dao, xiu Dao, de Dao, chuan Dao.liao Dao. cheng DaD.
119 Chunsheng He fiiItf1:. 'Idioms Influenced by Daoism·EjJt1t.lCft":X:tl<JJLJjlIJroHa. Maoshan DaoYllan J':JiJilJl!!t. 22 Feb 2007
120 As recorded in Daoist cannon Shangqing Jin=henYllguang Bajing Feijing (.J:.IitJftJf.3ij'C/lJR 1S~) (compiled in third forth century. first published in 1554. repr. Shanghai: Hanfenlou Ml3f~ 1926. as part of Zhengtollg DaocolIg j£!JiJtfjf(
vol.1 042): the spirits are Yuan-jing. Shi-jing. Xuan-jing. Xu-jing. Zhen-jing. Ming-jing. Dong-jing. Qing-jing; respectively the
dates connected with each are Beginning of Spring. Spring Equinox. Beginning of Summer. Summer Solstice. Beginning of
Autumn. Autumn Equinox. Beginning of Winter. Winter Solstice; it is said that the spirit got Tao on that date.
121 Wei Huacun llUfP1¥ (?265-?317). Hllangtingjing JfI11~. cd. by Zong Du and Chaozhong Zhang ttL1.. 5~/tijl1~f.:l:w
(Beijing: Zhongguo Shehui kexue Chubanshe 1ft 1JiI*±~l4"f: te!\&U. 1996) p.I-3 (keyword'::: ffIlJ\.:Ill:.::: +lrn1{)
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places where Daoist gods lived and important buildings in Daoist t~mple sites, and so
on. This is helpful in understanding the popularity of the word, and its common usage
at the time when Daoism was popular. For instance, many Daoist canons mention God
travelling on a flying carriage called Bajing; sometimes God wears the golden light of
Bajing .around his neck.

122

The word Bajing is regarded as the most divine godliness

without its exact meaning ever being explained. Moreover, the place where
Taishanglaojun, the founder of Daoism and a high ranking god in the Daoist godly
world, lives, is referred to as 'Bajing Palace,.l2:I This name was popularly used for
Daoist temples, with some still in existence today, as for example, the Bajing Palace
in the Mt. Nan Daoist Temple in Yantai (Shandong Province :J:ffi '6' WIT LiJ ill ~Jt), and the
Bajing Palace in Mt. Hua (Shanxi Province). Moreover terrace and altar in Daoist
temples, the central place for Daoist religious activities in the temple, were also
usually referred to as Bajing Sacred Terrace and Bajing Altar.

124

The use of this word

in these examples can be dated back at least till the third centuryl25. This reveals that
the word Bajing was already familiar well before the Song Dynasty, when it became
popularly used to describe the Eight Scenes concept.
Following their religious thoughts, beliefs and principles in following a close
relationship with Nature and thus the Dao (the extreme truth in Daoist belief), Daoists
usually built their temples in areas of good scenery. The (Bajing) terraces, altars, and
buildings in these temples, having the most prominent positions, were also likely to
122 For example, Oong Gao Miit(l9thcentury), 'Tiantan Wangwushan Shengjiji' (The Appearance of Shcnxian in Mt. Wangwu
ofTiantan):1C~::E&.LlJ:¥:nl!la, in Quantangwen [Whole Col/ection of Prose of the Tang Dynasty}:ttJ;1fJt. (Yangzhou: Guanbcn
iMlitr:<$:, 1819 ;r.;~=+Il!l{j!; repr.Beijing: Zhonghua~huju r:pfP1=S1fQ, 1985) online resource of Chinese historic material
database < hUp:llguji,artx.cn/Article/9863_1080S.html >[accessed 10 June 2008) (original text such as JI.:Ilf:~~, ~ffi.At'tWllj{;.

JI.:Ilf::1C1'S)
123 The term Bajing is frequently used together with God Taishanglaojun in various Oaoist cannons such as Shangqingiing ..1:111

f&, Laojundaojing ~Oi.t1f&, etc. shown in 'Table of contents' of Zhonghuadaocang [Collection o/Chlnese Daoist Cannon} tp
iftjifM, ed. by Chinese Daoist Association r:p Dill.ti~tJJ.~ (Beijing: Huaxia Chubanshe. 2004; the Ba-Jing Palace as his
residence is frequently mentioned in the novel Fengshenbang ##t:»in late 16th century, and other novels and folk stories since.
124 For example, the local records Jiangxilong:hi [History of Jiangxi) in the early eighteenth century and late nineteenth century
about relics of a temple which has been prosperous in seventh to filleenth centuries, mention the Bajing Altar foundation as the
only main remains. Jl.iE (rr~:iill;t;) :fb Ill: '~mf.f:.'f1'(tJ\,fI;~~, 1f/ill!iCllit~. ':lt~ (rr;m:iill~) :fb 122: '~m?f
:.'fjJJl.fI;:t~?l!i.

'

125 It was used in HUanglingiing JfJ!f&, a book written by a female Daoist Wei Huacun lt~fj. (?265-?317) in the third
century. source from Huanglingjing Jf£!f&, annotated by Zong Du and Chaozhong lhang UL?" ~Hll<j:1ttw (Bcijing:
lhongguo Shehui kexue Chubanshe r:p [iH± ~l47: tll~t±, 1996) p.I-3 (keyword =: illIJ\,fI;= gg It)

+
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provide the best views of those places where the gods and immortals lived. In this
manner it is likely that the association of Bajing with good landscape scenery came
about and ultimately extended its meaning to 'Eight Scenes'. This gradual evolution
over a long period is hard to prove from documentary sources, but the importance of
scenery in Daoist thought as evidenced in their centuries long association in the
enhancement and maintenance of landscapes in ancient China, appear to confirm this
hypothesis.
The reason for selecting 'Eight' Scenes for a senes probably lies in the symbolic
significance of the number eight in Daoism. Eight is known as a special number
which could be symbolic (ti g 3.7), as it was used in Yi, The Book of Change, to refer
to an unlimited universe and explained various phenomena.

121;

Figurc 3.7 The Eight Diagrllms of Vi (~}):
Each diagram is :\ symi>o lic sign representin g
of a ,'crtain ,~ olour, dirN~ tion, animal, s,~aso n.
geogra phical physiognom y, number, ett.
(Source: Wei Shi troi t1t , Zhouyi b!lgull tujie
iPictures and Explanation of Vi i HiJ~JU1Hflff!lf.
(Chengdu Jt.<. 1!~: Bashu Press e!. W III Ji&
f.J:.2 0(3)

In the Chinese language eight could refer to all directions

127
•

This implies another

meaning as 'fully' or 'wholly' or 'all around' and 'panorama'. And today, 'eight' is
specially appreciated because of its similar pronunciation to the word 'fortunate '(:&).

126 Yi J'/} (Th e book ojChange), also known as Yijing Jf}ieo r Zholly i Ji'JJf}, which was written at least 3000 years ago. 'the Eight
Diagrams' )\.1t was taken as the symbol of the universe; everything clln be symbolized in these diagrams or group of diagrams.
' Xici '~!¥Cf) , in Zhollyi{The Book ojChangej/i'i/J'/}, in Jingbu Yilei of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu )('IJ*II~IlYJ~1:1~/t£tf\l/&~,
cd. by Jiyun (Taibei : Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986)<hl1p :/Iguji .artx.cn/Artic1e/695_699. htm1#> [accessed 27 Apr2008] (original
~t~.~ffi~~ ~~~ ili, ~

•• a~~, ••• ~~~,

._.~)(~~~ft, fi~ • • , ~ ~m., ~~M~)~

;It. )
127 A large number of idioms in Chinese indicate this, such as ' four sides and eight directions'[!IiIii)~1J refers to ' all the
directions around' ; ' be good in eight facets ' )~ iIii~l;IE means ' be perfect in every aspect'; 'eight music instrum ents' )~5f; is used
as the general name for all kinds of music instruments; ' the relati onship of eight obeisance' )\'I'f~~ means 'sworn brothers
(sisters)' or very intimate friendship. There are much more other examples in ancient Chinese language which are hard to ex plain
in modern words, such as : r!if~kHMeJf:I')~1.~ .. JfJ $~' )~~', ~I:2:JfJ')~m', m$Jj~Jfl' )~ !JE', ~JllllE~JfJ ' )~j1.3£ ',
etc.
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As a result eight has been the most favoured number.
To some degree, Eight Scenes provided a range of 'best' landscapes, which were
considered as the perfect environment, normally at an appointed time and under
specific weather conditions. But what is 'best' is ill defined. Daoism emphasises the
significance of natural phenomena, its central belief being that the entire natural world
is reflected in the human body and human activities, with everything interconnected.
Since they were interconnected, the relationships between them were taken as
important, thus the 'best' is always the most suitable, not the biggest. As a result
scenes in gales or storms and scenes of arid land, without vegetation, are never
selected. The colours, directions, animals, seasons, topography, numbers and stars,
and so on. are all related, and could be condensed into or be referred to as eight basic
elements, each represented by a symbolic sign. The sign is formed by three lines,
which is either a continuous line (-) or a broken line(- -). For example,the sign with
three continuous lines (=) represents sky, northwest, six, male, while the sign with
first line broken and the other two continuous represents marsh, west, seven. The
basic idea is that everything is connected, especially the seasons, time of the day,
weather, and light conditions. These· are connected with the landscape to offer a
distinct Qi, the natural invisible spirit. In the right conditions, related to location, time,
light, weather, and so on, landscape offers a decent Qi, which creates a sense of wellbeing, and vice versa. As a result the perception of the landscape may have been
influenced by this ancient Chinese belief. It has therefore never been objective, but
has invariably been complicated by a fusion of physical considerations and subjective
mental reflections. This was reflected in the notion of 'Eight Scenes', which usually
highlight the most suitable season, time and weather for experiencing the landscape in
the titles for the different scenes, suggesting visits to the landscape in a particular
season.
The above explains the significance of the number eight in the Scenes. And eight was
indeed the usual number; this may partly be because of the form of poem, since
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regulated verse, the most common poem form, was in eight lines with five or seven
characters in each line.
In 1078 Su Shi suggested that the number eight was not a strict number in referrin g to
'Eight Scenes'. When he composed a group of eight poems for the scenes seen from
Bajingtai (Fig 3. 8), a platform constructed on top of the city wall in Ganzhou, he
named it as 'the platform with eight scenes' .l lH However, according to these poems,
there were ten scenes.

129

The discrepancy between the number in the title and the

reality was explained by Su Shi, which is helpful in understanding the use of number
eight:
There is one continuous landscape here. Then why was it titled as 'eight'? That is
because different people viewing it in different conditions will feel it variously. Have
you observed the sun, which looks like a plate in morning, looks like a pearl at noon
and a broken bi [ancient round flat jewellery made of jade with a hole through the
middle] at sunset? Who will say there are three suns? The conditions are different
depending on the object in different seasons, time of the day, the weather, the phases
of the moon, and depend on the viewer 's posture, position, mood and taste. The
landscape scenes are perceived by my eyes and sensed by my heart, which could
differ in a thousand ways. So how can I limit it to a certain number?I:1O

Figure 3.8 'Bajingtlli' rebuilt in Ganzhou,
.Jiangx i Provi nce: this platform was origina lly
l~() nstructed on the dty WlllI of GlIllzhou in
eleventh century. It was nallled 'the pllltform
with Eight Scenes" but since the associHtrd
poctry dcsl'l"ibcd tc n SCl~ nc s thl~ dis('rcpIIIH:y
hl~ twe e n this and t h l~ numher ill it.s tit.l e WlIS
"xplaillt'd by Su SilL This now provides a
helpfu l under ·tand ing to the historic use of the
number eight ill B:l -jing. (Source: Tourism
Bureau of Ganzhou)

128 During 1056- 1063 AD, the head offi cer of Qianzhou (The name of the city has been changed to 'Ganzhou' aner 11 30AD and
has been used till now) built a stone building with platform on the rampart, at the north east corner of the cit y wall , aner he
repaired the rampart and the associated buildings. The pl atform was named 'Eight Landscape Scenes Platform '(the hincse
word used here was jing;!ft other than jing:m:, whi ch are synonyms in this context). The offi cer also painted 'E ight Landscape
Scenes ofQianzhou' whi ch unfortun atel y no longer survive.
129 Jin X U ~ ill: , Jiangxi Mingsheng Shixllan [Poems abollt Famous Scenic Resorts i/1
Ji angxi Renmin Chubanshe ITfl!iA R; 1:I:\)\tH±, 1986) p.186

Jia/1gxi} lIil!i:gJff.i~iZ1i

(Nanchang:

\30 Su Shi (1037-1101), Su Shi Corplls ;IMJtf/!, (Beijing: Zhonghua Book Bureau ~1'f~1:SfiQ, 1982) vol 16, p.79 I. (ori ginal
text !iti'WIlItz.- :ltH!?, foIJAITii}':sp.? m ~~z.~;f m. £I..:r:fJi!.xEl:sp. , ;l't;E!.:l!it/,\t. ;n:""' ~Jl ~. ;I't;~~n Ttlli!l?, !it l!:!.::: E1

m •• ~ ~ x~z. ~),m, ~A .~.~~. ~~ • • Rz.;f. ~~.fi~ • •
~, ;g:f i'iJJI'f :fJl:~~,

~!ji!j )' :sp. .

)
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It is clear that the number 'eight' was used as a symbolic number for mUltiple scenes

instead of referring to the exact number. To Su Shi himself, the' scenes' were only
one way of representing what he had seen and experienced in a specific environment,
not a way to subdivide the landscape into separate scenes. The landscape was
conceived in five dimensions; the usual three dimensions determining space, height,
width and depth, but also time, and the viewer's own feelings. He asserted that a
landscape was 'unlimited' in the number of scenes, while the ability to represent
landscapes was infinite, so that the 'landscape scenes' were only a compromise in
representation and a reminder of the multiple dimensions of landscape.
Thus the number of scenes appears to have mattered little and served to make people
realize that there were various dimensions to a landscape that might be perceived in
different ways. In the garden of Fuzhenggong Cr~~0, located in Luoyang, in present
Henan Province), the main building was named 'Four Landscape Scenes Hall', which
,
refers to the fact that there were scenes in four directions from the building. :n In a
similar tradition in the garden of Huanxi (Jf~Jt located in Luoyang, in present Henan
Province), the central tower was named as 'Multiple Scenes' building. 1:12 The main
building in another garden, Huyuan (~;1j UN, located in Luoyang, in present Henan
Province), was as 'Four Together Hall', named after the words from an ancient poet
Xie Lingyun: 'There are four elements important for appreciating scenery: the right
season and weather, a beautiful landscape, the mind willing to sense it, and a joyful
situation. It is difficult to get all these four together.' 1:1:1 The name 'Four Together'
reveals the criteria of the garden owner's perception of an ideal landscape experience.

131 Weiquan Zhou f.'iJiiUll.. Zhonggllo Glldian Yllanlinshl (Chinese Classic Garden Hisloryl'Ptf/i!iJl4Pii#.!i!(Beijing: Qinghua
University, 1990) p.138
132 Li Gefei '$~~~(I045-1106), Luoyang Mingyuan Ji [Famous Gardens in LuoyangH~Ha~~la. in WenYllange Siku
.Jt IIfI tK1 f!!I /4! 1k 151 £ trfJ 1 :It!J JJl ~. cd. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986)
<hltp:llwww.guoxueI23.com/shibu/0301l0000/018.htm>[accessed 10 June 2008J

Qllanshll Shibll Dililel

133 Xie Lingyun W~;i2W85-433). Ni Weitaizi Yezhongjishi Xu [Foreword oflhe Yezhong Group Poems Written by Wei Prince}
( ~ It ~ T < ~ tp • > i~) ~. online resource of Chinese historic material database < http://www.ziyexing.com/files2/xielingyun/xielingyun_02.htm> [accessed 10 June 2008J (original texl7i:"'F tal«, ~:IJI:, :tt ·G', }f; ~. l1.Y:tt jI!Uj:. )
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Typical examples of Bajing

While the majority of Eight Scenes appear to date from the Middle Ming Dynasty
(1522-1620) and Early Qing Dynasty (1736-1795) 134 the origin of a set of Eight
Scenes could be long before its officially recorded date. At Fenzhou

(15}1+IJ\.JJt) for

example, its set of Eight Scenes was first recorded in the Wanli Local Official Gazette
(1609).1:15 However this source was based on the Jiajing Local Official Gazette
(compiled between 1522-1566) and the Fenzhou Atlas ( «~)) 1+100~})) compiled
during the Song Dynasty), neither of which survive. The 1609 source recorded poems
including one about a scenic site ('Poem of Mapaoshenquan' by Tian-Zhao,

t:it , «g,j(!~ R{g *~ 7~))

il1± Ffl

) dating from the Tang Dynasty (618-907) that was one of the

Eight Scenes during the Ming Dynasty (1368-1644). It also included a Song Dynasty
poem entitled 'The praise of Fenzhou Eight Scenes' written by Zhao-Zhan (10191090), a local magistrate, during 1064-1067. ill±~tlfJ, «g,jc¥)}j'HJ\.:fc)) . It is notable
that at least one of the Eight Scenes recorded in 1609 had been referred to with the
same four-character poetic word since the Tang Dynasty. While it is possible that this
may have been a single 'scene', which suggests that the Eight Scenes of Fenzhou
probably dated from the Tang Dynasty, it may be that a complete set had been
established by the eleventh century, during the Song Dynasty. On the other hand it is
possible that there was an established tradition of selecting certain scenes before they
were formalized in Eight Scenes.
The title for each scene was sometimes conserved or edited by a local magistrate, who
in good Chinese tradition was always one of the literati, or by other locally famous
literati, before being recorded formally in the official Gazette. In these cases, the local
134 As in the period of 1522·1620AD IlJlftl'!~, ]jJJ51ffiiJ and 1736·1795ADmt~~il1t~fiiJ. This does not definitely mean
this period is the heyday of Eight Scenes, since the Ming and Qing Dynasty is also a period with the prosperity of local Gazette
literature, when more than 7000 literature date from then in the altogether 8200 existing local Gazette Iitcruture( «rp lJiHt!l1JitlfX
'fr 8:l}\J ).
135 Yingjie Li */j\Z~, Fen=hou cangsang [History ofFen=houJ~ftlM~, ed. by Kairen Wang and RUixiang Lill
~(TaiYllan: Beiyue wenyi chubanshe ~tffiJt~I±lJ\&~±, 1998) p.428
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magistrate played an important role not only in composing poems for Eight Scenes,
but also by inviting local famous literati to contribute to the themed poems and
organising the process of nominating, recording, and promoting places. For example,
the four-word poetic titles of Xianyang (ftlX. ~E) Eight Scenes were provided by ZhaoLian (iMf!), the local magistrate, and other localliterati in 1439 (fl)BLdtfRiF), who
also composed relevant poems. In 1591 (~Jj" JJJ

+11 if) the then magistrate, Li-

Caifan (**~) added his praise and interpretation to each poem, recorded in the
Xianyang Local Official Gazette (1591 ).136
In a Confucian context that emphasised the importance of Nature, it can 'easily be seen
that the enhancement of local scenic sites for public enjoyment was often considered.
It was an obvious way by which officers might achieve promotion and explains why

magistrates and literati were keen to enhance scenic sites for recreation for the general
public. This was particularly so during the Song and Ming Dynasties, when local
governments took the initiative to enhance scenic areas as resorts for the public. The
government, or the magistrate himself, if no government funds were available, not
only provided the initial funding for the improvements, but also arranged informal
management and maintenance afterwards. Often this was done in association with
religious groups of Daoism and Buddhism, where buildings served as shrines and
these and their setting were maintained by them. t:l7

136 Zhang Yingzhao *Jr-lfl{l(Ming Dynasty, n. d.), Xianyangxian Xin=hl [New Records of Xianyang County}fi£/fIlIUJf,t; (n.pub.:
1591 flJJ7J1Ji 19~)
also in Xianyangxian Zhl otmfl.;'/J} version of 'K29-51 4
Xuesheng Shuju ~~~JiV, 1967 fJJ*~fP)

M! 170.57' 1lOC*. (n.pub.: 1751 tiHtllt. 16 4'; repr. Tuibei:

137 Various examples of dctailed accounts have been identified, which includes cases such as 'a local magistrate donated salary
and called for volunteeri works for the enhancement of a hill nearby the town for public leisure', source from 'Dllngfengtingji'
[Prose for the Kiosk on Eastern \-lilIJ*~ljtia, by Feng Su (Tang Dynasty m)~m, In Zhongguo You}1 Sanwen Daxi Zhejlang
Juan, ed. by Chengde Zhang, and others !If,;mtt~~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe ~;l/IjI:lH~~±, 2002) pp.811-813: case such as 'a
Daoist monk being designated by a local head oflicer to take care of the scenery in Mt. Weiyu, who managcd to attract more
visitors and enhance the place as both a popular scenic resort and a famous monastery site', source from 'Weiyushangunn ji'
[Notes of the Monastery of Mt. WeiyuJ~)JlJ w~ia,by Xie Ji ~HJ,l.(Song Dynasty *), in the royal designated t'o/leclion oj
ancient and present books. Shanchuandian[Collection of Mountains and Waters}. vol.l20, Mt. Weiyu, yiwen[Art and Literature J,
I; etc.
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Types and use of scenic places recorded in Bajing

Natural beauty and man's relationship with Nature have been predominant topics in
Chinese tradition, philosophies and religious ideas including Daoism, Confucianism,
Buddhism, Fengshui and Wuxing, and so on. The custom of going to scenic resorts in
good weather for picnics, walking, or carnival celebration at the time of festivals was
common even two thousand years ago. It was especially popular from the eighth to
the twelfth century, when scenic resorts were enhanced as a result of a prosperous
economy, judging by the considerable quantity of historic records remaining of such
events during this period. Scenic resorts were recorded as being crowded with people;
a poem from the eighth century vividly described a popular scenic area on a riverside
that suggested that 'it is more crowded than the market or the roads in the city centre;
the acquaintances you couldn't find for years are all encountered here,':'H. During the
sixteenth century, Gaoliangqiao, a scenic resort near the capital, Beijing, was reported
with tens of thousands of people on a single peak day. 1:19
Since the various sets of Eight Scenes recorded favourite places in each locality, they
may therefore be interpreted not only as revealing of taste in landscape, but also as
indicative of the range of outdoor activities. A comprehensive analysis of a random
selection of one hundred Eight Scenes from the Ming and Qing Dynasties 1~(1 with a
total of812 scenes provides an indication of the range of preferred features. By paring
down each scene into basic characteristics, for example whether they present

*

century), Shangsiri[Day of Shangsi Festivalj..t B S, in Tangshl Fenlel Dacidian [Encyclopaedia of
rn, (Chengdu: Sichuan Cishu Chubanshe Vg}!1
m4Hf:lNH±,1992) P.364 (original textJ:BrH!rr~, rMfmiWlR*. ffi~::f\J\!.~, J!t*il!\B';/'1J1.l. )
138 Liu Jia

~U!\:(eighth

Poetry In Tang Dynasty in Categories}Jlliij7f!J!:kg~, ed. by Dongtian Ma ~

139 Liu Tong ~IJjJiiJ, Yu Yizheng T~lE(Ming Dynasty), Dijing Jingwu Lue'Chunchang [Scenery in the Capital·

Place of Spring}

ff7)ff.:tfl&~';¥~ (Jinling ~~: Hongdaotang '1LJtt:ll!:~tl*, 1639 a)j~lIJi+ .::~; repr. Shanghai: Gujichubanshe, 200 I) (original
text.=.m~I)}JS ... ;l!Sf8it9P, mjQj~t1f, SJilaW .... ~mAAS, ~AWlW, ~~', ~~, ~~, mAl!llHt. )

140 In recent several years, thank to the popular use of the internet, most local governments built up their world wide websitcs
with information of local history and culture. Eight Scenes as part of the local history, are sometimes published on the websites,
and in many cases, with the contribution of the anonymous local historic researchers, giving detailed description lor the site, the
related legends, and the present condition of the scene (most were destroyed or covered by urban sprawl). Circa 200 sets of Eight
Scenes have been collected as part of this research, with 100 subjected to the analysis.
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spectacular topography or ancient monuments, or whether they were renowned
through some tale or legend, provide indicators of what attracted people. Some nine
main characteristics have been identified, with frequently more than one characteristic
occurring at each site.
The analysis highlights six types of favourite locations. It is revealing that a total of
93% of the recorded scenes were within naturalistic settings, or had their main view
over naturalistic sites:
•

Spectacular naturalistic Views (60.S% of scenes; and identified as
Category 1 in the table below) including mountains, valleys, caves, rivers,
and lakes, and so on, and naturalistic views improved by built features,
such as bridges or shelters for public use, for example kiosks (24.8% of
scenes; see category 4).

•

Religious sites (Sl.1 % of scenes; see category 2): this category includes
Buddhist temples, Daoist temples, and shrines. Religious orders (Daoists
and Buddhists) located in scenic areas usually took responsibility for the
upkeep and maintenance of places, since care for the environment was
one part of religious practice, so the task was taken as a matter of course.
Religious sites often served as venues for celebrating festivals. These
provided an additional attraction for the scenic area they were located in.
Also the religious temples with gardens and courtyards were considered
beautiful; and as they were freely accessible to the public they acted as
favoured destinations for excursions.

•

Historic sites: this includes both tangible monuments (30.S% of scenes;
see category 3) as well as intangible heritage in the form of tales and
legends (23.8% of scenes; see category S).

•

Elevated locations, such as tall buildings, or a terrace on the top of a
mountain, which enable good distant Views (14.2% of scenes; see
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category 6).
•

Attractive work settings, including farm land during harvest, small
industrial workings, such as blacksmiths, and similar; (9 .7% of scenes; see
category 7).

•

Sites with attractive public buildings or communal open spaces

In

easy

access from the town or city (6.7% of scenes; see category 8) or shopping
streets (6.4% of scenes; see category 9). These provide opportunities for
new experiences, shopping and sight-seeing. The focus of attraction might
be on, for example, drum-and-bell buildings in town centres, city wall
gates, Polaris Buildings, wells, bridges, and kiosks. Also, commercial
streets which offered shopping opportunities, overnight accommodation
and entertainment, were sometimes included within Eight Scenes. These
busy city sites were frequently set within spectacular or dramatic contexts
such as along a river, nearby a harbour, or at foot of a scenic hill. It is
possible therefore that, towns developed gradually at original scenic sites
and that the new-found development continued to be appreciated by later
generations.

Fig 3.9 Diagram of subjects depicted on 100 random selected ' Eight Scenes '
providing a total of 812 scenes : this shows the natural landscapes were most hi ghly
appreciated.
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Category Characteristic feature

Number

Relative
percentage

1

Location with spectacular natural landform, such
as spring, cascade, cave, cliff, animal-shaped
4911812
hill; or with unique microclimatic condition or
natural phenomenon, such as cloud sea, fogbow.

60.5%

2

Location developed by religious order, such as
415/812
Buddhist and Daoist

51.1%

3

Location with ancient monuments, including
248/812
ancient trees.

30.5%

Naturalistic location improved by built feature,
such as a bridge, kiosk or tower

201/812

24.8%

4

5

Location renowned for a· legend, fairytale or
heroic story.

193/812

23.8%

6

Location on an elevated site that provides a good
view

115/812

14.2%

7

Attractive work setting, such as agricultural
fields, fishing village, industrial workplace, etc.

79/812

9.7%

8

Easily accessible location near town centre, with
54/812
public building or public open space

6.7%

9

Location with
entertainment

6.4%

shopping

opportunities

and

52/812

Events, special natural conditions and seasonality might also be considerations for
enhancement of scenes. These are not always indicated and may be pared down to
four categories:
•

Festivals, such as Day of She, and Lantern Festival, which suggest
celebrations and relevant customs.

•

Seasons, such as late Spring, Autumn.
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•

Special weather conditions, such as snow, rain.

•

Special light conditions, such as sunset, sunrise, dusk, moonlight, and similar.

These conditions added a dimension to the scene and usually implied associated
activities, such as drinking on Day of She, lighting lanterns during Lantern Festival,
or for example admiring the sunset or moonlight from within a beautiful landscape.
These helped to create a mental picture of the scenic resort and increased the
attraction.
The above statistics show overwhelmingly that naturalistic landscape provided the
favourite scenes, and confirms a preference for leisure activity ir: such sites. Over time
such scenic sites were therefore embellished with a variety of features, such as
religious buildings, hermitages, pavilions, towers, bridges, kiosks, and inscriptions on
rocks. These various interventions were seen as process of enhancing the site and
increasing their attractiveness as leisure destinations.
The Buddhists and Daoists orders which always played an important role in the
enhancement and administration of scenic areas also provided accommodation for
travelers and sometimes guidance to tourists.

Current development

The ancient category of 'famous mountains and great rivers' lH. which has been
treasured for more than two thousand years and praised by generations of literate in
their treatises, appears to have been favoured in the selection of present day National
and Provincial Parks (scenic parks designated at a provincial rather than national
level). Out of the first batch of the 44 National Parks designated in 1982. forty
141 Written as mingshandachuan 4!; LlJ*JII is literally interpreted as 'national natural scenery resources' in modern terms.
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originate in one or more sites included in various Eight Scenes. For example, the
Badaling National Park originates in Yanjing (present Beijing) Eight Landscape
Scenes: juyongdiecui '*]1 ~~; the Xihu National Park in Xihu scenic resort, which
is present in most of the local Eight Scenes since the eleventh century, and has had its
own full set of Ten Scenes since the twelfth century.
After the first batch designated in 1982, five more sets of national scenic parks have
. been designated, making a total of 187 today. Besides scenic parks at national level,
there are 480 scenic parks in provincial lists, as well as numerous municipal and
county scenic parks. The official criteria for scenic districts in the Scenic District
Provisional Ordinance (1985) suggest that: 'any area with visual, cultural or scientific
value, intensive natural or cultural landscape, and considerable geographic scale and
boundary, which provides opportunities for travel, recreation, scientific' and cultural
activities, should be designated as scenic district.'

112

Together these form the present

Scenic District System, which also includes some memorial sites to the communist
revolution and newly discovered scenic district, besides those historic scenic sites
originated in local Eight Scenes. These cover a total area of 108,900 square kilometres
or 1.13 percent of the country.11:!
The Scenic District System resorts under the Chinese Protected Area System which
comprises Natural Reserves, Forest Parks, Scenic Districts, and National Geological
Parks. In total these cover some 893,000 square kilometres and occupy 9.3 percent of
the country. 144 Although they have been designated with the titles, the exact boundaries
of many of the Scenic Districts and Protected Area have not been defined, and despite
a provisional ordinance there is no state legislation, which leaves these areas
vulnerable to development and erratic tourist provisions.

142 Ministry of Construction of P.R. China, Scenic District Provisional Ordinance (Bc:ijing: State Council of P.R.Chinll. 1985)
143 Ministry of Housing IIIld Vrbllll-Rural Development of P.R.China. the Report on General Achievement of Scenic District for
25 anniversary. 2007 <http://www.cin.goY.cn/hybdl07hybd/fjms25cjzlzhxxl200709/t20070903_122186.htm> [accessed 2 Jun
2008J
144 Weizheng WlIIlg :EtlUE. Nallonal Park (Beijing: Chinese Forestry Press, 2000) p.3
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Conclusions from the analysis

The above shows without doubt that Bajing, Eight Scenes of real landscape, are
important records and evidence of Chinese landscape culture and worthy of research
in their own right. They have an ancient history with the first evidence for Eight
Scenes dating from the eleventh century, with further evidence to suggest that these
are based on an earlier tradition dating back to the eighth century. Various links have
been established, like the Eight Views of painting Eight Scenes are rooted in the
traditional literary expression of landscape appreciation.
An analysis of the scenes of real landscapes depicted provides an interesting
indication as to the type of preferred scenery and place for recreation. It concludes
that most selected scenic sites in Eight Scenes were in naturalistic settings, with more
than half of them connected with religious orders (Daoists and Buddhists). These
religious orders located in scenic areas usually took responsibility for the upkeep and
maintenance of places, even worked as guides for visitors and tourists. Care for such
environments was part of religious practice, thus the task was taken as a matter of
course and ensured the protection of these places, maintenance of facilities for the
public benefit, and enhanced the reputation of the local religious order.
The etymology of the term establishes links with Daoism, which in its search after the
extreme truth, the Dao, sought a close relationship with Nature. Having their temples
and monasteries in areas of good scenery the symbolic number of eight was the
obvious number of scenes to symbolise an unlimited universe and choice. It also
explains why any self-respecting municipality would select its eight favourite scenes,
and make these the subject of artistic representation in poetry and sometimes in
painting. Such landscapes became the subject of local and national tourism, and were
improved to enhance their qualities. Though this highlights how the tradition
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developed, the artistic representation sometime took a life of its own and developed
into a separate art form with its own sets of rules. These may be distinguished from
those of the tradition of painting as follows: there was a greater variety of scenes
depicted, which are more inclusive of various leisure activities depicted; they have
poetry added that is generally less formulaic and always includes place names; poetry
on real landscapes might also occur on its own without drawn illustrations,
emphasising the fact that this was to evoke the imagination in a journey evoking the
full range of dimensions.
The Bajing tradition reveals the intangible heritage of ancient Chinese landscape
culture, the analysis of records of which shows in general the public leisure use of
scenic sites and the evolution process of the scenic sites, and that there have been
numerous examples of scenic sites adapted for public leisure. A total of 93% of the
recorded scenes were within natural settings, or had their main view over natural sites,
while 60.5%, boasted spectacular natural views. More than half were associated with
religious orders. A quarter of the scenes acquired their fame because of the features
built within them, either to improve the scenery or for public leisure use, including
for example bridges, terraces or shelters for public use, like kiosks and pavilions. It
thus indicates that the favourite place for public leisure was in naturalistic settings,
and that the social system and cultural values must have played a significant role in
the formation of scenic sites and the Bajing tradition. A further exploration into the
social institutional system and the cultural values in the next chapters will reveal how
Nature was valued in culture as well as how and why scenic sites adapted.
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b. Literary representation of Nature and scenic sites

The viewing of scenery certainly was an activity combining emotional inspiration
with spiritual refreshment, as it was concluded in the sixth century that 'the sight of
the scenery makes the mind actively involved in the landscape; good mood comes as
if answering to the views' 145. Thus, many traditional literary theories suggest that
'scenery is inspiring and makes the soul ready for good poetry,146, or that 'mountains,
rivers and historic places, can touch the mind deeply, as a consequence, poetic
thoughts will automatically occur' .147
Meanwhile, the fashion of edifying people through scenery, and the notion that there
was a relationship between morals and natural landscape, meant that scenic districts
were also viewed as a source of rationality and philosophy of life according to many
poems and prose. 148 The inscriptions of steles and stones in scenic districts supply
numerous examples showing the popular edifying topics such as life encouragement
and promptings for rethinking real life values: for instance, the inscription of 'Never
stop on half way' f)J: ,@ r:p ~ located halfway up the mountain of Gushan

1& W in

Fujian Province, presents this as a metaphor to encourage people to go on with their
life journey actively and overcome their present fatigue; life is like climbing a
145 Liu- Qie ~IJ~(?465-S32), 'WlIse', in /renxindiaulong, vol.IO (J'c,t:df/f;it· 4hfS) • in Wcnyuange Siku Quanshu Jibu
Shiwenpinglci ::It itfl ~ eg W ~ ~ I ~ tffll li\' ::It if ~. cd. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986)
<http://www.philosophyol.com/pllb/gllji/jsOIO.hlm>[accessed8Apr2008](.tlIlIfJJ<(iJL.j;iH~~z1:l-.l§Iwttt25..C·~I!±tJtJ.fJ

a~~, ~R~~.Mtt~~. ~*~

•. 1

146 Wu-Leifa j! m~(l7lh C.). Remarks on Poetry (Pb'titf'.iJ#I/) , cited in Chinese Ancient LIterary Collection 1'fi¥i!i~;;i.·Z·'J.
Beijing University Press. 2001) p.245 .!Xl. (lrH~Hi~». il&llX7ftltWi', $t~jt;·C'. ·C,./tlillt

Jidfil. by Jingzhi Hu m~Z, (Bcijing:
'f"'I'1ft. xB. ~IJ'f"tlI*ru]>Rz ••

147 Jiao-Xun 1.«t1lI(1763-1820). 'Reply for Luo-Yangzhai' (.~~~~» . cited in Chinese Literary Theory History 1j'lfi¥Jt?:
J!l~!1! 4, edit. by Baozhen Huang tlt1*lt, etc. ( Beijing: Bcijing Press, 1987) p.7SS ('tlI)IIIIJ~~~'tH11*~, ,c.'tljllfn "'troJi~
Zi;:IJ.

i;:IJ9llji-lf.l!,§ti!i~lfl.

')

148 such as in Lu-You lijiiJh(l12S-1210), 'Xishang' [Over the stream] et,Lt::.» and WlIl1g-Bo ::Et'J(649-676), 'Preface for Prose
of Tengwangge Pavilion' (~::EllIlrY-) .( ·ttz;;t}=¥1;7~iZi, .!Xl.J'lH.1'5~n?E1::. ' <1I.1iWt: HiLt.») 'jCi\'ti.li!!Jl!U, :tIt~'i11zx
~; ~~$*. iJUKIJ:ltz :fH&. ' <::EtiJ (~::EllIlrY-» )
I
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mountain: the view over the top of the peak is promised, but the journey to it is
always hard. The inscription for a kiosk in a stream scenic district Lanxi, Zhejiang
Province, offers edification in another way: it writes 'Fame? Or Money? The busy
work aiming for these is not worthy; Come? Or go? The tranquil Mountain and stream
here is the best to stay.' 149 Scenic sites have been taken as the best place for outdoor
leisure and recreation by both literati and common people, and have been improved
and maintained continuously through history.
Scenic sites have been adapted in a way that connected closely with the literary
representation of cultural values in Nature. Besides literary representation, Nature and
scenic sites have also been imitated and represented in garden art. These various
artistic representations reveal the perception of Nature and scenic sites, a significant
part of comprehending historic scenic sites through the viewpoint of traditional
Chinese taste and fashion.

Roots of Bajing in the custom of literary expression of landscape
appreciation

The literary roots of Bajing can be traced back to the eighth century in series of
landscape poetry and paintings. The literary expression of landscape appreciation
represented in Bajing was important in revealing the significance of the scenic sites
and the related landscape perception.
Most Eight Scenes in the Ming and Qing dynasties were described by poets in their
'Eight Scenes poetry series' or a single poem for all Eight Landscape Scenes. In
dedicating Eight Scenes a poet would ascribe each scene with a four word poetic title,

149 Composed by U-Yu 'fiffl(l611-1680) in the Qing Dynasty. jjfrrr~mll~Jjt'fifflm~(fjJllt~,
;lJl;, *;ftt.;f,mLUmf!tll~Jjt.
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and then compose a poem describing each scene. These would be concise, usually
consisting of only eight lines of seven words. Occasionally there would be only one
poem of eight lines summarising the various scenes, with each line describing one
scene. The poems would highlight the most valued characteristics and spirit of each
place. The four character title of each scene was usually condensed from the seven
characters of the poetic line depicting the scene. Occasionally the lines were not
abbreviated with the whole line of seven words used to describe a scene, such as in
'The poem of Eight Scenes of Linzi' (in present-day Shandong Province

IIUi~m)\.:JK),Hi()

composed by a Ming Dynasty poet. This described newly established scenic resorts
nearby the city, and in this case it must have been felt that the abbreviated version of
four words would not have provided a full reflection of the original meaning.
The four word structure used to title landscape scenes relates to traditional Chinese
idioms. It was considered as the ultimate form in which to concisely compose poetry.
The most significant features were highlighted and the most suitable way for admiring
each scene. For example, one of Quanjiao Eight Scenes (in present Anhui Province

~

tl;z)\.Xf:)151, 'The cascade which looks like a hanging curtain made of flying jade beads
(lk m~.::E.)', shows an extraordinary cascade; another one from the same set depicts
'The spring tide in the ravine with a reddish brown rock cliff (~;{1¥llu:ifr;~)', and reveals
geological Nature and the best season for enjoying this particular scene. One scene
title from Jiangzhou Ten Scenes (in present Jiangxi Province

tU+1 +:.m~),

'Look into

the distance from an elevated place on Qiyun Mountain in the dusk' (1f~rl!\r.U3~)lfi\
indicates the most desirable way of enjoying the scene. A scene from Pengze Eight
Scenes (in present Jiangxi Province !1j ~)\':J;() shows, 'Rod fishing the moon
reflected in water at the small rocky island Renj i (1= fJJ"Lt9

n)"

suggesting that the best

150 Zibo Committee of Shandong General Press LU *1\1 Ul}\tUH±~fll )lI11>Jjl~, Zibo FenglVlI:hl [Local History of Ziboj{/l//f,ftI.
4&,iit(Jinan: Shandong Renmin Chubanshe LU*AR.Ul}\!H±. 1985) p.41
151 Scenes recorded in Quanjiao local official Ga:elle literatllre ~H1JJ.;i!J. 1920 R.1llI:h.~, information gained from the
Quanjiao Government Website <http://www.quanjiao.gov.cn>
152 The mountain's name Qiyun literally means 'the same height as clouds', which gives a vivid hint for the view from top of the
mountain ..
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way to appreciate the scene is to be patient and remain by the waterside to enjoy the
tranquility and the pleasure of waiting for the moon in the early evening. Here the
poetic title is a metaphor, which compares the feeling of a fisherman waiting to catch
fish with the experience of someone who in the early night views the whole process of
changing scenes when the moon gradually rises and is at last high enough to be
reflected in the water. Unlike fishing with nets, which was for the purpose of
gathering staple food, fishing with a rod was always seen as a pastime. The poem of
Linzi Eight Scenes includes two historic sites; one was the ancient tomb of Yanshu, a
prime minister during the fifth century B.C.; the other was the relics of a terrace built
by King Qihuangong during the seventh century B.C. (~~mJ2HT>~f§,

};Ltfia±J1:

1ft ts -0). Another scene in the same set describes the experience of 'standing on top of
a high building in the Western Temple, listening to the bell tolling in early morning

(IDl ;f l~ ~ Pjf a~ trp)'. This provides a vivid image of the location, the viewpoint,
sounds in the environment, time and the main activity. The poetry thus is valuable in
conveying physical information about the scenes and in providing evidence as to what
ancient observers considered significant.
The titles of the Eight Scenes therefore suggest that they are not only scenes, but also
scenarios, perceived by all senses, visually, acoustically, tangible and aromatically.
They are associated with a particular seasons, weather, festivals, events, and serve to
evoke certain memories and the imagination. Since landscape experience is 'received
in moments, glances, and accidental detours, kinaesthetically unfolding through
rambling and habitual encounters over time', Hi:1 the factor of certain seasons, time or
weather was considered an essential part of these Eight Scenes and their naming. For
instance, the title of the sixth scene of Zhuozhou (in present Hebei Province) Bajing,
Dukangqiufeng (~1Gt!cJxL, 'Autumn wind in Dukang') uses the word 'autumn wind'
to suggest the harvest season (Dukang was famous for its fertile farm land of which
ownership was disputed during various wars); the title of the seventh scene
153 Simon R. Swafiield. Theory in Landscape Architecture: A reader (Philadelphia: University of Pennsylvania Press, 2002)
p.l49
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Lousangchunshe O~ ~:tf H, 'Spring She in Lousang') provides the Spring She
Festival as an indication of time. Other titles emphasize the weather as a factor: the
title of the fourth scene of Zhuozhou, Huliangxiaoyue C~ ~ B}E f3, 'Moon at dawn in
Huliang'), focuses on the 'moon at dawn', and the title of the eighth scene Panpojixue
(~:l:J.tt.R 1ft,

'Piled snow in Panpo') emphasizes snowy weather conditions. The

particular season or weather conditions emphasized in the title of scenes forms an
important indication, and provides a key to when they should be experienced to be
fully appreciated.
Sounds are emphasized in other sets of scenes: the title of a scene Guchajingsheng r~
~Ij ~'£F,

'Sound of singing scriptures in ancient monastery') of Foshan city (in present

Guangdong Province) in the Ming Dynasty reveals that the murmur of monks singing
canons accompanied by musical instruments (usually muyu) is essential to the
experience of being able to fully appreciate this scene; the title of another scene in the
same set Shiyunwanchang (:fi ~ a~ p~, 'Late singing in Shiyun' ) pinpoints
'antiphonal style singing' of the congregating fishermen on a river at dusk, as
characterising the spirit of the scene. Another example from Chaozhou city (in present
Guangdong Province) in Ming Dynasty emphasizes scent: 'The wind of plum f10wer
scent over Western Lake (rm¥r~H~JA)', reveals the special scent experienced in this
landscape. The sound and scent integrated with the scene mentioned in the titles
indicates that ancient observers appreciated the sensory experience at many levels.
Sometimes titles exaggerate or provide metaphors such as in one recorded scene of
Foshan city, dating from the Ming Dynasty, 'A Daoist temple with swarming birds
chirping as if they are singing Buddhist songs (Jffintr~~rJX)'. A title for a scene at
Chaozhou city in Ming Dynasty implies that 'The tolling of a bell in the city centre
tower sounds like being able to calm down the sea waves (ll'UflJi1l pr)'. By using
exaggeration it vividly conveys the image of the place. Exaggeration was a commonly
used rhetorical method in ancient Chinese; in this case, the term of' calming down sea
waves' also refers to the name of the bell tower.
79

It is clear that the poetic title of each scene provides important and indispensable

evidence of the spirit of the place, as related to the human experience. It reveals a
great deal of information in few words: not only the physical aspects of the landscape,
the location, environment, season, weather, sound, and scent and so on, but also the
way ancient observers perceived the landscape, the sensory experiences, the
preference for viewpoints, the process of enjoying scenery, the focus of pleasure,
imagination and mental activities. In short, they provide clear evidence of
contemporary values with respect to the environment and the appreciation of Nature.
Painting and travel writing became highly valued forms of art during the Tang dynasty.
Wang Wei (701_761)151 has been considered as the first artist to effectively combine
abilities in painting and travel writing. His earliest recorded poems on landscape
scenes are Wangchuanji (literally meaning 'group of poems of Wangchuan'). Wang
Wei and Pei Di, another poet, travelled through the Wangchuan region (in present
Lantian, Shanxi Province) where Wang Wei's villa was located. They each composed
poems for twenty scenic locations, which included hills, a lake, a spring, vegetable
gardens, a rocky beach, riverbanks covered with dogwood laden with red berries,
willow woods, a bamboo thicket with a central building and lakeside kiosk, and so on.
The titles of the poems identify the scenes and views; for example, 'Liulang' (waves
of willow trees) depicts the scenery of the willow woods, and 'Linhuting' (kiosk by
the lake) depicts a scenic view as well as activities of drinking and sailing. The
structure and characteristics of the poems are similar to those included in the 'Eight
Landscape Scenes'; they provide a mental picture of scenes,. depict recreational
activities, highlight an experience or a detail particularly appreciated by the poet and
viewer, and provide a personal impression of that landscape.
Wang Wei painted the scenery of Wangchuan on the walls of a monasterylfi5 along with
154 New Tang History, vol. 128, entry 23 (fffrm~> !{1; 128_23 t:HiHli> ~, '§lIJ~tEWJJII, :fIl!f8Jtt, 1f~-TfXJ, (tI:lWl,

ftmm, •• , •• m,*R~,

~

••• X~,.MW~~~.'

155 Quo Ruoxu fllt' IitW I'h century), Tuhua Jianwen=hi [Notes and Stories about Paintings in 841-/074jU/llit]J{!flI1;tJ([3cijing:
Renmin Meishu Chubanshe A ~ ~ # ill Ilfi. ~±, 1963) Vol.4, Entry of Wang Wci
tIE

x

*"

<http://gIULartx.cnlArticleI20171_20177.html>[aecessed3Jun2008)(originaltext'ltiNJIi~i'tm.(~Jlllli\l),lIltlllbMtI!,1I
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the set of twenty poems for each scene.

156

The fresco no longer exists, but was highly

thought of for centuries afterwards. Two hundred years later, in the middle tenth
century, a nun cook was recorded as having represented the Wangchuan landscape
painting in twenty dishes. 157 Her delicate cooking skill represented the landscape
scenes in fish, meat, sauce, vegetable and fruit of various colours. With each dish
representing a single scene, the twenty dishes on a table together formed a miniature
of the original Wangchuan set of landscape paintings. This act can be seen as evidence
of continued popularity of the painting and poems composed by Wang Wei. It also
provides evidence of the popularity of this genre of paintings of separate scenes
integrated with individual poems. The 'twelve poems of Mt. Sheng' (in present
Kaixian, Sichuan Province), by Wei Chuhou (c. 780-840), were composed in a similar
manner, giving a full account of twelve scenic sites in the vicinity of a mountain
favoured by the poet. Each poem was dedicated to a specific scene, each including the
name as a title. The subjects incorporated popular recreational places in a scenic
setting, such as Liubeiqu, an artificial canal for game of floating goblets; Suyunting,
kiosk where clouds linger; Pipatai, an artificial terrace in the shape of a pipa (an
ancient Chinese musical instrument); and Huluzhao, an artificial pond in the shape of
a hulu (a fruit with two bulbs resembling a figure_8).l nH The poems indicate that these
sites were already celebrated for their particular features and were popular as
recreational places for the general public. So, similarly as was the case for the later

156 The poctry recorded in Wangchuanjl (WlJII~ literally means 'series of poems for the place Wangchulln'). Two poets each
composed twenty poems for the twenty scenic locations. Some of the poems vividly described a landscape scene. providing 11
mental picture of the physical landscape which are valuable in tracing the original landscape, while most poems only address on
the metaphor image or philosophical thinking intrigued by the scene. Source from 'Liezhuan' [Biographiesl~tl~.tt 127 )C~ql.
in XlntagnsiJu [New Tang Dynasty History].IJj J:1f 1S. ed. By Ouyang Xiu (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986)
<http://www.sinology.cnlbook/3/02-lib/OI-zg/03-guoxue/j:!OOI25j:!/¥rm~/215.htm>[accesscd 3.1un2008] (original text }llj lilt

tEWlJII.

11!!.~JY1. :n~TfXl, ~mJ,

1t.ll!t\l, ~P¥Sl, ~~~t. $!l{~. lJlIVl!!WlJtrtr. Mi;'j.f[JMl~~. )

157 Tao Gu \l!iJtt(tenth century). 'Zhuanxiumen'[About Dish and Cookery]m~f1, in Qlngyi/ll [Random Notes ofQingyiluJIf'I
(Bcijing: Chinese Business Press, 1985) <http://www6.xilloshuo.com/readhook/OOIl 023282_5048_l.hlml> [nccessed
3Jun2008]

R lit

158 Wei Chuhou (abollt780-840) • 'Twelve Poems ofMt. Sheng', in Whole Collection of the Tang Poetry. vol. 479, entry 8.
original text: ~mi\'j~ 479_8 [flIhl.J+=ttj·) 'tHll:JJ (about780-840) +=;IJt~, Al~iliill, iUfm, 'ftt', ~~:.p~,

nBe-,

.m~~, .ffl1Jt1. ~t.±!l. ~Fm. ~ibt. Jll:.pm.
J:±IIIUR. (Mt*f*> :~flll~~~. ~1~JrHlIjm;. :ltJ/(lIJ*
~ • ..If.(I;J;:a*i'!B. HiH!£l) :~±t!!.l1t£±. fmlI~l'JuJilt. i'Jt~~.~. m.fliJiIt"F.1ii!. Hi'i~~) ~Hl'~1ilWl, 7iCJf~iT>~
T!J. 1f.iJlJIUIl~P. 'IIHJfffglJb.IT. (~F'm»: iW.~~~J5, ~ljHliiJ1n. fi~:{.t~HIt~. ~}H\'l1!I/'J,I(.
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examples of the Bajing tradition, these poems helped to define the most desirable
scenes of a locality.
From then on, the selecting of landscapes for distinctive scenes and recording them in
series of poems became a traditional pastime for Chinese literati and formed the basis
for 'Eight Scenes', thereby promoting the popularity of certain places. The poetry
associated with the visual representation of some of these became popular for its own
sake, but while poems evoked a mental picture and paintings encompassed natural
beauty these encouraged further artistic representations. It led to one influencing the
other and at the same time it determined the appreciation of landscape scenery, and
the type and character of scenes. Thus, besides generating new art forms, these
ultimately inspired tourism as well. It is normally suggested that these paintings
evolved through a form of artistic representation known as 'the integration of
landscape painting and poetry', developed from the Tang Dynastyl1i9 and which thrived
during the Song Dynasty

160.

However it is more likely that the scenic place and the

form of pictorial representation evolved in conjunction with each other, with one
supporting the other and assuring a long lasting popUlarity.
In the Song Dynasty the poet and artist Su Shi (1037-1101) proposed that 'a painting
serves as a poem, and a poem serves as a painting' as a criteria for poetry and
paintings associated with landscape, which means a good poem should produce a
picturesque image, while a good painting should offer poetic concepts to further
comprehend the landscape. This theory has influenced the composition of poetry and
the art of painting ever since.

161

Well-educated people were encouraged to read the

poem and painting in order to fully appreciate the landscape and then experience it in

n:t=

159 The earliest example of this was in Tang Dynasty, composed by Wang Wei. recorded in Guo Ruoxu
~(Illh century),
Tuhua Jianwen=hi {Notes and Stories about Paintings In 84J-J074]ffJiiffiJl1f1q;i1i (Bcijing: Renmin Mcishu Chubanshe A~~*
!±JI\&U, )963) Vo).4
160 Committee of Chinese Language Dictionary, entry of' /\..:Il'l:', in Grand Dictionary of Chinese Language
(Bcijing: Publishing Company of Grand Dictionary of Chinese Language, 1994)

t:<ilJ;ti»7~

161 Susan Bush, The Chinese lilerall on painting: Su Shih (1037-1101) to rung Chichang (1555-1636) (Cambridge: Ilurvard
University Press, 1971) also see Shaohua Wang ::Efffl$, 'Poetry and Painting Theory by Su Shi'j)j;4;t'li'fjfJjj-tll'trJ ~;m, 'limy;
Lilun Yanjiu {Research on Literature and Art Theory].Jt;!!;J!l ~1iIf!f[, 1 (200).77-83 (pp. 77 -78)
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its own terms. This reason also accounts as one of the main reasons for the popularity
in pre-modern China of inscriptions of poems on rocks of scenic places. It is common
for every set of Bajing to have its series of poems, or at least poetic titles. However,
examples of Bajing with illustrations are rarer, implying that they survive primarily as
poetry. This possibly was because of the function of landscape poems as mental
pictures, which when efficiently achieved, would make the need for a real painting
redundant.

Nature and scenic sites represented in Chinese literary works

It seems that in Chinese literary history no poet has ever exempted himself from

writing landscape poetry. Most famous poets are not only renowned for their prose or
poem of scenery description but also pronounced themselves as 'born scenery lovers',
for example Tao-Yuanming (365-427) declared that 'I love mountains deep in my
dispositiond 62 , and Li-Bai (701-762), who 'took wherever with good scenery as
home' 163 and boasted that 'the misty scenery in spring appeals to me and deliver
excellent poetry directly into my mind' 164. As observed and concluded by a Tang poet
Dai Juyi (772-846), 'when a talented person was not well positioned in a high post, or
when he was suppressed in his career, landscape poetry writing was always the only
best way for applying his intelligence to put to good use'. 165 There has been the
constantly recurring figure in Chinese literature and painting, that one or two persons,
162 Tao Yuanming ptijrmnJl, 'Return to the rural residence' 1I31Il1lfJm. in Collectiol1 of Poetry 111 Period o/flan, Wel and Llllchao
~Jt;ln1JJ:Iil!, ed. Yu Guanying ~ret~ (Bcijing: Renmin wcnxue .A. RJt!'f: tfI~t±, 1978) p,I83 r tl*!lE:rll J

!h.,lirll$ sliff~m, Collection of Research Theses 011 LI 8al in the 20th centl/ry 20
!i1$-;f:trili!/tl 1300 /if/fF, (Hefei: Taibai wenyi chubanshe ;!csJt~Ul~UUlJIf,i, 2000) r-4-13

163 Li Bai Research Institute of Ma'anshan
tJ1!i1?/itr{i)fJ'{~JUil.iiUl!l:

t:il~~*, Jtl~rll7.l<.~nt~J -1::/!TA~rll~.i'trfs

164 Li Bai, 'Preface of the Poem about the Feast in Taoli Garden in Spring Night', in FilII Transla/ion of 'GI/wen gllun;hl'
J2.il:~f1,

ed. Jinding Yang, etc. (Hefei: Anhui Education Press 1984), p.632

i!i:t:

$S (tJ"::et1I#t"fImJr.» '111l'fHHltIJJ.:WUt:,

:7;:tR if'l ft IJJ. Jt.. '
165 Ye Qingbing ¥JfJilj, History of Chinese Litera/lire (Taibei: Xuesheng shuju l'fllt~1:llJ fiQ, 1987) p.17 sro!i~ n~ilI~!X.

iliWf)

~:'ilIH~;Ull¥J,~tI.t::fffi.il!l.
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in a thatched hut surrounded by the wild scenery, on one
side of the torrents or immense lake or mists of the
mountain landscape, seeming like an image of a kind of
utopian ideal, freed from the mundane realities and the
daily chores (Fi g 3. 10, 3.11). A painting theorist Guo Xi
(1023-1085) has expressed his opinion for the reason why
landscape painting was favoured more than other kinds of
painting such as figural ones. He said: 'Enjoying scenic
forests and streams, with companions of mist and
colourful clouds, are dreams of everyone.

When such

scenery can be painted vividly on a piece of paper, which
makes it possible for a person to enjoy Nature without
necessary of long journey out of his house, this is the best
attraction which has captured my mind, which is also the
reason why landscape painting has been highly valued by
people ' . 166

Figlln~ .U J ~cr oll of Luyin qin ghua tll (lil('ra lly
nHlan s TlI lkin g IIndl'l" 1"11(' Grecn Shad e) ~~Jltl~f lif;f¥l,
by Wen Zhcngming, Mill g d y na~ty 19j Jtfl!t IY3, inl,
on IWller $d] tI.~
£.n $.;, ~ i 'lc IJ t.8(.'IlI X32(.' 1lI.
co llection of th e Old Palace MII.~e llm, Beijing ~t);C

Figurc 3. 1() part of "hc painl.ing Cllihi 1/1
ji'"~OO . by WII YU3n zhi <t}: If-t5tJIi., 12
('cn t11 I"y.
rol\cction of .h c Old PaIlH:t'
Mus('um, Taibci

*

';'& 1l\M~ I~'GY~
166 Guo Xi $Jllt~( 1023-1 085). ' Shanshui Xun ' [Theory on Landscape Painting] '1nl< vII, in Linqllan Gao:h! ;fit}}! ir~Jft, in
Wcnyuange Siku Quanshu Zibu Yishul ei Jtt!*l rjiH1!I W~1~/Tffilr~*~ , cd. by .Iiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) <
htlp :llwww.xgb.ecnu.edu.cn/jszjI..IoE5%A D%90%E9%83%A8%E9%AD%8 F%E6%99%8B%E4%BB%A5 %E4%B8%8B/%E6%9E%97%E6%B3%89%E9%A8%98%E8%87%B 4.htm >[ncc
essed 8 Apr2008j (original words ' ...... # ,RZ$: . :JJ.!l~zm; ~JIHE~ . ]!:f:l lfr ~. ~1fJkJ.'-¥ , f1Url.\lJ:IZ . ;;Ff:lttm .
~".~ .
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The conception of man as a part of Nature, on equal terms with the animals and the
plants, rather than as something unique in Nature, contrasting with and struggling
against,Nature, has been general in Asian thought, in contrast with that of Europe. 167
The beauty of Nature has been noticed and described with passion in poetic words
since more than twenty five hundred years ago. Fifth century B.C. poetry not only
depicted high mountains, rocky scenery, natural plants, seasonal views of lakes and
plants, but also the natural environment of various working places such as wood
cutting areas by a river, the scenic site and the conditions of the footpath there. 168
Scenes of people crowded into scenic sites were also recorded in early literature. 169
Poetry in the first century B.C. reveals that there were many terms used especially in
describing various

water~bodies

and plants at that time. These words are not used any

more nowadays. Seeking pleasure in the natural landscape and through leisure
activities has been popularly recorded as early as the fifth century B.C. In one
example from a poem, the excursion in Nature was taken as a diversion and in order
to relax. Boating for pleasure was recorded as one activity in the excursion. The poem
also mentions that the boat was made of pine wood while the oars were made of
Chinese juniper WOOd. 170
Natural landscape and objects were personified in poetry, perceived as persons with
willingness and fondness as if they were human beings. People were described
enjoying the Nature as if enjoying the company of a friend: the mountain and the man
look at each other without tiredness in the poem Sit alone in Jingling Mountain

l71
;

the

moon is unwilling to set while the man is reluctant to go to sleep in the poem The
167 Andrew Boyd , Chinese Architecture and Town Planning I SOOBC-AD 1911 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 2003 )
p,111

168 For examples, the many poems in Shijing and Chucl. 'flJ~~ffi,lijlfJ1T~,~ffiIl.f1J/1,~m2i~Jf:l'(

(i;r~

*¥if. ¥J;rtj) ).~

ili!{J!{J. tJlliYrJII' '~tz.3i;3i;. *-\J*-\J;tt~' (HJt3i;) (iii'f~»); HUn IP: ·~~{}tkJX1.. ~1Jli2!l{}*rwr'l ':l;x~~
tl!{}. ~z.~iiJz.'f{}. rnJ7./<.mllii1~' (i;'j~> ; UHU IP: '*~'tiIl~{}WiB&~. nWH.r.7./<."'t .HrtW.

169 Laozi. Daodejing llt~~(=t-.). in Wenyuange Siku Qllanshu XilflIWJ/zlj,$~1!, ed, by Jiyun (Taibci: Shangwu
Yinshuguan, 1986) <http://www.rcnlong.com.cnl?action-viewnews-itemid-889> (accessed 28 Mar 2008] ;(:\\AW~W~. YO!HH'l'
170 For example, two poems in Shijing, Weifeng-Bamboo, and Beifeng-Stream, Original text: 'm7./<.flafla, :tt;tlW~:Ilr. ~~ III
~,

l;J.1ifttJt'

n"j~·:EJX1.·11~) '~trtl:lib'f.

l;J.1ifttJt',

(iii'f~,jl:!!JX1..:J!t7./<.»

171 For example, the poem 'Sitting Alone on the Hill Jingting' by Li Bai(701-762), Original text:
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moon scene at night of J4th Augusl 72 ; the bamboo and rocks love the poet the same as
the poet loves them in the poem Short comments on a scroll'73 ; the snowflakes pretend
to be falling flowers in the courtyard in the poem Snow in spring174; the blossoms fly
to see the guests out, while the birds mumble to persuade guests stay in the poem

departure to Tanzhou 175 • Natural objects and landscape has got certain personality in
this way. In this sense, the scenery viewed over a multi-storied building was described
as 'the wild geese fly in sky leading my sadness away; the mountain holds the moon
in its mouth coming to my eyes' 176; the torrential scenery of a big river was described
as 'all the legends and heroic stories in history have been washed away by the river's
torrents' 177; the delightful scenery of a lake in a sunny day or rainy weather were
drawn in parallel as a beauty dressed up or in casual clothes. 178 It is even concluded
in landscape painting theory that 'if taking a mountain as a body, rocks and stones are
the bones, woods and forest are clothes, grass is hair, rivers and streams are blood
vessels, mist and clouds are vigour,

while temples, villages and bridges are

omaments. d79 There was a deep and persistent feeling for wild Nature, which was
expressed over and over again in poetry and painting. This feeling seems deeper than
'pleasure', and also more than the awareness of 'beauty' in Nature; it was rather an
insight into reality through the unique way that taking Nature as an alive thing which
has feelings the same as oneself.

172 For example, the poem 'Watching Moon on 14th the Eighth Lunar Month' by Lu You(1125-1210) . Original text: 'i'l\'{lft'{1I:kItk
~)C~, ~::f~,r~A~Hm' (~tWl: (J\~+[!H~M~»

173 For example, the poem 'Inscription on a Painting', by Zheng Yin (1693·\ 765). Original text: '~FIlft~:Xl11:fi, ept'!:fi?J);:Xl
~-tE..

'

(~fblfJf: (Jl]iilJli»)

\ 74 For example, the poem 'Snow in Spring' by Han Yu (768·824). Original text: 's'!!r!Pfllkfl't5IlJt, Ml'!(n~!f1;"t1.t. ' <~~
~ (~1'lU)

175 For example, the poem 'Departure from Tanzhou' by Du Fu(712·770). Original text: 'J:t#.ft:"tl!~, fIl\t1!~inmA'

<Urt]

(~ilIi1+l> )

176 For example, the poem 'Visiting Yueyang Building with Mr. Xia', by Li Bai(701-762). Original text: 'JfIli5'~j~\~, Llltti~r

JB*' (!$S

(~!lT=!lffillIH~m

177 For example, the poem 'Historic Memory ofChibi', by Su Shi (1037-1101). Original text: ,*o:*~, ml4taJ~,
.A.~'. (ilt~ (~:!oc!!l'Hl;!\Hf'i!i»

=ftiJXI.Mi.

)

178 For example, the poem 'Drinking on the Lake While the Weather Changing From Sunny to Raining', by Su Shi (1037·110 I).
Original text: '*j(;~#eiffl1J.!If. LiJt5~j'lnN?J);'i'\)'. tiXreIDimmIDFf. r~:&~tt;.bHI11i:' (ilttA (~WJ..ttJJn"ffiiiln )
179 Tang Daif.IJt't(1673-17S2), Details about Painting (~'$~t"It) , Original text:
~. *~J!n.!lik, ~:Jl!l~11jl~. ~iI~""'I:#Jt. ~~H~fJf~~?fH!'fi-tE.·.
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In poetry, natural landscape was often rendered

to reveal the environment and

atmosphere of events, as well as to express the sensations, such as in poem Jianjia,
the scenery of the extensive reed field with white frost was depicted to render the
image of a lonely beauty standing on the other bank of the river, 180 and in poem
Caiwei, 'when I left, there were willows reluctant to part, while now I'm back, there

are only cold rains and snow drizzling',181 the landscape environment was to depict
the disappointed feelings when nostalgic enthusiasm meets reality. Poetry speaks in
images, Heidegger says, the Nature of the 'image is to let something be seen, the
genuine intention of poetry is to let the invisible be seen. 182 The sensation and the
metaphor behind a physical landscape was exactly the invisible but the focused
subject of poetry as observed by Zhu Xi(1l30-1202): 'The depiction of objects is in
order to express the subjects'; 183 they are in parallel, in sets of metaphor and
analogical meaning. For example, in poem Pusaman by Li Bai, the gloomy mood was
rendered through the depiction of the cold, misty, dim views: 'the mists of the vast
and quiet woods looked as though they were woven together, the belt of remote cold
mountain range had the colour of broken-heart-green; tints of dusk entered the high
building, where a person sits in a gloomy mood.' 184 Scenery description in literature
was not purely for recording the scenery itself but to draw a parallel with the event or
sensation to be expressed. In this way, scenery became sensory.
A certain kind of scenery was combined with a certain emotion. There were patterns
of these. The withering of a tree represents the wretched circumstances of a man's
life ls5 ; a late bird looking for a perch reminds people of their own lonely helpless
180 Original text:

'~fl1~~, sK~m.

ffrWliJlA, tE7./(-;fj'

(n~fl1»

'~;X;llIt~, tE~il1Z.~. FJJn~:y:. fjT~r

)?B'

181 Original text: ''tHlttt~, ~*.ip**, 4-ftJIOJ]., ~~HUt$' (*tni»)
182 Hubert L. Dreyfus, Mark A. Wrathall. Truth. Realism. and and the His/ory of Being, in series of Heidegger Reexamined: Art.
poetry. and technology. Volume 3. (Oxford: Taylor & Francis. 2002). p.49
183 Xia Chuancai :;:1I¥;t, Basic Theory of Chinese Poetry ';'WA/l, (Taibci: Zhushufung ~n~}jj t.I.I~#!ll'I. 2004) p.63 *:l'!:
ffr\!t,

;I!'~Nft!!.~t;A%t~ffrl*Z.IW'

184 Original text: *stfP~: lJl#m~;tm:!mt.R, !ll!Ll.t-*-m.c.\~, IlJl~A~-tI, fl A-tlJ:~
185 such as the poem 'Withered Tree', by Vu Xin(5J3-58I). Original text: t\'{P,,~t9P, **~lUw, 4-J1Ull~, 71HftiIiYJ, f!lt
~:!Il1Jlt, AfoJ1VJ~?
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feeling l86 ; the wandering clouds being blown by the wind represent a person in a
mindless journey, while the slowly setting sun usually represents nostalgia, 187 Thus
natural scenery was perceived in an emotional way. A mountain may be desperate, and
a river may be evil, while a 'good' prospect in a sunny weather will of course trigger a
kind of self confidence and pride, For example, in the twelfth century, the views of
different weather from a landscape pavilion by the same lake was described as
affecting the feelings of viewers in a passage of prose: when the weather was rainy
and grey for a long time, the viewers on the pavilion were filled with sadness since the
gloomy scene reminded them of nostalgia and loneliness; while in sunny spring days,
the viewers looked so happy with wine in their hand enjoying the breeze, since the
delightful view always let people temporarily forget their own troubles and
vexations 188, Another example in the third century described the connection between
scenes of different seasons and the feelings of observers: feel grieved when they see
the fallen leaves in autumn, and feel pleased when they see the tender shoots in
spring,I89
Along with such emotional perceptions, analogy was applied to some of the natural
landscape and objects, so that they were taken as metaphors for good or bad
characters and for people's ethics, For example, a fragrant plant was a metaphor of a
man with integrity and honestyl90; lotus often symbolizes the character of not being
influenced by negative environment 191, Also influenced by Confucianism, water

186suchasthepoem'Duangexing'byCaoCao(ISS-220). Original text:
l!\I!:

'.fjlJlJm1r£~Ii-~f*J~.

tJtM'=:0!. fuHfPJ{«?' (VY

(~1IlXrr»)

187 For example, the poem 'Farewell, My Friend', by U Bai (701-762). Originlll text;

·~1-7i:iJIITlE., ~DMrAM.

' C*S

(3.5':&A»

188 Fan Zhongyan (989-1052)

fli:frN~,

Prose

0/ Ylleyang Building (!l}f1IJiliiJJ. Original text; ',lLk mr.UP#. :l1lJJ>!'

3T .... "RJUi~tB, 9!01i ~lE·t1'~. tftift.llVl.. m Jj )lIH?:,
~~r~ffl

. • ~.s. w•• ~. xwww •• '

189 Lu Ji (261-303),

Wen/u.

Original text:

!ltmifij;ID1f~.

';ID'I1tntT~tk •• ~*TJHF.

".ffit'tHn:J!l:nJ].

~~>!'ti( .... "nWr:WtB.

DIU

·c.,·tJtll<J.'t1'm.

;J;;1tV1tVi1fjl~~ •• (\lJjtJt
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190

Original text:

Wangyi(?89-158).:E~. Reviews on Chllcl.
U~.t'f.~· i1S!Jlr¥) If~' ' (i1S!Jl» ZJt. ml;1jIIO~. '31
~W~, ~.~W~. I<J.~~~I ~.~~. I<J.~~~I ~~~A. I<J.~T~I ~~~~. I<J.W~llil mL~~~. ~
*,~TI JA~7i:1t. 1<J.~:l'J'A. '

191 Zhou Dunyi ~~!1]j(1017-1073), Loving Lotus. Original text:
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landscape was always praised as a metaphor for human morals. Various plants, such
as pine tree, willow, orchid, plum, bamboo and chrysanthemum, were all fixed with
certain cultural meaning. Natural landscape was thus perceived meaningfully. To
ancient Chinese, the scenery was neither objective nor neutral, but subjective, fixed in
certain cultural patterns. The viewing of scenery certainly was an activity combined
with emotional inspiration and spiritual refreshing, as it was concluded in the sixth
century that 'the sight of the scenery makes the mind actively involved in the
landscape; good mood comes as if answering to the views' 192. Thus, many traditional
theories of how to compose poems suggested that 'scenery was good for inspiring
good poetry' 193, or that 'natural landscape and historic places could make people be
moved and with poetic words automatically' 194. Scenery was also viewed as the
source of rationality and philosophy of life according to many poems and prosel 95 •
This view of Nature has also influenced the landscape painting theory, in which it has
been popularly believed that landscape painting should be focused not only on its
physical composition and form, but also the inspiration of Nature and its ethics. 196
Landscape painting was also taken as emotional expression, for example, a painter
wrote on his painting that 'I painted this view of ranges of mountains in order to
express my yearning for home country which has been occupied by the Manchu
invaders. The detailed strokes of the painting are all my tears'. 197 Since the landscape
environment has been taken as the thing to project sensation and feelings onto, and as
192 Liu Xie ~1j~,(?465-?532), Wenxin diaolong. Originul text:
~~M.wsmm
R~~.Mtt~~. ~*~

•. '

.•

193 Wu Leifa:!iHli~(Qing dynusty). My Views on Poetry

%.

xB.

<)(,C,·)1lftJt· ~f5». 'llJ ~*IITi.,

lilbViff.iJ/jlj}. Original text:

~1~~ft.

~w\l'tlltt.l.

fl ml:ttif. ,c"

stl'tllt,c,·. ,C,d\l;lfH':f-

DlIJ-FllJ*rfiJ*Z. '

194 Jiao Xun ~1IlI(l765-1814). The Letter Reply to Luo Yangzhai (.W~if:j4~> Original text: 'llJJIIID~~15Hf!lJftii, 'C"
t~lfn. "'tWii1ilzM. MDlIJ t;tj J.!l. t1Hi!;i!1!.U. 'quoted from Liang Yiru ~-f'Ot, The View on Nature in Ancient Chinese Literatllre,
Academic Journal of Literary Aesthetics (2). The Centre for Literary Theory and Aesthetics of Shandong University III **~f:)(
~~~liJf~r:p,c,..
195 such as Lu You(l 125-12 I 0), the poem 'On the Stream'. and Wang Bo, Tengwangge xu. Original text: '~ii;1if~ 7 ~z.,
(IIit~:
'~il'!iftl!.®. :!it~ttrz.x~ I ~~;m*. iJH.tJJfzfJ"fI:. ' c£tfJ, (IJrB.:~r¥»)

m.FJ Mi'5"n~1:. ••

<m..t»

196 Zong Bing (375-443). Preface of Landscape Painting. Original text: &A:~·iti~4m. ~tl·~,t1''*1P..~ -F llJ
itrJJ~ .... ~&AWIf!i'titt. iIii~:tliU, llJ*I<.(~!dllJtt. ilii1=:l\'·~. Oi~:/i1i<ilfJjl1J*r¥»

*"

lifirnlii

197ni¥J1Il (1633·1690) • inscription on landscape painting. N!ilili Original text: ·~Jlt~llJ!Iil.il9., t~~fl1}Jj., ~~lJm~}. ~~
mn~&
Quoted from Xue Yang "~. 'The Landscape Spirit with LandscapePainting and Human Digni(y·~M!I!11rI1J*il.ijj~A
*If ~ I¥J llJ * ffl 1*. Art Masters (Z i!f$ J • 2006(4) < http://www.wenhuacn.com/article.asp?clllssid=SO&articleid=56 71 >

..
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the source from which to draw ethics and philosophical thoughts, it has also been the
eternal bearer of pleasure, nostalgia, sadness and all kinds of emotions.
In conclusion, natural landscape was presented in Chinese literature popularly,
sometimes in order to render the environment atmosphere, sometimes to express
subjective feelings and sensations, sometimes in a personified way as if Nature was a
friend who could respond and react; viewing scenery was not only regarded as the
best pleasure that one would like to indulge in, but also as the inspiring source of
people's ethics and philosophical thoughts. The activity of enjoying oneself in Nature
was favoured especially by educated people; the natural scene was taken as the best
way to relax and to be inspired and refreshed.
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c. Historic development of scenic sites: the example of Jiaxing

The enthusiasm with which the adaptation of scenic sites as leisure places has been
undertaken over time has been recorded in poetry, travel notes, prose, and Gazettes,
and it has also been depicted in paintings and drawings. The example of Jiaxing
provides a good illustration of what happened, what was done to the landscape and
I

what kind of leisure activities took place. Located in the lower Yangzi River valley,
between longitude 120 and 110, Jiaxing lies in a relatively flat country intersected by
ranges of small hills. During the Tang dynasty, the area of lower Yangzi River valley
became the economic centre of the whole country. Within this area, Jiaxing is a small
city north in Zhejiang province, adjacent to many famous cities, with Shanghai to east,
Suzhou to north" and Hangzhou to south. Compared with these exceptional
neighbours, Jiaxing is a more typical town with respect to its development and
continuation of tradition.

Eight Scenes of Jiaxing

Typically on the outskirts of Jiaxing there are various scenic areas that have
historically been used as public leisure places and have been continually improved
over time. These scenic sites have been recognized as. the local 'Eight Scenes' and
represented in poetry and paintings. Besides the nineteenth century version of Eight
Scenes composed by the magistrate XU Yaoguang which is inscribed on stclc and
located on an island in the Southern Lake (Fig 3.12), there is also a painting of the
fourteenth century which depicts the version of 'Eight Scenes' at the time of the Yuan
91

dynasty (Fig 3.1 3 ).
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Figure 3 .1 2 Puhlic Il'is urc plarcs in .li a ll(' of th e Qing Dynasty ( s cvcnt~enth to nin etcenl'h Cl'ntul'ics) Wl'I'l'
l' cll'bratrd in land scape drawings and in poetry. whit'1t in thi s instance were in sc ribe(i onto slates. The ~c(~ "l' s
shown differ so nH'w hnt from th oS(' on the long sc roll (Fig. 1.3), sin ce both lurHhcapc and tlll~ taste chllngcd
owr tim e. ,Iiahe E igh t Seem's lInd po e ms ca lli gr:rph y fro lll the Qing DY" lls ty. ~*)\..m lilj~IJ I:tIlil\! (Source:
slates eng raved by Xu-Yaogu:\lIg, fro/l1 sllctc hes by Li-M ins hu , IOl·:r ll'li ill th e Celltre Island of Nnn hll Lake
in .Jia xin g, Z hl~.iillng Province)
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~
Figun' 3,13 Puh lk leisurc pl:ll'('S in ,lia hl' of t hl~ YU:ln »ynllst y (thirte('nth to fourtl'l'nth ('c lltu ry) wcn'
celebra ted in landscape drnwings IInd in poetry lInd pros,,, which were illt('g l'llttd into a long sl'roll , taeh
Sl'l'ne with 11 dcscriptive 1.J ()l'mj read frOI1l righl' t'o lefl., th(' whol(' s(TolI was painted wilh the 1'0111'
('hnnl('!e!' title ',Ha-he Ba-jing' first', then th c pnintl'r's IIlllll(" date, It prd'ncc, the maill hudy of 1I11 ~c enl'S ,
fullowed by llIurc I,ros(' !Ibollt the sccnery, Scroll painting uf.Jillh(' Eight Sce nes hy \VII Zhen (128U- U 54),
"nan Dynnsty, (limclIsiolls: J 7,!h S66clTl, (Sourcc: co llec tion ofTaihci Old I'al:,,'(· Mll se lJm )

The ' Eight Scenes' named by the magistrate XU Yaoguang in the nineteenth century
were: 1) misty rain of the Southern Lake iWm-] ~m ; 2) the sunrise vi ew from the
pagoda outside the eastern gate of the city wall *:l*ijV~ I@!(; 3) the sunset view of the
Chachan temple with three towers on waterside ~~f(!~ f!tt; 4) the sails of the bustling
port of Shanqing on the Grand Canal ~ IYji] )AII~L ; 5) the view of the antique bank when
rowing a boat in the Long Pond in spring (the banks were heritage from thousand
years ago, metres higher than the water level, with mulberry trees planted along the
bank) ¥.x:jjg ~~ ; 6) the view of the broad flat farm land in autumn *±~U*l~ ; 7) the
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moon scene of the stream Jiuxi jk ¥~ ~ ~; 8) the snowy scene of the hill Pingshan 1fPi
wf~~.

Unfortunately, due to the big changes in the landscape as result of the urbanisation of
the area in the last fifty years, six of these scenes have disappeared. Only two, the lake
(as represented in the first scene) and the hi~l (as represented in the last scene), are still
there, but the famous 'views' can not be recognized.
The Jiahe Bajing painted by Wu Zhen

:RtA (1280-1354) showed an earlier version of

the set of eight, six of which are different and only two are the same, that is, the
'spring morning of the lake' ~~¥tA:ff!~1, and 'the lake of spring misty rain viewed from
the tall building on bank' ~~~l~ln:m, both referring to the Southern Lake, located on
the outskirts to the south of the town. The scroll is over six metres in length. The short
comments written on it beside each scene record detailed places of interest in each
scenic site, such as names of kiosks, hills, rivers, ponds, wells, bridge, stone, historic
tomb, and house of historic celebrity, pagodas, and monasteries. 198

198 Wu Zhcn (1280-\354), Scroll of Eight Scenes of liahe, 1344, collected in Taibei Old Palace Museum. Size 6.4 metre by
0.69 metre. Ink on paper. ~ft( <1280-1354) U't~)\,~OO) !/Jr, 1344 (ft~iE~!I~Iflf!i) fP.
~ 69.1 Jll!
1.(: 641.8
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The set of eight scenes was a concentration of the scenic sites on the outskirts close to
the town, as for the whole area of the prefecture, there was a set of twelve scenes, but
the authority that did the selection and naming, as well as the date of it is not clear. In
this set for the broader area, the view of misty rain of the lake is also listed. The other
scenes include the hills of Zhapu by a sea bay, the view of tide in Qianjiang river
mouth, the residence of a famous educated man, an ancient garden, a small lake with a
kiosk in centre, one site of hills and lake in Haiyan, one site of hills and sea beach in
Pinghu, a temple by river and a monastery with heritage about a historic artist of the
fourteenth century. Some of these sites have their own set of 'eight scenes', for
example the hills of Zhapu, and hills of Haiyan. 199 It was a complex system of scenic
sites recorded in local Gazette in forms of poetry series or poetic titles. Thanks to
these historic sets of 'Eight Scenes', modem people know something about the scenic
landscape and the appreciation of people at that time, although most of these
landscapes have been totally changed, with scenic sites destroyed or built over.
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199 Information gained from the compiled historic material about the Pavilion of Misty Rain by Jiaxing Historic Archive and
Library. Original text ofTwelve Scenes of Jiaxing Prefecture in Qing dynasty:f¥jmJ~jij (IO~) "FrruAt~ (ljlmJ) t%rr~TJJiM
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The history of landscape adaptation of the Southern Lake

The scene of 'misty rain of the Southern Lake' has been recorded in all three versions
of Bajing, and still survives today. The history of landscape adaptation and
regeneration of it reveals the typical evolution process of scenic sites in Chinese
history.
The lakes in the southeast part of the town's outskirts, called the Southern Lakes, were
also known as Lake of Mandarin Ducks, possibly because of the presence of such
birds there. The area of the lake is about 42 hectares, with the water depth between 2
and 5 metres. The surrounding area is flat and full of rivers. The lakes have been
popular for scenic views through history. There is an artificial island in centre of the
lake with a high platform and a two-storey building on top of it for good views over
the lake. Verandas were designed adjacent to the building to offer the best place for
enjoying the views. There are ginkgo trees which are hundreds of years old planted on
the high terrace. On the side of the terrace, there is stele of ancient calligraphy.
Rockery, flowers, trees, kiosks and pavilions are decorative features on the island,
with plenty of steles and tablets of paintings by historic artists, embedded in walls or
erected in kiosks.
The beautiful scenery of the lakes has been depicted in poetry as early as the eleventh
century; the area of flourishing lotus in the lake has been described as 'looking like
colourful brocade spreading.'

200

Another poem during the late twelfth century

depicted the scenery of the lake of 'the bank with bamboos and trees', 'kiosks and
buildings on the east bank', 'pagoda and its reflection in the red sunset view', 'boats

200 Su Shi (1037-1101) 9j;~, has travelled to Jiaxing for several times. when he also composed some poems, information gained
from Jiaxing Historic Archive and Library.9j;~:::::tln~. i~'rfrj\'ijitimi'Nl rt!I. ~W11;JJlil*·t¥1iJ.
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with fisherman singing songs', and 'the waiting in misty rain with goblet ofwine,.201
A thirteenth century poem described the view from a tall building by the lake as 'the

extraordinary prospects in either sunny light or in rain during the four seasons'.
'pagoda in low clouds at the remote side of the lake', and 'the little boats rowed
through supple branches of willows' .202 The views of Jiaxing, especially around the
lakes have, been depicted in poetry with great enthusiasm by plenty of local poets
since, some of whom even dedicated series of one hundred poems. 203
The improved scenic spots around the lake banks have been in place for public leisure
since at least the thirteenth century. The Series of One Hundred poems of Jiahe (the
old name of Jiaxing) by Zhang Yaotong (1270) *~1ffJ «;g*SIYj()) in the Song
dynasty, recorded that 'the lake is adjacent to the town rampart; on the bank of it there
is Haogu Pagoda; there are three kiosks on the southern bank, the names are: Kiosk of
Enjoying Outskirt, Kiosk in Middle of Lake, and Kiosk like Range of Mountains.'204
Revealed by the names of the kiosks, the purposes of constructing them and the
location or the look of them are manifest. The last kiosk might be a building with
. many pitches of different height, looking like a range of mountain with many peaks.
But these kiosks did not survive after the Song dynasty, since the later literature has
never mentioned these kiosks again. A painting of the early fourteenth century and the

201 Ye Longli(l2th century), Ilf III *L, 'The Poem of Misty Rain Building with the same rhyme as Zhu Nanjie's
poem',information gained from Jiaxing Historic Archive and Library. (:tm/iWMHQ*iW?t~» 'fJ]*~m5mJ*, i!&~~~~.R
~~. 11'~-jJl.m1f~, ~tljIJi~0x~. 1$1l1X~A.tI(~~, m~<p7}~Jm!l: •• jjlHU'J:JUJf.N{,*, ifjjjOOl'!lt1Ut~·.
IlfIll*L (:i:2i"1¥/Hf>:f~), iW*llll*rf#i-t1¥ (119)) m:±.
202 Tang Tianlin (13th century) 1JJ;RM, ' The Poem of Misty Rain Building', information gained from Jiaxing Historic Archive
and Library. (:JUJf.NMH: '1'fR:mif.!i)E1jt,C", ~*~iall'l!!I~. lmll1;R~1fanf.N, -JtmJJ'(;X~4-. ~itflUJHn~g~, 11'
:J!r!lt9P:l\!:lfi*. ~fJMJ~~~IlE1!l:, 7}f1if1l1JX*~IIt'. 1JJ;RM (:i:2i"1¥A{lPf~), ~*tilmif (1256) i11±.
203 For example, The Series of One Hundred poems of Jiahe(the old name of Jiaxing) by Zhang Yaotong in Song dynasty (}'I;
*1'fl}]<» **~lEJ(1I)\{), The Series of One Hundred poems of Xiuzhou(the old name of Jiaxing) byXu Xunru in Ming
dynasty (~j'li1'fg,jc» fJ)WftfU:tm(ll)\{),the Series of eighty eight poems of Wutang (a place in Jiaxing) by Sun Dongxi in Ming
dynasty (lEtlJt~)l':1J )\ -t-)\ tt lJ.I3:Pjl*~(1I4!), The Series of One Hundred poems of the Lake <.1tmlfJiillJX» 1'f1t m*~
.(~*), etc. ' •• mJ1$lllX» )\ -t-)\ tt miJJl'!fIe.(ll)\{)~*n ' •• ml.jlji1l1X» ::::-t-tt miJJl'!fJ.!!(r.;}~) (iWmJ-I§"I}]<) m~~
W (Jpj)\{) (ll*1'fIJU m~fEl5t (m~)
204 Zhang Yaotong( Song dynasty), The Series of One Hundred poems of Jiahe(the old name of Jiaxing), information gained
from Jiaxing Historic Archive and Library. Original text:**~lEJ (~*1'fl}]<»: 'lmJj!mtJ~, :JUJ~ 0~%;. ~*~.llt:!1;.
x~It~;>tg. 'm~iIG: 'mltE.m~*iW.::Jl!., lf~n7r, -~1b~mJ. *~~: JlfiJlL1'f3t, i* ::::3t. ~~~n~1f; *?'Orti
.,XD •• ml&, ~~iWmJ ••1f••m, mliW~~ •. *~.~.::::~.'*~rti~~.tE~if.!i*~- •••• ~
tE.;>tg~~, ~.ifftx~~4, *malLft.~~*~ ••• X~::::~.~tE**5t~"B.mx~, .hl&~Mft
47.
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poems written on it depicted many other scenic sites and views around the lake such
as pagodas, bridges, and deserted ancient gardens.
The scattered early records mentioned the private uses of the lake, such as making
gardens around it, and such private improvement has benefited the views of the lake.
For example, in the tenth century, a prince of Wuyue Kingdom had a platform built by
the lake to supply good views for his guests. 205 It had been destroyed in the war of
1130, and then a garden for a Song officer in the thirteenth century was built over the
remains. 206 The newly built platform and building on top of it was for prospects over
the lake from the bank; it was also viewed from boats inside the lake, having been
taken as a scenic spot suitable for the 'immense misty rain over the lake' and an ideal
dream living space. 207 According to the short comments on the scroll, the deserted
gardens were taken as scenic spots in the fourteenth century.
In the Gazette of the Ming dynasty, showing scenic sites around the lakes, the leisure
activities inside and the views from there, it is recorded that 'there is a pagoda to the
west of the lake with shining lights during night, a rainbow-like bridge to the north of
the lake; the city wall and many folk houses adjacent to the lake are in sight with
willow trees on the bank, lotus and reeds in shallow water. All the lights and shadows
are in green tint with rippling sound. This is the best scenic site of Jiaxing, which is
always full of decorated leisure boats and music. It is also a summer resort. ,208
Most of the scenic spots have few records surviving about their early history. The

205 Ga:elte of Xiushui County, 16th century. ftJj7iJJj (~*j.~» 1#.: 'jj;Jf~e-:mii\Jlz.I!I'j!. w.t!'n~~. 'Ful!'f}\:~Ill{frii)
(936-945). ~~X:~lmTIf~i1Jlj!, r-IltWlX: ~jj;~. tEii\Jli~~JHl'~~"'-lJil·~l1!lt:tJ!IT'.

206 Information gained from the compiled historic material about the Pavilion of Misty Rain by Jiaxing Historic Archive and
Library. Originally recorded in Drawings and Notes of Jiaxing and Song History edited inl3th century. U'B\H~iG» ~: 'r.;~
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207 Ga:elte of Jiahe County, compiled in period of Zhiyuan(1264-1294). Original text: (~jj;}'I ;;Ri&:» ~. m*~ifk (11961262) (*ir.l!lft~/dl!:mIiifHU iiiJ. -i:iiiJEl: fl~ffl~~. t1i1L7iA!k.. *ii\Jl"ftYi1mm. i5W1JL!lftl:. ~1JrU*1l}t1. ~
ffl~~MM. ~~.JiI~.a~}\:~~, ~~~~~.
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208 Ga:ette of Jiaxing County, Ming dynasty aJj~~ C}'l''4j.~» lG~: ·~ii\Jl'ffiJllI1:tr~~~. ~tJi!IJmr~1,f m. ~*"f
~. 1f~B~; ~jlJf;tP.J:t9~. ~ntfnl~. t;p:ll~ft. ~ff}\:~, )fft~ ~;g. lfIirfi]iiJ\~.
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central island of the lake was artificially made in the sixteenth century, and detailed
records survive, illustrating the landscape improvement process. The process of
shaping the central island (Fi g 3.14, 3.15), the subsequent maintenance of the
landscape and its use for leisure by the public, forms a typical example of Chinese
landscape culture.

Figure 3.15 T I1l' centra l island in
the
Southern
l al\f~,
.Jiaxin g.
ViClVl'd frolll thl~ lal(e banl,
(source: .Jiaxing Tourist Burl'au)

Figu r e .3. 14 Bird-eye view of thl' central
is land in t hc Southern lake, ..Iiaxing (source:
,I iaxing Touri .~ t Bureau)

It was in 1547 when the local magistrate Zhao Ying had the rivers around the city
dredged in order to benefit the irrigation and shipping. The dredged soil was piled up
in centre of the lake, forming an island of around 60 metres in diameter, with the
tallest point 15 metres above the water. The dredging project was finished in one year.
The magistrate Zhao Ying appreciated the island and planned to improve it by
planting flowers and trees, as well as constructing shelters to make it a place for
public leisure. In 1549, after Zhao's plan was approved by his colleagues and some
senior citizens, the project of constructing a tall platform and the double-storey
pavilion on top of it was started, and finished in two months. The building was named
after an old building, and was also a quotation from an ancient poem, ' Building of
Misty Rain', which was a depiction of the characteristic view from it. Contemporary
literati composed an essay about the building process and had it inscribed on stele
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which was erected behind the building. 209
In this early period, there are no people assigned to the island to take care of the
Building of Misty Rain and its setting. In 1560s, the island was occupied by some
people who performed sorcery and witchcraft. They held various celebrations and
parties everyday which enchanted more people into coming. The crowded scene was
recorded as such: 'it's noisy even through all night, and the traffic was blocked since
so many people coming'. Witchcraft was usually considered negative for social life,
and the noisy scene was not considered suitable for scenery, so the magistrate
punished and drove away the witches. 2lO Possibly since then, Buddhist monks have
been assigned to the island to take care of it. In 1583, a Buddhist building was
constructed; monks were assigned to maintain the landscape of the island. It is
revealed in later literature that the m,onks not only maintain the landscape, but also
accommodate visitors and provide them with vegetarian feasts. 211 The monks stayed
in the island until 1910s, when they were driven away by the newly elected local
authority of the Republic of China.
In 1571, a provincial officer Shen Kui repaired the main building on the island during
his inspection in Jiaxing, and had a new multi-terraced viewing platform built. He
wrote an essay praising the scenery of the island and briefed his work. The project
was completed within one month?12
In 1582-83, the new magistrate Gong Mian presided over the repair and extension of

209 Fan Yan, 'Notes of Rebuilding the Pavilion of Misty Rain', inscribed on ste1e, located in backyard of the Pavilion of Misty
Rain.;I:!.!lf.ID~linX.m,

1I11lrft;7 (:m:Jt;l:!.!lf.ID~iC». flJlill!:r:i:il.:(£j;;~mlIfi.

210 Ga:ette of Jiaxing County, Ming dynasty, original text: {OJit: UB~.£!.it:» ~: ·fiiIwt~1'''~. -i},t..)R. rrIDift~A, tf,
~c.*j£±. ~JH'H·. ff~:fI\I:r.J;I:!.!lf.N~, ~~xblEl. ~:il.{I'ffij'aZ, M~.m •• and also sce Fan Van, The Political
Merits of the Official Mr. He. Ming dynasty, original text: 1i111f (fiiI19<jJj!(~iC» ~~1B-m&Jlt$: '%ff.!U:f>ll, ci-.~tg'f~,
.~.~. ~~ • • ,@9M ••
~
Z±, ~ffiffl~.j;;~El: ~~iliZ~%1B • • • X., U
1iJi:fJ?ttffiiilZ. '
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211 Shen Fu (1763-1825), Six Essays about My Life, vol.4. il!i~~~rilJ,tt~:(£iml¥J~tF <n4::i'\iC) '~~~iC~'~~JU, •
;I:!.!l.~:(£m.z~. ~~ • • • ,
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212 Shen Kui. 'Prose of Misty Rain Pavilion', 1572, Information gained from the compiled historic material about the Pavilion
of Misty Rain by Jiaxing Historic Archive and Library. ~£i:;;1i~(l571)Wirr:fi;~mtt~'fBl~J;~¥.i\~. j;Jz1li:tJ~n!. ;)t:(£j;;
~iWlIfi~7-~:r:ia. ttJitE1Ii:~;I:!.!lf.ID~m, ~ 7-f,{ (~.~iliU. tE'M'~~~7t"Jt;l:!.!lf.ID~P'a~I¥J~Jj:.
IS;ij[~Ji!arXJ:',
IHM~, iM,t\BJ1Ii', 'l!1~~ffii~nX.'.
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the buildings on the island. The fund for the restoration was raised from the public. He
composed an essay of this project after finishing it. 213 The platform was rebuilt taller,
and named as 'Stone in Water for Angling Turtle'. It was said that there was a
sculpture of a turtle in the royal palace, and only the person who came first in the
national examination was allowed to stand on it, so 'angling turtle' has been taken in
the language as good wish for luck in examination. The name was inscribed on a stele,
embedded on a side wall of the platform. Local literati also wrote an essay about the
platform. 214 Coincidentally, one year later, a Jiaxing student got the first place in the
national examination, which made the magistrate feel proud and inspired him to
improve one part of the island named as 'Excellent Scenery of Yingzhou'. Yingzhou
is the name of a fairy island in the Eastern Sea, famous for its scenery.215 The
improved landscape was named after the fairy island to show how wonderful the
scenery was. The poems composed by Gong Mian about the scenery of the island
mentioned plants such as plums and peaches, a well, the new built Buddhist pavilion,
Chan rooms, and two new kiosks, one named 'Congelation of Green', another
'Floating Jade', to represent the scenery of the island. The scenery of the lake with
newly improved island has been recorded in travel notes and poetry. 'The lake was
full of decorated leisure boats, with singers and dancers entertaining people'; 'feast
and wine was supplied in boats, while people stayed on lake even through night'.2 16
'The tall building on the island was the best site to have a view'; 'when the mist
lingering over the lake, the remote kiosks on bank flickering, the sound of boats

213 Gong Mian, 'Notes of Rebuilbing the Pavilion of Misty Rain', 1583. Information gained from the compiled historic material
about the Pavilion of Misty Rain by Jiaxing Historic Archive and Library. iIU}1T']JJJjtt.1f(l581)tJ.jffJ'H\(;~nJf.1.
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Also see the two poems about the Southern Lake by Li Pei. the magistrate of Xiushui Conuty at that time. Original text of
thepoems: ;"Hf§.~7.I<.il.il.~. ~:ff ='tt fi¥i.I)~~'O i\¥, tIM£~.J)\\.:}'f;: ~1l • ...t~:}'f;~, • • ~e~J1
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an.

rowing could be heard but could not be found', the scenery was most appreciated. 217
In 1600, the island was improved again by the local magistrate Liu Yingke )(U~fry.
The island was not only used as a public leisure place for viewing scenery, but also as

.

a space for certain cultural events. For example in 1602, a drama written by Tu Long,
an educated man who used to be the magistrate of a nearby prefecture, Qingpu, was
. performed in the main building on island. It was recorded that Tu Long stayed on the
island for one year to compose his drama and rehearse it. The magistrate Che Daren
composed poems after watching the drama. 218
Unfortunately, in 1640s, Manchu invaders destroyed all this. The buildings on the
island were destroyed in war, the landscape was poorly maintained and the island
became overgrown with grass. 219 In 1657, the magistrate Xu Huan decided to rebuild
the pavilion on the island and regenerate the landscape. The preparatory work was
done in ·1660 and the major work was about to start when Xu Huan was dismissed
from his post by his superior for appropriating government funds for the improvement
works. It is possibly because of the unfamiliarity of Chinese landscape tradition in the
early period of Manchu rule, as expressed by a contemporary poet for the unfairness
of this political affair that 'rebuilding old pavilions and kiosks in scenic sites is a
normal thing that magistrates usually do'. 220 In 1677, the magistrate Lu Chongxing
had the rivers dredged again and had the soil piled in the central island of the Jake. 221
He wrote an announcement to inform people that he was going to rebuild the

217 Wang Shixing(1547·1598), Draft of Travel Notes in Wu area. UjJ:£±11 (~~:Q:» ~, '~n*;lJU'i'7J<U!.. 1tiRi~ffijiIii~
••• ~.1t~~ ••••• ~ft . • $~~. ®OO • • 7J< • • ~~~ • • ~.M, ~~ ••. fi1te • • M. iliN
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218 Che Daren, 'Two Extempore Poems after Watching the Opera Performed in the Misty Rain Building'. Information gained
from the compiled historic material about the Pavilion of Misty Rain by Jiaxing Historic Archive and Library.;tB'Hn If-rtj;;t1
g~ •••• 8. ~W(~B~~N~m ••• ~ •• ~*
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219 Xu Huan, Preface of Poems/or Pavilion a/Misty Rain, 1657. iIf~ (1657}fH'HHnJ(f. iIl!.tE (AAm.t~l¥» t:p~.,c".%'

ti gj ~AA, 1$,c,':41Jt'.
220 Yu Riyu, Poem for the Unfair Event of the Magistrate Xu Huan. Vf~l1!iJ:'ilJ ~1.i;fJfflOOwtt3tiAAm.~Mmt't:~nJ(fz.l!J\.
JZ;11j:$tE~II1Cjlitil7 t~j;;&I(o], ilf~ A~JIt$~JO;ft~~sp;. ~ B !HrWfEJ I 'i!iJ2E:m:lTfrm*1t'z.1'iJ.
221 Lu Chongxing, Diary during the Period 0/ My Post In Jiahe. 1677. F~~ <'1'*B;t;) ~1lt, '1f;lJ&tiiJ. ······~~#t
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buildings on island after the dredging project. 222 But the next year, he was transferred
to another post, and the project was cancelled. However, the dredged soil had also
been piled on northern bank of the lake forming a peninsular. This peninsular was first
used as place for fishermen to spread and dry their fishing nets, but gradually became
a scenic spot, and was called 'Little Yingzhou' (little fairy land). The landscape of the
peninsular(Fig3. 16) has been improved variously since: a pond in the centre with
various trees planted around, decorated stones on the banks, and a memorial building
was located on the peninsular for the ancient sage Cangjie

-futi.w, who was said to have

invented the Chinese characters.

Figun' 3.16 The design('(\ scencry and the pond
ill th e peninsu lar of th e South e rn Lal{c. ,Iillxin g
(sourcc: ,Iiaxi ng Tourist Bureau)

In 1681, the local officer Ji Shunyou *~:ff presided over the restoration of the
island landscape and buildings. Some new functions and new buildings were added.
The 'local Confucian school was built on the island; the school used to be in a scenic
site in the outskirts to the west of the city before it was destroyed during the Manchu
invasion. A poem commented that the rebuilding of the school on the island increased
the attraction of the island and lake. 223 Another new building is the memorial pavilion
for Gong Mian, the magistrate who improved the island in the 1580s. Since he did a
lot of beneficial things for the local people during his posting, when he left Jiaxing

222 Lu Chongxing. Notice to Citi=ens about the Restoration of the Pavilion of Misty Rain ,. 1677 , p~H'O~ 7 (m:I1!~ji]HJaU
l;J. 'i!fil- :IJ& ,H~~:m:}l~ffi~. 'JfI'i!fftjj ~ ~~.

1MJ.ffi.Jll.

£m1.1\~. JV; !! ~ !'f!'.

223 Tu Tingji. Poems of Events aboullhe BiaoLake. Informati on gained from the compiled historic material about the Pavilion of
Misty Rain by Jiaxing Historic Archive and Library, ~Rfm (~ mJIl!P ~Jn i~~: ' {= Jt4~1;'t I Br4fJ IDi . ~±JtJV;JRH\H'j!. l$
joJ~ ~.vj ~ 1if:m, !{;f¥!t! @nJT/!!I3~~lii\'i .
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they transformed a kiosk on the island as a memorial to him. As part of this rebuilding,
a new memorial pavilion was built. 224 With the new buildings and functions, the
island became a complex place with all kinds of public uses, involving not only
leisure purposes such as scenery viewing, but also cultural and social uses similar to a
modem museum.
In 1730, the buildings on the island were repaired once more by a provincial officer Li
Wei when he inspected Jiaxing. The work lasted three months, and the landscape of
the island was restored to what it was in the 1580s.225 After the work, Li Wei wrote an
essay about the scenery there and his work. 226
During 1751-1784, the emperor Qianlong inspected the southern part of China many
times and visited the lake and island in Jiaxing eight times. The number of these
imperial visits shows the attraction of the scenery. The emperor composed many
poems about the views from the top of the main building on the island, taking it as a
metaphor for the wonderland Penglai, which was located in the sea and famous for its
scenery in a well known ancient legend. He not only painted the view of the island
when he was in a boat on the lake, but also had the buildings and island surveyed so
that it could be copied in his royal summer resort. The visit of the emperor and his
poems dedicated to the scenery of the lake boosted the fame of the island, but it also
brought the negative result that certain parts of the island and the main building were
shut off from public access. This lasted for nearly one hundred years, even though
after 1784 no emperor inspected southern China again. The double-storey building
had been used for better views over the lake, so when it was shut, enjoyment of this

224 Sheng Feng, Notes about the Memorial Shrine of Mr. Gong, iscribed on stele. Information gained from the compiled historic
material about the Pavilion of Misty Rain by Jiaxing Historic Archive and Library, !!&~, (i1ti~f.lJ~83lil\!lcJ ,tH!ll1G~T~~
:fuJ.ttM*.~.Mff~~.W~ff~m. ~H~A.~m~.~~~~-&.~~~T~~:fuJ. ffl*~*~~~~
AR;ffrf1::~J}J~. mJIIDlm=1f:(l645). t1i:mliltt9;a:j:I. ~~tiiJ~~m~[i'iJH~!*. f.lJa:j:I@lff.lJi""7l<83:t''Tlll. Jlt;:tj)jt&AEtl
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scenery was diminished although the island was still open to the public. This situation
was variously described in poetry.227 Possibly because the main building on the island
was locked during this period, a tall building of a wine house on bank of the lake was
used instead as a place for prospects over the lake. It, too, was referred to in poetry.228
There were plenty of leisure activities on the lake, especially during festivals. There
were several kinds of leisure boats such as net-boats, screen-boats and side-deck-boats,
from small ones for two or three people to huge ones for twenty. The net-boat was the
same style as the ones usually used by fishermen for net fishing, which is only large
enough for two or three people. 229 A screen-boat is much bigger, with a cabin in the
middle, and usually a bed and a table inside the cabin. It was usually used as a ferry or
hired by families for pleasure journeys?30 A side-deck-boat was even bigger, with a
cabin in the middle, and a passageway to one side or both. It was big enough to hold
two tables of food for feasts, which meant that there could be at least sixteen persons
on board excluding the crew, waiters and entertainers. It was actually a small floating
restaurant, usually hired for feasts on the lake. 231 There was also a kind of floatinghotel-boat, which supplied all the comfort one could expect in a hote1. 232

227 Jiang Yuan\ong, Poem of Boating on the Southern Lake and Visiting the Pavilion of Misty Rain, 1763. 't~=-t J\..-1f. (1763)
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During festivals in spring, summer and autumn, the lake was full of boats, while the
island and the banks were crowded with people. In spring, the Chachan Temple was
famous for viewing peach flowers, the Biguang Monastery for rape flowers while the
island in lake was famous for peonies; and the lake was full of boats?33 On the day of
the Qingming festival every four years, there was a grand boat parade on the lake,
dedicated to Shiwang, the god in charge of the silk harvest, with tens of decorated big
boats joined together, music and acrobatics on board, sometimes with dragon boat
racing and all kinds of performances. The boats of audience as well as the banks and
island were all crowded. 234 This custom lasted until the 1920s.
In early summer, there used to be boat racing for the Duanwu festival (on the fifth day
of the fifth month), and duck races. In summer, the lotus field in the southern part of
the lake became the attraction; lotus roots and seeds were, and remain, very popular
food in China. Especially on the Birthday of Lotus (also known as festival of
Watching Lotus), and on Qixi (Seventh day of the seventh month), people gathered
here to celebrate and enjoy the scenery; in the evening, hundreds of lanterns were
launched. 235 Described in travel notes of the time, the lotus field became the local
summer resort, similar to the Lotus Pond in Suzhou, which was a very famous one?36
On summer festival evenings opera fans gathered around the island to practise singing
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234 Zhang Yu, Poem about Watching the Parade on Yuanyang Lake during Qingming festival. 1873.
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and perform operas. This custom can be traced back to the Tang dynasty, when people
sang opera for enjoyment in the Mid-autumn nights (Mid-autumn night is not the
autumn equinox, but the full moon night nearest to it) in the palace.2 37 The custom of
opera singing has been recorded in many historic literary sources, including details
about the types of operas sung. 238 Many travel notes describe the typical activities of
enjoying views and having feasts on boats, visiting the island, and listening to operas
performed by entertainers on a music boat during a festival night. 239
In 1845, the magistrate Xu Jing ~~1iA had the main building on the island repaired
again. But in 1860, it was once more destroyed in war. After the war, in the spring of
1865, the magistrate Xu Yaoguang

iq:lffiJlt decided to regenerate the landscape of the

island; he had flowers and trees such as poplar, willow, plum and peach planted along
the island bank and had the main building rebuilt. Later in 1872 he constructed several
verandas at the waterside, to improve the view seen from the lake, as well as to
provide more sheltered places for people to enjoy the scenery on island. The name of
one waterside veranda, 'the Open Building over Water to Enjoy the Fragrance of
Water-chestnut Blooms ~=w*:trJt,' is evidence of the scenic environment and the
purpose of the building. Before and after the project, he had composed many poems
237 Wu Shoufu (late 19th century), Supplements of the Random Notes about Ancient Jiahe Custom. Information gained from the
compiled historic material about the Pavilion of Misty Rain by Jiaxing Historic Archive and Library.
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about his improvement work. 240

One of his poems revealed his motives for

undertaking the work: 'it was not for fame that he was improving the local landscape' ,
all he aimed was 'to follow the sage Confucius who set the enjoyment of natural
scenery as his dream', and 'to fulfil the people's desire to admire the scenic site which
even appealed to the emperor'. He also mentioned details about his work, for example
that 'replanting lotus is to invite egret, poplar and willow trees are for orioles' .241 The
local people appreciated the magistrate Xu Yaoguang since he had done much to
improve the landscape to the benefit of the local people; when he finished his posting
in 1872, the local literati raised funds and built a kiosk on the island to show their
appreciation to Xu, and as a memorial place for him. An essay about the purpose and
the building process of the kiosk was inscribed on a stele, located in the kiosk. A
farewell feast was held in the kiosk for Xu, and nearly one hundred people composed
poems for him.242
Besides the regeneration of the landscape, another significant merit of Xu Yaoguang
was that in 1869 he had named the 'Eight Landscape Scenes' of the Southern Lake,
composed series of poems for each scene, had an artist paint for each scene, then had
the paintings and poems inscribed on a stele, located in a purposely built new kiosk on
island.
The central island in the Southern Lake was repaired again in 1918, when the main
building was repaired. It has been a very popular public leisure place. In 1921, the
Chinese Communist Party was set up in a boat here. Around ten members of the Party
pretended to be leisure seekers to hide themselves from the authorities; they hired a
240 XU Yaoguang, Poems about Exploring the Relics of the Misty Rain Pavilion and Planting Trees of Peach and Plum on Bank
of the Lake, and the Preface and Poem Inscribed on wall of Misty Rain Pavilion after Constructing Building of Yifanghu,
Information gained from the compiled historic material about the Pavilion of Misty Rain by Jiaxing Historic Archive and Library,
i.lfI&ft (~tmm~IS.ttl:jH~#t*Ti'W)D IDl~"PtlL 'tlUUU:.i1I, J!(JQ±*@i'. tEtl!l'ffi~iI.ttl:tr.J*~t, tt3ll1.:::riiJ.if
fj, l!R$ '~/J1E', Jt-~ 1 (#J~/J1ETtl!lm~iI!~)}l1i~i~Jt-rt:».
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boat just as common tourists would usually do. When the Communist Party succeeded
in setting up a government in 1949, the lake was turned into a memorial place for the
party; a huge memorial hall in a modern style was built on the lake bank, which seems
unsuitable for the existing scenery (Fi g 3. 17,3. 18). In order to make space for the new
memorial building, an old waterside veranda style building was demolished.

Figure 3. 17 The scen{'l'Y viewed from the
central island. Southern Lake ••Jiaxing
(sour('(': .Jiaxing Tou rist Bur(,lIu)

Figure 3.1R Th(' n('w built rn ell1nrial huildin g
for the Communist Party on bank or the
Southern Lal((~. .Jiaxing (so llrr(': Jinxing
Tourist Burea u)

The history of the island and lake in Jiaxing, and its continuous improvement,
together with the regeneration of its landscape for public leisure, was by no means
unique in pre-modern China. Actually it is quite typical and representative. The scenic
sites of many other towns evolved similarly, and local Bajing or other scenic sites
similarly popularly enjoyed. It is evident to say that this has been as a widespread
custom which everyone took part in, not only the administrators, the literati and the
citizens, but also peasants and the religious orders.

110

d. Scenic sites as the ideal residential environment
and source of garden design

Confucius showed great respect to hermits (who live as recluses in the natural
settings). His words, for example, 'in order to retain the original aspiration, it's better
to be in natural landscape' ,243 reveal that he took the reclusive hermit's life as a way
of resisting hedonism and corruption; and that, 'if my theory is not accepted, I'll quit
all my work and sail in the sea,244 reveals that he likes the natural landscape and
respects reclusive life in it. These words have been frequently cited in the two
thousand years since Confucius' time and have been recognised as key lines in
Confucius' thought, so hermits have been highly respected, especially those who
resigned from high posts in the government and took a hermit's life as a way to retain

.

their good morals and aspirations. For this reason, when their political views were not
accepted, or when they did not agree with the bureaucracy, some scholar officers
chose reclusion as a way out. It has been popularly accepted since at least the fourth
century that a hermit's life dignifies the individual, who, by retaining his own original
aspirations, avoids assimilation by current social evils24S. Thus, respecting hermits and
their reclusive lifestyle have been a kind of fashion, demonstrating 'having original
aspirations' .

243

vo1.16. in Jingbu Sishulei of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jt~I~ I1!lf~1:
ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) < http://www.philosophyo1.com/pub/guji/16.
l.htm>[accessed 15 Apr2008]( original words ~~ml2J,)JtKi,!i:)
244 'Gongyechang·~7tt*. in Lunyu [the CorifUeain Ana/eelS] ~ilf. vol.S. in Jingbu Sishulei ofWenyuange Siku Quanshu Jtlm
I~HmW1:4S/~tIIl/I1!l4S~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) < hllp:llwww.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/OS.
l.htm>[accessed IS Apr2008]( original words Jtt;frr. ~IH1~-'1T~)
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Besides the influence of Confucius' words, Daoist thought and legends of hermits
transforming into immortal beings also helped to build up the respect for hermits and
the desire for a life of reclusion in Nature. Most Daoist monks selected good scenery
as places for practicing their religion. The hermit's life always seems to be connected
with good scenery, a sense of timeless longevity and imaginary fairyland. A travel
note written in the ninth century records some details of the residence belonging to a
hermit in Mt. Tiantai who had resigned from a high ranking government position. As
an officer, he must have been educated in Confucianism. The residence was named
'zixiao' (which literally means purple sky) ~'}!f, a term which frequently appeared in
Daoist cannons, revealing that the owner must have been deeply influenced by
Daoism. The garden was designed as an imaginary fairyland: it contained various
green trees and heavenly flowers, meandering ponds, a marsh and streams?46
To live in the natural landscape was an ideal for people who were influenced by
Confucianism or Daoism. Hermits are recorded having lived at most scenic sites. For
example, the area of Kuaiji, which is located in southeast China in the modern
Zhejiang Province, was famous for its landscape scenery and the number of hermits'
who have lived there

247
•

A travel note in the eleventh century recorded a case which may give some hint about
why place names were chosen, and chiselled on stone surfaces: the place was called
'Cliff of Lilac Flowers', which would suggest that the landscape was covered with
lilac flowers when it was named. It is located in the Mt. Beishan of Jinhua. The place
was famous not only for its scenery, but also for its history. In the sixth century, Liu
Xiaobiao, a high ranking scholar officer resigned from his post and lived here as a
hermit. Many people were attracted there to learn from him since he was a famous
246 XU Lingfu ~~Jff(ninth century), 'Tiantaishan Ji '[Travel notes to Tiantai Moul1tainJ~~llJia, in Zhongguo Youji Sanwen
Duxi Zhejiang Juan[A col/ection of Travel notes of Zhejiang Province] tp{lf/$iiJlIi:i:;i;$l/IitIfJ, cd. by Zhang Chengde. and
others *Jilt~~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe~1I!tlflNH±, 2002). Pp.730·732 (original words~*-E1i-ttv, .$tfl~.f9P11!
ti~. ~El~'JIfL1Jm ....... ~t:p~m~rn~flI. !IIi~~m. f9fJtt. 3t*-t'=:~(819)lWiliIJj!TJ!t~MIJ. )
247 'Biography of Wanghongzhi'x ~z.1~, in Songshu[History of Song] :lIrts, vo1.93, in Shibu Zhengshilei Wenyuange Siku
Quanshu )CiItIJlI[lJJf~~/j!WliEj!~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) (original words ~mret$L1J*H::1J.
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scholar at that time. They took the nearby natural grand cave as their teaching hall.
Several hundred years later, in 955, a temple was built at the foot of the cliff.by King
Wuyue, the hermit's residence being conserved and integrated as a part of the
complex. The well known history of the hermit and his reclusive teaching life made
the scenic site more meaningful. In 1046, a local head officer asked a famous
calligrapher to write the place name in huge characters and had it chiselled on the
cliff?48 The inscription of the place name was a proud reminder of the story of the
hermit, indicating that the cultural landscape was complementary to the scenery and
should also be attended to.
A travel note written in the sixteenth century mentions a stele written by Emperor
Tang-Gaozong (628-683), which recorded that in the sixth century, a hermit had lived
in the Mt. Sheshan and donated his own residence to be a monastery; the emperor
appreciated this, and wrote his story, having it inscribed on stele for erection in the
mountain to honour him.249
In the process of adapting the landscape, the harmony between the human and the
natural worlds and the close relationship between Nature and architecture is
manifested. In hermitages, often situated in remote and inhospitable locations, the
principles of harmony with Nature were evident in 'the careful siting of the buildings
and in the creation of miniature rock gardens in the hermitage courtyard' .2 50 Hermits
have been frequently mentioned in historic literature and popularly admired and
respected; some of the hermits' residence or relics have even been taken as beauty
spots of the scenic sites in later history.

248 Chen Liang 11*:f£(Song Dynasty), 'Travel Note of Beishan Mountain and Puji Temple'~~tIJ'f$ItHi3. in Zhongguo Youj;
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tUt=trm~$t~~tIJ. ~jI;~m. )!:Jum1~m, ...... tM?~jlUf. j!~A±~JAz~. *:fi;P~. f1;11]..(:JuijH~z1lt. fl(]
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249 Wang Shizhen .:E1!:!:9:r(lS26-1590), • Travel Notes of Sheshan Mountain and Xixia Temple'
tIJ;fl!ijn~ii3, in Udal
Youjl Jinghua 1Jifeiflii31J1fP. ed. by He Kui ~~(Wuhan: Hubei Renmin Chubanshe, 1998), pp.321-328 (p.321). (original text
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Ideal residential environment: living in a scenic site as a hermit

As a substitute for real seclusion, it has been fashionable for rich people to build
holiday houses JjIJ ~ in the outskirts of towns, or on plots near scenic areas, or even in
public scenic areas when possible. Most mountain areas were common land, open to
the public; during the third to fifth centuries, the upper-class had plots in mountains,
but after then, with very few exceptions, individuals were not allowed to occupy land
in the mountains. Only comparatively small plots were officially allocated to religious
orders which practiced there. In the old literature many scholars and poets are
recorded with simple residences in a scenic site; for example, Bai Juyi had a thatched
building in Mt. Lu fOl: which he composed a prose text.25I Some of the scholar officers
lived as hermits in the mountains before they passed the National Exams to become
government officers, for example, Li Bo and his brother lived in the Bailu Cave of Mt.
Lu as hermits for many years while educating themselves for the National Exams;
when Li Bo became the provincial head officer, he improved the scenic site where he
had lived as a hermit by building kiosks and adapting the landscape for public visits,
making the site a popular beauty spot afterwards. 2s2
The sites for holiday houses were deliberately chosen to make the most of the scenery.
A location near hills and a river is a typical preference, judging by the many
descriptions. Usually a number of different views could be enjoyed from the house.
'Spring flowers, summer clouds, autumn moon and winter snow' were often taken as
the seasonal interest for the views 253. A holiday house in the fifth century was

m

251 Bai Juyi t:I
~ (772-846), 'Lushan Caotang Ji' [Prose of Thatched Building in Lu Mountain] J? llJ 1fi :lit la.
<http://www.gllxiang.comlshici/gllwcn/guwen/gw50.htm>[accessed 21 Apr 2008]
252Zhou Luanshu .mJ~4$, History of Mt. Lu fo'LilJt'iJ (Nanchang:Jiangxi People rr.IDiA~tI:lJ\&f±, 1996) p.63
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253 Bai Juyi t:I
~ (772-846), 'Lushan Caotang Ji' [Prose of Thatched Building in Lu Mountain] fj'i llJ
<http://www.guxiang.com/shicilguwen/gllwen/gw50.htm>[accessed 21 Apr 2008J
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recorded, 'with the big river to the right hand side, ranges of mountains to the left;
located on flat terrain with a long path and mirror-like limpid lake; the pavilion was
built on the bend of the river, surrounded by paulownia and catalpa trees ,254. Another
holiday house was recorded, 'with the long dike as the background, the clear canal
located in front, with woods of nearly ten thousand various trees nearby; the building
is surrounded by winding streams,255.
People who lived in the natural landscape improved their residential environment to
suit their livelihood and according to their leisure desires. Someone in the tenth
century recorded in his biography, described his ideal house, 'with hills to the back
and stream to the front, canals and ponds around, bamboo and trees all over the place,
in the front there should be a paved terrace and kitchen garden, at the back there is an
orchard'; thus, he could enjoy both the artificial environment and the natural
landscape, 'lingering in the garden, walking in the woods, playing water in the stream,
enjoying the windy weather, angle fishing or shooting wild goose,256.
The buildings in scenic areas were also deliberately designed to integrate with the
environment. A biography in the fifth century describes a house built by a hermit,
'located ten Ii (five kilometres) outside the town, with ranges of hills and a river to its
side'. The courtyards were planted with arrays of flowering trees; the stream was
carried to the main hall by a canal, with the water splashing to the eaves; part of the
building was designed without walls, which directly open to the flowered yard. 257 The

254 Li Daoyuan i8~JJ!jG(?·S27). Shui./ing:hu {Notes of All Riversl*f!fttIM* (€l'~t:1tl:j'f.~~.1980). mllfltI: El l.lJ~LlJ*~t;jl
*JlmJ,$lJiii:j4J~iM"F:rEmmtE.~~i(;rr.li:m:itLlJ,.ijZfI!~iti..mmJiiHft.TrrdUil~.·t~HJl~~:JIH,.].f$.*U'(iiJ~.fili~-I}jJ.j1Iij
.~.

255 Shi Chong 1:i ~ (249-300), 'Siguiyin Xu' [Forword of the Music Siguiyinj .ID UJ ijl ,;: ,
<http://zh. wikisource.org/wikiI"IoE6%80%9D%E6%AD%B8%E5%BC%95%E5%BA%8F>[accessed 21 Apr 2008) 1Nl ~£~ tit
~,~M**ii,ilm~il!~~iiJllfI§JIJ~.jtifj~~tBtn~lli(;#!,JltrI~m:m.S*JL~)j:l*,Vlt7./(PiJ1it'~"F.

256 'Biography of Zhongchangtong' {NHJHt in Houhanshu{History of Later HanllJi&*tfiftfi!!/~!lfl1/$/lJl-tJL'!£j'£_EtJ
#tU/{j'!/fl1JfE~-tjz" vol.49 topic39, in Shibu Zhengshilei Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jtil*ll1ij~Jft:-i:45/~$liE~~, ed. by
Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) p. 1644 (original words.A1:.~~, {llttilHP, iiT~EI~, tiX ~f.!lml\l., 1:)J~jt
ii!i: ....... 1fLlJImVlt. i14¥tltfJtJ. 1t*J!J1ll.
Ja. $'.J~t'll. -ti9li~. )
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257 Liu Yiqing ~U3(J1:.:(403-444), 'Xiyi' [Hermits) ~~ topic11, in Shishuo Xinyu tffilUJiiH. in Zibu Xiaoshuojialei Wenyuange
Siku Quanshu Jc iI*I i\1l [!j J1f!. -i: 45 I T tfll/'J' W. ~ ~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, \986) <
http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/18.5.htm >[accessed 21 Apr2008) (original words ~MiI*ItE:rt., ~$Jlfi+ JI!.,J'[lJf~.*
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designed canals, adapted stream and planted flower trees extended Nature into the
centre of the building block.
Landscapes associated with water were preferred as the design theme when improving
the environment. As mentioned in respect of the last two cases, canals and ponds were
dug, while in other cases, even artificial cascades and watercourses on stilts were built.
A holiday house built in the mountains by a poet and officer in the ninth century was
recorded in a letter to his friend. It was located in a scenic site, with a natural cascade
to the east, a cliff to the north and a valley stream to the south. The building was
designed with a stone canal carrying water to it, right up to its front steps, where a
natural waterfall came down. Bamboo pipes on stilts were used to channel the water
from a spring over the cliff all the way down to the eaves of the house, where the
water flowed down freely, making an artificial cascade258 • The house was surrounded
by streams with white stone bridges. A square or rectangular pond was built in front of
the house. In addition to these natural and designed water landscapes, there were tall
pine trees and thousands of bamboo in front of the house, pomegranate trees with red
flowers around the pond, white water lily planted in the pond and green ivy on the
wall.
According to the many cases recorded in literature, the views of the surrounding
natural scenery were always 'borrowed' into inside the residence and special designs
were usually executed to improve the immediate environment and integrate the
building with natural elements.

m

~ (772-846), 'Lush an Caotang Ji' [Prose of Thatched Building in Lu Mountain] Ifi tlt .. :!it iC ,
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However later, especially after the eighteenth century when the population nearly
doubled, hill folk could no longer be idealized as 'naturally virtuous residents of an
unspoiled upland arcadia'.

259

Most were marginal people who had recently been

pushed there by commercial agriculture and rising land prices, and there they survived
by planting tea, harvesting medicinal plants, gathering fuel and cutting timber. 26o

The imitation of natural landscape in an inner-city residential
environment: 'a hermit's life' as a garden design theme

Since real seclusion or a holiday house in the natural landscape is not easy to achieve,
inner-city residential gardens designed with a theme of 'a hermit's life' became the
substitute. The theme of a hermit's life in natural landscape was usually represented
by the naming of the garden or the buildings in it. For example, the name of Wangshi
Garden in Suzhou, built in the seventeenth century, literally means 'a fisherman's
garden', which embodies a suggestion that the owner, who actually was a government
officer, took the garden as a place where he could have a reclusive life in the natural
landscape as a fisherman 261 • Another garden built around the twelfth century was
named 'Canlangting', literally meaning 'Kiosk of Grey Waves', which was a literary
quotation of the name of a stream described in an ancient poem about a hermit
fisherman written in the third century B.C.262
Besides these literary quotations and metaphors referring to 'hermits', there are many
gardens directly named with the word 'yin' ~, which means 'hermit'. Taking the city
259 Timothy Brook, the Confosions of Pleasure: Commerce and Cultllre In Ming China, (BerkeJey: University of California
Press, 1998) p.2SS
260 Timothy Brook, the ConfUSions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture In Ming China, (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1998) p.2S5

261 Zhou Weiquan ~~:tll., Chinese Garden History 'flfJli!i~/!i#J1:, (Beijing: Qinghua University Press, 1999) p.470
262 Zhou Suning ~1J.1'. Canlang Ting {Kiosk ofCanglangjKtl!l;;&, (Suzhou: Guwuxuan is ~ff ili)\tH±, 1998) ~¥JlpjtllY.Jllllil\
(i'f!l~) '~ntz.*m~.
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Suzhou for instance, from the eleventh century there have been many examples, such
as Hermit Garden ~~IlliI, Small Hermit's Place of Taoyuan {3E~/J\~%, Harmonious
Hermit Garden ~ ~~ fm, Happy Hermit Garden

fm,

c

*

~~ fm, Hermit Garden of Dao

m~te

Pot-like Hermit Garden 5lE~~Im, Greeting Hermits Hall 1B~~}if:, Little Garden of

Hermit Fishman ¥if:! ~~ IJ\ Illil, and so on.
The theme of 'hermit' has also been embodied in the way in which Nature has been
brought into the garden: gardens were designed as miniatures of the natural landscape.
For example, a real mountain was represented by rockeries or a natural rock and
bonsai has been designed as a potted miniature landscape setting, usually with mini
bridges, kiosks and sometimes with a hermit fisherman, in some extremely small
gardens or even established indoors.

Scenic sites as a basis for understanding classic garden design

An understanding of the traditional view of Nature through an understanding of scenic
sites also provides a basis for appreciating classical Chinese gardens. The imitation of
natural landscape as the essence of garden design has been recognised throughout
history and also by many contemporary garden research scholars, as it was described
as 'learning principles from Nature' (Shifa ziran

YfP¥'t § ?~).263 Garden design has also

been influenced by landscape painting which took Nature as a direct source of
inspiration. 264 Gardens can be judged as both literally and physically a representation
of scenery, as well as the perfect collage made of imitations of the best parts of
Nature. 265 In China, classical gardens are supposed to be naturalistic, rather than

263Lou Qingxi ~~IDi, Chinese Garden ifttn/lfl#( Beijing: Wuzhou Chuanbo Press liifflftr1&iliIIIH±, 2003) p.l36
264 Zhou Weiquan .mJiiUIC His/ory a/Chinese Classical Gardens ifttni!iJ#/lfl#!1: (Beijing: Qinghua University Press. 1999)
p.122
265 Architects (1ttltJfifi), (Beijing: Chinese Architectural Press, 1971) issue 7, p.63
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formal or artificial. 266 This section shows how gardens can be considered as miniature
scenic sites, representing the scenery in Nature through garden art.
The three key steps for designing a Chinese classic garden are all connected with
scenic sites or natural scenery: the first key step is site selection and planning. This is
clearly stated in a garden design book from the Ming dynasty. A garden should
preferably be located in a scenic area with the opportunity of 'borrowing' scenery
around the site, that is, there should be good prospects from the site.2 67 The second
step is the design process: usually natural landscape serves as a source of design;
however the garden is not simply a copy of Nature but a miniaturization of its
disposition and textures, in which the essence of Nature is represented. Thus a garden
is able to supply a place of the same quality as a large scenic site. The third step, just
as important as the previous two, is 'literary expression' and 'literary decoration': the
connection of scenery and poetry was always an inevitable and necessary stage for
expressing the design's intention, and poetic words were composed to point out the
literary image of natural landscape being referenced or indicate the proper use of the
place, for example, listening to the wind through the pine woods, or listening to the
dribbling sound of rains on withered lotus leaves. The associated poetry was usually
inscribed on tablets, steles or stones to decorate the garden. Thus the natural landscape
was linked to all these three steps of garden making.
As for the first step of site selecting and planning, an example recorded in a prose text
of the twelfth century manifests the ideal model. The text is about the building process
of a garden, but it spends more than half a paragraph on depictions of the location of
the garden and the views from there. A Mr. Zhang resided on the outskirts of the town,
where he created a very nice garden. However, he was not very satisfied with the
garden; he was trying to 'borrow' in some natural scenery to improve it, since natural
landscape was always preferred to artificial works. He walked hundreds of feet away
266 Du Shunbao f±P~cE, Gardens in China 1fJ9I/JfJFiJ# (Beijing: People's Press, 1990) p.174
267 Ji Cheng (1582-1642), Yuanye (!lfN!I): Original text: '/ZiH;P.J-Tltlfl1'
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from his garden, where he found a place with the best prospects over the river. The
site was excellent for viewing and was praised by his friend, who quoted a famous
sentence from a prose text of Su Shi: 'the breeze over the river, and the scene of moon
rising between mountains, is unlimited resource for pleasure; it is surely the unlimited
treasure given by the Creator.' 268 So Mr. Zhang built a big gazebo there and the new
building was named, 'The Unlimited Treasure' .269
Landscape poetry has been integrated into garden designing in the form of
inscriptions on steles, tablets, column scrolls and stones, which served not only as
ornaments and signposts, but most importantly as an embodiment of the design's
intention, a reminder of its historic references and in order to direct the visitor's
imagination and experience. For example, the Pavilion of Remote Fragrance in
Zhuozheng Garden in Suzhou was designed for admiring lotus; it has a tablet
inscribed with a quotation from an eleventh century prose text270 which suggests that
the integrity and elegance of the lotus is like that of a noble man. Another pavilion
similarly designed for admiring lotus is supposed to have a quite different atmosphere
and experience: 'the withered lotus leaves should be kept because they are good for
appreciating the sound of rain', a quotation from a ninth century poem. 271 In most
cases, knowing the original landscape poetry is important in understanding the garden
design's intention so that a full understanding of the garden is achievable.
The location of a garden should preferably supply good surrounding scenery that can
268 Su
Shi
!)j; $.it ( 1037·1 lOt ) , 'Prose of Chibi' ( 1ltr ~ m Jlit ) , <
http://www.hudong.com/wiki/%E3%80o/08A %E5%89%8D%E8%B 5%A4%E5%A3 %81 %E8%B5%88%E3%80%8 B> [aecessed
30 Apr 2009]
269 Yang Wanli ~Jj1!(1I27·1206), 'Unlimited Treasure', Cheng:haiji, vol.72. <~ir.d~>~-I::;-t-=. <x~VWiG> Original
text: jk~lHt:~lm'f'-t-1!, El~rr. ~h;~1!~~mz., 1'Ix!5llfi, ~x~m. JJ1Jt:lltli1l, tJ-~Jj~ • .yIJf.¥{~'i1l:., ~t;,(
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be 'borrowed'. The principle of borrowing natural scenery was explained in an
antithetical couplet written on column scrolls of a garden building in liaxing, which
says, 'the walls or fences were not set, in case wind or moon being restrained; the
doors and windows are wide open, in order to embrace the rivers and mountains' .272
An educated man and garden designer points out that: 'borrowing scenery is the
highest aim of designing a window or an opening on the garden wall' .273 A sixteenth
century garden design manual directed that designing a garden should take care of the
prospects viewed from the site; the good views should be 'borrowed' while the bad
ones should be screened off.274 It also says 'a garden should be good at borrowing
scenery and using the existing topography' .275 The windows and openings on wall
were analogized as a painting frame, in which the scenery was the picture. A well
designed window framed the best part of the natural landscape as though it were a
painting by the Creator, which could be so attractive and such an object of obsession
that people could sit at it all day, unwilling to close the window. 276
It has been pointed out that gardens located in town were a substitute for the ideal

location for an excellent garden. 277 However, people who lived in town felt it
necessary to engage with Nature for various reasons, such as seeking pleasure,
planting vegetables, or were influenced by their religions; so they built gardens. For
example, the Buddhist temples were originally located deep in the mountains or other
remote areas; later, perhaps mainly for the convenience of transmitting religion to the
public, temples were gradually built in towns. As compensation, gardens in temples

272 Original text: ::f~~_, ~JXl.}H1tftkflU~, ;;I;:lfPJt\i, ;Ii1(rrtUA~m'~. Located in the building 'Mountain Morning
Pavilion' in Wangdian Town, outskirt of Jiaxing, Zhejiang Province. tB'(~Il;~ ;EJi!ii.A' ililliEl~'X1l!)(
273 Li Yu ~im(l611·1680}. Random Notes ofthe Pleasure, (~t~1~1l> <p*:JiiHtmpatilt:'lfm~MlTffH!I:. '
274 Ji Cheng (I 582·1642}, Yuanye (/iiJ$): Original text: 'flHH9T~' ~!Jltlt&Z. %!Jl1Jmz. '.
275 Ji Cheng (l582·1642), Yuanye (fillip): Original text: 'Iif.I**J5T~Hft, ~:t£i*1i:'.
276Li Yu~im(1611·1680). Random Notes of the Pleasure (IWttfIUf) 'IiiI~1;j:1H1Jt:J.'IiiI:Jvm. tE'R~hi'liil·J:f~'x,c.,illJj'.
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were especially accented and deliberately designed in order to make a small piece of
'pure land' {1t

±

(a Buddhist concept which means not being contaminated and

usually refers to natural landscape) for the practise of Buddhism. A fifth century
temple in Luoyang had a garden to its west with many fruit trees and flowers, where
the monks could meditate and practise Buddhism, which was praised 'as if located in
a tranquil valley, although it actually sits in centre of a busy noisy town' .278 An eighth
century temple in Xuanzhou had a water garden which is depicted in a poem that
'birds fly around in colours of mountains, while whatever noise of people singing or
weeping are all covered in water sounds', to deliver the image of tranquillity with
reflection of mountains in pond and the drizzling waterfal1. 279 In fifteenth century
Beijing, the Tianning Temple was so famous for the chrysanthemums in its garden
that 'people came to have a look from all over the city during late autumn when
chrysanthemum bloom' .280
A compact garden is better than nothing when people could not live in real scenery,
thus 'a stone no bigger than a fist was taken as a mountain, and a spoon of water was
imagined as pond'; this has been the extreme method of resolving the problem of a
lack of nearby scenic sites in dense residential areas. 281 Imagination had to be used in
viewing a compact garden, where one peak represented ranges of mountains and one
ladle of water was supposed to be imagined as rivers and lakes over thousands of
miles. 282 As pointed out in painting theory, 'a remote mountain delivers only its
overall shape but not its texture, while a close mountain delivers only its detailed

278 Yang Xuanzhi .m~Z(fifth -sixth century), The Temples ofLuoyang (lIfjJfJf!JtJjJfiiJ :IUM'n Original text: : ~~1'ferA.~ti't
~>lHf:~~~,~J!Ii;ffi~,q:.ffWJ}J-m,I"JWJUIUl1,*,~ltd1il./j',J5~X/tI:t,tJllWl(!I1f]dUUM!~~.~P~~!'i\i,~U[!liIlfl',lil.
£:~m.~fi'lJ!ti~,lJrll1zmj{M~~I"J,~~naitt,t.'iJllJDlJ&,~,

279 Du Mu (803-852) ,Poem for the Water Pavilion in Kaiyuan Temple, Xuanzhou. Original text: '~~~*tUf!!.m, A~
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texture but not its shape', 283 so stones of mountain-like-shapes were favoured as
representing mountains in gardens. Stone has also been admired on its own, since it
was believed to be the best calculus of universal vigour, a bearer of thousands of
years' universal intelligence and elegance. 284 Emperor Zhao Ji of Song even set up a
special bureau to find stones for his garden.285
Just as in real landscape, the rockery in gardens was also designed to be an
inspirational source which might spark philosophical thinking and poetic living. For
example, a prose text in the eleventh century about a rockery reveals that viewing and
meditating upon it supported a deeper understanding of life. The rockery was made of
driftwood, a natural reshaped material which represented mountains vividly. The
author was amazed by the natural process through which a big straight tree trunk
became a piece of strange shaped mountain-like driftwood, inspiring his reflections on
fate, destiny, the Creator's intention and the dialectic relationship between
inevitability and contingency. The shape of the three peaks of the wooden mountain so
appealed to the author that he henceforth comprehended that a true noble life should
be neither obsequious nor supercilious?86
Natural landscape has been imitated in gardens, even compact gardens of very small
size which comprised representation of several real scenic sites. 287 Names of m'any
buildings and beauty spots in gardens reveal that the garden design imitated real
scenic sites. For example, in the Royal gardens of the imperial summer villa in
Chengde, a beauty spot named little Golden Hill (Fig3.19), is named after the real
283 Guoxi(1023-1085). Theory a/Landscape Painting, *tlJ7j(jjjjj*nN~
11'n't:Yi.
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famous scenic place of Golden Hill (Fi g3.:20) by the Yangzi River in Zhenjiang; the
Building of Yellow Crane, is named after a pavilion located at a scenic site by the
Yangzi River; and the Building of Misty Rain is named after a building in the
southern lake of Jiaxing.

Figure 3. 19 Little Gf) ld en f lill ill th e Ho ya l
garde ns of the imperia l summ('r villll in
C IH'ngdc, H eb('i P rovin ce (soun'(' : CIH'ngde
Tour ist Bu rea u )

Figure 3.20 the rea l famo lls sce ni c place of Golden
H ill b y t lH.' \'angzi Rivet· in Z he njia ng Pro"itH'c
(so un'(': Z IH' njian g Tourist Bun'all)
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Chapter 4. Confucianism and its significance
in landscape improvement

Confucianism and philosophical Daoism are the two main systems of thought that
have been popular in China for more than 2000 years, and both have had a significant
impact on traditional culture. Like other contemporary systems of thought, they both
take Dao, the universal truth, rather than a god, as the highest position in their
belief.288 Confucius (?551-479BC), the founder of Confucianism, asked for advice
from Laozi (?571-480B.C), the founder of philosophical Daoism, on the subject of
Dao. Although compared with Daoism, Confucianism is viewed as conservative,
paternalist, rational, conformist and is associated with venerating precedent, ceremony
and hierarchy, therefore perfectly adapted to become the orthodoxy of a bureaucratic
empire 289 , it appreciates Nature and values it as much as Daoism does, but, in a
different way.
Naturalistic scenery was favoured especially by the educated, as the best place to
relax, reflect, refresh and be inspired. Literati, who were educated in Confucianism,
constituted the largest group of government officials. This was due to the national
civil service recruitment process, that is, the examination system based on Confucian
education which is explored here in more detail and shows how this particular view of
Nature was institutionalized and became systematic. Influenced by Confucianism,
scholar officials not only took scenic appreciation as their hobby, but also contributed
288 Ban-Gu ;[1l'il(32-92A.D.), 'Yiwenzhi'. Hanshu [Han History] (tx-tJ Z;;t,'i!fJ • vol.30 in Wenyuange Siku QuanshuJ ShibuJ
Official History Jt im r«J 0.l J!it ± '* I j! Hll I lE j! ~, ed. by Jiyun (repr. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshugllan,
)986)<http://www.philosophyol.com/pllb/gllji/04)-I.htm>[ accessed )7 Sep20081 (original text ~ ~*mt. ...... f'ittlIU;J;It. )
289 Andrew Boyd, Chinese Architecture and Town Planning (London: A. Tiran!i, (962), p.9
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to improving scenic sites, with the intention of moralizing and edifying people. They
also collaborated with the religious orders such as Daoists and Buddhists in scenic
improvement and maintenance.

a. Civil service recruitment:
the examination system based on Confucian education

The civil service recruitment and examination system was important in allowing
educated people to be assigned to government posts and to a certain extent it
encouraged flexibility of social status. The process empowered the gentry educated in
Confucianism, so that they could play a leading role in landscape adaptation for
public leisure.
People today, insofar as they are the subject' of leisure activities, are usually divided
into several classes, each class enjoying different styles of leisure activities due to the
differences between them in terms of financial status and social privilege. However, in
pre-modern China, things were different, since it was a society with high flexibility of
social status: the aristocratic class dissolved 2200 years ago, and the relatively rapid
change of social status and the influence of Confucianism promoting scenic leisure
style neutralized to some extent the effect of class-conscious behaviour in which
leisure styles might be taken as symbols of social identity. All these social
characteristics are rooted in the civil service recruitment system, which appeared in
the third century B.C. and evolved in several phases, eventually leading to the
flexibility of social status, with Confucian scholars as an administering class who
principally directed leisure fashions.
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Development of civil service recruitment

With the rise of the Qin Empire (221-207 B.C.), a truly unified government first
emerged in Chinese history. As soon as the new unified empire was established,
strong measures were taken to displace the old feudalism and to set up that
bureaucratic type of government which, first established in the Qin domains, was to
characterise the whole of subsequent Chinese history. Regions formerly belonging to
a feudal aristocracy were absorbed into an extended empire composed of
administrative units controlled by representatives of the central government. In the
Han dynasty, all sorts of measures were taken against the holders of feudal estates; for
example, a succession system was introduced which tended to divide feudal estates up
at each inheritance. 290 No position in the government remained hereditary. The
government was increasingly composed of individuals recruited on merit rather than
people of noble families.
As the bureaucratic system was established, it followed by systematic attention paid to
its recruitment, so state schools and colleges were set up. As mentioned before, the
Chinese feudal-bureaucratic society rested on an intensive agriculture requiring
irrigation, which needed great manpower and a central leadership. Such a
characteristic type of Chinese agriculture and administration means that it is necessary
to have scholar gentry to administer it.291 In the early Han, the emperor started to ask
his provincial administrators to recommend persons with excellent reputations and
manifest virtue for official positions.
Actually, the education and examination system for civil service recruitment had long
been suggested by idealist social thinkers. As early as the last years of the Warring
States period (475-221BC), certain utopian thinkers had advocated selection of the
290 Qian Mu, Traditional Government in Imperial China: A Critical Analysis, translated by Chun-tu Hsueh and George O.
Totten (Hong Kong: the Chinese University Press,1982)
291 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China,Vol.l(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) p.l14-119
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virtuous and able by the objective standard of a written examination as a prerequisite
for the appointment of government officials?92 Private education had a long history
before official education was established. The Imperial Academy (Imperial University,
Taixue *?f:) was established in 124 BC, and supplied candidates for government
posts. Provincial education had begun spontaneously some time before, around
145BC, as the result of the initiative of a governor of Sichuan, Wenweng Jt~. 293 It
is recorded that: 'on taking up his post, he discovered that the district was uncivilised,
the culture resembling that of the barbarians, so he tried to educate and improve the
people ... In Chengdu, he established a department of education (?f:'§f), inviting boys
of outlying districts to come and study. The best students became candidates for
official positions, while those of lesser ability received an honorary title. The students
were honoured in various ways. As a result, the people respected them and desired to
become scholars themselves, the wealthy even paying for the privilege. The emperor
Han Wu later established schools in the provinces, but the system of government
education really began with Wenweng. A shrine was erected in his memory. ,294 The
recruitment of officials and their qualifications has been regarded as more important
than any particular configuration of political institutions. 295
After its first formal appearance in the early Han dynasty, the civil service recruitment
process, along with the examination system and the education system, evolved
through several phases.
In the first place, to make knowledge of idealized political classicals available to
prospective office holders, the early Han Emperor established an Imperial Academy.
The system of selecting or recommending official candidates (students) was set up on
a geographical basis from the very beginning. Upon graduation, the students at the
292 Qian Mu, Traditional Government in Imperial China: A Critical Analysis, translated by Chun-tu Hsueh and Gcorge O.
Totten (Hong Kong: the Chinese University Press, 1982) p.48
293 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol.1 (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) P.1 07
294 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China, Vol. I (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) P.1 07
295 Qian Mu, Traditional Government in Imperial China: A Critical Analysis, translated by Chun-tu Hsueh and George O.
Totten (Hong Kong: the Chinese University Press,1982)
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Imperial Academy were classified into two Grades, according to the results of their
final examinations. Those in upper Grade became Court Gentlemen to serve in the
central government, and the lower Grade would return to their place of birth and
become regular officials. The examination at the time of the Han dynasty was in the
form of answering questions like supplying opinions for the pragmatic administration
of problems. By Han regulation, all local chief administrators should be appointed by
the central government; they could not be natives of the county to which they were
sent, while their assistants or subordinates should be local people. There was also a
regulation of 'district recommendation upon village selection'

(.31

*

jI.:iZi;) for local

government units to recommend local officials of ability to the central government.
Thus, a rather fair system of recruitment and evaluation was established. 296 The
system of recruiting officials developed into a relatively stable system after the reign
of Emperor Han Wu (r.141-87B.C.).
Since the early civil recruiting was based on recommendation by local officials, it was
not completely objective and easily became corrupt. After a long period of the ·process
operating in this way, many local privileged families were established due to the
intrinsic weakness of the recommendation system.
So the Sui and Tang governments opened the door to general civil service recruitment,
so that anyone could register with the local authorities in order to participate in the
government examinations by submitting his own records. The only limitation on
candidates for the competitive examinations was that they could not be merchants,
artisans or others who in the perceptions of the day were solely concerned with
private profit, 297 (they were conventionally taken as the lowest class), nor, of course,
anyone with a criminal record. Those who passed were granted the Doctor of Letters
(Jinshi

:l!±) degree

which qualified them as candidates for appointment to office.

296 Qian Mu, Traditional Government in Imperial China: A Critical Analysis, translated by Chun-tu Hsueh and George O.
Totten (Hong Kong: the Chinese University Press,1982)P.13-16
297 Qian Mu, Traditional Government In Imperial China: A Crilical Analysis, translated by Chun-tu Hsuch and George O.
Totten (Hong Kong: the Chinese University Press,1982) P.SO
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After undergoing another examination concerned with administrative abilities,
including an oral examination which stressed appearance, bearing and dress, they
would be selected for actual appointment.

298

In fact, it became possible for

impecunious students without family connections to be placed in the examinations.
One of the best known of such success stories was that of Wang Bo

xi!

(759-830),

who borrowed books, studied on his own and lived in the Shita Buddhist Temple in
Yangzhou (in present Jiangsu Province). Along with the new phase of civil service
recruitment, the privileged families began to dissolve and the recruitment became
more objective and fair.
Towards the end of the Tang dynasty, the great families declined and most candidates
came from families of lesser wealth and political tradition. Village boys, students
from humble homes and candidates from remote areas were able to hold degrees. 299
During the Song dynasty, the regulations of the examinations were made a little
stricter: in the Tang, a candidate was permitted to make a name for himself by sending
his writings to leading scholar-officials in the capital before taking his examination, so
the selection of candidates was partly based on the opinions of eminent men in
government and society and not merely on a single examination. However, in the
Song, the system became stricter to prevent favouritism and assure anonymity:
candidates' names on the examination papers were covered up, and the papers were
identified by numbers. 30o
In the Ming dynasty, the system was more complex. The number of persons
participating in the examination was much larger and several levels of examination
were established. First was the Prefectural County Examination (Jtf!i-;:\J). Those who
passed it were qualified as Xiucai <*;1"), also known as shengyuan (1:..D1) earned the
298 Qian Mu, Traditional Government in Imperial China: A Critical AnalYSiS, translated by Ch un-tu Hsueh and George
Totten (Hong Kong: the Chinese University Press,1982) P.50-52
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299 Qian Mu, Traditional Government in Imperial China: A Crilical Analysis, P.78
300 Zhang Xiqing *~m, 'The definition of Keju and the history·f;j.~lt~f.!t(j{J~3(.!:jj~mf\1~. Academic JOllrnal of Hen an
University (in7iW:k¥,¥'1fl; (tt1t#¥'!tJf) .2007 ( S ). p.3
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status called Novice (Ruxue A~). Then, the Provincial Examination (.3f lA) took
place in provincial capitals, and those who passed it were qualified as Juren (~.A).
Finally, Juren were assembled in the imperial capital to take the Metropolitan
Examination (~iA) and those passed were qualified as a Doctor of Letters (:itt±),
who had to continue his studies in the central government for three years and was then
given another examination, then admitted to the Hanlin Academy. Only when
someone had achieved this status, could he become a high official. The other degree
holders served as lower officials, according to their degree. This system continued
through the Qing dynasty until the beginning of the twentieth century.
There were 'abuses' and 'defects' which grew within the system, and in certain times
the system was more or less corrupted. However, generally speaking, this system
directly led to the dissolution of aristocracy and the privileged families, thus the high
level of social status mobility and most importantly the fusion of values: the respect
showed to educated people and the fashion led by them, especially in respect of
leisure.

Influence of Confucian education and the literati

One of the principal aims of education was of course the attainment of degrees and
office. When examinations passed, public prestige was attained, as not just the person
themselves but their whole family was brought into gentility. There was absolutely
universal agreement that the most desirable goal for intelligent men was study, for this
was the 'only way for a lineage to become great', not only for the possibility of
becoming officials, but also because of the respect that educated people might obtain
and because their social status was raised. 301 Educated people, no matter how poor or
rich, have always been regarded as upper class than artisan or merchants; this
convention was inherited from ancient times, and was been boosted by the civil
301 Hilary lBeattie, Land and lineage In China, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979) p.122-23
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recruitment system.

It seems obvious that the requirement of a classical education as a prerequisite to
becoming a government officer was advantageous to the wealthy who could afford to
provide their children with such an education. But actually, since the prospects of a
better standard of living and higher status through education and examination was so
alluring that it was a very profitable investment or gamble, so that even people who
could not afford an education would wish borrow in order to study. Richer pe'ople in
the same clan or lineage were always ready to help their poor but promising kinsmen,
so that as an intelligent investment, they and the whole clan could be involved in the
future benefit. Most lineage rules insisted that private initiative was vital, and that all
members should try to provide schooling for any of their younger kinsmen who
showed promise. Many went further, and provided aid and incentives for study. In a
remarkably large number of cases the first priority for the use of surplus income was
not relief for the needy, nor the help with weddings and funerals, but help for poor but
ambitious scholars, sometimes even for the expenses of the examinations, including
travelling expenses. 302 There are no statistics of how many poor people were
supported by their rich relatives to study and who eventually obtained an official post,
but this must have been a popular phenomenon, since this has been mentioned
repeatedly in many historic novels and folk legends, and there have been many high
officials in history who boasted of themselves as having been very poor in their early
youth.
The examination system created a pool of eligible candidates for the role of officer
that far exceeded the available appointments. It was said that 'there were ten times as
many degree-holder literati as there were jobs, and there were also more than ten
times as many people who had failed the examinations as who had passed' ,303 Thus,
educated people who had the possibility of becoming one of the influential
302 Hilary J.Beattie, Land and lineage in China, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979) p.122-23
303 Qian Mu, Traditional Government in Imperial China: A Critical Analysis, translated by Chun·tu Hsueh and George O.
Totten (Hong Kong: the Chinese University Press,1982}p.S3
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administrators formed the gentry, the number of which is much larger than the so
called administration class, thus the percentage of the gentry in China is much bigger
than that of the upper class in other countries, as well as being more representative
and culturally influential.
As D.C.Twitchett has pointed out, 'there is a basis linguistic fallacy in the attempt to
identify a Western concept like "class" with the Chinese society'. 304 A class is
usually defined in economic terms or according to levels of social privilege, which
have a certain stability, whereas the Chinese society was different due to the mobility
of social status caused by the civil recruitment system and the important role of
education. Ho Pingti has done an influential study on social mobility in the Ming and
Qing dynasties: By examining the immediate antecedents of Jinshi winners and the
fate of the descendants of high officials he is led to conclude that there was a
considerable degree of mobility in society as a whole, though this varied at different
periods. 30s Owing to the highly competitive nature of the examination system and the
successive division of wealth by inheritance it was obviously impossible for any
individual family to preserve its place at the very top of the government and
educational ladder for very long. In China, the gentry, which was usually termed
shishen ±~$, was a group whose prestige and privilege depended in the first instance
'on formal educational qualifications regardless of individual economic standing';
They should therefore be regarded as a high status group,306 Qian Mu has remarked
that, 'representative democracy has existed in the governments in Chinese history
conducted by intellectuals, who serve as the representatives of the major interests of
the country' ,307

304 D.C.Twitchett, 'A Critique of Some Recent Studies
Conference o/Orientalists in Japan, 10(1965),28-41.

of Modern Chinese Social-economic History',

the International

305 Pingti Ho, The Ladder 0/ Success in Imperial China: Aspects of Social Mobility, 1368-1911 (New York: Columbia
University Press, 1962), esp. ch. 2. 6.
306 Hilary J.Beattie, Land and lineage in China, (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1979) p.19
307 Qian Mu, Traditional Government in Imperial China: A Critical AnalYSiS, translated by Chun-tu Hsueh and George O.
Totten (Hong Kong: the Chinese University Press, 1982) p.12S
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Traditional Chinese government should be considered government by the literati, for
all the essential powers of the government were in the hands of them, who were
admitted into various levels of government under the civil service examination
policies and system. Only during the Yuan and Qing

dynasti~s,

the reins of

government were actually held by Mongols and Manchus themselves respectively.
The Manchu tribe was placed above the Chinese literati in the government, although a
recruitment examination system similar to the one in Ming dynasty continued.
The scholars prepared themselves for government service by a thorough study of the
works of sages and by putting Confucian principles into practice. What Confucius had
remarked or recommended became the centre of social values. Although his words
had been interpreted in different ways at different times, his primary attitude to Nature
and its enjoyment had always been understood as very positive. Detailed analysis of
the attitudes of Confucius and Confucianism on pleasure in Nature will be expanded
particularly in a later section. The gentry were usually seen as a 'leisure class' who
had time and economic support to enjoy various leisure activities. Besides the
influence of the view of Nature in Confucianism, the regulations of civil service
promotion allowed or 'obliged' officials to travel extensively since every few years
officials would be evaluated, changed to, or promoted to, a new post in another
prefecture, which usually required long travel; the

travel-on-assignment was

combined with the delight in travel-for-pleasure. 308 The scenery on tour was often
described in painterly terms, and the pleasure of travel was sometimes described as a
'craving' or 'obsession'.
One could crave to gaze at perfect landscapes, which were often preformed in sets of
eight, ten, or more 'prospects' Ging) from which they were considered best viewed.
As mentioned in a previous chapter, this tradition can be traced back to the eighth
century, while in the Ming and Qing dynasties (the thirteenth to the twentieth

308 Timothy Brook, the ConfuSions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture In Ming China, (Berkeley: University of California .
Press, 1998) P.l82
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centuries), nearly every prefecture has its own set of jings. The literati gentry played
important role in forming and leading such a fashion, and also in continuing it as a
cultural tradition, an intangible heritage of Chinese leisure and scenic culture. .
The Chinese gentry consisted of the educated people who were influenced by
Confucian thoughts, insisting that natural scenery could edify people. The gentry in
China were at most around 20 percent of the whole population;309 however, they have
guided the fashion of scenery appreciation by actively improving scenic sites for
public outdoor leisure. Because the classes were dissolved due to the high level of
social mobility which resulted from the examination system, people followed the
fashion led by the scholars without particularly tending to take certain leisure
activities as symbols of social status identities, and thus the subjects of leisure
activities in Nature are not only the gentry, but people from all of society. The social
economy rose to a level in which the leisure atmosphere was so strong that a
comparison with the present day is not unreasonable, and by the sixteenth century,
tourism was already significant in the Jiangnan area, the richest part of pre-modern
China.

309 Opinion of Fei Xiaotong, mentioned in Hilary J.Beattie, Land and lineage
p.20
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in China, (Cambridge: University Press.

1979)

h. Views of Nature in Confucianism

Confucius, whose philosophical teachings were dominant in establishing China's
sociopolitical system, believed that the cosmos and humans were united. He
maintained that when harmony exists between the social and natural domains, a sense
of well-being results. 310 The Confucius recorded in The Analects (Lunyu) found
positive value in limited excursions into Nature to' discover scenes of moral symbols
that would illuminate the ideal qualities of the Noble Man. 311 The well known and one
of the most quoted slogans about natural landscape advocated by Confucius was that
'A man with benevolence must be in love with mountain landscapes; while a man
who has wisdom always enjoys water landscapes (~Q1lr *7J(,

1=1lJ *

LlJ)' .312 This

has also been interpreted as, 'a person who is close to mountains is (or will be) kind,
one close to watersides is (or will be) wise

C:lli:w1lJ19, :lli:7.Klf1=)', which reminds

us of the logic in the Chinese idiom 'a person who is close to black ink will get dark
C:lli:*~#f, :lli:~:1'r~)

'.

The significance of Nature in Confucianism

Confucius tried all his life to persuade the kings to accept his way of thinking but
failed. He was a good teacher who is said to have had some three thousand
310 Dora P. Crouch, June G .Iohnson, Traditions in Architecture: Africa, America, Asia, and Oceania (Oxford: Oxford University
Press US, 2001) p.300
311 Richard E. Slrassberg, Inscribed Landscapes: Travel Writingfrom Imperial China (Berkeley: University of California Press.
1994) p.20
312 'Yongye'JIHB. in Lunyu [the Confucain Ana/eels] itili. vol.6, in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jingbu Sishulei JtiltlllfJ [i1J1f±
~/~Sil/[i1~~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) <hnp://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/06-l.htm>[accessed
IS Apr2008]
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students. 313 Although he was poor, unsuccessful and was at times expelled from one
kingdom to another, his thought was followed by his disciples, yet these divided into
several schools of thought. 314 He was honoured by later emperors with titles such as
'Duke', 'Father', 'Sage', 'King', 'Most Sacred Teacher', and so on. 315 The six books
that Confucius used for teaching were later known as the Confucian canons. 316 These
were however adaptations of existing texts and he was merely responsible for
selecting and editing them. Confucius' canons were highly valued as a basis for
political administration. 317
The main content of Confucius' thought consists two elements: li *L,318 and dezhi t~
¥ii,319

which are significant both in Confucianism and in the way they influence scenic

improvement. Li, literally means 'ritual and order'. Dezhi, means that people should
be morally improved rather than punished after committing crimes. 320 Confucius
insists that when people are educated and moralized, they take crime as a shame and
do not commit it. This is preferable to a situation where un-moralized people fear

313 Committee of Confucius research of Qufu Shifan College, Research on Confucius:S Ihought
Hunan Education, 1985) p.9
314 Tianyu Feng w"7Cl\1n, Ihe Development and Change Hislory of Chinese Academic thoughts
People Press, 1991) p.l (f$~1;)}\.. ((l¥M~T») )
315
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punishment and therefore dare not commit crime. 3Z1 He argues that education and
moralization is of prime importance and therefore dedicated the majority of his
talking to these topics. Confucius took natural landscape as one of the positive aids to
moralize people.
Confucius used water as a metaphor for human morals: for example, streams
generously irrigate the field and support cultivation of plants, which shows kindness.
Rivers run from high land to lower places and always follow certain rules, which
show persistence. In the sea, water never runs out, which shows unlimitedness which
stands for universal truth. Cascades fall down from a height without hesitation, which
shows bravery. The surface of still water is always a flat level, which shows justice.
Water always fills into every small cavity without neglect, which shows fairness; and
so on32Z. Thus, water became associated with nine morals that Confucius considered
essential. He reckoned that in order to learn these morals, 'a man should stop to watch
whenever there is a grand water landscape,3z3. With respect to mountains, Confucius
suggested that 'the mountain is steady and high, generously supplying livelihood and
materials, such as trees, herbs (used as medicines), and animals. In this sense, it is
selfless. Mountains also contain wind and clouds, links the sky and the earth, so that
people can enjoy the peace and harvest. These are the virtues of mountains which a

321 'Weizheng'1;Ji5I:,in Lunyu [the Confoeain Analeels] Mili, vol.Z, in Jingbu Sishulei of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu )cimIWJIll1
W±4S/~ SIl/Il!l4S~, ed: by Jiyun (repr. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) <hltp:/lwww.philosophyol.com/pub/gLUi/OZI.htm>[ aecessed 17 SepZ008] 'ittz.l2J.i5I:. :trZ.l2J.ifiJ. ~~ffii5tJfJl:; il:tz.l2J.~. :trz.l2J.*L. 1fJfJl:ll~' «~m·1;Ji5I:»)
32Z Xun Kuang :fU~(313B.C.-ZI8B.C.). 'Youzuo'!'f1ili. in Xun:i 1JJ:r. vol.Z8, in WenYllange Siku Quanshu Zlbu Rujialci J'Cim
f4ij I1ll W± ~/'f SIl/1flU~~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986)<http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/gujil028ZO.htm>[accessed IS Apr2008] (original words ?L'f~T*V!iZ.7l<. 'TJJtI'iiJT?L'fS, 'tt.:rz.ffrt:.ue.*7l<!.IG'~J~1lt. ;Il1;
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Siku Quanshu Zibu Rujialei Jt im f4ij I1ll W :i: ~ I T SIll 11 ~ ~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan,
1986)<http://www.philosophyol.eom/pub/guji/OI7-Z4.htm>[accessed IS AprZ008]
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benevolent man must appreciate. ,324
The second sage of Confucianism, Mencius (371-289 BCE), was not interested in
Nature itself, but he was inclined to use metaphors drawn from the natural world in
order to explain his thought. For example, he described a scene on a barren mountain
in order to explain that people need to be edified in the same way as Nature needs to
be conserved: 'there was a time when trees were luxuriant on the Ox Mountain, but as
it was on the outskirts of a big city, the trees were constantly lopped by axes. With
respite, there is certainly no lack of new shoots coming out, but then cattle and sheep
come to graze upon the mountain. That is why it is as bald as it is. People, seeing only
its baldness, tend to think that it never had any trees. But, can this possibly be the
nature of a mountain?' With this effective rhetorical story drawn from the observation
of Nature he emphasized that human beings have only the seeds of goodness, the rest
is up to effective education or edification, and just as conservation helps Nature to
recover from baldness, edification helps people to recover from degeneration and
corruption. The needs for intelligent cultivation of humans are comparable to the
needs of conservation of Nature on a mountain. 32s
Dong Zhongshu (179-104B.C.), who played an important role in promoting
Confucianism as the only ideology supported by central government during the Han
Dynasty, also considers the character of water and its positive effect on human morals:
he compares the character of water with labours, judgers, inspectors, knowledgeable
people, good teachers, brave people, warriors ~md men of integrity.326 This saying has
324 Kong Fu fLttf(?264B.C.-208B.C.), 'Lunshu'~~, in Kongcong=i Il.lzl. T,vol.2, in Zlbu Rujialci Wenyu8nge Siku Quanshu
::se7mI~H!!I~1:W-rflll/~~~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986)<http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/fLH
-r.htm> [accessed 15 Apr2008] (original words -r*El, 'f=:ffiiJ5f-'fIll? 'fL-rEl, '7i;Ill~', patt.lit/i. '-r~~El, 'itliDlIJfiiJ
5f-~? 'fL-rEl, '7i;Ill. ~*tn~. ~!I-.~. Mfflt!H~. 1iffiix~~. m:l1i~tu~. 1if(iix~. ~~Jl'.tJA~, b'..tlnPJl~
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Also see: Hanying ~~(second century B.C.), Hanshiwai=huan lPiijf'f~, vol.3, in Shuoyuan i/U/i, vo1.17, in Jingbu Shilci
Wenyuange Siku Quanshu ::se iI*I rtl m:I ~ 1: ~ I ~ fill 1 i.~ ~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986)
<http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/003.htm >[accessed IS Apr2008] (original words x Ill:f. JJ AzJrrWHP. .*1:
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325 John Berthrong, 'Confucian views of nature', in Nalure Across Cultures: Views oj Nature and the Environment in Nonwestern Cultures, ed. by Helaine Selin, Arne Kalland, (Berlin: Springer, 2003) pp.374-392, p.376
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also been explained by Zhu Xi slightly differently: a wise person understands the
principles of the universe and thus can work his way without a hitch, which looks like
water flowing smoothly; a kind person sticks to righteousness and is not moved by
temptation, which is compared to a mountain.327 A person with good morals was even
praised that !.his manner is like high mountains and long rivers~. 328
The comparation of water or mountains with morals shows the basic philosophy in
Confucianism: the characters of natural landscape are taken as a metaphor for human
morals; people were urged to abstract such morals from Nature and be inspired by
them. This influenced later Confucians greatly, and since Confucian scholars served
as civil officials, society was affected also, especially after the seventh century (when
the system of National Examination for civil officials was set up). This has been
described as 'parallelism of Nature and human morals

(El r.~ bt t!~)

, in the Qing

Dynasty by Liu-Baonan )(IJ:3lfl¥j in his book Orthodox Explanation of the Analeets of
Confucius

(,,'fjiliiE.J<.)) .

Confucius was a lover of natural landscape, which he often referred to as a metaphor
of his own life. When encountering a fast flowing big river, he complained that it
'elapses so fast like this,329 which was later understood as a description of life being
too short to accomplish proper achievements. When he was persecuted and nearly
killed, he sighed, 'How beautiful is the water in a river, so unlimited and free. It is my
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gy 4$ .. iU ~ tt , available in Chinese Ancient Literature Database: Chiyeju Digital Library
<http://wwwphilosophyol.com/pub/guji/ljingbu.htm>(originaltext.W.it.fJlnm.fj.ijmmtJC~llffJ;l..f7.K.Ml~7.K. 1::1f
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329 'Zihan'T!f!, in Lunyu [the Confocaifl Ana/ecls] ~ili, vol.9, in Jingbu Sishulei Wenyuange Siku Quanshu )C~Il~gyW~1S/
~$/I!!l~~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/09-l.htm>[accessed
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destiny that I am not comparable to it. ,330
The Ana/ects of Confucius reveals that Confucius had a very positive attitude towards

leisure activities that took place in natural landscape, It was recorded that when
Confucius asked his disciples about their ideal for their lives, one of them described
his ideal as 'wearing light clothes in the late spring, going to the riverside outside the
city with about five or six friends and several children, having a swim, dancing in the
wind and singing songs on the way back', which Confucius praised intensely and said:
'My ideal is the same', 331 Confucius also stated that if his theory was not accepted by
the kings, he would retire and enjoy himself boating in the sea,332 Confucius travelled
much during his life and advocated that people should travel much, recommending
that they should not stay in the one place for long by stating that 'a man of noble
character should be attached to morals, not like a mean person who is attached to one
place d33 and that 'a person who is attached to one place is not qualified as a
gentleman' 334 , suggesting that travel is essential for moral improvement.
As a consequence, Confucians later proposed that the standard of a good Confucian
was to 'read ten thousand books and travel ten thousand li (each li equals half a
kilometre), ,335 From the seventh century, groups of educated people congregated to

330 Sima Qian ¥iJ !blf(l35B.C.-90B.C.), 'Kongzi Shijia' [Biography of Confucius] 1L=ftl±~. in Shiji [History}!1!ii1. in Shibu
Zhengshilei Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jt ll*t ~ tm W~ ~ / 3f all / .iE 3f ~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan.
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enjoy the natural landscape and compose poetry or prose based on their travelling
together, which were known as 'clubs of landscape and composing'. 336 They were
fashionable for those who were well educated, to indulge themselves in scenic sites,
feasting or drinking wine there337, or composing poems. 338
In Confucianism, the appreciation of natural landscape IS both from ethical and
aesthetic perspectives. When a natural scene has a character that can symbolize
human morals and virtues, it is praised and admired. Sometimes, a certain character of
landscape is apt to be criticized and reproached when considered faulty. Ethics have
been generally adopted by Confucians since as applied to natural landscape. A fifth
century story represents the typical view. Two friends sit together appreciating the
night sky. One person praises the clear sky with luminous moon. The other remarks
that it would be better if there were clouds around the moon. The first one mocks him,
saying 'your heart is not clear, that is why you don't appreciate a clear sky.'339 This is
recorded only as a joke; the 'parallelism of Nature and human morals' is used to mock
not to criticize, but it shows the popularity of such belief and logic. In terms of the
'parallelism of Nature and human morals', every natural object could be attached to
certain morals or flaws. Confucius once praised pine trees and cypresses, saying that,
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'in coldest weather even after all plants withered they are still green'. 340 This
metaphor praises moral integrity and the virtue of persistence in adversity. A
systematic listing of plants that symbolize various morals and virtues was developed,
such as the 'four gentlemen in plants' referring to plum, orchid, bamboo and
chrysanthemum, which were the most popularly used garden plants. The, plant
bamboo was especially favoured, since it was straight, firm, and hollow which meant
honesty, integrity and modesty. The orchid was praised by Confucius since 'even
when there are no people around, it still smells the same,' which suggests that good
behaviour should be like fragrance, consistent whether or not there are people
watching. 341 Confucius insisted that 'good' objects can edify people by improving
their morality, so they should involve themselves in natural landscape, which he
thinks of as a good resource for moral edification. With Confucianism supported by
c~ntral

government since the first century B.C., Confucius' view of Nature influenced

people and especially those literati and government officers who were educated with
the Confucian canons.

Location of traditional Confucian schools in scenic sites
and the influence of this on literati and scholar officials

The close relationship between Nature and Confucianism is best illustrated in the
location of traditional Confucian schools in scenic sites. Education was considered an
important part of life by Confucius, and various Confucian schools were established
when Confucianism became supported by the government, including official school

340 'Zihan'T¥, in Lunyu [Ihe Confueain Ana/eels] ~ilf, vol.9, in Jingbu Sishulei ofWenyuange Siku Quanshu )(~r*lIl.!lJ~1::
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and private schools. Actually, the history of schools can be traced to a time before
Confucius; Confucius himself was educated in a populace school and made his living .
as a teacher. After a period of decline since the end of Han dynasty, Confucianism
regained its prominence in government and society from the Sui and Tang
dynasties.~ From this period, Confucian schools spread all over the country.

The first clearly recorded case of a significant Confucian school located in a scenic
site was in 940: Bailudong Shuyuan
Lushan Guoxue

JP LlJ lE ~, was

S mWiJ -t5 ~JG (Fig4.1-4.4),

originally called

located at the southern slope of the N anping Hill in

Mt. Lu, renowned from the time of the Tang Dynasty, and is now a National Scenic
District. The landscape was first improved by Li Bo

*WJ (773-831), head officer of

Jiangzhou Prefecture, who built kiosks, terraces, and pavilions, planted flowers,
reshaped and dredged streams to make it a public scenic resort. He had lived at the
mountain in seclusion for several years before he passed the National Examination
and became a government minister. 343 This scenic site was highly praised by
contemporaries and scholars, as 'the best and most famous scenery in the Jiangyou
area',344 and also as 'an excellent setting for school; good for teaching, learning and
writing, where there were beautiful streams and stones, without any inner city
noise. ,345
There are various other examples of similarly located Confucian schools. The famous
ones include Songyang Shuyuan ~ ~S -t5 ~Jt, located at the southern side of Mt. Song
~ Win Dengfeng, Henan Province, which has a stream in front and mountains at the

back and sides, so that the whole town could be viewed from there. There were also a

342 Arthur F. Wright, James Cahill, The CorifUcian Persuasion (Chicago: Stanford University Press, ) 960) p.) 20

343 Caidong Li *;;tM;,

History of Bailudong Shuyuan t:J!tUIfiI~'/$tJl!fII!J. (Beijing: Education and SciencePress ~1n4?¥ttlH\f,{

~±,1989) P.ll3 (O:~:Jl.O:I?t1.JJ§JJhl.li¥il!!!. *mJliJttEO:HlillU~, IflMrm:~, TJIt~n!~e~r4ij, Mt~rL1JJR, ~IHIT:(.t*,
~j,}-!l.l:~.mJJiJtl!. i¥iJl!JJT:7t11!l1F, i¥iJl!J~fJl.t£sJmi1JlJ·l!?¥titm·, 7f'1? L1J 1Jil"f:'. -IH~~.¥~~*:m1F, ;;t~I?t1.J lE
"f:j,) SJmi1JlJ~~. )

344 Zongci Wu ~*~~, etc., Chorography of Mt.

Lu j!;'LiJ,it (Nanchang: Jiangxi Renmin O:IDiAJi!:.tl.J)~H±, 1996) p.531 0:

~~t1.J~T~,*~I?~JJiI 1?t1.J~~~E~, *S~i1JlJ~JJi.--~~~~

345 8angguo Li *fIllAl, Zhu-Xi and Bailudong Shuyuan ftJl-IPt:J!tUlfiij15/$t (Wuhan: Hubei Education l'IJl~~~~ t~NH±, 1989)
p.97 (AAl;l'l;rrnffiit1.J7.K, mjiJ;f~, ~r\HtZIl]t, 1fJR:Ezll'1, 1UlfJiSVl'''f:, ;i!fi~li~zm. --*~*J:.
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series of kiosks and pavilions at nearby scenic spots as shelters for visitors.
traditional schools include Yuelu Shuyuan

346

Other

-ffiJ!l'ii ~ ~JG, located at the eastern side of the

foothills of Mt.Yuelu -ffiJ!l'ii LlJ in Changsha, Hunan Province; Shigu Shuyuan :£f&.:j=D
~3t, located at Shigu Hill in Hengyang 1fkj~S, Hunan Province; Ehu Shuyuan 3.\i%1;Ii)] .:p;~JG,

located in the Ehu Hill valley in Qianshan County

ta LlJ ~"

.Tiangxi Province, with

ancient woods and meandering streams; and Ziyun Shuyuan ~~ .:I::J; ~JG, located by a
stream in Mt. Ziyun in Xiangcheng County JJl~!!-, Hubei Province. Such schools are
usually named after the mountain or the scenic spot where they are located.

Figurc 4. 1tht' engra ved st.de showing loclltio n
of t.he Bailu(\ollg Sh uYlllln. with stream an d
hill nca r by (photo by YlInwu)

Figurt' 4.3 thc mountain Ill lld scapt' ncarby
(photo by Yunwu)

Figurt' 4.2 the sC(~l1c ry of the strcam IIcar thc
Bailudong ShuYllan (photo by YlInWII)

Figure 4A th e kiosk built in thc S('t'llcry
outsidt' th e Bailudon g Shu yuan (photo br
Yunwu)

Some of the Confucian schools were built on the remains of ancient monasteries. For
example, Wansong Shuyuan ]j' f~ ':P;!)jG, located on Wansong Hill ]j f~ ~tt at Mt.
Fenghuang .JXI. M LlJ in Hangzhou, Zhejiang Province, was originally the Baoen
346 YOllliang Cheng fj1~~ , History of Environmental Protection Jf1f1fIF:Ijj{f!J/';f!J (Zhengzholl : Zhongzholl GlIji r.f~ j+l ti*lj tU
~H, 2004) (~1lI34SIiJt{fLTiiiJM~ !HfmlR~t 2.5 ~!I!~t.l.JMlm. *~1m*4SIiJtz - o :9;1lI31~IiJtaY; LLJ j!jj*, jn1i tll~lf

M.

m.~.*~~M., ~~1lI34SIiJtOj!jj~~o4S1iJt*j!jjA~~~~rn.M~~1lI34SIiJtnDIm •

.

~~ • • m~

~. ~~imll!lHtW:fJ&~fl:o {fL'f~1lI34S1iJt*~tm.~~'Hi.~I~l¥J;Rft~~ :Jit , ~~:Jit, )iI..t Jit *n{fL'f:;t ~ lLiIR ~d/!flW!i
1mB'1 ~ 1lI34SIiJt§]IJm - ttT~; ~ liJtilli~t3S.ttd/!fll' -t£ ibt=: ~:tiffii¥Jf= ~t~t~m1]{. )
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Monastery 1RJ~,~. Chengnan Shuyuan ~f-A-f;~Jt, located at the foot of Miaogao
Peak t& ~ u~ at Mt.Yuelu in Changsha, Hunan Province, was built in 1820 on the site
of a temple. Songyang Shuyuan was also previously a monastery. 347
The best scenic sites near towns were usually reserved for Confucian schools, and
sometimes a scenic site hosted several Confucian schools at the same time. This was
the case at Guanshan Hill in Pingding

fJE,

Shanxi Province, which had Guanshan

Shuyuan lft w~~Jt, Huaiyin Shuyuan N', {f ~rsJG, Gaoling Shuyuan ~ tl~~~Jt during
the Ming Dynasty.

Figure, 4.5 I)rllwiJlg of YUll long Sh uyuaJl in Qing dynlls l'y, showing its
locatio n 011 tlw Vun loll g Hi ll. outskirt of Xuzhou , in pl'csl'rH .Jiangsu Provilll'('
(source: GllzCth~ of Xuzhou Prcfect u l"(~ ill tl,,~ Qing dynasl.y)

Besides these, there are many other Confucian schools recorded (Fi g4.5) on maps,
illustrations or in descriptions that reveal the locations of scenic sites. There were
seventeen recorded Confucian schools in the Tang dynasty (seventh to tenth centuries);
during the Song dynasty (tenth to thirteenth centuries) 397 were recorded, while
during the Ming and Qing dynasties (thirteenth to nineteenth centuries), there were
347 Yingting Yao Y.lk.M, Songdai lI'enhuashi [Cultl/ral History of Song Dynastyj51::fexf-tJl: (Taibci: Zhishu fang ~n -rS8HI:l ~
:mOO,

1995) p,120
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several thousands. The total might be as many as 7000, with around 400 surviving or
traceable by relics or surviving buildings. 348 However, some of these Confucian
schools were located in towns, not in scenic sites, and the percentage of this has not
been subject to research.
It is clear that naturalistic scenery was greatly valued by Confucians. This is evident

from a quote from Liji famous in the first century BC: 'a good education consists four
parts: study with devotion, review and exercise, have a rest, and have leisure time,.349
This quotation has been often repeated since as the motif for making gardens for
Confucian schools, or building kiosks and modifying adjacent landscape. Influenced
by this, private, pleasurable journeys in scenic areas were considered as selfcultivation. Confucius did not view Nature as an alternative sphere within which a
person could transcend the political society; he identified the aesthetic with the
morally good. The landscape was thus 'a didactic setting where the noble man
prepared himself for his role as a ruler at the centre of the socio-political world'. 350 In
order to ensure quality scenery and ample recreation facilities (or self-cultivation
facilities) for students, Confucian schools were not only carefully located in scenic
sites, but were also well known for their improved scenic spots, gardens, and they
sometimes boasted 'Eight Landscape Scenes of Campus'. For example, the Yuelu
Shuyuan, located at the eastern foothill of Mt.Yuelu .ffi·frt tlJ in Changsha, has a full
set of Eight Landscape Scenes, designed and designated during 1782 to 1808, by Luo
Dian, the Headmaster. He also had two kiosks built by each with an artificial pond, as
~ell as a kiosk north of the main school complex and a terrace to the south. m Judging
348 Yuanhui Chen ~ftlff~, the Ancient Institute of Shuyuan in China 1f'/J!Ii!ift!fi-1N~flillJt (Shanghai: Jiaoyu . b'fH'!i:1HUJ\&
~±, 1981) pJO (1'Sl!Jttff.lfWlJfMiT"4:. <±f.lfWj) "Pt,UU11l m. mfii!!1ii.i:I¥J!Jl1J1f17 m; *ftfl1~iU1tltkl¥J~nt.

a**~1'SI!Jt~1f3~m. M~mfl1~1fAfm~$."P~~~I¥J1'SI!Jt~a±~3ii!!. ~m~rooo~m.ru.*ao
m~tl3'~m:ttIYrrf""F*)

Md>ff 400 ~m1'SI!Jtl!1~.t3l, 1111'Sfa',

349 L!fi, edited by Dai De and Dai Sheng in Ic.B.C.. is a book about early Confucian thoughts mainly recording words of
Confucius' direct disciples. Source: Lirui Mao. etc .. Chinese Ancient Education History if> fiili!ife 1ft ffJI: (BeUing: People
Education Press.A.Ri~1ftI:J~U.1984) p.751( <*Lia·~ia»: ';gT~f~W.. ~~. U~ ..~~, m~. '~1l1rtE: 'ilJilI1
~W~$~.. • ••• ~m~~~. 1
350 Richard E. Strassberg, Inscribed Landscapes: Travel Writingfrom Imperial China (BerkeJey: University of California Press,
1994) p.20

351 Busheng Yang ~:ffl4:, Dingguo Peng ~~~, Chinese Shuyuan and Traditional Culture If'flI-ts'lii!lfilt!JtX{t(Changsha:
Hunan Education mJm~1ftI:J~U,1992) p.14 ffiJm1'Slt!ttfRAj;1t!t27~ <t782-1808~) r.~. ~tflt!tffilm:tii!!.8IJ'SIt'tJ\.
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from the titles of the Eight Landscape Scenes, there were ornamental fish ponds,
decorative plantings of willows, paulownia, bamboo, peach and herbal flowers, and a
meandering valley stream. 352
The teachings of Confucius and the location of Confucian schools made scenery
appreciation a hobby of the Iiterati, or well-educated people. When a natural scenic
site was not available, these were frequently compensated for by gardens. That the
scholar gardens often had adjacent study rooms or library for the garden owner, is
evidence. The scholar-patron usually designed the garden layout, then engaged
carpenters, horticulturists, and others who were skilled in the arts to carry out his
scheme. 353

.',

Muavm.~~~~~i't!!, ~'i!f~~wr'i't!!, MIlftE~*r'iltr, ~~~~t!J~~.

'

352 Guo Wang, Changsha History and Stories t;'tt'Jt'M(Changsha: People Press ¥li'JiW.A.~tI:l)trH±, 1980) p.76
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353 Dora P. Crouch, June G. Johnson, Traditions in Architecture: Africa. America. Asia. and Oceania (Oxford: Oxford University
Press US, 2001) p.300
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c. Landscape improvement influenced by Confucianism

As mentioned before, Chinese society was neither a caste society nor even one where
status was rigidly fixed by birth; a common man could become an upper class person
overnight by passing the imperial examination and become a government officer. 354
As a result of systematic education, naturalistic scenery was generally valued by
literati. The literati, who were mostly influenced by Confucianism, were often
interested in Daoism and Buddhism, which both urged people to enjoy the natural
landscape.
Biographies of ministers and officers since the third century AD show how literati and
scholar-officials spent their leisure time in Nature, walking, composing poetry,
picnicking, sometimes fishing or even hunting. For instance, 'Yang Ou favoured
natural scenery. In good weather, he often climbed the hill near the city and enjoyed
drinking and reading there all day. ,355 'Ruan Ji often hiked in mountains and along
rivers for several days and forgot to go home.'356 'Xie Lingyun (iM lR.iE), the satrap
of Yongjia, was very keen on viewing and admiring natural landscape where he
always composed poetry.':157 'Wang Sengda (£1r!f1Z), the satrap of Xuancheng, was

354 Xiqing Zhang 5!X~m(ed.),'Preface·. in Literature Collection of History of Chinese Examinations tf1fD:.fiit.1::i.tltfJt!/it!$!
ftfJ.fUtilf (Beijing: Higher Education Press ~~.lntl:l)\!H±.2003) p.ii. (1f~1!fmit.*Wlltt±~~ 43000 A.~l4 17000
A.!jt.fl4~~ 50000 A. jJJj *~ ± II 7J A. )
Weibang-Zhang *n;l"f$. History of Marriage and Families in Song Dynasty .?Rftm/Jlll;i(Q!{.!1:~, (Beijing: People Press AIX; ll:.l
IWiU,2003) pp.347-8. (;rrlV.m*;f1J~t~,mWl289 ~ffi].~j$J~± 28 A.ifiljJJj* 319 ~,~j$J~± 344 A.ffi~ftfl~~~1:*i1Jj!
'fttiiilR.;(:\;Z.*.jl;ftfl~ .AM.iilttl4$.)}"~R~J.w, 7 fliJ1r:lJtllJt)2~~~,ifil (*~» fl~~ 1953 ~±:k7i;9'1.tl:l:!;j'f~ptr
~*1f!1!f S 55'12%;~ )}"F~~.~~ S 32·S3%.t£*~:f1l 9'1,' ~~J!~JI!AID!~:JHH~1:I1'l~9'1ltt±ifilIDl!1lftl' ftt·.)
355 Fang-Xuanling m~~(579-648)~. 'Biography of Yang-Gu·. in Shibujinshu of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Xill/liflf'/l/ff~
-'#1.!1:fflIlilil3C*f!I!J. ed. by Jiyun(l724-1805) (rprint. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) vol.34. Biographies 4. entry of
'Yang-Gu'7tlflf/~'=:+11!l7tlflfml1!l/$:fi'i Wi~tl.J*.

fUJl.lt.

~,ll'i:~tl.J, ~m~~~, ~S'f\m)

Fang-Xuanling m~~(S79-648)~. 'Biography of Ruan-Ji', in Shibujinshu of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu XiII/!lJf'/l1f~11I
by Jiyun(l724-1805) (rprint. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) vo!.49. Biographies 19 7tl1l¥/;Qf g!j+.1t.
7~fIf~+.1t.//m:f! p. 1359 -(/m:f! ....... ~MTlmm, ~f.I'f\tl:lf ~~Ht.ltl.J*, AA!S;tt;9ill)
357 Shen-Vue tt~(441-S 13). 'Biography of Xie-Lingyun' W~l5~. in Shibu Songshu of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu xiII//iilf'/l
If~-'#I.!1:tiI1I5/?-%. ed. by Jiyun(l724-1805) (rprint. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) vo!. 67 :fi;t\{;. source available in
356

.!1:tiI1Iilil3C*f!I!!. ed.
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very interested in traveling and hunting. When he had time, he would ride out city,
enjoying scenery for days.'35R 'Xiao Ji (mft&), the satrap of Xin-an, who was keen on
admiring naturalistic scenery, wrote diaries and records for his every excurse'

:lii9

and

so on. Historic prose literature and poems describing natural scenery and leisure
activities show that these leisure activities included enjoying the prospect, walking,
picnicking, visiting monasteries in the scenic site and admiring historic memorials
such as a stele or an ancient building. The phrase, 'enjoy hiking in mountains or by
the waterside, while chatting "Yith friends and having a feast at a beauty spot (ft ~ W

7.K,

~~~~*r can frequently be found in historic records.

The society has been led to a highly literati

v~lued

fashion. There are many records

showing that the government officials not only enjoyed the scenery themselves but
also took delight in improving natural landscape, building kiosks for rest and
pavilions for providing good views.

Landscape practice of the Confucian scholar-official
As like Buddhism, Confucianism similarly cultivated a specific kind of sensibility, a
special life attitude: 'the vows that he will not enter into salvation until he can bring
all other beings with him', When making this ideal 'practical', it is very close to the
ideal of the scholar-gentry: making the edification of people an individual's own life
aim. This kind of practical sense of responsibility becomes 'a scarcely concealed
imperative for the moral, socially responsible action that has always been identified
with Confucianism',

360

There are many examples in respect of landscape

Chinese Ancient Literature Database: Chiyeju Digital Library < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/sonsml.hlm>
358 Shen-Vue tt~(441-S 13), 'Biography of Wang-Sengda' .:E {tH5{~, in Shibu Songshu of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Ji.iH//#/I!!J
1¥~f5I.!1!tlfJI:$?f5, ed. by Jiyun(I724-1805) (rprint. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) vol. 75 ~-tJi, source available in
Chinese Ancient Literature Database: Chiyeju Digital Library < hup://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/sonsml.htm>
359 Yao-Silian ~U!l,Jt:(6-sevenlh c.), 'Biography ofXiao-Ji' ~UM~, in Shibu Songshu ofWenyuange Siku Quanshu X{JI/lliJl!!J/f
~f5/.!1!t!/f/JIN5, ed. by Jiyun(l724-1805) (rprint. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) vol. 41 -¥i'Vll-, source available in
Chinese Ancient Literature Database: Chiyeju Digital Library < hltp://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/sonsml.htm>
360 Kenneth Rexroth, Bradford Morrow, 'Sung Culture', in World Outside the Window: The Selected Essays of Kennelh Rexrolh
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improvement to demonstrate this, since the appreciation of natural scenery has always
been seen by the scholar-gentry as the best way to edify and thus to benefit people.
The biography of an officer in the Song Era of the South dynasty Cr. forth to fifth
century) describes how the officer contributed to improving natural landscape on the
outskirts of town, building up places for the public to enjoy. He worked on two
important projects. One was located north of the town, with a lake and sloping beach
where plants flourished. The officer built kiosks there for people to enjoy the breeze,
watchtowers for admiring the moon, platforms for playing wind instruments and
chambers for playing music for stringed instruments. Various fruit trees, flowers,
herbs and bamboos were planted there. Many educated people were invited to give a
finishing touch in order to make the place more suitable for public leisure. The
finishing touch usually included composing poems for the landscape, naming
buildings in poetic words. The poems and poetic names would then be written by
calligraphers and chiselled on stele to hang up in the building, before the place was
formally put into use. Another project was an adaptation of an old multi-storied
building. The officer had it repaired and refurbished in order to supply a proper place
for people to have a good view over the mountains south of the town. After
improvement, these areas became the most popular leisure places at that time. 361 This
record is evidence which demonstrates the officer's political feat and achievements in
his post, and shows how he was a profound civil administrator, as well as the possible
motivation of the officers and the fashion of their society. No other society had an
elite comparable to the scholar-official elite of China. This elite was not military in
character, nor was it hereditary or a priestly caste; its stature was 'buttressed by its
ideology of duty and service, and by the ostensibly fair and objective ways in which

(New York: New Directions Publishing, 1987) (pp.102-112) p.107-8
361 Shen-Yue i:.tr-J(441-5 13), 'Biography of Xu-Zhanzhi' ~mz. f~. in Shibu Songshu of Wenyuange Siku Qllanshu xllf//1tl/!JI/ff
~fS/£i1IPW!~**i!J, ed. by Jiyun(I724-1805) (rprint. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) vo!. 71 Biography ofno.31~-t
1tl14 ~.:::
p.1847 source also available in Chinese Ancient Literature Database: Chiyeju Digital Library <
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its members gained access to ranks and honours' .362 Although landscape improvement
for public leisure was not set in rules, many biographies of officials indicated that it
was always regarded as a merit of the official and in most cases did benefit his
reputation. In another example, the aim of moralizing people by making leisure places
for them to enjoy naturalistic scenery was directly expressed by an officer himself.
The note was made, in 1222 about a landscape pavilion rebuilding and extension
project. The head officer who presided over the project recorded his motif for building
a new multi-storied pavilion, saying 'to moralize people, it is better to let them enjoy
the scenery of the lake than to preach them by talking'. 363 The new pavilion was
designed to supply the best view of the lake with the mountains in background, so that
people could enjoy the breeze coming over the lake.
Some records described the process of regenerating a landscape for recreational use.
In such cases, the landscapes were established and improved earlier, but for reasons
such as vandalism, neglect, natural wear, local economic depression or the effects of
war, the landscape facilities had become damaged or disused. A diary about a
regeneration project described the condition of the place before the regeneration:
The kiosk on the inner city rampart highland was built in 1147 by a local head
officer, Chang. The kiosk was used as a rest place for people to enjoy the nearby
scenic area of woods and bamboo bushes. From the kiosk, people could overlook
the scenic view of the mountains surrounding the city. Thirty years later, the
building was rotten and corrupt, the originally flourishing woods and bamboo
plantations were destroyed while the site was occupied by squatters. The scenic
qualities had been gradually degraded as a result. When people come here for
leisure, they all sighed and felt sorry.364
A new head officer of the city decided to regenerate this place for public use, and he
362 Patricia Buckley Ebrey, Kwang-ching Liu, Cambridge Illustrated History o/China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press.
1996) p,161

363 Ye-Shi 1lt~(Song Dynasty *), 'Prose for Shengshang Pavillion in Huzhou'

(iM;I'I'IJli:ot~iC» • in Zhonggllo Youji Sanll'en
Daxi Zhejiang Juan. cd, by Zhang Chengde, and others ~Ii:~l!~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe 4Hf~tllIW(U. 2002) p.954-5

(Original text: ~itl:vH~. ~r.wPJAA)
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364 You-Mao Jt~(Song Dynasty
'Prose of Yuxiao Kiosk' CIi",;;tiC» • in Zhongguo Youjl Sanwen Daxi Zhejiang Juan.
ed. by Zhang Chengde, and others *~tl§)'\Ij (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe ~~tlllW(~±. 2002) p,397 (Original text: IOff IJ';;t:tE
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wrote in his diary,
So I, the head officer of the city, begin to revive this district. I had a range of
dwarf walls set up to separate this district and protect it. The unnecessary
buildings and stuff in this district were cleared out and the kiosk was partly
rebuilt and renewed, with rock columns under it and an over bridge toward it.
People can have a rest and a good view from there. The views to all directions
from there are stunning: ranges of mountains can be seen surrounding.
As a consequence of his rebuilding work, the kiosk offered an excellent spot to
overlook the whole city and admire the beautiful landscape of distant surrounding
mountains. It 'became very famous and the most popular place for people to spend
their leisure time, such as having out door feasts and hiking. ,365
Another example recorded in a eighth century prose text shows the whole process of
how a scenic site was found and appreciated then modified and enhanced as a public
leisure place by the local head officer who was also the author of the prose text,. The
location of the scenic site is very close to the town Daozhou, only 'around a hundred
steps outside the west town wall', with a small unnamed stream flowing south
converging with a bigger stream, stones of strange shape, big trees and bamboo. When
the head officer visited, he was fascinated by the scenery, praising it as, 'a suitable
place for people to spend their leisure time', and' a high quality scenic site for the city
which persons who like tranquillity will prefer'. He was curious to know why the site
was not popUlarly appreciated. Then he decided to enhance the landscape for public
recreation: the site was cleaned up, the withered bushes and fallen twigs removed,
accessible footpaths made, kiosks and sheds built, pines trees, osmanthus and sweetscented herbs planted. At last, the stream was named by the officer and the prose text
was composed, inscribed on a stele and put on the site. 366
Though Confucianism and Daoism were both based upon the 'universal becoming' to

365 You-Mao jt~(Song Dynasty *), 'Prose ofYuxiao Kiosk'
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be observed in Nature, their alms differed in that the Confucians were mainly
interested in the application of morals drawn from Nature to society, where Daoism
continued to emphasize the freedom of the individual and the importance of
individual contributions, Confucianism absorbed, preserved and developed these
contributions for the good of the community and the nation,367 under which influence
the Confucian gentry and Confucian government was keen to promote such behaviour
aimed for 'common good', which may be very unbelievable from a Western
perspective.
Governments also urged rich people to contribute to the improvement of landscapes
for public leisure. There is an early example of how this happened in the capital city
of the Tang Dynasty. The lake Qujiang is located on the south-eastern outskirts of the
city. The area around the lake was taken as a scenic site for public leisure, though the
royal family also often went there. Poems about the scenery of Qujiang composed
around 750AD showed that there were many royal villas, office buildings and open
buildings such as kiosks around the lake. 368 It declined over the years because of war,
and in order to recover the scenery, in 835AD a later emperor commanded his own
1500 royal lifeguards to dredge up Qujiang Lake, rebuild the bank, and also decreed

that if any bureau or department or rich officials were fimincially capable of building
kiosks and pavilions in Qujiang area, they should be allocated free land. 369 Later a
small pond was filled up to make a new football court and a multi-storeyed building

367 Agnes Elizabeth Ernst Meyer, Out of These Roots ( Manchester: Ayer Publishing, 1980) p.1 13
368Liu-Xu )cIJJlbJ(tenth c.),etc., 'Biography of Wenzong in 835', in Shibu Jiulangshu of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Xilf//lfJ/llflf.1t451J!tifJlPi1t*If!lll!!, ed. by Jiyun(1724-1805) (rprillt. Taibei: ShangwlI Yinshuguan, 1986) vol. 17 *~c/~+-tr*~ctn-t
-tr/)c*r/*~M1.1F Biography of no.17 p.561 (Original texttim i!llrrfj~: rrrbJi'SJlltt'l'fr~, ~m.f9piffr~ti4~~? j JlJ
~~.B~, ~rr~~.~fj.BJllt.~~$~, m~ff~ •• , .a~Jllt~ft~)

369 Liu-Xu )cIJ!!UJ(tenth c.),etc., 'Biography ofWenzong in 835', in Shibu Jiutangshu ofWenyuange Siku Quanshl~ j[ilf/lliJ/!!llf:1t451J!tifJlPi1t;;fi:IfJ/!l1!!, ed. by Jiyull(1724-1805) (rprillt. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) vol. 17 *~c/~-t-tr*~cm-t
-tr/)c*r/*~O;ft.~ Biography of no. 17 p.557 (~~Ijl:M:ffi-'f1i~A1IUU~rr. YI1~ll']~.:iJ, ~tn~rr~J3'~~, ti:~
~"flJi!l)
Ouyang-Xiu(1 007-1072), etc., 'Biography of Zheng-Zhu', in Shibu Xinlangshu of Wenyuange Siku Qllanshll j[ilf/lliJ/!!l/f!1t--1iI.!i;
tfIlIPi1t*PiJ,1Ji!!, ed. by Jiyun(1724-1805) (rprint. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) vol. 179, Biography of no. \04, p. 5315
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for viewing the landscape was built up by the lake. 37o In order to boost the landscape
improvement, the emperor honoured the project by making the title inscription of
those new buildings himself. 371 This area became a favourite leisure place for both the
populace and the upper class. It is recorded that 'those who had just passed the
Imperial Test to be officials also held their celebration party here (Bll IT ~, M ~
frl';)'372.

It is believed that when the emperor or another dignitary went to Qujiang

Lake, it would be closed for public access or at least the area near where they stayed;
and since the buildings and gardens around the lake belonged to various government
departments and rich families, the admission to those parts was restricted. But the
buildings and gardens on the bank became a part of the scenic view over the lake, and
the populace could enjoy the view when strolling around in the public area or boating.
However, how people enj?yed the scenery there or the layout of the area was not
described in detail.
Improving and adapting natural landscape for public leisure has not only been a
fashion being followed at convenient times, but also an enthusiasm that many officers
had. There is a travel note from the eighth century revealing that one head officer had
a hill improved by donating his own salary and. encouraging local people to do
volunteer work. The materials for the kiosk on top of the hill were obtained from
around the building site, while all the workers were volunteers. Since some of the
volunteers were peasants, the project could only carry on during the fallow season.
The reason for the head officer doing these things was recorded: 'there is a lack of
places for climbing, hiking, or sightseeing for people in the town'. The project mainly
included constructing a kiosk on top of the hill, building up steps and paths towards
the peak, and planting pine trees along the path. The hill must be very steep according
370 Liu-Xu ~1j1iU](tenth c.),etc., 'Biography of Wenzong in 83S', p.SS9 ;m~*!, fr!fi!/*l.ic/;fG+-tr*l.ic~+-tr/:t*r/;k
~n:h.1f. (:I,J!{ftUt~.t9~~, IItIrr~~~1HI)

371 Liu-Xu ~IJl!f,l(tenth c.),etc., 'Biography of Zheng-Zhu', p.4400 (1flrli:;tlliJt1IUlt~}dfitJ!lIlrr, t1!P)]=~, (]Wf~91!11±;k~
z.~~mmJt=$~, W.~iH1t. ~mlllifli:~~fJI, ~n.1jt, [.Ig/:!jfJImw.m1z.)---Wr~*J3f;!fm/71j1$1;fG-a';i\+:h.71j{Ul
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372 Ouyang-Xiu(1 007-1 072), etc., 'Election', in Shibu Xintangshu of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jtilf//K]fJl}!1fit151!1: tr/I!l!i/Jt;t
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to the description such as 'the kiosk on top of the hill is located over the head of the
temple at foot of the hill' when seen from a distance and 'the slated path looks like a
long strap'. 373
A case in the early eleventh century is recorded in a slightly later travel note, and
shows how the scenery of a lake has been improved intentionally, along with a water
conservancy project, by the local head officer. The reason for the dredging works was
the silted condition of the lake caused by the continuous dry weather of several years.
In 1093, the government dredged the lake, made the bank higher and the lake bed
deeper to conserve water. In order to conserve the soil on the bank, trees were also
planted all around. The particular trees selected to be planted there were pine trees and
willows. The sludge was used to make ten islands in the lake. The scenery making
was integrated into the pragmatic project. The project was reviewed in the travel note
and highly praised for this combination of scenery improvement and dredging
work. 374 The original purpose of the dredging works was not for public leisure use,
but as a consequence, the scenery of the lake was improved and thus the lake area
became a very popular place. In this project, landscape was not modified in a careless
way which only focused on the pragmatic purpose .. Apparently, the benefits of the
project were much more than water conservancy and irrigation. The author of this
travel note realized this, praising this project as a forethoughtful one with benefits for
the long run. 375
Another tourist note in 807 AD revealed the relationship between the heritage
buildings in a scenic area as tourist attraction and the contribution of local government

373 Feng-Su (Tang Dynasty Ji!f)?WI?J. 'Dongfengtingji' [Prose for the Kiosk on Eastern HiII1*~~lG, in Zhongguo YOljjl
Sanwen Dax; Zhejlang Juan, ed. by Zhang Chengde, and others ~~att\!!~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe 45i'1lttl\IVX~±, 2002)
p.811-3 (~n?r¥m. WJIIHJIlJM, JMZ.l:1iffii:Jit:t£fi. t.H']i&i.~. 15itt:lUl1W • ...... ~Jl. §'ll'lHnt~'nIilz.m. <£l..'1')
m~~Jl~~~=n.~Wr~Wr.~~fili. ~Mf#. ~IfT*. ~~f~~. -M~ill.)

374 Shu-Tan ft. (Song Dynasty, 5R), 'Prose of the Moon Lake' (J1 ~lG> , in Zhongguo Youj; Sanwen Daxi Zhejiang Juan,
ed. by Zhang Chengde, and others *mH'~, (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe 4SlIiHilJl&U. 2002) p.686-7 (j[;{tj }"-iF, ii~ Ij'"'"
73-t7J~.ltrmiiif.~Z.. tft1t!ffl~. Jf.ftrt~#V. tl~;!tfJl±, jj;Jt-iffl. "·~"MHmlJnz.Jt~Jlm. ~~Xffl. tl.\;!tV]
;I: • ~ :t£iifHIil ill)
375 Shu-Tan ft. (Song Dynasty, 5R). 'Prose of the Moon Lake' (J1~lG> . in Zhongguo You); Sanwen Daxi Zhl'jiang
Juan,p.687 (i!iA. f$ . .ffii~t1:itF. tIIJnUlY-{;Itf?.z. ~fHillz.~m~)
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to it. It was recorded that the author of the travel note had an excursion to a mountain
near the town, which had a heritage building. The multi-storied building was
originally the residence of a famous calligrapher in the fourth century. The building
was then used as an elevated place from which to enjoy distant views over the scenery.
The building itself and the artificial pond, also from the fourth century, were both
adopted as tourist attractions. According to the travel note, there was an
accommodation facility for this scenic site. It was possibly supplied by the nearby
Daoist temple. Thinking that the heritage building and the pond looked weary, the
author of the travel note reported this to the head officer of the town, and soon after,
the local government had the building repaired. 376
In conclusion, many travel notes recorded how the natural landscape was enhanced
for public leisure, show that the scholar-official governments and individual officers
contributed a great deal in initiating the improvement and adaptation of scenic sites
and that they have played a very important role in leading the Nature-appreciating
fashion in Chinese society.

The collaboration of individual scholar officials,
Buddhist and Daoist monks for scenic improvement and maintenance

The facilities built in scenic areas, such as kiosks, bridges and pavilions, were
constructed of wooden beams and rafters, which were far less permanent building
materials than stone, for example. The ephemeral nature of this building material
required regular renewal of buildings and fixtures. While improved scenic areas
376 Pei·Tong !&iill(around 807), 'Travel notes of Jinting Temple, and the Reading·Pavillion with the Ink·Pond survived from Jin
Dynasty' C~91~-l!f:t~4H~fI¥tBiG) , in Zhongguo Youji Sanwen Daxi Zhejiang Juan, ed. by Zhang Chengde, and others ~~
fj\H~~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe ~~ili)l!H±, 2002) p.733-S (-l!f~X.Z~TJltW. ;l't~~Ill¥tBIEHM;lttE ....... jt;~n.:::
iF(807AD)':::~, n4S~lhtll¥tB, m.mw7./<zJftB. ~1fi.1lrifii)3S. I;.t 4S~ili.i:if.Ill¥tBm!llH!Z T!.!! *-x 0 • ...... X 0Ja:J1l!
j'i'HHlj.I~)
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needed management and maintenance daily, there was no structure to accomplish this.
This section therefore tries to identify who took responsibility for the sites'
maintenance, where did the funding and manpower come from, and what was the
benefit for those who maintained scenic areas, that is, why did they do it? The
answers to these questions are provided from various travel notes and diaries.
Records of Weiyu Hill provide a good example that fully reveals the relationship
between the local scholar and head officer, a Daoist, and scenic improvement and
public use. The travel note shows the original situation of the scenic site: 'There was a
natural cave in Weiyu Hill associated with a fairy legend, but for the lack of suitable
care, it was full of wild thorny plants and discarded rubbish.' The improvement of the
scenic area began between 1131-1162 (can not identify which year, since only the
emperor title is mentioned), when the local head officer visited there by chance and
selected a Daoist to live there in order to care for this place. The Daoist monk was
only given with a little funding to prepare offerings for gods. The Daoist excelled in
medical skill 377 which made him popular in the local area; as a result his temple was
well endowed. He used the funding to improve the buildings and built a wonderful
temple complex so that twenty years later it had become a famous tourist
destination. 378 In this case, the Daoist monk was appointed to govern the scenic area
by the government officer in order to look after the natural landscape. The fairy
legend of the cave landscape and the Daoist monk' skill at curing illness (perceived as
a talent given by god) gave a supernatural fame to the landscape and helped to boost
donations. The funding was used to improve the landscape and maintain it. The more
beautified landscape attracted more people, and the possibility of greater funding
increased, so the landscape received more maintenance and improvement, which

377 As a tradition, Oaoists usually study on medical skill. Some of the Oaoist cannons are medical theories. This tradition can be
traced back to the forth century when the famous Oaoist theory founder Gc-Hong ~m (283 ...... 363) advocated this as a basic
practice for Oaoists. '±:*;i1t±~~~*. 'irziJJj;Jitt1f, JPBIIt~~*, 12J.iJl'i1'i;t;ilf,f'
378 Xie-Ji W1l1(Song Oynasty *), 'Weiyushanguan ji' [Notes of the Monastery of Mt. Weiyul~)]lJ tlJ~ la I ~~ir~llilIl!U~
~/J~ •.l'tQtlJ)IIAjjl-s.::-t-$~)]lJtlJSll--V)C- (~3JlJtlJ~ifjij ...... m~i*~. t13~rp, ~~I1&S, ~~;t{~, ~j1;
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ultimately benefited everybody. The Daoist monk in this case in fact played his role as
a funding manager, landscape designer and also a keeper.
A case mentioned in a travel note in the eleventh century reveals how a small
Buddhist temple located in a scenic area benefited from the fame of the scenery
around it. As with many other examples, it was the local government head officer who
initiated the improvement of the scenic area and allocated a monk to stay there to
maintain it. The scenic area was a lake located in the southwest of the city, which was
originally not attractive or cared for by people. In between 1056-1063, in order to
adapt the lake as a public leisure place, the head officer Qian had the two bridges in a
corner of the lake rebuilt. The new bridge was designed particularly for supplying a
place for people to enjoy the scenery. There were also verandas, a kiosk, and an
artificial island built up near the bridge. Various flowers and trees were planted. The
kiosk was named 'Pleasure for the Mass' in order to show the purpose of this project.
The monk appointed to look after this scenic area had a temple, built near the kiosk,
which was barely a hut at first. When the project was finished, the scenery was so
attractive that people crowded here everyday, especially in spring and summer. It soon
became a very popular public leisure place. As a side effect of so many people coming
here, the monk benefited from the donated funding, and his small residence was soon
developed into a big temple. 379 This example shows the financial benefit that the
religious group which took responsibility for a scenic area could receive. The
financial benefit may have been the main reason religious groups volunteered to
maintain scenic areas.
In addition to the assignments mentioned in the last two cases, the scholar officers
also administered the monks to use the scenic resource properly, and sometimes
helped them to achieve improvements. A case revealed in a tenth century letter written
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by a scholar officer Xie Jiang to another officer Mei Diancheng, records that when he
visited the Ziyun Cave in Shitang Hill, he realized that the Daoist monk living inside
had a negative effect on the natural cave, so he commanded the local officer to build a
hut nearby to allow the Daoist to move out. 380 As pointed out, by the seventeenth
century, 'all the scenic sites in mountains have already got either Buddhist or Daoist
monasteries established there,38t, and temples and monasteries were usually located at
the spots with best views or somewhere nearby popular sightseeing journeys.
Usually the scenic areas and historic places were managed by a religious society
authorised (that is, given a licence to run a temple) by the government. All the monks
and nuns were registered and licensed by a certain bureau of the government. The
traditional religious system in China was very good for heritage conservation and
scenic site maintenance. Under this system, the funding for maintenance and
improvement was collected by the religious order through donations from the public
without burdening the government, while the manpower of daily work of maintenance
and management was provided by the order itself. The system worked thus: historic
places, natural scenic sites, and newly built facilities in scenic areas were authorised
by the government to Daoists or Buddhists to manage and maintain; the fame of the
scenery and the recreational features of a site boosted the popularity of the temple or
shrine there; the religious group raised funds through donation to support its daily
maintenance, and at the same time they also supplied accommodation and guidance
for tourists, managed and maintained the place well; when funding allowed, they
expanded the building complex and facilities within the scenic area, making more
tourist attractions. In such a system, the government, the public, the religious orders
all benefited.

380 Xie-Jiang W~(994-t 039), 'The letter to Meidiancheng aller t visited Mt. Song' ~ ~ L1J it#lljl&ilS-lS, in Selection of Historic
Travel Notes (JjJitl$ii]j!Jfip) .ed. by HeKul1lfJffR( Wuhan: Hubei People ~jI:AtfJllJhitt. /998). p.?2 (~;rj1ltL1J~~
Wo], ~Pffli;fIU;Hf-lSzm. L1J~m~, ~J:Wii1L.t.#-t:;J\lI! • ..t::(f:kWo] , ifilfntr, 7l<JjHI:l;Uf. '?":1iJ11t±m~, ~~J!t;lP..
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Besides the practical benefits of this win-win scenario and its mutually beneficial
arrangement for scenic improvement, another main reason for the collaboration
between scholars and monks in landscape improving relies on a popular phenomenon
in Chinese history that the scholar officers were usually interested in Buddhist and
Daoist Philosophies and have close friendships with some monks. This fact should be
particularly mentioned as a special cultural context of the collaboration on scenic
improvement. As revealed in the official biographies of many scholar officers, most of
them had close monk friends, with whom they sometimes travelled, perhaps
composing poetry together, and had long discussions about philosophy. Buddhist and
Daoist cannons were also popularly studied and frequently cited by the scholar
officers in their compositions. A tourist note in late Tang Dynasty (ninth to the tenth
centuries) about Tiantai Mountain mentioned an old hermit residence which had been
built near a Daoist monastery in the early ninth century by a resigned high ranking
officer who decided to become a hermit. 382 The fact that as a hermit, the officer
selected a Daoist monastery as his neighbour, rather than living an absolutely
reclusive hermit life, shows a close relationship between them. Similar records are
numerous, involving hermit huts, gardens and holiday houses which were deliberately
located near a monastery; one person even lived his hermit life directly in a monastery
which lay deep in the mountains.
Because of such close relationships and friendships, religious orders sometimes chose
to work on building kiosks and other scenic improvements in the scenic area near
their monasteries, according to the conceptual ideas of the local head officer.
A case recorded in a note about a kiosk of the late eleventh century concerns a monk
who resided in the mountains who freely constructed a kiosk, following the design of
the local head officer. The kiosk was located on top of the mountain, the choice of the

382 XU Lingfu t?<~Iff, 'Tiantaishan Ji '[Travel notes to Tiantai Mountain]7C ~ LlriC!, in Zhongguo Youjl Sanwen Daxi Zhejlang
Juan{A col/eclion a/Travel noles o/Zhejiang ProvincejepfJ/lJtiiJlI1.:J:;J:::lflPiiI:fJ. ed. by Zhang Chcngde, and others *mzf!.~
(Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe~~t±lJt\1~±, 2002). Pp.730-732 (original words5t~fila:f9pf!1!ft't, ~El~'lIfi1Jm ....... !t"P~
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head officer because it gave the best view of the whole mountain area. The kiosk
supplied a good place for having a rest, drinking and inspecting the view. As a
consequence of this project, the place became a popular excursion destination and was
enjoyed by local people, especially in spring. 383 In this case, the officer played the role
of a planner or designer, while the monk acted as builder and maintainer.
A famous prose text from the eleventh century about a kiosk in Mt. Langye written by
Ouyang Xiu, a local scholar officer, reveals that the kiosk located by a stream as the
main part of the scenic improvement was built by the monk Zhixian and then named
by the officer. He also described the beautiful scenery of the site, and the feast party
taking place there. As a popular excursion place, the site was full of visitors, who
were continuously on the path. 384
Another case recorded in the diary of a head officer of a local government in the early
eleventh century reveals how he and a religious society cooperated in scenic
improvement. The initiation of the improvement was in 1087, and included building
steps and paths up to the peak, constructing a kiosk on top of the mountain with a path
around it. Hundreds of peach trees were also planted around the kiosk. 385 It was not
mentioned who was responsible for these tasks, but from the context it seems that the
Buddhist group who resided there was in charge of improving the landscape, and that
the government collaborated with them in some way such as designing and naming.
The following spring the monks reported to the head officer that the peach trees had
bloomed and invited him to name the scenic spot. The process of naming in poetic
words was another improvement for the landscape, as a good name can express the
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scenery in a literary way, prompting more exquisite imagination and poetic feelings
for the landscape, and inspiring resonant sentiments for visitors. The diary mainly
describes the excursion of the head officer to the scenic area and how he named each
beauty spot, including natural scenery, beautified spot and historic place. The stream
valley was named 'Tolling Jade Valley' (P-%3S.¥ll~) to remind visitors that the sound of
water there was musical and lucid; the riverside building with peach trees around it
was named 'the Lowland in Centre of Peach Flowers' afl51:E~) as a historic reference
to a famous hermit story in the late fourth century; the pond where a monk saw a
mirage was named 'Golden Bridge Pond' (~m~); the three flat rocks in the pond,
slightly emerging from the water, were named 'Rocks of Fairies-meeting' (-ftfw:ti),
which inspired an idea of three fairies sitting on the rocks, playing a drifting goblet
game there. Another beauty spot was named 'the Lowland in Centre of a Woods
which Fairies were Enamored with' (~fw;I:~) to accent the scenery there. The name of
each scenic spot was in fact an advertisement slogan, revealing the character of the
scene, reminding visitors of relevant stories and suggesting a suitable leisure pattern,
praising it in a fictional way, implying an imaginary wonderland picture. While this
was good and quite enjoyable, the improvement seemed inadequate in the opinion of
the head officer. He then planned a kiosk for playing drinking games near the stream.
Cooperation between local government and religious groups in improving natural
landscapes for public leisure use was very common. There are many such cases
recorded.
In conclusion, individual scholar officers and religious orders both played very
important roles in scenic improvement and the maintenance. Usually, the religious
group who resided in a scenic area were very keen to build up their new beauty spot
and kiosks. They collaborated closely. The scholar officers, who at the same time
were literati, also played their role as planner, designer, administrator, and as literary
promoter, composing poetry and prose about the improved scenery and naming the
beauty spots. The religious orders served as the builders and managers of scenic areas,
163

maintainers, sometimes even guides for tourists and hosts to the pUblic. The
cooperation benefited and boosted the concept of scenic improvement greatly.
However, such a fashion of adapting landscape for public leisure was never
established as an institution, and the practice of scenic improvement mainly depended
on the individuals involved. The cases for scenic improvement were recorded in
poetry, prose, travel notes and biographies, but no regulations or laws for scenic
improvement were ever formally set up. This is a result of Confucian philosophy,
since Confucius insists that 'the able person on the spot is significant (other than the
regulation or job description), when the right person is in the right place, the whole
task will be benefited. 386 Thus, Confucian governments have mainly focused on
electing 'right' persons as officials rather than establishing detailed regulations, as a
result of which the local head officers have individually played a very important role
in local scenic improvement, as such scenic improvements were widely promoted and
became a fashionable pastime.

386 Dai-Sheng ~:¥:(firstC. B.C.) (ed.), 'Zhongyong', in Lljlll if} rp!llf. in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu / Jingbu/ Lil~i J'clllll'1llPJl
W~ f$/~ tfI!/~L ~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) <http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/029.htm>
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Chapter 5. Cultural values in respect of Nature
The views of Nature in Daoist thought, Buddhism and Chan, reveal the close
relationship between religious practice, landscape perception and scenery. These
philosophies are based on the observation of Nature, the experience of universal truth,
which inspires people to enjoy scenery in a meaningful and spiritual way. That Nature
was highly valued in this way strongly affected the perception of landscape, as well as
the practices of landscape improvement and upkeep of scenic sites. Other popular
systems of thought, such as ancient Nature worship and fengshui, also had their effect
on landscape improvement. It is clear that Daoism, Buddhism and other popular
beliefs were all supportive of scenic appreciation.

a. Views of Nature in mythology and Daoism
with their influence on scenic sites

While Confucianism was concerned with a social system, people existing
harmoniously with Nature, the Daoists believed in the total unity of the universe. 387 In
contrast to 'travel as a purposeful activity whose ultimate goal was the restoration of
moral and political order'; Zhuangzi presents travel as 'a liberation from the unnatural
constraints of society, a spiritualized venturing forth into the unrestricted realm of
authentic being'. If the purpose of a Confucian travel can be summed up in the ideals
of self-cultivation, the Daoist travel phrased as 'free and easy wandering' (xiaoyaoyou)
by Zhuangzi, became the bywords of all who 'sought escape from the strife of the

387 Dora P. Crouch. June G. Johnson, Traditions in Architecture: Africa. America. ASia. and Oceania (Oxford: Oxford University
Press US, 2001) p.300
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dynastic scene' .388

Mythology of shen-xian, mainly inherited in later Daoism

Mythology about shen-xian (literally means gods and immortal beings) in ancient
China existed long before Daoism, which can be traced to at least 2500 years ago.
Literature as early as the fourth century B.C., such as jiuge !L!If by Quyuan (7340278B.C.) and zhuangzi

lE-j'! by the main founder of philosophical Daosim, Zhuangzi

(369-286B.C.), describes various shen-xian who lived in the natural landscape,
enjoying their carefree immortal lives, riding clouds, driving dragons or travelling in
beautiful scenery. The literary evidence shows that shen-xian had spread widely
among the common people. This belief was inherited and developed by Zhuangzi in
his philosophy and was elaborated in religious Daoism in later centuries. Religious
Daoism combined the ancient belief of shen-xian (shen and xian, two kinds of
immortal beings) with the beliefs of philosophical Daoism. It has a system of
immortal beings in a hierarchy and also a theory about common people who are
transformed into immortal beings. Both shen-xian and Daoism were closely connected
with scenic appreciation and improvement in ancient times. The extent of these
connections will be the focus of this section.
Understanding the concept of shen-xian, especially xian, is basic and crucial. Shen is
similar to gods, who are innately powerful and immortal. But the concept of xian is
different. Xianness (immortality) may be obtained by common people, which means
that under certain conditions, common people can transform into xian (immortal
beings). As a hint, the etymology of the Chinese word 'xian' {ill (immortal beings)
reveals the approach as well as the relationship between human beings, immortal
388 Richard E. Strassberg. Inscribed Landscapes: Travel Writingfram Imperial China (Berkc]ey: University of California Press.
1994) p.21
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beings and mountains: the word is written as the character 'mountain' W with the
character 'human' A as a component to its left, which indicates that immortality is
obtainable when a man is close to a mountain; According to the book Explaining

Words written in the third century, the character 'xian' 1tlJ originally meant 'to move
into mountains', 389 which suggests that the homes of immortal beings are in the
mountains. There are three kinds of xian: sky-xian, earth-xian, and posthumous-xian.
Earth-xian lives on the earth, not going to heaven or any other world, usually
transformed from a common person who has obtained Dao. According to the Daoist
canon Xianjing, they always live in mountains which are famous for great scenery.390
The concept of earth-xian had a great influence on views on Nature and relevant
leisure activities in ancient China. It was believed that encountering an earth-xian
would benefit a person in many ways, such as long life or knowing the future, for
example. Since the mountains with great scenery are the only place where earth-xi an
can be found, people wanted to go there. Legends or literature about people
encountering shen-xian in scenic districts are numerous. Meanwhile, the natural
landscape beauty spots and the leisure facilities in sites have been commonly named
after xian, for example, 'Bridge ofXian-ren'1tlJAm is one of the most popular names,
which can be found, for example, in Penglai
fiJT~ in Hunan Province, Tian'e

*rlijt

£t* in Shandong Province, Xinhuang

in Guangxi Province and Mt. Tai gt

win

Shandong Province. On Mt. Tianping near Suzhou, a fissured boulder which recalls
the form of a robed figure bears the name 'Shadow of Xian-ren' 1LlJAW6, and an big
oblong rock on Tiger Hill outside Suzhou is labelled 'Pillow Stone' ;t.t~; names such
as 'Kiosk of Xi an Playing Chess' 1tlJlf.Jit which was constructed on a dangerous steep

389 ~IJ~~(third Century), 'Shi zhangyou'[Explaining Words for Different Ages] IftEtIJ, in Shiming [Explaining WordsJlfcBlJ/1
+1, in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jingbu Xiaoxuelei Jt~lrlijImW~.:t5/~l!ilIIJ'~~, cd. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan.
1986) <http://guji.artx.cnJArticle/I058_I06I.html>[accessed 8 Apr2008) {original words =tffii 1'?"E El {Ilh {LIl. lf1B; lfALU
-tB.

Mcjt:tl~~A?'itFilJ1B)

390 ~m(283-363), 'Lunxian' [Remarks on Xian] tM~, in Baopu:i HiNT, in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Zibu Da~iialci Jt~I~
[11 W~ .:t5/T l!il/il! ~ ~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshllgllan. 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/02.
30.hlm >[accessed 8 Apr2008] (original words t1i HtIlf'?!) ~:J:±$~JT,\/l, ilVz.;R{ilJ;r:p±~T~ ilJ.lf1zJI!l {I/J:"F ±]t;?EJI§
!I!II.,i\!l:tf' fltlHilJ. ')
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site over stilts,391 'Terrace ofXian-ren' {llJA ~, 'Peak ofXian-ren' {llJA!lJ~, 'Bridge of
Waiting for Xian'

lfIHllJtJi: were also popular and can be found all over the country. A

unique and extreme landform or extremely beautiful scenery was always described as
places belonging to xian. A flat big stone located in middle of a torrential valley
stream was said to be a place where immortal beings played drinking games. 392 In this
way, the fantastic and imaginary of the view was accentuated. A travel note in the
fifteenth century recorded a terrace on the Peak of Heng Mountain which was named
'Terrace Where Immortal Beings Congregated' ~ {LIJ ~, which suggested that the
location of the terrace and the view from it were both extraordinary. A distance of
more than a hundred kilometres could be viewed from there and the panorama of the
terrace was recorded in detail which fully showed this. 393
Daoist canons have many biographies of common people who transformed into xian
and legends of people encountering xian in the mountains. Daoism systemized the
belief of shen-xian by fabricating a system of shen-xian of various hierarchies and of
the places they live in the natural landscape: in the sea there are ten continents and
three islands where the herb for long life grows; on the land there are ten grand
dongtian WTI~ (literally means 'a cave as a world'), thirty six' small dongtian, and
seventy two fudi (blessed places ~i'iHl!!.) in the mountains. 394 All these dongtian and
fudi are real scenic places; each place has a legend of a particular person transforming
into an earth-xian there, and is usually a popular location where Daoist temples were

391 Wu Shi ~M(Ming Dynasty). 'Travel note of Wuyi'JLt5tIWlia, in Lidai YOlljl Jinghua j}jfl:lJ'JiiJi'llft. ed. by He Kui ~~
(Wuhan: Hubei Renmin ChubanshemJ~t.A.R;IiJ)~H±. 1998), pp.392-403. (original text'::::+i7. ~1tIi, t.t1.;JJJa, ll,+i7t'f.
~~,c.\Jit. 3iEl3111J~Jit •

..J:tf!JJ]i.

392 Pan Lei $*(1646.1708), 'Travel Note of Luofu Mountain'W1W¥'¥iC.. in Zhongguo Gudian Wenxuezuopin Xuandu: Gudai
Youji Xuanzhu ift 1JiIit" .d4J'C!'/!tp&.lZi~ it"1i!W1ia.lZitt. ed. by Liu Caonan )cO~fW( Shanghai: Guji Chubanshe. 1984) pp.96.
103 (original text ~ii]ift.!fr-~, ::ff~jjj!. iiJ~f,(+ A. ~~fi!~~!£. ~¥'Uf~tI?. ~:nHlJ~txz.mtl?. )
393 Qiao Yu 1f~(15Ih century), 'Travel notes of Hengshan Mountain'tHwWlia. in Lidal YOIlji Jinghua ffilelJ'JiiJ1/'.1f1. ed. by
He Kui ~~(Wuhan: Hubei Renmin Chubanshe WJ~t.A.R;l:f:l~~± • 1998) • pp.287·292 (p.287). (original text X~+t/lt'f. j,J
}U1J~. ~..J:::ff~PJ!, T;ll::lm1Xtf!JJ]iffiiJjjC/iL\~. *D!Ol'ffI!lS, ..J:~. It§jj!u;J;;:lfi]IJ.mjlf!P$*~. ~~~~i1iii, ~~tlZ.:m:. f*j
~EftDDa'::::TI.*. ffii.m,E~,a.,~ft.wR.U~WTX~.)

394 Du Guangting t!:Jt1l1(tenth Century), Dongtian Flldi Ylledllmingshan Ji [Dongtian and Blessed Fields in Mountains] IfiffA
MfitBliJiJf$LlJiiJ (Nanjing: Jiangsu Guji Chubanshe ITj1j;it"fI!l:f:l~~±. 2000) p.l (/\:ti§~Z.ift::ff+iffl'::::$, RAjj[IYr-M'l
tf!J.j,J~.A.W1.z.~, W~~z.~ •• +w~m",.W,~W,aiffl,~W,~",.W,~".~M",~R

" • .::::.~~~,:ti~.~~.a~..J:~.*wift.::ff~A&.A.~Z.+;J;;:M~,'::::+~~M~,~+=m~
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set up.
Religious Daoism is the vernacular religion of ancient China, which has deep roots in
folk culture and has had a great influence on many aspects of normal life. Lu Xun
remarked: 'All Chinese culture is rooted in Daoism,395. Belief in shen-xian was
widely accepted by people. The great landscape artist Guo Xi (1023-1085) concluded
that the reason why people have been keen to have recreation in Nature is triple fold:
the natural landscape and animals are enjoyable; mundane affairs and daily routines
are tiring; and the chance to meet immortal beings in scenery is so admirable and
precious 396 . The reason why people were always interested in natural landscapes was
somehow linked with the widely spread thoughts about seeking immortal beings and
fairyland.

The view of Nature in Daoism

Daoism deserves a special place in Chinese landscape history because of its unique
idea of Nature as a spiritual parallel world, full of fairies and eternal power, which had
significant influence on the public leisure preference for natural scenery and the
related landscape improvement, appreciation and its representation in various forms of
art. By taking Nature as an inspiring source for life, enjoyable place and suitable
setting for contemplation, Daoism is 'anarchical, mystical, antirational, experimental
and popular, venerating Nature and teaching the contemplation ofNature,.397

395 Lu Xun (1881·1936). the letter to Xu Shoushang, 20th• Aug. 1918. fl-mtE 1915 ~ 8 ~ 20 S

(~ifF~~»

1'l'%'fi=f1Jl..

I

~~~i=fmm~~tE~~. ~1JI.~~jff. ~~~~, ~$#~~~~~~~m.'

396 Guo Xi $1l1f.~(J023·108S). 'Shanshui Xun' [Theory on Landscape PaintingjliuJ<.lJII. in Llnqllan Gao:hl #Jf.lifC$. in .
Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Zibu Yishulei Xil*ll~I1!I~~~lTtfIl/~*~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. \986) <
http://www.xgb.ecnu.edu.cn/js7j/%ES%AD%90%E9%83%AS·
%E9%AD%SF%E6%99%8B%E4%BB%AS%E4%B8%8B/%E6%9E%97%E6%B3%89%E9%AB%98%E8%87%B4.htm >[acc
essed 8Apr2008j (original words.ttTZ.mWtt~Jl.J*1f. JHl~tE7 .fi:IDj'fF:J{. m'Xt9Hl!. JjHil?lT~. m1ItJf; tI!.. i{Yt~
••. m1ltmtl!.. ~.~~. mM.tI!..~~~•. ~AMm1lt~tI!. . • ~~~. ~AMm~m~~~£tI!..)
397 Andrew Boyd. Chinese architectllre and town planning (London: A. Tiranti. 1962). p.9
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Daoism is the general title for both philosophical Daoism, and religious Daoism. The
former was one of the many schools of thought which emerged in the period of
Eastern Zhou dynasty, and appeared after the sixth century RC., while the latter,
religious Daoism, was set up as a religion in the early third century A.D, taking
philosophical Daoism as its basic idea, but also integrating many other ancient and
vernacular Chinese systems of thought. Philosophical Daoism mainly depends on the
thought of Laoz

::?t:r (sixth to

the fifth century B.C.) and Zhuangzi

Et:r

(369-

286B.C.), and the schools which followed them. This school of philosophy was first
referred to as Daoism by Sima Tan i§'] Ib~ in the early Han Dynasty (around the
second century RC.), who described the six most important schools of thought since
the sixth century B.C. and said that Daoism is the best and the most complicated as it
'has the elitism of Confucianism and Moism ~*; and the key elements of Mingism

il*

and Faism

;1*%', which made Daoism 'applicable to everything,398. Before the

second century RC., Daoism used to be very popular. But after the Huainan King
Liu-An

*iWx)<IJ 3<

(179B.C.-122B.C.), who was a keen supporter of Daoism,

plotted a rebellion which failed in 122B.C. and so was killed by Emperor I-Ian-wu ;lJ(

it

*

(157B.C.-87B.C.), who 'treasured Confucianism but rejected all other

thoughts ,399, Daoism lost its position as the mainstream system of thought supported
by the central government until the Tang Dynasty, when it was once again served as
the national religion. However, in traditional China, Daoism was still the most popular
philosophy amongst those who had influence only in non-political areas.
Philosophical Daoism pays much attention to Nature, which was regarded as the
origin and source of Dao, the extreme truth of world. Its founder Laozi stated that
'humans follow the way of earth, the earth follows the way of heaven, heaven follows

398 Sima Tan i'i] ~ ~ (?-IIOB.C.), Lun Liujia Yao=hi [Comments on the Six Schools] it 7\" Ji( J! t1, in
. <http://mx.nthu.edy.tw/-ptchu/courses/xunzi/012.htm\>[accessed3Apr2007](originalkeywords:it:tlOIH~IIlz.1!, ~;g7tz.
!!l!)

399 Li Yujie "'3t~. The Characteroj the Ancient Government In China

#!~ tl1~. 2003 ) p.8 Jl'./IIs*~"'fI*
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(Taibei: Zhishufang ~nm J%tl1Mt

the way of Dao, while Dao follows the way of Nature, ,400 He also explains that 'Dao
is invisible by itself, but embodied in phenomenon of Nature' ,401 and goes one step
further saying that 'natural lives and phenomenon, are incarnations of Dao', 402
Zhuangzi even asserts that 'Dao is in ants; Dao is in weeds; Dao is in tiles and bricks;
Dao is also in excrement and urine, ,403 He takes an ant, the smallest animal, weeds,
the least valuable of plants, tiles and bricks, the most ordinary building materials as
examples to show the range of Dao : 'the biggest thing does not exhaust it, while the
smallest thing has never been excluded from it', 404 The concept of 'Dao is in
everything, not only with sages ,405 is the basic principle of Daoism, which leads to the
cosmic view that all plants, animals, mountains, rivers and so on are all valuable for
seeking for Dao, thus the basic method of improving oneself is observing Nature.
Daoism believes that although physical objects are different in their appearance, they
actually are the same at a deeper level, and they are all linked with humans in a
certain way. Zhuangzi affirms that 'the heaven and earth are born with me, while all
the objects in the world are in oneness with me' ,406 By saying this, he tries to show
that the innate characters of mankind can be found in natural objects. Guo Xiang ~B~
400 Heshanggong tiiJ 1:

*

(second Century B.c.), Lao=i Daodejing Heshanggong Zhangju [Annotate of Daodejing by
i~ :ff 'fiJ.
( Taibei: Zhonghua Shuju rp ~ l!'f ~ ,1993 )
<http://www.360doc.com/showWeb/0/0/277662.!lspx> [aecessed 3 Apr2007] (original words Ai'J;Jt!!., Jt!!.i'J;7i:, 7i:i'J;itt. itti'J;
Heshanggong]

;;g T iIJ IJI il tu1 J:.

Elft.I)
401 Laozi(sixth -fifth Century B.C.), Taishanglaojun nelguanjing [Introspection Theory of Lao=i} ;i; J:. ;;g;{! pg iA!
~.<http://www.Daoist.org.cll/iingdianlzhuyaoid/nciguanj.htm> rplJillt1~tlJ.~IMJ[accessed 3 Apr2007] (original words irVf'iiJ

J\I"

j;I;]~!;).19lz.)

402 Zhang Daoling ~IOttlljl(34-156), Lao=1 Xiang 'er=hu [Annotate of Lao=i] ;;gT1ltfJiti:. in Wenyu3nge Siku Quanshu Zibu
Daojialei X rm I~ Il!l }!f. 1t -15 / T tfjl I itt
~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986)
<http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/index-107.htm>[accessed 3 Apr2007] (original words 1:, J.ttZ.~IJi*tf!)

*

403 Zhuangzi(36913.C.-28613.C.), 'Zhibeiyou' [Travel to North] ~11~tib'1, in Zhuang=i fET. in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Zibu
Daojialei J'C rm iWl Il!l W 1t -15 1 T tfjl 1 l:t1
~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986)
<

*

http://www.ld.nbcom.netlzhuangzi/03I.htm>[aeeessed3Apr2007](originalwordsitt:t£~!k)(.itt:t£W.itt:t£][.-t.J.tt:t£liR
~)

404 Zhuangzi(369B.C.-286B.C.), 'Tiandao' [Natural Rulcs]7i:itt, in Zhuang:1 £tT. in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Zibu Daojialei
J'C ~ iWl Il!l W 1t -15 I T tfjl I J.tt
~
ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986)
<
http://www.ld.nbeom.netlzhuangzi/OJ8.htm > [aceessed 3 Apr2007] (original words T*;r-~. T/J,;r-i!1t, t&:n~~)

* ,

405 Yinxi(fiflh Century B.C.)Jttf. 'Laojun Xishengjing' [Remarks on Tao from Laozi When He Went Westj~f:tIDi1i'·~/\l!i'ti.
~ =.
Il!l. in Zhengtong Daocang (lE ~ l:t1 j~» (Taibei: Xinwenfeng trr J'C!!!\IX ~PJl 1\&. 1977) • voI.19.p.23S
<http://www.tianyabook.eom/zongjiao/daojiao/024.htm>[aceessed8Apr2008j(originalwordslt1~F~f£ilt.7.it~ \l!i':ffz.)

+

406 Zhuangzi(369B.C.-286B.C.), 'Qiwulun' [the Sameness of Everything] *~~, in Zhuang=1 £tT, in Wcnyuange Siku
Quanshu Zibu Daojialei X ~ iWlll!l }!f.:;£ -151 T il\ll itt. ~ ~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshllgllan, 1986) <
http://www.Jd.nbcom.netlzhuangzi/OIO.htm> [aecessed 3 Apr2007] (original words 7i:Jt!!..EjiltJt~, JJ~.Ejilt~-)
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(252-312), the author of Annotate of Zhuangzi

«EE ~tt»

,the most popular among

many explanatory books about Zhuangzi, explains Daoism canons, saying that objects
are 'self-born' and 'self-being,407 with Dao inside. Zhuangzi believes that the natural
disposition of natural objects directly appear as what they should be, while the innate
characters of human beings are lost in the secular world; in order to regain them,
people have to learn from Nature, that is, obtain Dao through Nature; only in this way
can people release themselves and gain eternal freedom.
Dao is not an entity, so it can not be experienced without subjective activities. It must
be approached through proper thinking as Zhuangzi asserts, 'never ask for it; never
reason it in order to get it' .408 The only method to get it is to be inspired by Nature,
observe it, brood in it.
Zhuangzi introduced the methods 'you' V!J. and 'xiaoyaoyou' ;®:l11Ubf (which literalIy
means wander about carefreely) as the way to understand Dao. In his book Zhuangzi,
the word 'you' appears 96 times: it is the most frequently occurring word. The word
'you' can be literally interpreted as 'travel' or 'wander about', which means people
should 'stroll their mind over objects,409, that is, look at and think about objects under
natural rules in order to be inspired. He advocates that 'Nature has got grand beauty
but never speaks out; the seasons have clear rules but never speak out; objects have
fixed principles but never speak OUt'410, thus Dao cannot be articulated in words; Dao
is something that exists in Nature, which can only be experienced and understood
407 Yu Kailiang ~Jf7E, Lun Iiuchao shiqi ziranshanshui zuowei duli shenmeiduixiang de xingcheng [The Emergence of Natural
Landscape as Independcnt Aesthetic Objects in liuchao Period] ~i\iM It{ M~ f't.\ rluJ< f1! 1v~:i! if! ~»t tt I¥JJfMG. Acdemic
Journal a/Peoples University a/China 'PfliAte;;J;:~~IIl, no.4. (2006)(original words '~'z.' ~~', '~.ifj:\ '~ffl\ 'ID
f't.\',

'El~',

'Ellt',

'ltt'~'~'''P)

408 Zhuangzi(369B.C.-286B.C.l, 'Qiwulun' [the Sameness of Everything] *~~, in Zhuang=1 lEr, in Wenyuange Siku
Quanshu Zibu Daojialci Jc il*I f4il1l!l $ ~ ~ / =t 1ll! lilt ~ ~. cd. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshugunn, 1986) <
http://www.ld.nbcom.netlzhuangzi/OIO.htm>[accessed 3Apr2007] (original words :f-~*, ;r-!'J(itl:)
409 Zhuangzi(369B.C.-286B.C.), 'Renjianshi' [Human life] AfiiJtli, In Zhuang:1 lET. in Wcnyuongc Siku Quanshu Zibu
Daojialei Jt il*I f4il Il!l $ ~ ~ I =t 1ll! I ilt ~ ~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) <
http://www.ld.nbcom.netlzhuangzi/OI4.htm>[lIceessed 3 Apr2007] (original words *~ ~j~·H.,)
410 Zhuangzi(369B.C.-286B.C.), 'Zhibeiyou' [Travel to North] ~n~ti»'!, in Zhuang:1 lET, in Wenyuange Siku QU!Ulshu Zibu
Daojialei Jt il*I f4il Il!l $ ~ ~ I =t 1ll! I it! ~ ~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshllgllan, 1986) <
http://www.ld.nbcom.netlzhuangzi/031.htm >[aecessed 3 Apr2007] (original words x;tl!rff*~ fiIi:f-ilr, Il!l rrHJ I1jj rJ; fiIi:f i)(,
7HP.Fff !&.j.!Jl. fiIi:f-15t l
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directly, but not taught by anyone else who has understood Dao. Because of this,
people can only obtain Dao via wandering in Nature themselves.
The method of observing Nature is described by Zhuangzi as, 'never listen with your
ear but with your heart' 411 , and 'never look only with your eyes but with your
mind,412. Try to experience Nature in a deeper sense so as to obtain Dao to a standard
that 'a clever man is not a man who can hear outside sound but rather his own inside
voice; a clear man is not a man who can see the outside world, but rather himself.'413
The philosophical notion 'you' actually contributed much to the custom of 'wandering
about in Nature'. People who followed Zhuangzi took it as a principle that strolling in
Nature, enjoying scenery, contemplating natural phenomena was the only approach to
seek for Dao. By doing so, their minds were satisfied in an aesthetic sense and their
bodies were freed from daily routine, which both benefits people themselves

In

respect oflong lives and delightfulness, the secular reflection of having Dao.
Actually Zhuangzi mentions a great number of natural landscapes in his book, such as
Mountain of Guyi tl~ ~t Z.

W,

Mountain of Kongtong

ili?l Illjill Z. W, Mountain of

Shouyang t:t~Bz. t1J, and so on41 4, as the settings for his parable stories; he also uses
terms such as 'travel joyfully like a happy bird' ~JijfiToVJf415 to describe characters in
his stories. He takes natural landscape as his favourite place, saying that, 'forest in
mountain, or field by a marshland, are the places which make me elated.'416
411 Zhuangzi(369B.C.-286B.C.). 'Zhibeiyou' [Travel to North] :J;U~ti8t. in Zhuang:f lET. in Wcnyuange Siku Quanshu Zibu
Daojialei :tc im ~ PJ1 If ~. ~ / =f all / itt ~ ~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986)
<
http://www.ld.nbcom.net/zhuangzil03I.htm > [accessed 3 Apr2007] (original words XiVi' Z \!J.l+minJTZ \!J..c.,)
412 Zhuangzi(369B.C.-286B.C.). 'Yangshengzhu' [Method in Healthy Lifel~1:3::. in Zhuang:i lEr. in Wcnyuunge Sikll
Quanshu Zibu Daojialei :tc ~ f4ij PJ1 W~ ~ I T fIll I it!: ~ ~. cd. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) <
http://www.ld.nbcom.netlzhuangzi/02S.htm>[accessed3Apr2007](originalwords~lljt.il!liTii=f\~

t:l w)
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413 Zhuangzi(369B.C.-286B.C.). 'Pianmu' [Redundancy]
in Zhuang:1 lEr. in Wenyuange Siku Qunnshu Zibu Daojialci
:tc ~ f4ij PJ1 W ~ ~ I T fIll I it!: ~ ~ • cd. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) <
http://www.ld.nbcom.netlzhuangzi/009.htm > [accessed 3 Apr2007] (original words nmlw~~~. ~flIllJt~lltJttl!.. 13~~'froB
~o :n·mWII)}l~. ~fll'ljtmtJttB.

I3miTiiB~)

414 Mountains mentioned in Zhuang:i also include MountainJuci :A~Z tlJ and Weilei -8!~Z tlJ. etc.
415 Zhuangzi(369B.C.-286B.C.), 'Zaiyou' [Seltbeing and Forgive] tf.!fl. in Zhuang:i lEr. in WenYllange Siku Quanshu Zibu
Daojialei :tc ~ f4Il PJ1 W ~ ~ I T fIll I it! ~ ~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshllgllan. 1986)
<
http://www.ld.nbcom.netlzhuangzil029.htm > [accessed 3 Apr2007]
416 Zhuangzi(369B.C.-286B.C.). 'Zhibeiyou' [Travel to North] :J;n~tiltl. in Zhuang:1 lET. in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu ZillU
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Philosophical Daoism had a revival in the fourth and fifth centuries, when educated
people adopted a fashion of experiencing Dao in the natural landscape, which was
described as 'applying metaphysics thinking to mountains and water l2J. ~ xi ili

*

'417,

which means to find metaphysical meaning in natural landscape when inspired by
philosophical Daoist canons. For example, after observing Nature, a poem was
composed that said, 'no still tree in a forest; no inactive water in a stream', which was
taken as an excellent description of Nature and a profound understanding of life by
other literati, and was reviewed by someone who said they were 'deeply inspired
every time reading it' .418 At that time the natural landscape was seen as 'not only to
delight people's emotion, but also make the world feel better' 419. People were
encouraged to take natural landscape as their leisure favourite even in preference to
musical entertainment, as a widely known poem from the fourth century says,
'musical instruments are not necessary, since mountains and water also supply
beautiful music,42o. The natural landscape thus has a very important position as a
resource of life philosophy and place for leisure.
A legend about a Daoist master painter shows how a landscape painting is not
primarily conceived of as a depiction of Nature, but rather as yet another, and even
more perfect Nature itself. In the legend, the painter entered the painting he had
created: an observer can actually stroll around the scroll just as he can in an external

*

Daojialei :se ll*1 r4il 11!1 W ~ 4'S 1 T $ 1 itt ~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) <
http://www.ld.nbcom.netJzhuangzi/03I.htm >[aecessed 3Apr2007] (original words tl!.M:!J. .ljl::tU~, {JI!~r!Xr!Xt!.)Tfii)f;!J)
417 Fang Xiaoyi 1J'J!..-, Lun Dongjin Yonghe Wenxue [ Views on Literature of Yonghe Period in Eastern Jin Dynasty] ~* 1lf
7'k~n:se~, Academic Journal of Huadongshifan University tp$filiM:k~~?-!Il, No.l( 1999)
418 Liu Yiqing ~IJ)(~(403-444), 'Wenxue' [Stories about Literature and Learningl:se~, in Shishllo Xinyu tffiJUJiili, in
Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Zibu Xiaoshuojialei :sermr4ilI1!l"~1!ITtfll/'J'~*~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan,
1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pubfgujif04-11.htm >[accessed 8Apr2008] (original words n:m:~nti'iji-, '.M:~I\'lIf,lf, )1\
XWW.. '1!7t'¥ji-, 'mil$:tA'~, ~~'ii]"1\r. fi}w;Jft:se. $I(:!11:~ljltiU~J!1g. ')
419 Liu Yiqing~IJ)(~(403-444), 'Yanyu' [Diologue] fliilttopic81, in Shishllo XinYIl UfiltPii/j, in Wenyuange Siku QUltnshu
Zibu Xiaoshuojialei :se ll*1 ~ 11!1 f!f. ~ 4'S 1 T $I'J' ~ * ~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) <
http://www.philosophyol.comfpub/gujif02-13.htm >[accessed 8 Apr2008] (original words I. iiJ 1'1'1~~}'HWlir.pfl'. P5l.S. '~r.
/If£~.A.~Jfi*, ~:!11:/3fH~WJ.

')

420 Zuo Si li:JJl.(?2S0-?30S). 'Zhaoyin' [Call on Hermits] m~1!J, in Shi [Whole Col/eclion of PoelryJi~, in Wenyuange Siku
Quanshu Jibu Zongjilei :sell*lI1!lI1!lf!f.~4'S/mtfll/.~m~/v.l(JJj ~~ *)/U< hltp://www.phi\osophyol.com/pub/guii!.iPM.Jilln>
[accessed 8 Apr2008] (original words ~~lHt~1t. tl!7lCffmiT. )
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landscape. 421

Daoist orders in scenic sites and their contribution to landscape

Religious Daoism was set up in the early third century. Daoists inherited the basic
principle of philosophical Daoism, taking the natural landscape as the setting in which
they should practice their belief. To take care of and observe the natural landscape
was taken as one of the practices of Daoism, one of the approaches to Dao. The
location of many Daoist temples and monasteries in scenic sites reveals the close
relationship of Daoists and the landscape. The earliest religious Daoist society set up
twenty four zhisuo

'fflPJT, also known as jingshi

~'][, which literally means 'quiet

space', as a place for Daoists to practice, all in the natural landscape with beautiful
scenery. Most of the later monasteries of Daoism were also built in natural scenery.
There are many Daoist orders which have been located in scenic sites renowned for
beautiful scenery for tens of centuries, such as at Mt. Longhu
Province, Mt. Wudang

ftt 3 rlJ

in Hubei Province, Mt. Qiyun

:ft mrlJ in Jiangxi

1r ~ rlJ

Province, Mt. Qingcheng 1i.:t;~ LlJ in Sichuan Province, and Mt. Wangwu

in Anhui

.:t51 Lif

in

Henan Province. Most of these scenic districts have been designated as National Parks
since 1982. Daoist philosophy was rooted in ancient Chinese rural and agrarian
experience, with its awareness of the cycles and events of Nature. Daoism sought to
furnish the way for individuals to achieve Nature's balance and order, that is, the
Dao. m Daoism does consider the Dao within Nature, nor in another world. For the
Daoists, life does not lead to another world or a world after death, but appreciates the
carefree freedom of immortal life through enjoying the extraordinary scenery of this
421 Hans-Georg Moeller, Daoism Explained: From the Dream of the Butterfly to the Fishnet Allegory (Chicago: Open Court
Publishing, 2004) p.114-6
422 Phi lip Pregill, Nancy Volkman, Landscapes in History: Design and Planning in the Eastern and Western Traditions (London:
John Wiley and Sons, 1999) pJ08
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world, which is the main way in which Daoism is different from other religions. Since
advocating the possibility that common people might transform into shen-xian, and
have a shen-xian's life in beautiful scenery, natural landscape has been highly admired.
Meanwhile, under the influence of popularly accepted shen-xiari belief and the Daoist
view of Nature, a special view of scenery has come into being in Chinese culture,
which takes the scenery as the setting for imaginary immortal beings and fairies, thus
scenery is connected with ideas of xian, Dao, long life, carefreeness, fairies, beauty
and freedom. So a beautiful scenic site was usually praised as 'a place for xian'

1liJ:!:l

in historic literature. Such a cultural perception has a big impact on attitudes to
scenery and appreciation, which have directly influenced landscape design style, taste
and practice, for example in the location of Daoist orders, the island-style landscape
design in artificial lakes, dredging projects and reservoirs, as well as in the
establishment of the Daoist system of Dongtian (cave-world) and Fudi (blessed places)
in scenic sites.
A travel note on Tiantai Mountain written in the fourth century describes the Daoist
temple there as the residence of fairies and immortals because of its celestial scenery
with buildings located in beautiful natural landscape.

423

The note reveals that the

Daoist buildings were not treated as a worship destination but rather as a decoration of
the natural scenery, a setting perceived from far away as something to prompt the
feeling that the immortals and fairies may rec1usively live there. Due to the belief in
Daoism, that Nature is the incarnation of Dao and the beauty of natural landscape is
the best of all, building Daoist temples in scenic sites has been preferred. The temple
buildings applied a sense of place to the natural landscape and thus people were
attracted by both the scenery and the imagined existence of the immortals.
Along with religious Daoism spreading and being popular all over the country since
the third century, especially during the Tang Dynasty (sixth to the ninth centuries)
423 Sun Chuo i'M!Ji(314-371). 'You Tiantaishan Fu bing Xu' [Travel note and Prose for Tiantai Mountain] iD'!:Re ulMJtF¥. in
Tiantai Shanbu Yiwen. ed. by Chen Menglei lI*~m. Gujin Tushu Jicheng Fangyu Huibian Shanchuandian ~~1.i~
i!ilU~Jili;f1i~.!.llilfW)II~Mn 123 !/if :RewtfjJ--~Jt- (Beiping: Zhonghua Shuju. 1934) vol.123
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when Daoism was promoted by the central government, scemc sites have been
explored and many Daoist temples built there. Some of these scenic sites had already
been used by individual Daoists or hermits as their practice place centuries before the
Tang Dynasty. These early individual Daoists or hermits were usually referred to as
xian or extramundane, and the relics of their residence in scenic 'sites were taken as
valuable heritage. Such scenic sites with temples and cultural relics were popular
excursion destinations in the Tang Dynasty. Many travel notes from that time mention
this. A travel note in 778 records many details of the scenic site at Tianzhu Mountain
and the temple there, which reveals not only the geography of the scenic site and the
history of the temple, but also that the temple was designed for a particular location to
benefit the scenery: in front of the temple, there was a zigzag footpath through forest
and bushes leading to the entry; the rock cliff as background could be seen from the
entry; the set of temple buildings

wen~

built on a steep slope so that it gave a sense of

the otherworldll 24 • The harmony between the human and the natural worlds and the
close relationship between Nature and architecture, as in the closely related genre of
landscape painting, combined with the spiritual ambience of peaceful contemplation
and self-cultivation, point to a Daoist inspiration behind these creations. 42s The temple
was treated not as a simple destination for pilgrims but for otherworldly sightseeing,
contemplation and inspiration.
A travel note 426 written in the ninth century records several Daoist temples set in
different scenic sites on the same mountain; each temple with its scenic site was taken
as an excursion destination. The most ancient temple had been there since the third
424 Wu Jun :lii!:~(eighth century), Tianzhushan Tianzhuguan Ji [The Travel Note ofTianzhu Mountain and Tianzhu TempleJ7i:tt
L1.l:~tt~ ic, in Zhongguo Youji Sanwen Daxi Zhejiang Juan[A collection 0/ Travel notes of Zhejiang Province] 'P f1/rJtiil/liJt;k
$lI!ilffj, ed. by Zhang Chengde, and others *~t~~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe 4S#!fI±l'tfH±, 2002). pp. 737-739 (original
words El~t'i.$II, $1Jl~-t-.!lL Jf~ffiiiW, ...... lill~fJj'!ll. ~iI'l!TiV, f.g.'*~tiJ1~, ffii~;@,'.ll$~. 'f;l!,HR1ftR, flti.t31
}K, 7Hl1tril1li±$llJt~€IJ~~'fa. IUltm~jijtte, lZili1WJ2E, :tJ7i:ttz.~ ....... j;:JJJ-t-.;::1¥(778), I'j=lffi:i1i±iilz... )
425 Maggi Keswick, The Chinese Garden: History, Art and Architecture (New York: SI. Martin's Press, 1986)
426 Xu Lingfu ~~Jf.f, 'Tiantaishan Ji '[Travel notes to Tiantai MountainJ7i:~LlJiil, in Zhongguo Youj; Sanwen Daxi Zhejiang
Juan[A collection a/Travel notes o/Zhejiang Province] rp/J1/litiillJtx;k$lI!ilItJ, cd. by Zhang Chengde, and others *~t\t!~
(Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe 4S#!fI±l~U, 2002). Pp.730-732 (original words 7i:S~:t£!Ut-t- JUIL LlJ~wHa;{jJ,*r. IS
(OO~£» ii;, :lii!::E?~iJt:tJ1HIJ~m€'J. :IIlm~JIi, ~t~!HwJi;, *~tltifnl, ~~ttt~m*. 7i:S~~-lIl., iWWt*:7tJri
1¥9=t(424-453)~nilrll~fr ~.u:1I;{jJ;;'f. ~liU1f mt1ii~, *1frJi. rJii'± m~~.;::#, ~i'At1l;(fj. ~l.lpm::lfUt=~(708)
m.-a:~fi!\1!;!3T~~3i~. )
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century, with the best scenery on the mountain, located near a rock cave and a cliff
with trees which looked like a green screen. Another temple had been there since the
fifth century, near a cascade. A later temple was set there in 708, with stream, wells,
cascades and a farmed field in front. Although this scenery was a hybrid of natural
and rustic landscape, it still gave visitors a heavenly sense according to the travel note.
A travel note of the early twelfth century reveals the process through which the kiosk
on top of a perilous peak (Jiugu Peak on Kuocang Mountain) was built and rebuilt
over a period of more than 60 years. Many people contributed to the work. First, in
around 1064, the head officer of Jianchuan had a kiosk built on the highest spot,
which had been appreciated as the best scenic spot of the whole Kuocang mountain
area. The kiosk not only offered a resting place, but also adapted the natural landscape
to be a civilized leisure place and thus attracted more visitors. Later, during 1094·
1097, a local man Yuan Xizhong, and then during 1102·1106 other locals, maintained
or rebuilt the kiosk. In 1124, a new head officer, Yao, rebuilt the kiosk again when it
was dilapidated. 427 As expressed in the travel note: 'staying there reveals the feeling
of an immortal being, who stands high in the air enjoying riding the wind; the place
seems only to belong to immortal, and not to be real at all' ,428 The dangerous steep
site was imaginatively connected with a fairyland, thus in order to accentuate this
feeling and suggest it to others, an artificial construction was a necessary: The
contrast between the precipitous steep site and the building made the scenery more
dramatic and surreal. Only when it had a kiosk at this difficult dangerous spot, could
the landscape be perceived in a way that was full of wild imagination.
This travel note also describes in full detail the scenic views that could be seen from

427 Zhuang Zhou p,(JEt(Song Dynasty), 'Prose of the Pavilion on Top of Kuocang Mountain't5:tt1!liltffla, in Kuocangshanbu
l'/wen, ed. by Chen Menglei Il*~flt, Gujin Tushu Jicheng Fangyu Huibian Shanchuandian tt~i!i4-fjjJJl!#!Iit;7J1l11J//ltiJJ//jIq
J/T-§:::.-t-1'!!JJftiJiJIJ..-IiX-(Beiping: Zhonghua Shuju, 1934) vol.l20 (original text~tl)ll-$-j·IH.ll:~:f1JjljLl!, if •• Jlj;J
t5:tt~~~. tlEfrii]lIiA~~fljl, JHl~'Trii]I5A\lHtttF. *lIffi~T9H1.!ll@lffii~llX.

l'ttt.;{!jJJ)(l., 1I~~{g. '73tti~~!1!1ftJHlt. *JL~h1G.

1firiUI!(.

fl~mIElhl.

E=.nt11H'·ljlP.
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428 Zhuang Zhou JWJEt(Song Dynasty), 'Prose of the Pavilion on Top of Kuocang Mountain'~:tt1ililtffia" in Kuocangshanbu
Yiwen, ed. by Chen Menglei Il*~flt, Gujin Tushu Jicheng Fangyu Huibian Shanchuandian tj::Jti!:i4-ili~HI~J&1i"'fl.!i\1iLlJ)IIA
~-E=-t!{HnfLl!$--VX-(Beiping: Zhonghua Shuju, 1934) vol.l20 (original text ~11U!i$. ;ttt.;{!jJ,IXI.. 1I~~ti?)
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the kiosk. The wonderful view from a distance of the whole mountain with the kiosk
on top was described with enthusiasm. These poetic descriptions illustrate the
comprehensive relationship between the kiosk and the natural landscape: the kiosk
became a part of the scenery, not an added facility for rest. It marked the wilderness as
a civilized scenic attraction, hinted at the existence of immortal beings in this scenic
area, and prompted the imagination of it as a fairyland. The kiosk was not only for
rest or for viewing scenery, but also for enjoying and experiencing an immortal
feeling and indulging in imagining the life of a fairyland. The kiosk on the peak of a
mountain viewed from a distance not only marked the beauty spot and scenic views
there, but also suggested an imaginary wonderland which was different from the daily
world.
Confucius and Zhuangzi both relied on 'myths of a golden age in antiquity' and saw
travel as facilitating a return to original human nature,429 so recommended travel in
Nature, especially preferred the scenery with cultural relics. Usually, historic heritage
in scenic areas was looked after by the Daoist orders. In some cases, an ancient villa
or hermit's hut was occupied or taken care of by Daoists; such antiques were usually
taken by visitors as an attraction. A travel note made in the Tang dynasty recorded that
a Daoist monk applied to the emperor in 507 A.D to build his monastery in a
mountain at the site of a previous residence of a famous calligrapher of the fourth
century. The remains of the old residence were conserved in the temple. The study
building of the old residence was in the northwest of the monastery. The square pond
was northeast of the main hall of the monastery. Although the pond was not aligned
with the axis of the temple, it was still well conserved. 430
The religious orders which were established in scenic areas also supplied

429 Richard E. Strassberg, Inscribed Landscapes: Travel Writing from Imperial China (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1994) p.21

430 Pei Tong (Tang dynasty) f.!f, lIIlm, Travel Notes about the Study Building and Pond in Jinting Temple
l!~iiD

, in

<~8l~'ll£~~~

Zhongguo Youji Sanwen Daxi Zhejiang Juan, ed. by Zhang Chengde, and others *mttt!~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai
Chubanshe~~t±lIltH±, 2002) P733-735 i¥i*71<~:h.1f, J:ll±~fS3imi'ili*~~1i'i, TJltLil~~8l~, iE~£~Z~, ~
~~tE~ZIDi~tti, -rii]ffiIIllH4~m, i¥liPJ=3t~r. l!~tE:7C.~*~t~jL :nPJ~, r-~PJ1i+R~r.
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accommodation for tourists. Sometimes the monks even served as tourist guides. For
,

example, a travel note from the seventeenth century reveals that when the author
climbed a hill on Qiyun Mountain, a Daoist guided him to many beauty spotS. 431
Daoism stresses the insignificance of the human presence in the vastness of the
cosmos. 432 Such philosophical interest in Nature could have contributed to the concept
in landscape painting, since in a Chinese landscape painting, the landscape does not
play the part of a background against which a human event takes place; man is
reduced to a very small element, while Nature is the real subject and focuse. 433

Cave-world thought and the system of scenic landscape in Daoism

The natural cave was admired and is frequently mentioned in travel notes. They were
appreciated for their mysterious beauty, unusual shape and for the special acoustic
effect of the water dripping over stone inside the cave. The various shapes of stones
were always admired by the ancient Chinese, as in the gardens where they were
sometimes displayed. A story from the early twelfth century about an artist showing
great respect for an unusually shaped natural stone by calling it 'big brother' and
bowing to it434 has been so familair to later literati that it has been frequently cited in
subsequent literature and has been represented many times in paintings435 • Stones in

431 Cheng Jiasui(1565-1643)(~)~tH.it, 'Travel Notes of Visiting Mt. Qiyun and the Tiger Cliff' (W11r~~7(nJJHj~iG) • in
Collection of Short Prose of Late Ming dynasty (~Ij/j'::::TJi(1\JlJ). ed. Shi Zhecun MBmfll:liU. (Shanghai: Shanghai shudian
.t_~r.!i. 1984). p.208. ~}'B'j£(1565-l643)W11r~I¥J7(nJJl:~Rt,~~fl:l!±*#lifl!,:tt.El.j,j{tl!.if1 rm/j"£~z.Il'tJ
432 Patricia Buckley Ebrey, Kwang-ching Liu, Cambridge illustrated history of China (Cambridge University Press, 1996) p.162
433 Ulrich Libbrecht, Within the Four Seas: Introduction to Comparative Philosophy (Peeters Publishers, 2007) p.566-7
434 Anon. 'Biography of Mi Fu' *1!'f~, in Songshi .!I!J1:, ed. by Tuotuo, and others. in Wenyuange Si/cu Quanshu xlJf/JKJJ!IlJt
~1!. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) (original text*1tl:**~~fii](ll04-1106)*'ItT~UXj,j~. 'xj,j1+lrtl
1f§:E,~~Il.11H\!.*~El:'JIt)EI2J.!:~HH.f·,A«*U-fZ..IP1Z.h5L ••
435 The story has been popularly taken as theme of paintings in later history. The most famous paintings involved include
Midianbaishi. by Wuwei in Ming Dynasty p~ft:!}J;~1¥J (N!1iJm:fir/*~ff:E) (~m.t7lil'fII1~t1l). Midian Baishitu, by Chen
Hongshou in Ming Dynasty IJJjftl9J;#H~ (*~ff1=im». Baishi Tu. by Ren Xion in Qing Dynastyjj!jft1:fll~1¥J (ff:Pl¥J) (~
m~tJj{M!:1!'fII111iJI\It), and the one in modern times by Zhang Daqian ft**f O{~~ff:POO» .
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caves were described in travel notes showing that, 'rocks look like they have been cut
by cleaver and piled up; some strange ones look like arms reaching out, or columns
hanging down,436; 'they look like beasts ready to jump and fight,437. The sky seen
through holes or cavities in stone has also been keenly appreciated and described. In
addition to strangely shaped stones, caves were also renowned for water in various
forms, such as springs which 'look like a hanging cloth or a long thread; some
sprinkle and dribble, some splash and flOW,438, and streams along the tunnel cave
which were suitable for boating 439 . Various sounds have also been enjoyed and
recorded, for example the special sounds of stones which, when knocked, sounded
like bells, brass gongs or drums, and the acoustic effect inside the cave when people
sing. 44o
Some caves have been taken as historic sites because they were used by early hermits
as natural places in which they might dwell. Many travel notes recorded that people
visited such caves for this reason. For example, a travel note in the eleventh century
mentioned visiting a cave which used to be the place where a Daoist hermit wrote
books in the· early eighth century441, and another travel note in the eleventh century
mentioned that the cave where a hermit of the sixth century taught his disciples had
436 Bai Juyi Sm~(772-846), ' Foreword of Poems for Sanyou Cave'EilJJfoJ~, in Zhongguo YOllj; Sanwen Daxl Zhejiang
ed. by Zhang Chengde, and others *AlGfAl~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe -tS#v:t:I:\l\!ii.fi, 2002) pp.38-39. (original text:W
9i!.1i, ~U1Uu~tl, :It't!:#~Il~I1lf. ~~~.
437 Luo Oajing ~*~(l3th century), 'Travel Notes of Caves in Guilin and Rongzhou'ilJJtE**Ea11ltfl'l:tffoJ. (original text ~~
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438 Bai Juyi

)

Sm~(772-846),

' Foreword of Poems for Sanyou Cave'Ei&t;fnJfTl. ppJ8-39 (original text ~.m.*,

:It.:#~ ••. ~~M •• ~~ • • ,M~A., m*1iW~.~~

~Il~:lznif§,
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439 Luo Oltiing ~*t}(l3th century), 'Travel Notes of Caves in Guilin and Rongzhou'ilhtE**Ea11ltHI:tfifoJ, (original text rpHllm!fA. I29IEJ~tmt~ta/j,:l'1. *:kIl~:ltJ:. 1flr~lillilJA, ~mtmHr, *mX~. )
440 Liu Oakui ~lj*!l!1(1698-1779), 'Travel Note of Sanyou CavdiJ'fEilhifoJiC, in Lidai YOIljl Shangxl JJjftlJtii3:Jf1Jf. ed.by
Literature Department of Shandong Shifan University (Beijing: Mingtian Chubanshe, 1985) pp329-338 (original text ~:fii1i1J'fJ
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441 Xie Jiang

'The Letter to Mei-Diancheng after Travel in Songshan Mountain' Wf:i: llJ ~i'fUl!iB~, in
Shanchuandian ~Jti!i~ilm#!AlGI1J~
Zhonghua Shuju, 1934) vol.58 <
http://140.l26.30.5Ibookc/ttsdbookexe?l;17425;10;;;I@@13406> [accessed 19 Mar 2007] (original text tQ:fi1lt~~~i1i1J, liP
ffll~n~~~~m. ~{Ml~. ID~~J::#-tJ\.!!'. J:~*i1i1J. Wi~na. **t:I:\~. )
W~(994-1039),

Songshanbu Ylwen, ed. by Ch en Menglei 19j;~., Gujin Tushu Jicheng Fangyu Huibian
• ~ I ~ )11 :P4 I 1Il 1i. -t- J\. !{j; I !i: ~ ffll I .. ::le - (Beiping:
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become an attractive spot in the local scenery.442
The cultural reason for caves being liked by the ancient Chinese can be traced to the
influence of Daoism. Caves were seen in the Daoist view as dongtian (literally means
cave-world) which means a cave as a world, where immortal beings live. According to
Daoist canons, there are ten grand dongtian and 36 smaller ones which were all real
places in the mountains. 443 The concept dongtian was not much explained, but all the
dongtian places were listed in full detail, such as the name of the cave, the mountain
and the county where it was located, the name of the immortal being who reigns there
and the title of the cave-world. This Daoist belief has been generally accepted by the
common people and so caves have also been seen as the location of fairyland, where
an invisible immortal world might exist. The first mention of the full system of
dongtian can be traced to the fourth century in Daoist canon. 444 Maps and drawings of
dongtian places were recorded in the seventh century but do not survive, except for a
preface mentioning the names and concise descriptions of these sites. 445 In the tenth
century the system of 10 grand dongtian, 36 small dongtian and 72 blessed places was
recorded again but slightly differently from the previous record, as some different
caves and mountains were listed. 446 Nearly all these listed caves are real places, but
why they were listed in the Daoist system and the reason for the order of the list is not
clear. Some of the places where dongtian are located are famous scenic sites now and
442 Chen Liang 1lJl;~(Song Dynasty). 'Travel Note of Be ish an Mountain and Puji Temple'~~ w'ttb'fl;'tlG. p.8l4 (original text ~
xIJ1j!:~'F}'t:trm~~~~LlJ ....... t;!iIfi~.!5. ~i1i'A±$JAZ~. !5rfli~. I2iII<J.~vt45zjlt. [j<;,JJjt\if. (1046). W~
ilriq:!I3~·~Il!5·'=:§¥. ~lff1i)

443 The concept became systematic in the Tang Dynasty and after. recorded in: Sima Chengzhen ~ ~,if(19t(647-735). 'The Map
of Heaven and Earth·;iC±lB1rJf.JOO. in Yunji Qiqian ifJ(-t1ff wol.27, in Daozang Yaoji Xuankan (iliillJHlIJaf1j) m1 M.
(Shanghai: Guji Chubanshe, 1989) pp.200-201 (original text +:kWol;iC:tf. ~:k±t!l.~ LlJZrilJ. ;/!...t;iCiIUf1liJtJE71.lZIYT .......
.=:+t\~M;iC~.~wZ~. ~...t~IYTtJE71.lZ~&.)

Du Guangting l±:l't.n(tenth century). 'Dongtian Fudi in Mountains'M7i:t/ilJt!!ffi~~ WlG·rr; (Nanjing: Jiangsu Guji Chubanshe
text'=:+i\lfIil~'jjIJ1fSJHil~~111J1r~ . .'±1!iJW:fIil. ;!!!!.;l1};?E1:. ~i9iJ{.ffr~. 1W:E
IYTJ.!'. )
444 The term of Dongtian was first used in Dongjin Dynasty(3l7-420).'=:+t\lfIil7i:-liiJ. Ml,W, f*H ...tm~Jtt45. (lt~·m
fljl~» ~: ':k~Z~. rf±lB~ZlfIil~=:+t\IYT. '*fi'il~ (iliJ1E~) (t.Iffl~*ff...tm~·1wA*~'. ~~ (lt~) §lIJ
*) JV!?tl+:kLlJlfIillit1jjJltffi}.\tli¥Ji-:klflil;iC
445 Sima Chengzhen ~ !lJ,if(19t(647-735), 'The Map of Heaven and Earth'kfill tnf.fOO. in Yunji Qiqian ifJ(-t1ff vo1.27. in
Daozang Yaoji Xuankan (iHuiOH&JafIJ> ~ 1 M, (Shanghai: Guji Chubanshe, 1989)
446 Du Guangting tB'tB!(tenth Century), Dongtian Fudi Yuedumingshan Ji [Donglian and Blessed Fields in Mountains} l/i#x
lEillJliilJf15 liJiiJ (Nanjing: Jiangsu Guji Chubanshe IT9.i:'i!ifl! tfJ~U, 2000)
IT9.i:iititfJIlIU±. 2000) p.l (original
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have been designated as National Parks, such as Mt. Wangwu, where 'the First CaveWorld' of Ten Grand Dongtian is located; but some have been encroached upon by
residential development and lost their scenery, for example at Mt. Weiyu, where 'the
Second Cave-World' ofTen Grand Dongtian is located.
According to the Daoist canon, the caves were recorded with a perimeter of several
thousand li (each 1i equals about half a kilometre) or even tens of thousands li, but
some of the real places are only several metres width and depth. This reveals the
hutian ~x belief of Daoism: a whole world can be concealed in a small pOt. 447 This
thought has been widely accepted by the public and has been frequently cited in
poetry.448 It is similar to the thought, 'a seed contains a whole university' in Buddhism.
Such ideas can be traced in descriptions in literature as early as the fourth century B.C;
for example, 'a cup of water is the sea for a small seed floating on as a boat,449, and
the view of the landscape as seen from the sky by gods and immortal beings, which
was described in a poem as 'the sea is a footprint filled with water, and the mountains
are only anthills' 450. Imagination is focused on an analogy which recognizes
landscapes at different scales, so that a cave can be imagined as a big Daoist space
invisible to common people, increasing its mystery and appeal. Cave-world thought
reveals ideas about the truth, illusion and perception, as expressed by Zhuangzi in his
famous allegory that he dreamt of himself transforming into a butterfly; when he
woke up, he wondered whether he was not awake, but was only dreaming of the
butterfly.451 This story raised the issue, what is reality or illusion? Thoughts of
447 Hou Zhongyi {$i;.~J(., History ofAncient Chinese Novels r:?l1l/xi1r1,ih!Jl:fA, (Bi"jing: Bcijing University Press ~t;ijt*!'F
tl:l11&~±, 1993) p.88 ~1jI{tiJ{~<p (~~fU ~J;£, ~~;f"",,1It;@;-~~:DHIU:, BAz.f§, ~$I(~JE.~tA~<p, AJt~n
PME. 1Il*J%IM~J:£z. ... " .. (~~) ijf*J%S: '~IlP£~WtAjE!f1lt1, ~1lPf\l!~~Wt. !1:l~fflA.
MJE./F:!ttBA. fl',tAz.f§, /F!i.!X!.~. m.!X!.~~lif5, 1ltnr~i!., Jn~ti.tl#j~·fi+A.

'*miJl:~i1f:tJi.l\,

448 For example, poem of 'The journey back to myoid residence in Shimen' by Li Bai, and the poem'For the Taoist Zhong
Anji' by Li Zhong, both ofTang dynasty. !i!f·*S CF3t !815' 1'1 Ism»: 'foJ~~Jil!iMlt1~. ~<pjJIJ1f B J'l~. '!i!f'*<P (~
1lt1i;a&ilt;f»:

·~<PBJ'lfH.'lli. ~?I-~~A~m.

'

449 Xiaoyaoyou, by Zhuangzi, and Xiaoyanfu, by Song Vu. J.t T~lJjJl!Hlh.
(tj\~M»: 'tfT~tm~:tJ~, tftlmm~:tJ;/IT,

rHM:lPf*f-7.K!f1,

'~*f-7.K T~:l!Z...t.

jj!1J:J't:tJZ.:itt'.

:IIIt**31~

~t=§¥lIi'z.¥Milf.'

450 Guo Pu $!l~(276-324), Poem Series of Youxian (WfHtiJi.i'f) , the nineth 1911Z. 9,< http://data.jxwmw.cn/index.php?docview-31030> original text: *Wib'/4!;W. :f4fW~i~~. JI9!~31i!H{ • ./I'jl4:~1llWtf. fHlJtt;lMI!1l. f!1.~*~m. M~~$.
~.~.~R~ •••• ~~.JE..~~H.*¥lIi'K.~. &~~.~.~~.~<P • • R+A ••

451 Du Baorui tt{!iHffiI,

The Philosophy of Zhuang=1 IE!iJJnJl: IE-rt!l!'f: (Taibei:
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Wunan liJfJililitl:ll1&, 2007) p.81 (J.t

difference in time, that 'one day in heaven is one hundred years in mundane world', is
also a part of the Daoist cave-world thought which needs to be mentioned here. A text
written in the fifth century talks about a legend of a woodcutter who watched two
boys playing chess for a while in Mt. Shishi (which literally means 'Room-like Stone
Cave') ~ ~ LU in Quzhou f~ :1+1, Zhejiang Province. When he returned home, he
found decades had passed and the wooden handle of his axe had rotted: he realized he
had encountered immortal beings. 452 People were so familiar with this legend that
Chinese chess has a nickname, 'rotten axe handle' :J:~1iiJ. This name is still widely
used today especially in Japan, where this term is usually written on fans by
calligraphers as presents for chess lovers. The belief that immortal beings can be
encountered occasionally in scenic areas was generally accepted. Thus, the natural
cave in the mountains was a Daoist 'big world', where immortal beings live, and has
been a mysterious attraction for both Daoists and for ordinary people.

The image of wonderland in mythology and Daoism as the influence
of the island-style paradigm in scenic improvement

There are two main landscape settings for mythology in ancient Chinese literature:
one is Mt. Kunlun, surrounded by broad rivers that nothing could float on, which was
believed to be the high mountain where immortal beings lived; the other comprises
the several islands in the Eastern Sea called Daiyu, Yuanqiao, Fanghu (sometimes as
Fangzhang and Huliang), Yingzhou and Penglai,453 where the fairy world exists, with

'T'*~~»:
~.mJ~7

tr1!fa:.mJ~~!kM~, ~~t?\~~-tB, :f~n.mJ-tB. ~t?\:!.\t, JjlIJ~~t?\.mJ-tB. :f~n.mJ:t~jJ~tIt~?

tMtIt:t

452 Li Daoyuan 8ii~lltjG(466-527), Shuijing::hu (7}(iUtJ. HIl11f-~4.:EJllil¥Jti!\~Jtl1=i~t.l.JfJX~, .w.=j!'T'"Ff'Illtft, {it!
1lT-~AA!fj. -.fijJ *lR , it'Tx-t-tmiJt, 1fF1¥J1f.flJi~7 • .:EJlli§JJ~HlfLtirlBi17!/&-t-iF.
453 Fan Ye mll1l'. 'Biography of Banbiao', in Official His/ory of Houhan, vo1.40. m&1Hflm-t-1:. m~7'Uf~, ~.:::-t- 1:
<http://win.mofcom.gov.cn/booklhtmfile/30/sI1536_16.htm>7'U'TEl: '~J:j:l1f:flllt.I.J, -Elta~, =Elllllijf, ':::El1J~, Im
El_", EEl~ •• ·X~_"~~.:t~~jJ~.,1J~,1fIl1~1J~.~ •• ~~~~~~ • •&.
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immortal beings and herbs that give immortalilty.454 The mythological imagery of
these settings played a very important role in the design of landscapes and gardens.
Such beliefs prevailed from as early as the fourth century BC,455 and have continued
in the popular imagination since then.
From the late third century BC, powerful emperors like Qinshihuang (259-210 BC)
and Hanwu (156-87 BC), made artificial islands which created substitutes for the
wonderland in sea they failed to find in reality.456 There were five or six named
islands in mythology; the most popular ones were Penglai and Yingzhou. Emperor
Qinshihuang made an artificial pond in Lanchi Palace with water channelled from the
Wei River; two islands were created in it and named as Penglai and Yingzhou,
representing the two fairy islands of the ancient myth. 457 The Hanwu Emperor also
made an artificial lake with four islands, Penglai, Fangzhang, Yingzhou and
Huliang. 458 These fashions were very widely followed, not only in later royal
gardens 459 of various dynasties but also in scenic improvement of the natural
landscape for ordinary people. The Northern Sea Park in Beijing, a royal garden from
the thirteenth century, has an island representing Penglai, and the artificial Middle and
Southern Sea both also have an island representing a fairy one in the centre (FigS. I,
5.2). Kunming Lake in Yiheyuan Garden also has islands or pavilions in the centre of

the lake representing the three fairy islands (Fig5.3_5.6)460.
454 Fan Ye m:~ (398-445), 'Biography of Banbiao', in Official History 0/ Houhan, vo1.40. m~ .:j=S!fi:[1!l+..t, $1M7tli1i, m.:::
T..t <htt!l:lIwin.mofcom.gov.cn/booklhtmfilc/30/sll 536 16.htm> .5I!iaS: 'i'fIj:t:flI\lLil, 11~.A.:;r-~E~tEm. '
455 Xitai Qing, History of Taoism ~I»ilu!fj; (Chengdu: Sichuan renmin [1!l)II.A.~tl:\I\tH±. 1988) vol.!, p.60 (l'ftm\iiD *n
(.5I!ia»

t:fia~, *.IlllG£Ai'fIj:~fllJ

456Zhou Weiquan Ji§jtittll., Chinese Classic Garden History ~f1¥'i!iAfJjj#j; (Beijing: Qinghua University m:lf'*~tf.ll\titt,
1999) p.45-46
457Zhou Weiquan ffiJ Httll., Chinese Classic Garden His/ory 4'I»'i!iA/lfI#Jt: (Beijing: Qinghua University m:lf' *~! ilillN tt,
1999) p.4S $!ltl.li!.tE'~l't!liI'ijlm7.l<1ul't!l. lJt)l, •

«JJjf~~J3(ia·;;X;t:f-»)

458 Sima Qian, 'Biography 0 fXiaoWu Emperor ofHan Dynasty', in Shiji.
T~~' ~S~Ml't!l. t:f~JI.,~~,.~,

• • •i'fIj:t:fMLil.

(.5I!ia·i¥:Jit*~cJ~: ·;l"t~tm*l't!l.

i$iittli=

_a~~.'

. 459 for example, Xuanwu Emperor (483-5 I 5) of Northem Wei had a lake dug in his royal garden Hualinyun, with Penglai Island
inside and the 'Pavilion of Immortal Being' built on; Emoeror Suiyangdi (569-618) had a lake dug in his royal garden Xiyuan,
with three islands inside to imitate the fairy islands; Emperor Songhuizong (l082-1135) had a waterside building in his garden
Genyue named after the fairy islands; Emperor Songgaozong (1107-1187) had three islands built in his Deshou Palace Garden;
Emperor Yuanshizu (1215-1294) built Penglai Island in Xiyuan Garden in Beijing; and the later Ming and Qing Dynasties had
the royal garden with three islands in three lakes to imitate fairy islands.
460 Duan Baolin f.lt3i~. JiangRong n:m. Landscape a/China t.1J*~m (Beijing: Beijing University ;jtJ3(*~tl:\IlNU.
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Figun' 5. 1 The Northern Sea roya l gardcn frolTl
13 th ('rntllry, Beijing. h:IS an island
representing Penglai (so un:e: Beijing Tourist
Burellu)
t11(~

Figurc 5.3 the bird eyc view of KlInming
Lake, Beijing (sourn': Beijing Tourist
Burellu)
.

Figure 5.2 'I'll(' Shll iy unxi e PlIvilion ill
i\1iddl(~ Sl'a roy:1I garden from th e
(,l~ntllry,

Beijing, rrprcsenl'ing
(source: Beijing 'Tourist Bureau)

ut"

P{'nglai

Figure 5.4 view of th e island in centre
of I<.mmin g Lake, Beijing (so 11 \"l' l':
Beijing Tourist BurclIII)
Figure 5.5 the artificial island Little
Yingzhou in the W('~t Lakr V1JmJ+~~ii.
J/a ng1. hou , Zhl~j ia ng provinl'e (sourC{':
1I:lI1g1.ho ll Tourist BurclIII)

Figure 5.6 onc of the Eight Landsca pc
Snml's of Yanjing. paint.in g in 15'"
('rnl'ury, by WlIug Ba. 11 illustratiug a
kiosl( in waleI' cenln', collcl'lion of Ih('
MuseulTI of the Capita l. Beijing
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The names of places in mythology were also frequently mentioned in literature to
describe scenery, which sho'Ys their popularity. For example, a fast flowing river was
described in a poem of the eighth century: ' it must have burst from the Kunlun
Mountain' 461, describing the torrential river pouring down from a high location.
Another poem describes the huge waves in the sea as, 'white waves as high as
mountains, seem likely to collapse the island of Peng_Hu ,462 where the immortal live .
. Gradually, the image of an isolated island in the centre of a body of water became a
landscape archetype that represented the ideal world, a place where no one need
worry about their livelihood and where they might enjoy scenery and leisure all the
time (Fig 5.7) .

Figurc 5.7 kios k ill wlltCI' ccntre, "Vest
Ga r dcn, Suzhou, .Jiangs u provincc i)j:1+1
VIi VU ¥M ,L.' J.)~ (source: SlIzholl Tourist
Bureau)

Belief in shen-xian has also influenced fashions in landscape design in other respects,
such as storied buildings and artificial ponds with islands in the centre. It was believed
that 'xian favours living in storied pavilions' in the first century RC. , when the
Emperor Han-wu had such building built in his garden in the capital city in order to
attract shen-xian. 463
Although the artificial islands were designed to represent the fairy islands, there is no

461 Li Bai '*8(701 -762). · Gongwudllhe · 0 7C~ ¥iiJ . in Quanlangshi [Poelry in Tang Dynas fy} 1£Jf!Jif}i, voL1 9-2. in WcnYllangc
Sikll QlIanshll Jibll Zongjilci )( iI*IlilItm f1f.::€: ~ I #! Hil/,~ ~ ~. ed. by JiYlln (Taibei : ShangwlI Yinshllgllan, 1986)
< htlp :llwww. phil osop hyoLco m/pllb/guji/qts_0019 . htm > [accessed8Ap r2008]

(or i g in a lwo rd s~¥iiJIDH~tIHM?:.Il@~ Jj .\f!fft!Il

fti'l)
462 Li Bai '* 8(701-762). 'GlIyousllos ixi ng·ii1iffrJiMi'. in Quantangshi [Poelry in Tang Dynasry} 1£Jf!J if}i, voL163-16, in
Wenyuange Siku Quanshll Jibll Zongjilei )(iI*I lilItmf1f.::€:~/~H!Il/,~#!~. cd. by Jiyun (Taibei : ShangwlI Yinshllgllan. 1986) <
http ://www. philosophyoLcom/pllb/gllji/qts_0 163.htm >[accessed 8 Apr2008] (original words #if~$;RJXI. . 8~~ LiliilHIBil)
463 Sima Qian 'i'iJ !bif(135B .C. -90B .C.). 'WlIdi Benji' [Biography of HanwlIdi]. in Shiji [Hislory}.sl!ii1, (~tJj(: 9~ f~1~
)lij. 1959) vol.4. p.1400 (original words 01tM~X1Jitml!l. ·4- II~jrfllJ~~. :lmt!)l~. 'l!( )Ji1i J!t. tt\lA1i:IlJ3&iE. llfllJA~H~

m' :

T;Ii!:Jitmr~tE*3i: · tF Mlltt ~. 1:UUiJtF ~M~~,

··· .. · ~j{H~fllJtt\lAZ.JI)i·)
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detailed information ~bout those; the image of an isolated island in centre of a body of
water was the only source for the typology, and the detailed design of the islands
appears to have been left to the fashion of the times or the taste of the men in charge.
The pattern of an artificial lake with one or more islands in it, or of a natural lake with
one artificial island, or the development of as a scenic spot on a natural island already
present in a lake was very popular and there are many examples.
This island image seems have evolved into a subconscious philosophical thought
about the relationship of ideal and reality: the island represents the ideal, and the bank
of the lake represents the reality, while water represents the distance, obstacle, or
partition between them. This idea was incorporated into traditional landscape painting
composition: large areas of water were continuously chosen as a background to
support the focus of the landscape, such as an island or buildings, and at the same
time to create a sense of boundless, carefree, immortal and deep meditation (FigS.8,
5.9).
Landscape design inspired by this popular island imagery developed into several
styles besides the most familiar naturalistic island style described above, for example
in a water court with a building inside like an island (FigS. 10-5.13), dry sea with
islands in a Chan garden, a special place surrounded by water, and in the Suiseki in
Japan.
The term suiseki means literally 'water stone'. Suiseki are small naturally formed
stones admired for their beauty and for their power to suggest a scene from Nature or
an object closely associated with Nature. Among the most popular types of suiseki are
those that suggest a distant mountain, a waterfall, an island, a thatched hut, or an
animal. The art of suiseki is believed to have originated in China in the sixth century,
when emissaries from the Asian mainland brought this style of art to Japan. 464 Suiseki
are traditionally exhibited on a carved wooden base or in a shallow tray. When
464 Vincent T. Covello, Yuji Yoshimura, The Japanese Art of Stone Appreciation: Suiseki and Its Use with Bonsai (North
Clarendon : Tuttle Publishing, 1996) p.1 5
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formally displayed, suiseki are often accompanied by bonsai.

Figure 5.8 p:linting of )'11 /011 cllllmi (11 :l~~¥:f JS
~ , c. 12'" c('ntury, ink and colour on silk ;{~t!-~
:.g th,bf-j ff},* , size 24.4cmX25. 7CIII, 1.'()1I(~ (· ti()n of
the Museum of Liaon ing province

FiguH' 5. 10 the Mo hu a Pond a nd I{iosk in
You,illn Sh rine. Shnox illg, restored in 20t h
centu ry (ph oto by t.he author)

465

Figure 5.9 landscape painting of .Ihll1fU:e yUl/l/lil/o III
OII~J2iI~~OO» ~ljJ .£~~7 tn*~~0. by W:1I1g Er in
around
16 th
century.
Ming
dynasty,
size
143.2,·mX229l'1Tl. inl, and co lour on silk, colle(~ tion of
the Old Palace Museum , Bcijin g ~tJJU&gi\jl· ~I~~

Figure 5.11 WilIer court with kiosk in centre, Wllnzhu
Garden, .Jin:1I1 , J6_19 1h (" ~ ntury (so urce: ,'inan Tourist
Bllreau)

Figure 5. 12 the kiosk ill wlltcr cen tre used as an op",ra
st:lge, B eyulln Garden, YlIllgzholl, 19th century (photo
by the a utho!')
Figure 5. 13 Furollg Kiosk in pond of Fu)'ong Village.
Yongjia County. 16,h century (photo by the IHlthor)

465 Vincent T. Covello. Yuji Yoshimura. The Japanese Arl of Slone Apprecialion: SlIiseki and lis Use lI'ilh Bonsai (North
Clarendon : Tuttle Publishing. 1996) p.15
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A courtyard full of water and enclosed by surrounding verandas or partial walls and
with a kiosk in the centre of the yard, seems also evolved from the island image,
which translates the informal naturalistic form into a formal shape and display. Such a
kiosk in the middle of a water yard provided an ideal venue for drama and opera.
In southern China, there were examples of traditional landscape designs in which the
building or a group of buildings are surrounded by an artificial river. This makes such
buildings look like an island, as though they are in the centre of a huge body of water,
although actually there is only a narrow channel around the building, or just a half
enclosed pond in front of the main entrance to create such an island image. This
technique is designed to set up a comparison between this place and the idealised
wonderland. The surviving examples of this are in temples or schools (Fi gS. 14),
which in traditional times were important places and open to the pUblic. The island
imagery created by such designs may also imply the significance of the place and its
symbolic meaning.
The island imagery has developed into
a style of Chan Garden in Japan, (since
there is no surviving example of this
style in China, it is not certain whether
it

originated

there

although

some

scholars think so since it was described
as

'Tang-sansu'

m ill

7.K,

Figure 5.14 village sdlon\, <;allgpo, YOlIgjill,
Zhcjillng provinc(', first built' in 16th - 19t h ct'lll'ilry
ijd'ft:a!1!lNH l!]t . The buildin g is surrounded hy
llrtiticia l ri ver. (phot'o by tlH~ lIut hor)

which means 'Chinese

mountains and water' by the ancient Japanese). This style
has dry sea with islands (Karesansu ;f~ ill 7.K), in which the
sea is represented by raked gravels imitating waves, and
the islands are represented by rocks. Such gardens are not
designed for functional use, but for contemplation of their
symbolic meaning (Fi gS.IS).
Figu re ~.15 detilil of th e
'island ' and 'water' ill dry ~ea
(photo by th e author)
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b. Views of Nature in Buddhism and Chan, and their
contribution

Another important influence was Buddhism, imported from India during the first
century. Buddha's teachings stressed the union between the natural and spiritual
worlds; his reverence for sacred mountains, as well as the image of a paradise garden
for immortal souls in a Pure Land, fit well into the Chinese philosophical
framework. 466
Buddhism has played an important part in Chinese culture and custom since it was
first introduced into China. It had a significant influence on scenic improvement in
China because of its own close relationship with natural landscape in its ideas and
practices. The art critic and Buddhist layman Zong Bing (375-443) had a theory
known as 'Landscape Buddhism', which saw mountains and rivers as scenes of
enlightenment, through which Buddhist truth might be embraced. He regarded painted
landscapes as 'substitute aids to meditation, icons that conveyed through similitude
the spiritual truth to be found in Nature'; In old age, he relied on paintings to generate
the experience of the landscape, as 'recumbent travelling', a term signifying
'vicarious journeys through texts and images' .467 His theory later became influential
and was repeatedly cited; landscape and landscape painting was seen as a source of
inspiration or as the object of meditation.
Since Buddhism is the name for a family of beliefs and practices, it is important to
identify the branch of the main thought that spread through China. It was particularly
Mahayana, and the most popular sub-branch of Mahayana in China was Chan,
466 Dora P. Crouch, June G. Johnson, Traditions in Architecture: Africa. America. Asia. and Oceania (Oxford: Oxford University
Press US, 2001) p.300
467 Richard E. Strassberg, Inscribed Landscapes: Travel Writingfrom Imperial China (Berkeley: University of California Press,
1994) p.27
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especially after the eleventh century. Although it is usually mentioned as one of the
three main religions in the world, actually at first Buddhism was mostly seen by
Chinese literati as a philosophy, a systematic thought, rather than as a religion. 468 In
the Chinese language, Buddhists called themselves 'disciples of Buddha', suggesting
that their relationship with the Buddha was that of pupils and teacher, rather than god
and human as in other religions; the founder of Buddhism Siddhartha Gautama was
the 'fore-teacher' tJ3J[fl, the first man obtained Enlightenment through self-cultivation,
but not the God; a senior monk was called a 'principle teacher'

¥t;;yrp,

while even a

child monk was respected as a 'little teacher' Ij', yrp ~. Buddhism states that the
universe is an unlimited circulation in which people suffer and are reborn; only the
'awakened' ones can relieve themselves from suffering. The 'awakened' person is
called Buddha, who achieved nirvana (which means a condition without vexation).
The word Buddha originally meant 'the one who awake' or 'the enlightened one'.
Buddhism mainly focuses on how to 'awake'. It preaches that everyone has the
ability to become a Buddha, including all human beings, animals, plants, rocks and
any objects.
Chan is the name of the branch of Buddhism which recommends that the best
approach to becoming Buddha is to let the mind become enlightened directly from
experience rather· than trying to understand principles written in canons. 469 Thus,
enlightenment from life and the observation of Nature became important. Since the
sixth generation of Chan masters in China established the 'Sudden Awakening'
Branch ~.mf1, as an evolution of the 'Long Term Practicing Approach' ~fif1, Chan
Buddhism has spread widely all over China and became the dominant Buddhist
branch in the country. People, especially literati, were influenced by Chan thought,
comprehending the life essence through Nature. Chan is concisely summarized and

468 Youlan Feng fijO:~, New Edited Chinese Philosophy History cptJH!l~.J1;Jjj~ CBeijing:

People Press A~I±l!\&l±I±l!\&,

1982) p.209
469 Archive Centre of Chiense People' University, ChinesePhi[osophy CP9lt!l~ (Beijing: People's University !f'~A~*~
4HR~M!f"~\I±lJ\&, 1996) p.16 r/fftx~. E.mA'~\J I¥HI\'!*f!r,
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praised by D.T. Suzuki tt**jili (1870-1966), a famous modem scholar, 'Chan is the
sea, the mountain, the thunder, the spring flowers, the winter snow... Chan never
restricts itself in those historic rituals, principles, or any custom, instead, it focuses on
enlightening the mind, (through the natural landscape), in a lively and persistent
way.

,470

Chan Buddhist thought: the sudden full comprehension of life
through metaphors on naturaiiandscape

Instead of principles, rituals or written canons, the lively metaphors on natural
landscape were widely used by Chan to teach and enlighten young monks and people.
Some of the metaphors were recorded: they are concise, dialectic, and sometimes
inexplicable, but always seem inspiring and enlightening in someway. A typical one is:
a monk asks, what is the Dao (universal truth, or the approach to it)? The master
m

answers, the big beautiful mountain. Apparently, Chan takes naturalistic scenery as
their 'approach' to enlighten people and to share the insight of the 'awakened' Buddha.
Enlightened people have different levels of 'mind conditions', an important Buddhist
term written as jingjie :/j,lJ7. in Chinese, which originates from an ancient Indian word
'gocara', which originally meant the place a cattle grazes and walks. 472 'Mind
condition' is hard to describe without a metaphor; it has always been explained as

470 Suzuki Teitaro Daisetz **:ktlll(1870-1966). The Road to Chan jfjJf/;j#1!f!zJa (Shanghai: Guji J:JfiT:ti*ll!±l!\&U.1989)
p.16. 'l!(!ljH!:k~. !!:k~. !!~ili. !!m~. !!P;] $... !!:f}:Rftlf, I:R!#.1t.I, ~:RIl¥1Jf ....... t"fj\ljtJf~1fiJ~'f~@
*m~B,*M~d~##~~, ~.~x~-w*a~

•.

~.mA~, m.~~~*~.·

471 Buddhist monk Puji (Song dynasty). The Buddist collection Wudenghuiyuan, yol.3, entry of 'Monster Xingshanweikuan' 1i
;tHtj1;(:!f5'=:. ~'Hlrf1t~l!(!~iji) < http://www.suttaworld.org/big5-txtlancient_tlwdhy/S-03.htm> {t; fR]: ':llIlfPJ IVtl:? '~ili El: '
:kM-ili ••
472 Suzuki Teitaro Daisetz **:ktlll(1870-1966). Spirit of Chan #1ftl#1it. translated by Geng Renqiu If):f=tk~. (Beijing:
Chinese Youth Press t:j:Illil1f1¥!±l!\&U.1989) p.284. S*ffj\~:k~iji**:ktlll~ftJf~. :mJil-z.:mitili'f'-t:lC Gocara. *mtj::nz
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'just as a man drinks, only he himself knows whether it's hot or not,.473 A monk in the
seventh century pointed out the three stages of his 'mind conditions' through the
metaphor of the way in which he perceived scenery. It has been taken as typical
statement of the Buddhist stages of awakening and was recorded in the Chan canon: at
first, when I was not a Channist thirty years ago, I saw mountain as mountain, river as
river; then, when I began to practise Chan, applying Channist understanding to
landscape, mountains and rivers appeared to me as not natural landscape, but the
application of thought; now, after decades of practicing Chan, I take mountains and
rivers as the best place to have a rest, they are what they are once again. 474 This seems
like ordinary talk but was praised as the highest Chan intelligence and has been cited
frequently since. The most profound Buddhist understanding of natural landscape was
metaphorical, reading it as 'a place to rest', which is obscurely inspiring in different
levels in the typical Buddhist dialectic. It is concluded that 'Chan never uses abstract
words to explain principles, never urges people to indulge in metaphysical
thinking,475. It never describes in detail, never tries hard to persuade, never specifies,
it just gives a clue, pointing to the natural landscape, and suggests think by yourself. 1.t
is said in Buddhism that people have different comprehending ability and 'mind
conditions', that some can get obscure enlightenment through a certain metaphor
while others can not. Even though the metaphors are hard to understand, one thing is
clear: that the natural landscape is important in practicing, expressing and
comprehending Buddhist truth.
Possibly because Chan thought is easy to practice, and the Chan metaphor stories are
easy to understand, at least to literally understand, unlike the complicated translated
Buddhist canons, it has been widely accepted and spread very fast. Since the ninth
473 Feng Youlan ~:tt~.

Whole Collection 0/ Sansongtang 3I1Y1t~ft!. (Zhengzhou:Henan People Press ~iiJJVJ.A.R;ill~H.
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474 Lou Yulie ~*f.!I, Chinese Buddhism and Humanism 'PtillIIUtlfiAJtIif#, (Beijing: Zongjiaowenhua Chubanshe *~Jt
1tI±l)\!H±, 2003) p.158 *·~ttm (li:tJ4t5C>
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century, Chan has been the most popular Buddhist branch in China. Chan takes Nature
as the mirror of psychological activity; Nature by itself is vanity while only
psychological activity is reality; natural landscape is the reflection of one's
psychology.476 Thus Nature is view~d as a place to practice Buddhist thinking: to see
the reflected image in the mirror in order to see the self, that is, to experience the
natural landscape in order to understand and improve oneself. The natural landscape,
even a simple thing like a bamboo bush or a luxuriant meadow, is taken as an
incarnation of Buddha or reflection of Buddhist principle. 477 As early as in the fifth or
sixth centuries, the relationship between the natural landscape and Buddhism has been
fully addressed by some famous Buddhist monks, such as Zhi-dun
Hui-yuan

M:Q£,

Dao-sheng

3tJR! (3tiQ**) ,

m1:: and Seng-zhao 1'iti lJ:tt. The notion that Buddhist

principles could be abstracted from the natural landscape or natural phenomena has
been stated by Monk Zhi-dun and Monk Hui-yuan. The natural landscape and
phenomena, perceived as a manifestation of Buddhist doctrine

r! f§,

has been

described in much Channist literature. As Dao-sheng's theory, 'comprehend the truth
in an instant to become a Buddha' ~.m ,tit pX; 1!it through the experience of natural
landscape has been popular since the fifth century, when natural landscape was
viewed as the best aid and the only enlightenment to understand Buddhist truth. 478
Chan reckons that the common basic human capacity is the ability to become Buddha,
but it is obstructed by daily mundane desires and not noticed by human themselves.
Once a person realizes this he can achieve the same level of 'mind conditions' as
Buddha.
Stories recorded in Chan books present the importance of experiencing natural

476 Monk Yinshun EPPIiji, History of Chinese Chan 1fJfIll'I1J%.1:. (Nanchang: Jiangxirenmin Chubanshe ITilllAR.lflllfH±. 1990)
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landscape. One story about how to learn Chan says, a monk desires to learn Chan
quickly and asks a master to give him instruction. The master says: 'Have you heard
the sound of the mountain spring? That is the approach.,479 The answer points to an
ordinary scene and reckons it is the only approach for Buddhist truth and the only way
for a person to be 'enlightened'. Another story says, when a monk consults a master
about the eternal meaning of Buddhism, the master says: 'the stream comes from the
valley; nothing can obstruct it from flowing down. Flowers in mountains bloom like
golden brocade; this is the appearance of Manjusri Buddha. Birds sing in the forest in
their own ways; this is the sound of Kuanyin Buddha. Monk, do you know what
makes you contemplate introspectively?' 480 This answer also points to natural
landscape as the help to bring up introspection and contemplation which leads to
revealing Buddhist truth.
Along with the wide spread of Chan thoughts, this thinking method of Buddhism has
been applied to the composition of poetry. Natural landscape was described in order to
present a metaphor of philosophical meaning. For example, a poem in the Tang
dynasty by a Buddhist nun reveals the process of comprehending Buddhist truth by
metaphorizing it as the spring: 'I was seeking for the appearance of spring but failed,
searching it in mountains in long walk; my shoes even worn broken; but still nothing
turns out; when on my way back, by chance I smelled the faint scent of a plum flower
bud, revealing the spring already been around' .481 It suggests that the Buddhist truth is
like the spring, when it is not time, it is impossible to get what you wished, but when
you keep on waiting actively, it will reveal itself sooner or later. In this way, all
natural landscape and phenomenon are the carriers of Buddhist principles and prompts
479 Monk Daoyuan i1i~(I2'h century), Jingde Chuandenglu :/ftl!!{l1flJJ, cited by Ikeda Daisak ~m*ft: in My
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for comprehension and enlightenment. Buddhism spread all over China and became
one of the most dominant systems of thought, including by the mass of ordinary
people who actually appreciated the custom of enjoying Nature.

Location of Buddhist monastery and temples

Buddhists pay a great deal of attention to the environment in which they practice their
beliefs. Good scenery was considered helpful for Buddhist self-cultivation, for
example when the Monk Yongj ia said in his 'Song of Practicing Buddhism', 'go into
the deep mountain, and live in a quiet place, how perfect is it!' 4H2 The various
nicknames of Chan monasteries clearly reveal the close relationship they have with
the natural landscape: they are usually named 'Conglin' Mif;f\ (written as Vindhyavana
in ancient Indian), which means 'forest'; it is said that this name is to remind people
that a Chan monastery has its own principles like a forest, and that the Buddha
practiced in a forest before achieving nirvana. A monastery is also usually referred to
as 'shanmen'

W1'1, which means

'gate of a mountain'. These names were used even

when the monastery was in a town.
Many records survive from the early period of Buddhism's growth in China, showing
that the local government officers permitted or even helped the monks to build
temples in scenic sites. For example, it is recorded that in 384, a monk Huiyuan was
helped by Hengyin, the head officer of Jiangzhou, to build a temple in Lu Mountain, a
famous scenic place. The site of the temple was in front of a hill, near a valley with a
cascade. The building was designed to integrate with the natural environment: the
foundation was on natural rocks; the floor spread around and over pine trees; spring

482 'Song of Practicing Buddhism by Buddhist Master Yongiia'7j(~i.iEiHllf1.:, quoted in Wei Chcngsi ~,iJI:.\ll, Chinese Buddihst
Culture .p[9(JIJ/tJt-ltM-M. (Shanghai: Renmjnl:~AR;l±J~tt. 1991) p.209 A~LlI. tt~~ ....... ttWf~~mHtUc
r.J~'ti:m!kilijflj.
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streams surrounded the terrace; and clouds flew inside the room 483. A biography of the
third century about a hermit who was good at designing buildings for scenic sites and
was famous for it, mentions that the emperor hired workers for him, and let him
cooperate with government officers in the design and building of a temple. They
investigated all the scenic sites in the mountains to select a building site. The finished
temple was located in beautiful landscape with woods and streams, while the design
was wonderful, getting all the benefit of the mountainous scenery484.
A biography from the fifth century reveals the process of selecting a location in the
mountains for a Buddhist building. The building site was backed by a rock cliff, two
streams meandered nearby and it was surrounded by hills. The site plan says, 'the
terrace was built facing the southern hill; the Teaching Hall was constructed leaning
against the northern hill; the Channist chambers were located near the cliff; the
monks' bedrooms were arranged along the stream'. The environment was enjoyed and
described as 'facing huge trees of hundreds of years old, smelling perfumes all around,
hugging the springs and streams originated from the very beginning of the earth; this
is not a mundane world although the place is not far away from town,485.
Influenced by Buddhism, some people selected a place near a Buddhist temple in
natural landscape to build their holiday house or hermit cottage. For example, the poet
and officer Bai-Juyi took several monks as his best friends, climbing mountains with
them and setting up a holiday house adjacent to Yiai Temple on Lu Mountain486 . In
483 Monk Huijiao ft-~f&(sixth century), 'Biography of Monk Huiyuan(forth century)'UliHfi. in Biographies of Saint Monks
i1fj(fJf* (Bcijing:Zhonghuashuju, 1992),p.212. * -llfi!lli~.ffUZtE-llf'*lIt'!if;.t:Ji:n~(jffiJi: 384 ~)*JtlJ.P LIJ,tEfi::i+IJliIJ1!mW
B<JmWfHl'i'f'iliS,JltIlPj;JJ.PLIJ**w.'i'f. ·Z11IJll!i~i'.ifIil~LIJ~,tPffJ.~tFz.~,1?HII'~1fiZ.!I;t,1JH'i~~,IlPf~tl4~.m>itIf1lft,~'ii'm'¥:.!'l~'i'fF'9J}IJ~W.*,*HMtnt:filinJ*.fLtEl!tJ!i,W*jlmffij'~*~.·
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486 'Biography of Baijuyi' ~ liS !Ht in Jiu Tangshu[Old version of History of Tang] iYi~*ti f;tHIJ/9U1l¥/:\'i;- m.t\-t.t\9U1l¥
~-S-+.t\. vol.166 topicll6. in Shibu Zhengshilei Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jtll*lf1fJJ1!l~~~J!1!aIll.iE!1!~. ed. by Jiyun
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another case, instead of building his own cottage, a hermit lived his reclusive life in a

a

temple on Kuang Mountain and built garden nearby named' Away from Dirt,487.
Many Buddhist monestaries were located in famous scenic sites; the five most
influential Chan Monasteries in the thirteenth century were usually referred to as 'the
Five Mountains'

Ii ill. The Four Famous Buddhist Mountains, Mt.Emei, Mt. Wutai,

Mt. Putuo, and MtJiuhua, gained their fame as such by the end of the Tang dynasty,
and not only hosted many Buddhist temples and monasteries but were also scenic sites.
Monasteries and temples located in scenic sites were also involved in providing
accommodation for visitors and monks to act as guides, according to many travel
notes, poetry and diaries. A travel diary from the sixteenth century mentioned that a
monk guided him when he climbed Guanyin Mountain and provided him with
accommodation at the temple there. Monks led people to some unusual secret views,
and to certain temple buildings from which great views could be seen. 488
Contemporary research on the tourism to Huangshan Mountain in the late Ming
Dynasty (seventeenth century) reveals many examples of the monks there guiding
visitors to the mountain. 489 In a dangerous scenic site, the only approach to the peak
was through a tight gap between stones which was only passable when led by local
monks. 49o A travel note written in the sixteenth century shows the humour of the
climbers and their guiding monk: they agreed beforehand that when approaching very
(Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) p. 4345 (original
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dangerous sites, the monk should laugh to alarm people behind him, so that when his
loud laughing was heard along the journey, people were all really terrified.49I
A travel note about Tiantai Mountain in the seventeenth century states explicitly that
the temple where the author himself had food was 'a place to accommodate the
public'; it is also mentioned that the temple had a kiosk for tea. 492 In one case, the tea
plantation belonging to a temple was an attraction for people to visit, and two other
temples supplied a tea making service and places, such as a pavilion in the woods or
by a stream, at which people could enjoy drinking on site. 493 In addition to the supply
of food and drink, temples in scenic areas also provided overnight services. In an
example from a travel note of the sixteenth century, the author was attracted by one of
the local Eight Landscape Scenes, 'Moon scene of Dragon Gorge', so he stayed in the
nearby temple overnight. 494 Another sixteenth century diary reveals that the author
stayed in three different temples for six nights when he visited the same scenic area
three times in four months. 495 Another sixteenth century travel diary described how
the author spent the night sitting in a temple in the mountains when his bedding was
not ready since his luggage had been delayed. 496

491 Yuan Hongdao :\t;i;lti:(I568-161O), 'Travel Note ofPanshan Mountain'~m:Ll.!iG, in Lidai YoujiJinghua 1Jff/:ifliifNfIG, ed.
by He Kui ~~(Wuhan: Hubei Renmin Chubanshe mJ~~)"J~IflI\&U, 1998), pp.343-348. (original text 5t~.\'ii'ffHI.J, JJ!l~~
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Contribution to scenic improvement by Buddhist orders

A prose text from the eighth century points out, talking about an improved stream in a
Buddhist temple, that Nature is a resource in which scenery was sought, but most sites
were not considered worth visiting until their scenic potential was highlighted and the
scenic quality enhanced. Taking a waterhole for instance: it needed to be channelled to
make a stream and led to a certain place, so that it could display its best potential and
thus be fully appreciated and used. 497 Buddhist orders which were located in scenic
sites contributed a great deal towards improving scenery, conserving and keeping it up,
as well as supplying accommodation and guidance for visitors.
Most Buddhist orders were keen to cooperate with the government or the local head
officers in scenic improvement, which would also benefit them as well as sometimes
boosting their friendship with the officers, who usually were literati interested in the
natural landscape. A case mentioned in a travel note in the eleventh century describes
a small Buddhist temple located in a scenic area which benefited from the fame of the
scenery. As with many other examples, it was the local government head officer who
initiated the improvement of the scenic area and appointed a monk to stay there and
maintain it. At first, only one monk was appointed there, and his temple was just a
little hut. But the fame of the scenic site grew, many people visited there and the
monk benefited from donations, so his small residence was soon developed into a big
temple. 498 This example shows the financial benefit that a religious group which took
responsibility for a scenic area could obtain. The financial benefit was possibly one of
the main reasons for the religious orders being volunteered to maintain scenic areas.
497Dugu Ji ~1J1l.&(725. 777), 'Prose of the New Spring in Temple ofHuishan Mountain'lJili'ifiiJltii:l(original text ;/I;tM1-12l
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Usually, a religious order which resided in a scenic area was very keen to build new
beauty spots and shelters around their monastery in order to attract more visitors. A
case recorded in a travel note of the late eleventh century shows a monk who lived on
the mountain taking it upon himself to construct a kiosk which provided a good place
for resting, drinking and viewing the distance. As a consequence of this project, the
place became a popular excursion destination and was favoured by local people. 499 In
another example, the monks asked for advice from the local head officer about the
improvement of the scenic site, and also honoured the head officer by asking him to
name the scenic spots. 500
Besides cooperating with the government on scenic improvement, Buddhists were
also interested in improving the scenic environment of their monasteries, creating
beautiful gardens when possible. Sometimes local head officers helped in the design
work. Springs and streams in the mountains were highly appreciated and were
improved and designed to integrate with land forms, plants and buildings. A prose text
from the eighth century recorded such a scenic improvement designed by a local head
officer: a spring was located at the foot of a hill, near a temple; the water feature was
designed especially according to the land form to make the best of the spring; two
ponds were made to store the water, each pond about the size of three by three meters;
a cascade was made; the falling water was then led in artificial channels meandering
around the temple complex, surrounding the living rooms of monks, sometimes very
close to their beds; the design was praised because the sound of the flowing water
made the temple more tranqui1. 501

499 Lu Dian(Song dynasty)*. IlUiflll. 'Notes of Shinan Kiosk' CmiwPj'iC) • in Zhongguo Youjl Sanwen Daxi Zhejiang Juan,
ed. by Zhang Chengde. and others *mtt~~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe ~~I±JJ\&U, 2002) P757·758 (l~Wr+~ 1077. fjl
~1±J~.n.~~sm ••• ~~ili. ~._~.B~•• *.~~. W~.ilift.~~~~X~.~. S, ~ili~
-fHt'l!? ....... Xili~~. J'!~~;I;. ~~f!J!¥ ....... i!& El ~Atxffii:Dt~ ....... "f.ritJ1'H ~1iJ~~. ffii'ffll1xlftVlX\li'tt)
500 Zheng Zhidao (Song dynasty) *. ~;titt • 'Travel Notes of LiuRuan Cave' (~IJI!ii~iC) ,in Travel Notes of Famous
Mountains (~r$tlJiJtii1J • ed. by Wu-Qiushi ~f):±t.IiU(Shanghai: Shudian J:~~JiSI±JJ\&, 1982). P399 (jf;#l'::~
(108?) 1,1:. ~lliliJfitt. 1LJit"fXJ:. Jf~:lk';itt. f1[t)tf'(S'* ....... ~~.=:.F.I. ""f1tHIi.;fU&Jf. 1f~X~~*~~).'
50 I Dugu Ji ~!lH!l\~(725· 777). 'Prose of the New Spring in Temple of Huishan Mountain'. ili""ftfrJit iCeoriginal text l*itJii 1;!;IJ:t!!
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A travel note from the twelfth century described the Buddhist monastery buildings
and their designed environment and a water landscape in Baizhang Mountain: a stone
beam was located over a small ravine stream, serving as bridge; water fell down
through the ravine onto rocks, making rhythmic sounds; the small gate building of a
temple was located facing the ravine, with a pond made of stones behind it; another
stone beam stride over the pond as a bridge; the west pavilion was the best place for
appreciating water landscape, which was located over the junction of two streams and
by a pond; water ran into stones, making various sounds and forms, which were the
focus of the scenery.502 The improved natural environment of the monastery was the
attraction of the mountain. There are also numerous records of temples or monasteries
which were famous for their gardens or planted flowers, especially those not located
in scenic sites.
Some religious orders took heritage buildings or historic sites in scenic districts as
their residence. The main reason is thought to have been that the fame of the heritage
elements could attract more people, as well as the scenery and legends of the site. The
contribution of the monks to scenic improvement was not only to conserve heritage
and put it to use, but also to integrate a cultural element within the natural scenery of a
mountain landscape, making their excursion destinations more attractive and diverse.
A tourist note from the Song Dynasty (tenth to the twelfth centuries) about an
excursion to a mountain east to a town, described a temple which had previously been
the residence of a famous politician of the fourth century. According to this note,
some parts of the old building still looked like ruins, but a painting of the famous
politician was hung in the abbot's hall as an honour to him. 503 The old building had
502 Zhuxi *_(1130-1200), 'Travel Note of Baizhang Mountain'S 3t uda, Zhongguo Youji Sanwen Daxi Zhejiang Jllan, ed. by
Zhang Chengde, and others *Jll!A!~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe 1=S#itili)~H±, 2002) pp.l43-152 (original text 1nH1Yffii*. RP
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been partly adapted to function as a temple. The monks showed their respect to this
ancient celebrity, looked after the historic heritage and at the same time used the
celebrity's fame to attract more visitors to their temple. A kiosk was built a hundred
steps in front of the entrance of the temple over the path, to attract visitors. According
to the name of the kiosk, Rosebush Kiosk, roses were planted there. The heritage and
temple became a tourist attraction for the mountain.
A note from the eleventh to the twelfth centuries about the history of a Buddhist

temple in another mountain reveals that an old hermit residence of the sixth century
was used as part of a' temple when it was built in 955. The temple was located by a
cliff with a natural cave, which was famous because it had been used as a teaching
hall by the hermit in the sixth century.504 The cave and clifflandscape of the mountain,

a legend of an ancient hermit and the Buddhist temple, together made the scenic site a
very popular excursion destination.

*,

504 Chen Liang(Song dynasty)
~3!t, 'Travel Notes to Puji Monastery in Northern Mountain'
(~tLl.ri$Im12.», in
Zhongguo Youji Sanwen Daxi Zhejiang Juan, ed. by Zhang Chengde, and others ~~jjJ/;ti!!~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe 45l'flt1f1
mu, 2002) p.814 (~x~~~Jf1!'m1ti¥<~tLlJ, 4-ltMm, J!Ji1mfti~, ...... t1iIP~~!5', !}1:~A±~JA;t~. !5'~:f5'
11:. t1il~j;r\tj:45;t1:t. f.!Il.llHi!!=1f (955), ~~.:E.tzfnt"i'fT!5'mt. tJi;.}}jt\1f (\046), W'i)'1flrlfFJI3·:W~~!5'·'=:§*.
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c. Views and visions of Nature in Folk tradition

For the Chinese, the natural world was not something hostile or evil, which had to be
'perpetually subdued by will-power and brute force', but something much more like
'the greatest of allliving organisms', thus life could be lived in harmony with it once
the principles of it being understood. 50S Natural phenomena were thought of as parts
of the whole cosmic pattern in which everything acted and reacted on each other, and
linked altogether in certain ways. The cosmos was perceived in wholeness. The unity
of human and cosmos, and the thought of comparability between human body and
natural landscape have been so popularly accepted. Experimental and observational
inductive science was always interpreted by theories and hypotheses of such primitive
type. 506

Nature worship and ideas of comparability between the human body
and the natural landscape

The ancient Chinese based their spiritual experience directly on Nature itself, and
comparability between the human body and the natural landscape was popularly
accepted. A quotation from the famous book Huainanzi of the second century B.C.
illustrates attitudes at that time: 'The round head is like the sky, while the feet are like
the earth. The Nature has four seasons, wuxing (five basic categories), jiujie (nine
solutions), 366 days, while the human body similarly has four limbs, five organs, nine
50S Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China,Vo\.7 part 11, ed. by Kenneth G Robinson(Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 2004) P.91

506 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation In China, VoU (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1954) p.1S
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apertures (refers to eyes, mouth, and so on), 366 joints. Nature has various weathers
like windy, rainy, cold and hot, just as a man has tempers and various moods. Thus,
when taking Nature as a reference, the gallbladder is cloud, lungs are air, liver is wind,
kidney is the rain and spleen is thunder' .507 Water has been taken as the blood of the
earth and rivers as vessels, ideas which appear frequently in literature of this period. 508
The possible reasons for such ideas has been explained by the German philosopher
Sachsse, who suggested that in eyes of peasants, Nature is the best model to follow,
and also the best way to express their life. 509 As an agricultural country, ancient China
recognised that Nature was an important part of people's life.
It is also necessary to mention that in ancient China medical SCIence shared its

principles and canons with Daoism, mainly the Neidanxue f*J fJ-?¥:, one of the main
ideas and practices of Daoism. The classical medical book Huangdineijing

(jqf/f pg

i£)) is also a Daoist scripture, in which medical principles are at the same time a
universal perspective and world view: the human body has its circuits and veins for qi
(a source of invisible energy), the same as the mountains and the rivers have circuits
and veins for qi. Thus, the human body is comparable with the universe, so that stars,
directions, seasons, animals, the organs in the human body, colours and everything
were all related to each other. Everything could be put into one of the five basic
categories which are labelled: gold; wood; water; fire and clay. The universe was
symbolized in this way, and everything was related to everything else; disease or

507 Liu An(I79-122BCEl, Huainan:I, vol,7 Jingshenxun $'Iti-W T t1H~1)II, in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Zibu Zajialei ~lnll~
I1!lW~45T!l\l/*~~, ed. by Jiyun (rprt. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/00740.htm>[accessed200ct2008)(~Z.lm1tB~7C. Jf.z.1JtB~Jl!!. 7C1i11!l at , Iifj', :h.M, .:::S';t\+;t\S. AiJl'1iIl.QIlt,
IiM,:h.~,.:::~;t\+;t\~.7C1fRffi ••. A~1f_~ ••• ~U~~ . • ~~.H~R, R~m .• ~m.·~~
7C±IM'll~tB. )
508 Guan:i. vol.39. Shuidipian 'llfr 7.l<iI!J~. in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Zibu Fajialei .xlnlrilI1!lW~45 ITajl/~:\l:~, ed.
by Jiyun (rprt. Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/lfrCf).htm >[aecessed 20 Oct
2008] (7.1<:#. il!Jz.JfJl:~. :!m1llJ1IiJ:z.illHJit:#tB. )
similarly, Wangchong(AD27-97) wrote in his book Lunheng, vol4. Shuxu, in Wenyuange Siku QlIanshu Zibu ZiUialei ~lnlll!111!l
W~45 Ir!fl! I*~~, ed. by Jiyun (rprt. Taibe;: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/gllji/048.htm> [accessed 20 Oct 2008J 3:1ttE<~l#i o'lMl>!f1tBm, ';:Ii;.tl!!z.1i~JJltB. ~Az.1flfIt1liJ:tB. lfIt1liJ:mfj'. i:HJ.i4IJ
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509 Hans Sachsse, Na/uralist Philosophy, tran. by Wen Tao, Pei Yun (Beijing: Eastern Press, 1991) p.6 [{!!\J&J\Ii'~Jl;f& {j:~
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people's fortune was also considered to be related to the natural objects of the
environment, which could be identified beforehand with certain knowledge.
Influenced by Nature worship and ideas of comparability between human body and
the natural landscape, natural objects such as mountains, rivers, the earth and the sky.
have always been believed to have certain divine power, and been offered sacrifices.
Mountains had long been seen as the homes of immortals, close to the heavens. 5lO
This custom can be dated as early as three thousand years ago. Even in Confucianism,
a number of old Nature-worship practices were included (for example, the Temple and
Altar of Sky, Moon, Earth, and so on). Such divine power was thought of as especially
linked with the right of the rulers who had been selected to lead their people. Thus,
the king offered sacrifices to the large mountains and rivers all over his country while
the rulers of various hierarchies respectively offered sacrifices to the large mountains
and rivers within the boundary of their feudal territories. 51 I Selected mountains were
named by emperors as Five Sacred Mountains, and have since developed into famous
scenic and historic sites. In Nature-worship practices, the worship of the earth, water
bodies and mountains were the most popular.
The earth was associated with producing and regenerating, for example, the book Liji
written before the third century B.C. reveals that 'the earth bears everything, so that
people make a living on it; the sky shows omens and indications, so that people draw
principles from it; thus people should respect the sky and love the earth,512. The word
'earth' in Chinese was originally explained as 'the bottom, which means

th~

base of

everything,513 and as the verb 'release, which means the earth is the place where

510 Patricia Buckley Ebrey, Kwang-ching Liu, Cambridge illustrated history a/China (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press,
1996)p.162
511 'Wangzhi'xIM, in Liji it iiJ, in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jingbu Lilei )c~~I1!I~~1=S~j'fflnL~, cd. by Jiyun (Taibei:
Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < hup:/lwww.philosophyo!.com/pub/guji/003-2.htm >[accessed 25 Apr2008] (original text HL
iC.» iC.~:'~':H'kRr~ Lli:k}II,.'ljjJttIi'iJIt-t'lt~~~ L1l:kJlftE;I(:ftl!1f.')

512 Wang Qifaxffl ;&, Lime Sixiang Tixi Tangyuan{ Origins 0/ Lixue Thoughts1 It ~,{!jJl!f.Ii$Ni1§. (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju
C:P~1=SJijj, 2005) p.24 HLia· ~*~U 1#.: 'ftl!~Jjfu, ~@;~, ~MTftl!, ~~T~, :Il!~.~fflh~ftl!tB, M:1iR;~
1ft~'

SI3 'Shidi' [Explain the Earth] ff.1IB, in Erya With Notes .$i!lUtl1f, vo!.7 topic9 :f5{;·ff.ftl!~·Lh.. in Shibu Zhengshilei
Wenyuange Siku Quanshu )c~r4!lI1!l~~1=S/~j'ffl/IJ\?f!~, cd. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) in Chinese Historic
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everything is released from,514. The gods of earth were collectively called 'She'

U SI5 ,

which includes gods of field, gods of mountain and gods of water bodies. As a higher
parallel to the emperor's court, it was also regarded as the Queen Earth J§

± and the

sky as the Emperor Sky ~*. Since the sixth century BC, gods of earth, 'She'
have been worshipped and sacrificed to.

516

U,

The sacrifice day of 'She' was usually in

spring and autumn around the equinox. On that day, neighbours congregated under a
big tree, offered wine and food as a sacrifice to 'She', then ate and drank the sacrifice
food. 517 The celebration of the sacrifice day of 'She' has evolved as a kind of carnival
since the tenth century. The original sacrifice practice has been left aside and only the
custom of celebration followed. People celebrated the spring She day as a wine
festival when the new wine of the year was brewed, 518 and the autumn She day as a
. thanksgiving festival for the harvest, giving each other cakes, wines and feasting,S 19
The mountains and rivers were regarded as divine, since the clouds, wind and rain
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515 Tang Zhongwei !.!ffrPlWI, 'Origin and Functions of the Land God and its Evolution'iat~tHIjlI¥J~Wii, JjJJfL&1tilti!l!:,
Nationalities Research in Qinghai 'PJ;IIgteJj[lj/fJt, 2002(3) 1ill1m~HH!I', -E1.W'Ultr'. '~£', '±:Ii!!" 'LliW, ':tMIjl'
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516 Li Xiusong *{~tt, 'Lishe yu Fenfeng' [the Setting up of She and Feudalism]:U:.U.J;;j~:tt, in Academic JOllrnal of Anhlll
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518 Du Futtm{712-770), 'Zao Tianfu Niyin Mei Yanzhongcheng' [Persuaded Drinking by TianfuJ iftru5(~'tt~~UIP:r:p~, in
Quantangshl [Poetry In Tang Dynastyj~Ji!li#, vol.219,topie26, in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jibu Zongjilei xil*llil IrnW1::$lm
$I.~~~, cd. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/qts_0219.htm >[accessed
25 Apr20081 (original text rn~Jlt± S, 3I~~tfiW)
Zhang Van *1Pr(ninth century),'Sheri' [The day of She Festival] ·U S, in Qianjiashi [Poetry of a Thousand Poets with New
Annotationsj T~i#l1ilt, ed. by Wang Qixing and others x.f.B~~ (Wuhan: Hubei Renmin Chubanshd/jJJ ~tA Ro ti:\ J\'i1 ti, 1981)
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519 Meng Yuanlao Z1:7G~(12th century), Dongjing Menghualu [Memory of the Eastern Capitalj$JfrjJfPiK (Jinan:
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were observed being generated from there. 52o High mountains were also regarded as
being close to heaven and possibly the place where gods live. 521 Ancient people
worshiped mountains and rivers because they were believed to be in charge of rain
which was important to agriculture. 522 Mountain and river worship, especially its
practice by emperors and governments, promoted the exploration of mountainous
landscape and the forming of a hierarchical system of famous mountains. The
hierarchy of the mountains was a parallel of the hierarchy of the government of the
time: five high mountains in four widely separated locations and one in the centre of
the country were selected for the emperor.to offer sacrifice to; the country comprised
nine administrative divisions, and each had a mountain in its area as its special
mountain, called 'zhen', which means to protect this area from evil; the local leader
offered sacrifice to the local 'zhen' mountain. 523 Many mountains were selected as
'zhen' for their area, forming a system. About 451 such mountains and their sacrifice
practices were recorded in the fourth century.524 These Mountains were adapted and
improved for easier access, and later became famous for their scenery. For example,
the Mt. Tai, which was one of the five sacred mountains selected as places for
emperor to offer sacrifice, has been famous for its scenery and has been a tourist
attraction since 219 BC, when the Emperor Qin-shihuang climbed up to the peak, an
520 'Jifa' ~~, in Lijl !lie., in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jingbu Lilei ;t¥m~IZ!lW~~~ffil/~L~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei:
Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/021.htm>[accessed 25 Apr2008] (original text LlJ#JIltl.li~, f1~ili~, ;:I;JJX\.r.ru, ~EHI\I. )
521 Ding Shan T LlJ, Zhongguo Gudai Zongjiaoshenhua Kao[lnvestigation in Chinese Ancient Religious Myth] 1-Jm"i!iftJJUx#
iif~ (Shanghai: Wenyi Chubanshe..t~;t~ili~U,1988) '¥J~~jH1},~fIT7d1tm~t~,1:m'&rf1'( (W~ ::k~ ¥Jt/i» )'
~,*ffizmtl?,LlJffiD!Ui£~.'( (~~ S:~=+=1f» )
522 Chen Zhidong ~;t*, 'Yindai Ziranzaihai yu Yinren Shanchuanchongbai' [Natural Disaters and the Worship of Mountains
and Rivers in the Yin Dynasty] IlIH1!l¥.J § ~:x:i!f~ JiltA.l¥.J LlJJII~ff, in Shijie Zongjiao Yanjiu [Research on World Religions]tif
J7!JJUfiWJ't. 1985(2) aiftitt, LlJ11\I$'ffi', H$~'iit~Ail'J[li]'ffi'*1f.AimJT*~:feT·ffi·l¥.J~l¥.J+~a)H~fl, !e;:I;JI{~
r.rum*~.N"m~aifti~"tttl?ffi~mff.A~m~N", .~~A~ffimN"~~e*, ~~.Aml¥.J~~~~
mlV.~1::1frr. IN~Ai¥1~¥iiJm1;:/]i:B;f&. (i'f' ".l2D: 'tt~nHI\I, .&~iiJjj:ffi. ' (i'f • 1&»: 'nH!Il~~, IlJPjt~LlJ, m

LlJ3Ji:ffi, ftRaN .•~Z~, ."Z~, "~Z*.'
523 'Zhouguan' ~ 111', in Liji !l iiJ, in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jingbu Lilei :til*II'~ IZ!lW~4$~HIl/*L~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei:
Shangwu Yinshuguan, \986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/021.htm >[accessed 25 Apr2008] (note: 7i:~zLlJ)IIf1(1fft
W::E0~tJt~:fe~TlrT~~. ~"~IliI;h.j+I, 4iJ1'-1IH~jl1f § Bl¥.Jlt(LlJ)
'Wangzhi'::E ffltl, in Liji !l iiJ, in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jingbu Lilei ;til*\ ~ 1Z!lJ$~~~HIl/*L~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei:
Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/003-2.htm >[accessed 25 Apr2008] (original text UL
la) la~:'7i:T~7i:~~ LlJ::k)II,.'~ttffjJ"'~~~~ LlJ::kJlltEJUl!!:#.')
524 Quopu $/JJ}t(276-324), Shanhaijing [ Records of Mountains and Seas] J.1JllIiE, ed. by Bi Yuan ~m, (Shanghai: Guji
Chubanshe ..t~i!im ili~:f±,\989)
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altitude of 1545 meters, to sacrifice to the sky. The mountain was adapted for easy
access to the peak, steps were chiselled into the rocks, and kiosks for rest were set up.
As legends recorded in the first century BC show, even one thousand years before that
time, many mountains including Mt. Tai had already been identified as places to meet
gods or to learn immortal skills from gods by ancient clan leaders. 525 These early
sacrifice practices actually promoted the fame of the scenery of the mountains and
helped adapt them as tourist attractions. After a long period, the original Nature
worship belief became less strong amongst the populace, and was only occasionally
practiced by emperors as a rite. However, the mountains involved had been improved
for easy access, provided with facilities for rest and became famous as tourist
attractions with both natural landscape and plenty of historic cultural heritages.

Site selection practices described as Fengshui: Nature as a symbolic·
system for indicating fortune

Site selection is an issue that was first recorded more than 2500 years ago. A poetry
collection of the fifth century BC described how the forefather of the Zhou nation,
Gongliu, led his people, looking for a suitable place to build up their residences: the
rivers were observed and the topography of the site and its relationship with the sun
direction were all carefully considered. s26 A text dated to the same time also recorded
that Taibao was commanded by the King Zhouchengwang to make a survey and site
selection for the new capital city Luoyang. S27 Taibao has been respected as the fore-

525 Suchun Zheng, Daojiao Xinyang: Shenxian yu Yishi[Belief of Daoism: Shen-xian and Rituals] i1ttf(;jfl1J, /JllfI/J.lj{f(;;C
(Taibei: Shangwu yinshuguan €i'~iffj*l1J~t)l, 2002)p.IS8 (original text ~lPll'lit LlJ, ~LlJ, j;:~, ~LlJ, *~, JltliLlJ*m
z.m~lh1, ~lljl" .• m.El.~.EI.~111J.

)

526 Zhongshen Huang, Annotation of Shijing ;"'jf&ilBtE <Taibei: Wunan lii¥JliliHI:lIW{, 2002) p.519 (l\'f~), Wi~fiijAttJ
m~*~,
A~~.m • • ttJ~m~~: ~*~, ~.~*, ~~~~, ftX~~, aXft ••

•••

527 Cheng Jianjun W}t'?j?:, Kong Shangpu 1LM1t~, Fengshui and Buildings Pl7/(.ljJl$t( Nanchang: Jiangxi Keji rrIDiH~tt*
tfllW{t±tfllW{, 1992) p.4 }i]JV(;:£iUIl~~II1, )U'~:;t:1!iH3
!\S< r.'6~ }i]~ • m'8) iC~.

*ii:RI;ftJtBm.
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teacher of all fengshui masters since. Fengshui practices were frequently mentioned in
historic literature. For example, the local Gazette of Wenzhou published in the late
Ming Dynasty recorded that the site of Wenzhou town was first selected in 323 by
Guopu (276-324), a scholar who was renowned for his fengshui book zangjing. 528
Fengshui theory was based on the same principles upon which the ancient Chinese
dealt with their natural environment. It reflected their view of Nature. It was based on
several ancient Chinese philosophies: the idea of 'oneness of human and Nature' or
the comparability of Nature and the human body, the theories of yin-yang, wuxing
(literally means five categories) and qi.
The idea of 'the oneness of human and Nature' considers humankind as echoes of
Nature's principles, natural phenomena reflecting humanity's destiny. Thus Nature,
for example animal habits and the natural landscape were keenly observed in order to
draw principles which might reveal humanity'S destiny. The book

n,

which contains

the basic theory of feng-shui, was written in this way.529 The contour of the location
site of a settlement or residence was believed to be related to the destiny of its
residents. For example, a location with high land on the western side was called luland, which was an omen that the residents would be prosperous and respected; a
location with high land in front and lower land at the back was called chu-Iand, which
was an omen of bad luck; a location with high land all around and lower land in the
centre was called wei-Iand, which was an omen that the residents would be rich at
first then poor, and so on. 530 Due to these principles, a wei-Iand or chu-Iand was never
selected as a building site for a traditional residence. The names of these lands are the

528 Cheng Jianjun f]Ht1f:, Kong Shangpu 1Li¥6~r, Fengshui and Buildings .Pl*~J1$t( Nanchang: Jiangxi Keji tr.i1.!iH'7!~*
tflltlH±tfl1\&, 1992) p.4 11* nJl1!~ lfr~ali!1'I'1Jf.f~ > iCtltiBHIi#lUIl:1!~nJ;l:(£ffaJHil' ;;t'fft.4=(323)i2\i)Ei¥J, ftB~~ nlLir
iW~ti¥J±:tt(, 7l<tm, LlI,*, /lJl§i?i!a)Ei2\iJ.J/:-t-tr.iWLlIO.
529 'Xici'*,$Cf). in Zhouyi[The Book ofChangej/iflf}, in Jingbu Yilei of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jt~r1llI!.YW±-=fS/tH'fll
,& ~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986)<http://guji.artx.cn/Article/69S_699.html#>[accessed 27 Apr2008]
(original text 'i!i:tf1l1.mf.'\;ZxJCrtB, 1f1JJilJJ;J!ll~-t-JC. mJilU;J!ll~-t-1l!!. ;J!ll~&ZJt-'01l!!zl1i:. :ili:JtH1f~. zJ.ll(~~. T
~MlfF)\!£I-.

)

530 Daoist Ruoguan fS'lC1JltA.(l8th century). Ba:hai Mingjing J(~lJfliA (Beijing: Hualing ~~!±JI\&~±. 1995)fL.sp:;llBEl r mJ
±. ~~$rElrftJ±. ~~*rElr.J±,mz • • !±JfiA.$~~r~r~J±. mZ~. 1!.Y®~~~r~
r«UJ ±. mZ5t.«t$t1
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same as the names of the kingdoms around the eighth to third centuries B.C. A
contemporary researcher has pointed out that thesefeng-shui principles may have
been formed in that period and were calculated from the fate of each kingdom and the
geographical contours of its capital city.531
An essential theory of fengshui is yin-yang, which literally means the opposition of
two opposed forces, yang and yin, and might originally have referred to the contrast
between sunlit and the shadowed areas. A balanced yin and yang force was considered
to be perfect. 532 Any opposed things can be described as yin or yang. For example,
female, softness, earth, night, dark, stasis and bitterness are considered as yin, while
male, hardness, sky, day, brightness, dynamism and happiness are considered as yang.
Yin is usually signified by a broken line '. -', yang as a line' -'. Yin-yang was used
to explain natural phenomena 533 and the state of health of a human bodi 34 • An
earthquake or a disease was usually considered as the consequence of an 'imbalance
. of yin and yang force'. A natural place with too much yin or yang force was
considered unsuitable for people to live or stay.
Another basic term of feng-shui is wuxing, which literally means 'the five basic
categories'. It divides everything into these five basic categories, named gold, wood,
water, fire, and clay. Examples are shown as follows. These five categories have
relationships which are supportive, neutral or obstructive to each other. For example,
wood is supportive to fire, gold is obstructive to wood, and clay is neutral to wood.
Everything and every phenomenon can be explained in terms of the relationship of the
531 Feng Wang, Zhongguo Fengshuiwenhua Shiwu Quanshu[ Chinese Fengshui Culture and Practice}J/lflJftl7KJt{t!kjJ-~1J
(Beijing: Keji Wenhua Chubanshe Wtit:t.f.tI±l)\!H±, 2005) p.1693 ~~~$B~tiHt!l~tf~l¥Jfl*JJl!ffiI\. &PifJUHffk, i!'-t1Sil
~~. mM#~ffiJ~Jtlitt, ltiJ&4S-~~~ltij!f, ~, $,'~, . , I\JI!, ft, ~, ~, ~, m, 19L .. ·~~r.6jt9HLi'l:"·17S!
4S-~~~I¥J±tM~, 4~HOOI&'ll~m;r-;i:ffi~,

;;r-ffi~!

·"MI!.

iffltE

iam~~-f~tttfl*.~C

r~~J, r±t!l~J B'.J~Jll'. 4S-fOO~~B'.J rll1il.il!lJ JIij r'llr~l!i1ll'tJ. iF.4S-{fJlJffl1::1::B'.J rW*J JIij~fl1tC~i!M, ~iJJ\!AmO};Ett~ r~~~1~J fttJ1i

~JJl!ffiI\.

532 Mou Zongsan ~*.=:. Lu Xuekun It1!tI.t!, Zhouyi Zhexue Yanjianglu [Proceedings on the Phylosophy ojZhouyi} JifJJJfj!1
lifUliJ. (Taibei: Lianjing Press ~f.I!!!l±lJl&, 2003) p.93 (~f.I!!!, JUn: -~~-/Ilz.mwm
533 for example, a big earthquake happened in ancient time was explained as the consequence of 'the suppressed yin and yang'
and recorded in contemporary account. }i]~£IWj. 1f1lP!l~1::1-~¥J!B'.J::k~m. Oil~» MfflUt17S!7J,
Iltl~iffl:fn~
/:lj. Il!.lt!iffl;r-n~~

534 Chinese traditional medical theory based on yin-yang. Any illness or unhealthy condition could be explained in reansons of
unbalanced yin-yang.
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five basic categories, for example, the change of dynasties, or the selection of a
building site. The wuxing theory was promoted by the Confucians at first 535 and the
theory was recorded in Confucian cannon

Liji,536

which had a great influence on

people later.
Table 3. The five categories
colors

animals Body organs seasons

sour

green

sheep

red

chicken heart

directions tastes
Wood category east

liver

spring

Fire category

south

bitter

Clay category

centre

sweet yellow ox

stomach

Gold category

west

spicy

white

dog

lung

autumn

salty

black

pig

kidney

winter

Water category north

summer

Qi is a concept to commonly used to refer to the essential element of a living being; it
was believed that 'with qi, there is life; without qi, there is death'. 537 Laozi even stated
that 'everything has qi and yinyang'. Qi is usually used in feng-shui to describe the
natural environment, and the term literally means vigour.538 It is believed that qi
disappears when there is wind and lingers when there is water. In order to make qi
linger and stay under control, a suitable balance of wind and water in the environment
is required. 539 Feng-shui, which literally means wind-water is the theory to deal with
535 Ch en Yikui Mlffl!lliL Zhang Mingyang ijlfg~, Shengcun Fengshuixue {The Origin of Chinese Fengshui} 5£fiJX1.J/(1f.
(Taibei: Yixueyanjiu Jijinhui ~~liJf~i1It~~,2000)p.372 tR1JItliTtru~¥!. m~, 'It~ r1itrii1tJ trul!&tr. fliIi*truf(1I4Jli
j:Jl!Ji;iI2iJ. HOT) -SB: Tm, jf;:T!ti:tVJHii~. ~z..litrl <1I;lU:.:E (,fIrJWlffl.:E) ~±~~,
7J" :kli
tr. ~nli:S~1

*,

536 'Uyun'tllI, in Lij; lIMe, in Jingbu Lilei of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu :t¥JtlI~Il!lJtt;:~~/~j'ffl/*L~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei:
Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986)< http://www.philosophyol.comlpub/guji/007.l.htm >[accessed 27 Apr2008] (original text .A.~'.
:l't7dt!\z..~. ~~z..3i::. ~lJ!lz.. •• litrz..~.-tE.. ~7i:*Ilil. ~lH1Ji!., M!~H:l. 1l(~Ll.J)II, 1m1itr~~~~. *nifli

m.

~~~; ~~~1iW~.~1iWM. 1itrZ~.~~~~.1itrll!l~+=~. ~~~*-tE., 1i~~~+=~.~

ffi~.-tE., li.~~+=*. ~~~W-tE., 1ia~.+=~. mm~M-tE.. ~.A.W. 7i:M!z..6&.1itrZ_&.*~

}jIJ~wta.

ilii1:.W&. )

537 'Shuyan'. Guan:t, original
~. '«~T' m1!:f»

text: 'iitZ1£7i:W. 8&, :l't1£.A.::j!j". 'CI&. itt8: ::ffA>f.Pltl~. xA>f.!ilIJ7E. 1:.W~Jt

538 Lao:;, vo1.42, original t~Xt:::l;T'iR1:.-. -1:.=. =1:.'=:. '=:1:.JJ~. JJ~1JJ.~RW1@.llr'!.

l1'k(.l2J.1v*n. '«::l;T>~

il!l+=_)
539Zhong Jintian f4tj£~, Kanyudajian: Zangjing Yanjiu [Research on the ancient book a/Geography Investigation: Zangjing}
I!!Jftl:k!G: I!!Jftli!iI8H!t£IPf!fi(Taibei: Chuangyi 1JIJ~tll)\bH±, 1982) p.16 ~*~JiItlf.{. ~*!iltl11:.. 1i.A.~z..1l1!1'1lt. tr z..
1l1!::ff 11:.. ~iWz..~*. (iHll~ (~~» )
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this. The basic feng-shui rule for a proper location in Nature is a place with access to a
body of water, such as a pond or river, with no direct wind. Water landscape is
considered to be the most important e1ement. S40 Without it, even a place with the best
land contour is considered unlivable. 541 Water is believed to be the generator of qi,542
with rivers as its path. 543 Wind is usually blocked by hills around, and an ideal
location must have mountains to its back, lower hills to its sides, a river in front or to
its side, and remote hills in front of it. 544 Many of the traditional buildings in scenic
sites which survive were built in such locations, suggesting the popularity of feng-shui.
Feng-shui criteria have been used to assess the quality of a natural landscape; a place
with bad or improper feng-shui was not considered suitable to stay in, otherwise
disease or bad luck would be incurred. For example, a book was written in the time of
the Ming Dynasty about the criteria for water bodies; the shape of a river, the depth of
it, the flow speed of the current, the relationship of the river with the site, were all
thoroughly considered. 545 The best river shape was meandering 546 ; while the best

540 Wang Qiheng ::Ejt:;:. Fengshui Lilun Yanjiu [Research on Fengshui Theory] /Xl7jaJl!teIV!Jt (Tianjin: Tianjin University
Press 7i:i$::k~1:I:l~1±. 1982) p.9 'JXI.*z..~.f,j*j;J..t,Hf«JXI.(xz..'( <~~»). ·*i~tHd:R;$'Itr,*i'.iHtl:R;~Pt' (<<1ft1i:JlliJm
m~»).

Ei3J1tiiJ m.

7J<.tEJXl.7J<.~I¥J±t!!,'!i'Lz..lft~

541 Wang Qiheng ::E jt:;:. Fengshui Lilun

.

p. 55 •*It LlJ .$t¥t 7J<..1f LlJ JC
•LlJI1IT.7J<.I1IM,RmLlJ~:;r-m* ..15-:~J1Jl!.Jr1'JiltJlf:l •• «t.l!~~i~H'O)

Yan/iu [Research on Fengshul Theory] .PZ7/(J!l! telV!!l.

7J<.,tM'g.Jlli.1f7J<.JCLlJ~iiJtt·( (=:~~J1I!7J<.~»).

542 Youqian Gao, iliiO:i.t, Zhongguo Fengshui Wenhua[Chinese Fengshul Cu(ture]tFfJ!I.PZ7/()tlt.(Beijing: Tuanjie Chubanshe
m~I:I:l}\IH±, 2004)p.33 ·~~·,7j(z£J:;*;f.~ZT'( (7J<.Jt~. ~tJl,f&iE»)1 '7<J)][laZ.A!("ptffiij;JJXI.,fl-ffiij;J'L;,~ffiij;Jm,
rr'f~9=tffiij;J1:AIr(.. ( (~~»
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543 Kang Wu §:1:.J.3t. Zhongguo Shenmiwenhua Cidian[ Encyclopaedia of Chinese Mythology] rp [ii/#/P:kltttJti(Haikou:
Hainan Chubanshe ;>lfml:l:l~~±. 1993) p.548 ·SCM.i*ffii~,ati5}}~1Z'1f*';'~trPlJJ*Mi,ffii*.ll:PliJ~.ll:·( ut~~» )
544 Kang Wu §:1:.J.3t. Zhongguo Shenmiwenhua Cid/an [Encyclopaedia of Chinese Mylho(ogy] rpH/I'JIM:kItt'!A, p.561 «[la ~
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545 Feng Wang. Zhongguo Fengshuiwenhua Shiwu Quanshu[ Chinese Fengshul Culture and Practice] tFffflftl.7/(:kIt!1.:jJ-1t1t,
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546 Bosong Xiang. ~ftltj, Zhongguo Shul Chongbai[Worsh/p of Water in China] tFfJf17/('h~Jf (Shanghai:Sanlianshudian =:~
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location by a river was a site inside a bent river547 • A site on the outside bank of a
curved river was inauspicious. This principle can also be applied to judge the location
of a site by a road.
Natural landscape was not viewed as a simple physical environment, but a source of
powerful effects. To the ancient Chinese, plants, hills and water bodies were not only
natural landscape, but also a symbolic system which was relevant to daily life. Fengshui theory has been used widely dealing with the natural environment, assessing the
quality of landscape and improving it in terms of its criteria. It has had a great
influence not only on the selection of building sites, but also the design of buildings
and gardens, and even city planning. There are many cases showing this. For example,
the gate of a traditional quadrangle residential building was usually at the southeastern corner or the north-western corner, rather than on the axis, in order to conform
to feng-shui theory. The royal garden in early twelfth century Genyue (which literally
means 'a hill at north-east direction') is recorded as being planned and designed
according to feng-shui theory. According to feng-shui, the north-eastern direction
influences the prosperousness of offspring; the higher the land in that direction, the
more prosperous. Since the royal family wanted to have male offspring, they selected
the north-east corner of the capital city to build a garden, which was designed by the
emperor Song-huizong himself. The garden was mainly mounded with rocks to
embody the theme of mountainous landscape. 548 As for the location of a settlement,
feng-shui theory suggests that there should be water bodies south of it, and hills or
mountains to the north. 549 This principle was applied to most traditional cities and
547 Cheng Jianjun ijL~!~. Cangfengdeshul: Fengshui yu Jian:hu [Fengshui and buildings} Mfttlfi.7Jc: ftt.7JcJ;jJ11J[ (Beijing:
Dianying Chuanbanshe f\!llIHl:\m~±,2005) p,94 (ti!~H!ltW» SI r7k1(yjtrliJ.~.;It!!., 7kt.titJ.:r-PJ"F.J m'i\'l ftiJ\7kZ.:fffili.
3XW~.~.*n~z.gB • • • ~M&~.J~AN.qa~~%~~.z.~. X.;It!!.~7kft~~~~.~#%*
~~ r ~~~1(yJ. )x\'7k~rpX~X~ rm:m7kJ. ~)x\'7k7J(1~rp~~~%*, R.!t1ltrt'tJ*,m~)X\.7krt!!.E1])ltf¥HIi.
548 Zhang Hao *~(13th century). Genyucji [About Genyue Gardenjll! ffii2.. in Zhongguo Lidai MingyuanjiXuan:hu {HistoriC
ed. by Zhi Ch en IWtIT(Hcfei: Anhui Keji Chubanshe 'ti;jt(,Httt1:lM(U
)983). p,S7 ll!mi2.i2.~*jt(*I".IU~..t.!i!{i'LIt-t. i'.2:ff.!i!'f. T:JliflJlbltl~)X\.*t'tJ.ij!1*Ut. ~'Jj(~*~tll/Jl. ;It!!.19J.ij!~. ill
%*fl'l"F. ~j>:lti9iz.. !llIJ.li!IiUUtm~ •• )1.!l-rp*~t1J~'ll!·. ~ (It,~J. 'll! '~'f:PJ\*~t'tJ)~ItE;fttX:.
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549 Xixian Yu T*~. Fatianxiangdi: Zhongguo Gudal Renjuhuanjing yu Fengshui [[mmi/ation of Sky and Earth: Chinese
Ancient Residential Environment and Fengshuijlk.:RI.:it!J: tpl17i!if/.:A!f!lkF!/!#ftt7/( (Bcijing: Dianying Chubanshe Iti~tl:\
M(~±. 2006) p,12) "i!i.AiJ-~*, i!§, i¥j, ~t[91J*ff-lljt. :Stj}IJ~1f~, sdt, *1f{, ~lit. i¥j1JZ.~IjtIV40;1f{. *~fiJl
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towns. The Forbidden City in the capital city was even built with an artificial river to
the south and an artificial hill to the north.
An environment with proper feng-shui was considered to be able to supply proper qi
for people, which would promote prosperity. Because of this, people were keen to
visit scenic sites, which were seen as having good feng-shui and natural qi, and they
were keen to improve their residential environment in a feng-shui favoured way, such
as planting or gardening. The garden design book, Notes of Courtyard Making

(Itfi1

ie!; , written in the twelfth century in Japan, reveals the influence of feng-shui
thought on the planting. design of a residence. It says that the ideal residence should
have a river to its east side and if not, nine willow trees should be planted there; to the
west side, there should be a road, if not, plant seven Chinese catalpa to substitute; to
the south, there should be a pond, if not, plant nine cherry bays; to the north, there
I

should be a hill, and if not, plant three Chinese junipers. 550 Particular trees were
treated as substitutes in certain school of feng-shui to make a place perfect. Planting
was considered important aspect because it was believed that 'good luck follows
flourishing flora', ss 1It was explained that 'plants are the coat or feather of a residence
since they are helpful in protecting the qi and preventing cold wind'; 'without proper
planting, a residence seems like a naked man or a bald bird' ,552 According to fengshui theory, trees should be planted around a settlement or a residence to fill in empty
space; too thick planting causes suffocation, while too thin will leave it too windy,S53
550 Shiqing Zhang ~~+~. Zuotingjl Yi:hll yu YatUlu [Translation and Research on the Janpanese Ancient Garden Book
ZlIotingjijf'tlfliiJ*#1iIiff5l(Tlanjin: Tianjin University Press ;K¥$*#f!I±I~U, 2004) (ttBlI2J '.f)r$·~, ':(£1EJd::ta~

•• ~*.~.ft.e~* •• ~m.h•. ~Wft.6~~.~
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551 Wenheng Yang .fh Jt jij. Yixue yu Shenglai Huanjing[ Yi and Biological Environment) J$ ¥ 1i!t 1;r'Jf JjJ (Bcijing:
Zhongguoshudian "PlJiI~Ji5, 2003) p.224 JXl.7J01l!~\A.~'.*'1iIlil. fiAitlllM!', '*MJlWt', 't:i*MJl1UJXl.j:ill. •.
552 Chuanyou Guan 7t:ffiO:, 'Fengshui Lilun dui Zhongguo Chuantong Yuanlin de Yingxiang' [Influences of Fengshui Theory
on Traditional Gardens]JXl.7101l!~:it1"PlJiIffi!'Jtlila1'a'-JfA;if.l. Academic Journal of Wanxi College 1/fCi!!i¥'I!it~Ifi, 2001(1), in
Chinese Thesis Database "P lJiI ~Jt"fa;Jt"P'C.'<htlp:!lstuda.netldilidizhi/060413/08431919.h(ml>[accessed 28 Apr2008] m (~
i'/j~t"~IlB~W*) W~ffij£, '~m!t::1l1i~M*~~;&. bil.,....~aftl}ltt. ~F.f*~~,@~~j:m. mttJXI.1l. ~F.f*~~~'@
~ •• ~.~~.mhlM*~~!t~~~.M*.~~m£.* • .f*~~. ~ • .f*~~ . • ~aW*~A~;&._~
~. 1!l!:!lJR{1I>. :jtf*i!lirm1t*fJ~:(£~"··"1'!Ut1ji~*~91Uj:~~~. ~1l8.M:. AAMIr:!Jtifi!i1i ••
553 Chuanyou Guan 7t:flio:, 'Gudai Fengshuilin Tanxi' [Investigation on Geomantic Forest in Ancient Chinalti~JXI.*.f*¥.Mrr.
in Agricultural Archaeology
j£ ;f 'i!i. 2002(3). in Chinese Thesis Database !f1 till ~ Jt "f ~ rtl ,c"
<http://www.101ms.comllunwen/lixue/dizhiI200704/Iunwen_23874_2.html>[accessed 28 Apr2008] m.f*tlt (1lB~~'C.'#!> ~
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Particular trees were recommended by feng-shui theory for planting at particular
locations: for example, locust trees planted in front of the central gate is an omen of
good fortune; an elm tree planted at the back of a residence prevents evil; jujube trees
planted in front of the gate are an omen of good income, and so on. 554 Such principles
have been widely followed and may be seen in many surviving traditional settlements.

Festivals with vestiges of ancient Nature worship and outdoor
customs of these festivals

Many Chinese festival celebrations involving activities such as picnicking, climbing
mountains, admiring the moon and playing games by rivers, can be seen as vestiges of
ancient Nature worship practices. This table shows the festivals, their date and their
associated celebration activities.
Table 4. Traditional festivals and their associated celebration activities
Festival
Renri

AA

Date (traditional calendar)

Celebration activities

Seventh day of first month

Climbing mountain

Shangyuan l:ft

Fifteenth day of the first Playing with lanterns and light
month

Shangsi ...tB

Third day of the third month

Waterside
river

Hanshi ~1t

A day in the third month

Picnicking (cold food) excursion

Duanwu ~;Mq:

Fifth day of the fifth month

boating

J:'#.fJ!tw.'~:
~(I1!fQ.

''f (Hli) 1fffi.

ti::tZJ!I;:ru1AiJV'"~')lltlwm~~;tt:~',

games,

bathing in

'miIJJilU'ltll, :i:1JJJilUi!l'1,!\, llt4'l!H'I!..

~JJIl!Hr

'

554 Chuanyou Guan ~~B:, 'Fengshui Lilun dui Zhongguo Chuantong Yuanlin de Yingxiang' [Influences of Fengshui Theory
on Traditional Gardens]JXt*J!.I!~m4'lJiI~m/lSJ#l¥J~iW, Academic Journal of Wanxi College 1/Jti!ff!ftft;l~1Ii, 200](1), in
Chinese Thesis Database 4'1JiIt(?;Jtl'~4',t\<http://studa.netldilidizhi/060413/08431919.html>[accessed 28 Apr2008] mj\',ljw,
'iW (.ffl~~ln: '*"Hltj:JjP, i!!i#W~, m#l'flJJ!I:, ~t#*~', '4'ITfft?1ltlJl:.=:ttt, ~F..i:ff./\llJs.9J."'ili:', '~*:fi~
~, ~~~:ff*, ~i!!i1f~t\li;!/;J~$', 'rTiitrtn"'~J!I:, IDlllft:ff1"r*1f~D!IJJ1lJU.
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Zhongqiu

rp tic

Chongyang

:m m

Fifteenth day of the eighth Admiring the moon, climbing
month
mountain
Ninth day of the ninth month

Climbing mountain

Primitive Nature worship practice declined although some of the rites and customs
continued in use. Deeply influenced by Confucius, who 'insisted on the rites of
sacrifice as if the god was real (or here)'555 but denied to talk about gods or any
supernatural power 556 and believed that the understanding of universal truth was based
on the observation of Nature 557, people went on celebrating all the ancient sacrifice
days and festivals, sticking' to the old customs, without observing their ancient
meanings. So early Nature worship lost its original religious meanings as time passed, .
and evolved into festivals which had lost their religious significance.
Riverside games and bathing in Shangsi festival and the mountain climbing custom in
Chongyang festival have been very popular since as early as the second century BC;
the riverside bathing in spring to pray for luck and health was also described as an old
custom from the Zhou dynasty (eighth century BC).558 The purpose of these activities
was said by the literature of the time to be 'to avoid evil and bad luck'. 559 The
traditional activities of the custom were followed later, but the intention of 'avoiding
evil' was not often mentioned. There is a great deal of poetry reflecting such customs
later, but nearly all of it speaks of the customs as a tradition to follow as an enjoyable
'Bayi'}Uft, in Lunyu [the Confueain Ana/eels] M'ilf. vol.3, in Jingbu Sishulci of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu )Cil*lf!illJ.llJ~1;
t}. $/I!!I -rs ~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/gllji/03I.htm>[accessed 15 Apr2008]( original words ~~Qt£, ~l~~t~t£)
556 'Shucr'~ffii, in Lunyu [the Confueain Ana/eels] it,ilf, vol. 7, in Jingbu Sishlllei of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu ),(il*If~I!.!lW
~ -rs I t}. $/1!.!l-rs ~, ed, by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/07I.htm>[accessed 15 Apr2008]( original words 'T~mtl1:nliUI\I'.
'Yongye' JlttB. in Lunyu [the Confueain Analeets} M'ilf, vol. 6, in Jingbu Sishulei of Wenyuange Siku Quanshu )Cil*II~lJ.llI:q;1;
-rs It}. $ II!.!l -rs ~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshllgllan, 1986) < http://www.philosophyol.com/pllb/gllji/06I.htm>[accessed IS Apr2008]( original words'$:W.l~ffii~Z.'
557 'Yanghuo'!lE J}t, in Lunyu [the Confueain Ana/eets} ~ilf, vo1.17. in Jingbu Sishlllei of WenYllange Siku Quanshu ),(il*II~ I!.!l
Wit -rs / t}. $ / I!.!l-rs ~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) < hUp://www.philosophyol.com/pub/gllji/17I.htm>[accessed 15 Apr2008]( original words 5'CMtrfilG, I!.!llltff~)
558 Zheng Xuan(ADI27-200), Annotation ofZhouli. (fIil~L·!lf1lr·j(~», 'j(~jjttJlIt:tJ,lM;j4~m. '~1r(127-200)tt, tJlIt
:tJ,l • • • +E~~B~*~z.~._mffl~ ••• H~m.
,
559 Liu Xin (53BC-AD23), Xijing :aji [Notes of Western Capital). ~IJax (jffiJj(~ia' ~:'E~~B, .11.~:m:Ilfl. ±j(ih'i~.
555
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recreational activity. For instance, the poem ascending Mt. Qi on the ninth day by Du
Mu (803-853), describes a good view when the author climbed the mountain with
friends, drank on the site and picked bunches of chrysanthemums; he then says that
this is a custom from old times though still very popular in his own day. 560
When the original meaning of a festival's customs was lost or not retained in memory
for too long, people explained it in different ways later on. A typical example is the
Shangyuan Festival. People celebrate the first full moon night of a new year, playing
with lanterns outdoors or on the outskirts of towns. The origin of the festival and the
custom is unclear, but records about it can be traced back to the third century BC, long
before religious Daoism or Buddhism appeared in China. The explanations of it are
various: a book from the tenth century explains it as a Daoist festival, the birthday of a
Daoist god;561 a book of the twelfth century says it was the day when a Daoist god
blessed the world;562 another book from the twelfth century suggests that the lantern
custom came from the tradition of sacrificing the ancient god Taiyi in the second
century BC; 563 in the sixteenth century, a historian insisted that the lantern custom
came from Daoist tradition;564 there is also an explanation of it as a tradition from the
third century, when the Emperor Han-mingdi commanded people to celebrate a
Buddhist festival;56s and so on. Actually the festival has been celebrated by people
560 Du Mu(803-853), 'ascending Mt. QI on the ninth day', in New Edition 0/300 Tang Poetry. ed. by Ma Maoyuan (Changsha:
Shushe, 1985) p375 1)1 :tJ;!/:l(S03.S53)1¥J (JLStfLIJ!!itIi» rri'lJtt~JfIliW~, ~~m~..t!'l!t!lt. ~:tMm:tifjl~;9.;Jtl. 1.!1~M
IffMt! 110 titt. ~7IHt!zn lit.

~$J

561 Qirong Luo, Renxuan Yang, ~ Jfl~, 1ll3~=1:t!, Zhongguo Chuantong Jleri [Traditional Chinese Festivals] 'PfJiI#!Jt11' fJ
(Beijing: Kexue chubanshe, 1986) p.61 unrt*la» la~i#., ~~j2;JWJtl.f,{I¥JM;AA!. itl:f,{'I1\'re-~~t'lr1.iEJl+1i,f1j(~..t;lt
11, ~Jl+1i~~ft11, +Jl+1i~Tft11' *.~ft'.&*.f,{l¥Jm •• ~1i4*m~*I¥J~~~ft.~ •.
., i#.~.mm,~.~~, *.M~, *~~;lt~~., i#...t;lt~ • .iEJl+1iS~, ~;lt~tt~Jl+1iS~,T;lt
*.+Jl+1iS~.~~, .iEJl+1iS ••• ~~;lt11.
'
562 Zonglian Zhou, f,\J*~, Hualing Li, *~~, Zhongguo Minjian de Shen [Gods in Folk Belief}iftt57RJI'ii/$9#( Changsha:
HunanChubanshe, 1992)p.4 i¥i*~I1l!&:(£ (~~;iR» ~1St1 ·.iEJl+1iaft~l1 . .73~ft~ft'!tHlttf\){. '
563 Zhu Bian *1t-(1085-1144), Quyou Jillwen tllirfilEPll (Nanjing: Jiangsu Guang1ing Gujikeyinshe rrjlj:J;!i:mIfl§l~IJ'nU,
1990) p.59 ..tif;*:.tr, 11lf.!f1t1l'{}~ilGre'r'iHilJ;tc-11l ~~/lfH~$.
564 Xia Rixin 1I'l S qrr. Changjiangliuyu de Suishl jieling [Festivals in Changjlang River areajK:tI:M4J:'$9$Ht7J' +CWuhan:
Hubei Jiaoyu Chubanshe i'M~tf,{1!ftBJ\&~±,2004) p.30 ~~~(l487-1566) (~U~m» ~~~ft*:.tr®T*&l¥Jlttf,{.
565 Xu Jieshun ~?M'.f!. Han=1I Fengsushi [Custom History 0/ HanjtxftJ[ft((fl.'£ (Taibei: Xuelin Chubanshe !f:#:tBJ\&U, 2004)
p.181-2 ft'/lf5\i';:.tr ~*&nJHf,·1I11?\lf,{{~A*±:ff~. *&111, ,*ngM~Mt*1ij 11?\lii, IfIM~ii~**~~, &nJH*~
+.iEJl+1i1?\lm~~~s~:.tr. *.I1l~~~*:.tr, ~~~1?\l •• (.~.»., 1?\lm~ •• m~.~~.~~~.
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without concerns of what it celebrated, but instead just enJoymg the leisured
atmosphere and the custom of celebration.
Nearly every Chinese festival custom involves one or more leisure activities taking
place in settings of natural landscape, such as having a picnic on a meadow for
Qingming, drinking wine alongside a stream for Shangsi, boating for Duanwu,
launching lanterns in rivers for Zhongyuan, admiring the moon and having outdoor
feasts for Zhongqiu, climbing mountains for Chongyang, and so on. According to the
abundant literature which mentions these festival outdoor activities, they have been
treated mostly as leisure activities, whatever the original intention of the festivals
might have been. Many scenes of people crowded into scenic areas on the outskirts of
. towns during various festivals have been recorded since the third century. 566 A poem
from the eighth century describes the crowded riverside scenic area around Shangsi
Festival, saying that 'it is more crowded than the market or the roads in the city centre;
all your acquaintances who haven't met in years are encountered here'. 567
Climbing up mountains or hills to have a view was a common activity in many
traditional festivals, such as Renri, Zhongqiu and Chongyang. According to a book
written in the sixth century about folk customs, climbing mountains on spring days
has been popular since remote ages and the custom was the same all over the
country.568 The original reasons for climbing mountains in certain season and festivals
might be various. But although the original motifs had faded and been lost for a long

566 Xia Rixin !Hlfffr. Changjiangliuyu de Suishi fie ling (Festivals in Changjiang River areaj-K:tIPIlilitYJ;l./Il11f1'(Wuhan:
Hubei Jiaoyu Chubanshe i'/i1J~~tlr1ftl\}\IH±.2004) p.102 m~;'l:lli"i"i (i'/i1J1+1~~IIa:;t\'\fi¥ilffa ~~~H'!'{fIY-J{~(}('
Nie Ronghua, Wan Li. ~~ip. :n M. Huxiang Wenhua Tonglun (Custom and Cullllre of Hllxiang] $JIjll!Jxf-/:iiH it(Changsha:
Hunan University Press i'/i1Ji¥i*~I±l)\fH±. 2005) p.45S ttm <m"Jl1<l) m~t,Jff\!*J}jIi.~t(:rymnJliliJ!f'{f~1t.\llIilJ~J:l!b .;tt
~.ip#.B. *~fA:nAI±l • • ~~_M~~
~~.'
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567 Liu Jia ~tl~(eighth century). Shangsiri[Day of Shangsi Festival]L BB. in Tangshl Fen/ei Dacidian {Encyclopaedia of
Poetry in Tang Dynasty In Calegoriesj!l!M'ff!J!:kHA. ed. by Ma Dongtian .ij 3}<
(Chengdu: Sichuan Cishu Chubanshe Imfll
ift~tl\AA~±.1992) P.364 J:BlIllrrm. Ill'irmWlJi&. ;I1J-i'};;r-.m#. J1tttl!~l!l3!f.

m.

568 Zong Ling *'11(501-565). 'Seasons and Festivals of Jing-Chu'1f~~~ MiC. in WenYllange Siku Quanshu JtI/f//IflI"lIfJ3t1J.
ed.
by
Jiyun
(Taibei:
Shangwu
Yinshuguan.
1986)
<hup:!lwww.sinology.cnlbook/3/02-lib/01-zg/03guoxue/%E5%8F%B2%E9%83%A81"IoE5%85%B6%E4%BB%96/%E8%8D%86%E6%A5%9A%E5%B2%81%E6%97%B6%
E8%AE%BO/jcssj.htm> [accessed 19 Mar 2007} . (original text ~SHI/(5. ~'i!ij]~.firHil1-tS~~Mt~. mi1H~'4i~~
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time, the pure scenic value was still fully appreciated and words about the pleasure of
enjoying scenery often appeared in all kinds of records, travel notes, poetry and prose.
It was never recorded as a competitive sport or a religious ritual, but a leisure activity

taken for pleasure as a social habit. The pleasure in climbing mountains, enjoying the
views and the festival atmosphere was frequently presented in literature. Take Tiger
Hill near Suzhou as an instance: In the Ming dynasty, it was a beauty spot which was
frequently visited. During Zhongqiu festival, it was especially crowded, day and
night,s69 when the marvellous view and various events were enjoyed there. One travel
note written at the end of the sixteenth century even recorded a singing contest on top
of the hill which was set up extemporaneously and involved thousands ofpeople. 57o

Scenic improvements influenced by outdoor leisure customs

A good view seen from a high place was keenly sought after and also frequently
reflected in poetry, travel notes, prose and landscape paintings. Many poems were
composed describing the views seen from man-made terraces in the mountains. 571 The
custom of ascending to a terrace to have a good prospect was so popular that as early
as the sixth century BC, a crowded scene was described as having 'the same
crowdedness as a mountain terrace in spring' 572. The custom of ascending and
569Zhang Dai ~ja~(lS97-l676), 'Middle Autumn Night in Tiger Hil\'[}tliq:ttl;~, in raoan Mengyl NIiJffl, vol.S, 1644
<http://www.langsong.netllstd/wxshklhtmloem/gd/sw/taoanl070.htm> [accessed 19 Mar 2007] . (original text ~ 1: 0~, TA
~. M•. ~~, .%~W~, M~~~,-=ilin, • • M•• ~, ft • • ~. ~ • • ~~. ~.IT~.)
570 Yuan Hongdao :%It:i!iti(1568-1610), 'Note of Tiger HiII·!1f.Jiia, in Huqiu Shanbu Yiwen, ed. by Ch en Menglci 191<~m.
Gujin Tushu Jicheng rangyu Huibian Shanchuandian ii:~i!l4-l/ilIS~~mJHlttWlIlLJ)"A/~ 95 ~/ JJt.JillJfflJ--V%(Beiping: Zhonghua Shuju. 1934) vo\.95
571 There are nearly 500 poems in Tang Dynasty with the word 'tai'(platform or terrace for viewing scenery) in title, for example:
Li She *Wi(Tang Dynasty), 'Moon Scene in Middle Autumn Night Viewed from Terrace of Junshan Mountain' q> tk W:fl' ili ~ m
~,in Quantangshl :t£fflfi.1. ed. by CaoYing and Peng Dingqiu .tt{, ~~>ft(Yangzholl: Yangzhou shiju, 1707) <
http://qts.zww.cn/#>[accessed28Mar2008](}dJU£.!!!t/ilITJltr) beside these, there are also numerous poems describing the
view from high place of mountain, for example, 'the melody of Mt. Lu sent to Mr. Lu' by Li Bai(:'ft .~.t~:k;tt!!rill. -};:.tt1f;1f;:t:
'f':if *~ (lPilii!l!~Ff.lftlJ$:i!t» )
S72 Laozi, Daodejing iti~t2(=-t-.). in Wenyuange Siku Quanshu :Jti1ll!lilI!!l!¥~15, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu
Yinshuguan, 1986) <http://www.renlong.com.cn!?ac!ion-viewnews-itemid-889> {aecessed 28 Mar 2008] (~A~~~~, 'JmfH'F
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viewing has been kept along with the celebration custom of ancient festivals, such as
Renri, Zhongqiu and Chongyang. A case of making a terrace on a hill as a viewing
site was recorded in the fifth century: 'On the peak of Anren Hill near Shouzhang
Town, a terrace was made by Dongping King of Wei (around the third century) as a
viewing and congregating site for climbers. There are words chiselled by the king on
the stone cliff showing this'. 573 Nowadays, in nearly every scenic area there are
surviving ancient terraces or raised platforms. Terraces in mountains have been taken
as beauty spots, places with extraordinary views which attracted people to visit.
Scenic sites were not only excursion resorts for the public, but also a spiritual retreat
for the literati class seeking inspiration from Nature. The remote scenery of high
peaks and deep woods was always pursued, just as reclusive streams and strange
stones were always a great attraction. 574 A famous landscape painter and theorist of
the twelfth century has pointed out that water is the basic and most important element
of mountain scenery, which to the mountain is as blood to a human body, for without
it, the mountain is not alive. 575 This perspective retains vestiges of ancient Nature
worship and seems comparable to the old words mentioned at the beginning of this
chapter. Water landscape takes various forms in mountains, such as springs, streams,
cascades or ponds. Integrated with various land forms and environment, they function
as a visual focus, no matter whether in a landscape painting or a real scenic area.
The folk poetry which survives from before the sixth century BC includes many
rhymes which describe waterside scenery,576 evidence of the popular appreciation of

573 Zong Ling *'~(501-565), 'Seasons and Festivals of Jing-Chu'm1l!J# fI1ia, (original text l!U~lJl.:Ea. -tE n::V5IHl-'t{
tili .• ili.~*m~ .• M~ •. ~ •• ~. M~. ~~-tE. ~E~A .• al~ . • • 't{~
574 Liu Zongyuan ~P*~(773-819), 'Travel Note of Xishan Mountain'~1!1j!lj ili ~~ia, in Lidal Yo~iiJinghua !Jj{t'iitiiFN'rp,
ed. by He Kui ~~(Wuhan: Hubei Renmin Chubanshe ml~tA ~:±lI\IH± • 1998) . pp. 53-55 (p.S3) (original text EE;j1t~l: ~
ili. A.#. "~m. ~ •• ~. ~.~~.)
575 Guo Xi l!l~~(1023-I085), 'Theory about Landscape Painting'#.tJi3&lili*iJII, in Wenyuange Sikll Quanshu Jibu .:1:iHI/KI
1!!1/f!3t1>JI!lJ1f, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan, 1986) .<http://www.gUOxue.com/jibulWenIUn!ShihUad/ShY_006.htm>
[aCCeSSedI9Mar2007](OriginaltextW!;(7J<:I\11fnM;.!;(1jl*~-.5~.Wtll~~11jl*I~ili~1.J*ffiiri!.m:t;t*ffii$.~:ij.Il
~ffii~M.*!;(LlJ~OO, .W~~~, .~~.~.~*1!1iliffii.,1!1.Wffii~~,~.~ffiir., ~ili*~~~
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576 The folk songs in Shijing, for example
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waterside settings at that time. Visiting river sides, enjoying games and drinking
alcohol at the water's edge on beautiful spring days has long been popular. Scenes of
people crowded along streams, having picni~s, picking flowers and enjoying views
were also recorded. 577
The custom of waterside praymg appears to have developed gradually, as early
sources mention scenery and play in some detail while the prayer rituals are not
mentioned much at all. A typical example to show waterside recreation customs and
the related scenic improvements is the drinking game. It is also known as the game of
'drifting goblets in meandering brook', in which goblets are set adrift in a meandering
brook, when they stop, the participant who sits nearby would drink the wine and
perform an act or sing a song, improvise a poem, or similar, to entertain the party. The
origin of this activity may be connected with the prayer ritual of the ancient festival
Shangsi;578 although the form of it has been handed down through the ages and is still
practiced today, the ritual meaning has long been lost. At least as early as the Han
dynasty (second century BC to the third century AD), imperial members, aristocrats
and the populace were all involved in spring excursions to watersides, according to
the literature of that time. s79 During their waterside visits, people also played games,
drank wine and picnicked to enhance their enjoyment. It is recorded that the emperor
Wei Mingdi (205-239) in the early third century had a channel carved out of a rock in
his garden so that he might play this drinking game without leaving his own palace. 58o
The author of a prose text from the fourth century asserts that indulging in the natural

577 Li Binghai 'fmi'flt,' the descriptions of picnics in Shijing' Ujt2» J!1~ililiflii,&JtJJjj!iPr1t, in Literary Heritage (Jt!'F~
i""» ,2004(2) ppI5·20. «~Jx\,~m» ~l:iim, 1i~~I,}. ±l:iij{, 1i~:UUiI,}. j{B~f-? ±BtOCll. ll.tt~'1?
~~, ~fill.* •• ±~j{, .~w~, ~~~~H.)

m

578 in Japan, there is ancient pray ritual still performed, which looks similar to the Chinese goblet flowing game, which might be
the evidence of the connection between.
579 For example, the history books at that time Hanshu,

Shiji, and the poetry collection Hanyueju, etc.

<&$» (j!lCl» C&Jf;

If.f»~
S80 There are two historic literature resources recording this, 'Lizhi' in Songshu[history of Song in Southern and Northern
Dynasties), and Lidai =haijingji[the capital cities of all dynasties}. ~fJI3TIl'1t1, tE~3l1!:JC~l't!nn~1:i:l;]ML;jifm~ffHlI!~(
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<*4HLJt» B, 'ttrmTIl'Il1,
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landscape is the best kind of recreation: 'there are high mountains with flourishing
forest and bamboo, and streams with fast running currents around us. The weather is
good with a clear sky and soft wind .. The natural world is grand with so many varieties
of vegetables and animals, where my eyesight is free and swimming like a fish; my
mind is free like a galloping horse. This is the most excellent recreation, which is
absolutely joyful.' SRI His description continues to the drinking game played at the
water edge, and indicates that in order to play the game they dug a small curving
canal. 582 The reason for constructing the sinuous channel was to create a more
intimate setting where participants could space out along the channel so that when the
goblet stopped at a corner, the person sitting nearest had to drink it. This is possibly
the earliest evidence of people adapting riversides for recreational purposes, and this
drinking game has had much more influence on landscape adaptation and
improvement since then.
Playing near a stream in late spring continued to be very popular between the fourth
and seventh centuries. A sixth century source noted: 'around the third day of the third
lunar month, people all come outdoors to the waterside, to play the game of drifting
goblets and drink wine,S8). This activity was originally encouraged by superstitions
originating in Nature worship, because it was thought to enhance good luck and avoid
evil things, while the river was used'for bathing as a symbol for washing away bad
luck and wickedness, but as shown in the sixth century source, by that time the
custom had evolved from an ancient ritual to a conventional recreational pastime.
Since then, such recreational activity has become more popular. During the seventh
and eighth centuries such picnics and excursions were described in poems as very
busy scenes without any reference to the traditional ritual, focusing only on landscape
views and social events. For example, 'with beautiful ladies playing on the watersides;
il#1lJtJ. X:fImimWl£~,
~~·H1M.:t~. m~iIh~lidHI. ~~jl!:tJH!.:t~, tiri'iJ~1l?. )

581 Wang XizhixCt.:t, Preface ofLanting Compositions~*#!I'¥, (Jlt:!'lBff~w~~.

;t,7i:Wl-.m. m.!Funl\'i. 1QlIll*rl1.:t::k.

JIlltI,yUi:

582 Wang Xizhi xCt.:t, Preface of Lanting Compositions ~Jjt#!1'¥ (~I ~:J;]im~ iIll7.K • .9U~;tt~. The 'Preface Prose of
Lanting Meeting Composition')
583SeasonsandFeslivalso/JingChu (1ftJ~~lI1il) (=:~=:E!. I1!IRo~tf:lo:mftl!.mr.Q. N.l.7i1imt. tH~f.*filll*.:t~)
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584 the riverside is full of boats berthing, with large numbers of horses tied up around
kiosks near the river.'585 These poems also mention that landscape features such as
kiosks had been established near the river to accommodate public recreation.
Between the fourth and the thirteenth century, many buildings were named 'pavilion
of drifting goblet', 'hall of drinking game in front of river' or 'kiosk of drifting
goblet' ,586 while some artificial ponds in gardens were referred to as 'pond of drifting
goblet' .587 References to these buildings occur both in royal gardens and in popular
public scenic areas. 588 One poem from a series about twelve views ofMt. Sheng in the
early ninth century describes a scenic hill, showing 'the canal for drifting goblet
game' as one of the twelve best scenic spots. The other scenic spots were: the valley
with hidden moon, the crag with bamboo bush, the couch-like natural rock, the
Accommodating Clouds Kiosk, the valley with plum woods, the place with peach
woods, a shallow pond, a peak with tea bushes, the zigzagged terrace, and a spring. 589
Unfortunately, the 20 word poem does not provide any further information than that
the speed of the water in the canal was as fast as a flying arrow and that it was full of
drifting goblets, which may indicate that it was a popular recreational place.
A travel note written in the seventeenth century describes how a flat big stone located
in centre of a valley stream was imagined as a place where immortal beings sit to play

584 Du Fu ttm(712-770), 'Lirenxing' mArr: ''=:f1.=:!Cl 7i:"'tfffr, ¥:'1vJ<ltJ.$mJA'.
585 Shen Quanqi tti.1:WJ(seventh century), 'Sanri duzuo Huanzhou siyi jiuyou' [Sitting alone in Huanzhou on the third day
remembering old leisure days) ('=:!Cl~ili9ffl.~ttfiWn ,in Quantangshl [Whole Collection of Tang PoetryJ~Jflliil, vo1.97.
~ 97_28, 'WiJ}{$ll~, .=: El :IIlWWJ'. '~~:if'lJ.t!lJ, ~~U:if't~tJtt'.
586 The many examples are t\\iBA'~an:IIJl~H*~Z.mtx:!lt, l¥HiflttJilt~**fliHJlJtJ,tm·"" Vli.1f~.ln¥tlill1lttJIJVli.1tm, ;R.
JR¥t!!tJIJ*.ltjlt, mm* 1It1HBr:pVli.1fm , (¥:~$) mtlt/ltf~m~I*J~1f~i;'llitiW~', fJJl.4-Jt'IJJ~f.J7;:1·HtJlJfffrW~pg. f'ilff
ltjjlj;:tp~m~Tr:p~/ltfJt'lJJtJlJVli.1f~-Ml::Q~, 1i~~iHlj\fw~I¥J~1f~, O&Ill3i;~lcJ tltM~*u1;fnjIH1;;/H~~r:p~

ltWVli.1f., *~"ilim.~ft~ •• ~.dAImltJ.m •• ,1lt,~.ltm. ~x*@r:p~m. ~~*n1ftx.tJIJ
ffliifJWi7Uflx. xffflmi'ifIt1"w':.ffm. <*.iJlffliJX!» ~ 275 It: 'Vli.:.ffJllt*lffimnJ!jUw:!kWiltJ.~fi·ljtT. ~filJtU¥t!!. JltJllt.t
{1=~m:h.~. ~i!ItlJ:l't~i3I*Am. '
587 The many examples include ¥:'T*:i:~Iiilw'1fnB, i¥i*tIiJIf~~W.1f¥t!!, ~ntU-~mtH!tJl1:i;.1f¥t!!~.
588 The many examples include /ltfilYl:h.~tU~~~, ~t*~iiJi¥i!H~. tUl:HIilt!lZ.~~(IJUf:lll1j!tJlJfixVli.1fJittJIJ~!I!iJ). ~t
~CI&t!rLllIftliil j1;J tJIJ~1!t., r:pi¥i#itJIJVli.7J<if, $:r.R'fft~ pg tJIJ~tk~~M't6;;'ftJIJ:l;J.Jt •. ~iiJ~titt{t~)ltfit~1fJit.
Mrr~#i*.WVli.:.ff~. ~~~fflM.~l*Jffg~ ••
589 Wei Chuhou 45~JJ(r.780-840), 'Twelve Poems of Mt. Sheng'~tU+=i#·Vli.1fm, in Quanlang.rhl [Whole Collection of
Tang PoetryJ~/,!fi#, vol. 479 ~/ltfl~$ 479_8 (~~f{~~. nl'l;JlZ.~m. ~*tU*~. 1j!fliJ>J~¥t!!. +=ft:!IiJ, ~~.F.I
dI~, Vli.1fm, 1t~. m;t(:::Qm. mir~. ~J?i. ~t~. tifll'm. ~dlt. Ii::QIi'ff, !EMa • .t±JfiJR)
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the floating goblet game and drink; the scenic spot was therefore named 'Floating
Goblet Pond'. 590 The naming of the scenic spot and the story associated with it it
shows the popularity of the game.
A diary dating from 1088 reveals in further detail how an official built such a kiosk on
a suburban riverside. 'It is spring. The monks who lived there invited me to name
some of the scenic spots. '" When we arrived at the foot of a south faced hill we found
a giant rock suitable to be the foundation of a kiosk. I planned a kiosk there, adjacent
to a stream. Since the relics of setting which people played

11

floating goblet game"

were located nearby, I named the kiosk as 'Kiosk of Floating Goblet Game,.591
The popularity of waterside recreation on the outskirts of towns continued to increase
to the extent that they became crowded, with riverside drinking games being
integrated in residential areas. From the eleventh to the thirteenth century, people are
recorded as playing drifting goblet games in their own gardens and courtyards. 592
Gardens or courtyards were designed with water features of suitable channels to
accommodate this game. Chinese traditional residences commonly consist of a central
courtyard which serves as a normal place for people to spend their leisure time.
Integrating the waterside drinking game into residential complexes became
fashionable (Fig 5.16), possibly as a solution to avoid the huddling and crowd along
public watersides during the peak season in the late spring.
This game became so popular that the national building regulations Yingzao!ashr\
published in 1103, proclaimed two paradigms of how to build a curving channel for
590 Pan Lei mBl::(l646-1708), 'Travel notes of Mt. Luofu' ~$'i-,¥ii3, in Lidal youji jinghua, ed. by He Kui (Wuhan: Wubei
People Press, 1998) p.452 :~n~t,t;i, (JJjtt~lcH.~» ,mJ~tA~tilJ1tHt, 1998 ,(~Ajrp-o/·r9J:. ~:fiPJ!, liJilifi-t A. "1.

••

~. ~.~~&. ~m~~.~m&.)

591 Zheng Zhidao ~;titt(Song Dynasty *), 'Travel notes of Liuruan Cave'

in

()tIJlffi:l'fIilia» • Udal youji jinghua,p.399
.m.~.~:fiM'fili~. r.fi~. ~M.'f~~.n.M.,~~~.,.m~~, ~~~~~~

(!t 'f

592 according to a Song Dynasty resource Eryayi, vo\'2 (* m~IUHir=~:Q:). cited in 'Yiwen jilu' in Jing chu suishijl, entry
20. 1f~~~ atia jIl=tfIl ~Jt$lt» (=-t-) < http://book.guqu.netljingchusuishiji/10364.html> (~~~1~. ':::Ji'::: S. iJ'F1ll
7..kMtlImlfdJ.

Jl1(.!nI~:tt!!m~. ~1I.!l*tx(*
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593 the book Ying=ao lash; ffild.t.iC. vo\. 29, first published in 1103 as the national building regulations, has two patterns for
stone made goblet floating canal: one looks like the Chinese character 'guo', another looks like 'feng', and thus the two patterns
were so named. ~=-t-:fl. (:fi1tlt~J.lOOf¥· .~m» flmtiil~.~m;fQJXI.~.~m~OOf¥
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the floating goblet game that people should follow. The paradigms formulate the style,
size, and materials. There was also a specially designed kiosk for people to play this
game in, the floating-cup-kiosk, which is a curving channel for the game shaded by a
normal style kiosk (Fig 5.17-5.22). From the thirteenth century, the kiosk for the
drifting goblet game was a popular feature, both in the public scenic area and in
private gardens, with many examples surviving today.

Figure 5.1 6 Wood block print. from n Ilanruitang Yll lllljin gtll, illustrating the gllrden of Wang
Tingna, whcre people sit around a specially design cd tabl" playing 'the dl'inking g:lIlH~ of dl'ifting
go bl et', r.16 10. Cl'st Oriental Library, Prim·cton.

Figure 5.17 part of the painting of l.(lJIlillgy((ji III
:~=.;'!jtJHI~~OO . by Well Zhcngrning. Ming Dyrlllsty.
illustra tin g people pla ying g(;b lct" driftin g gllme
at wa terside, collectio n of the Old Palal:e

Muscum. Bcijin g

FigUl'c 5.1 9 th e re lics of channel for
drift.ing go bl et in Yuanrning Ga rdl'n IMl
IYj Ili~
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Figure 5.18 the channe l in the Kiosl{ ofQishllng
in Ningsholl l'al:H:c Gardcn 'J:t;;{f;()l; 1£ UI~~1JP1:C
r~ ¥At#~

Figure 5.2 1 TIH' relics of dlllllllcl for drifting gobl,·t ganH'
in a courtyard in 13'" century. Wan gx ic's House i¥J;1c:r.Wj
t&Jti, Nanjing, .Jinngs u province (sourc(': Nanjing Tourist
Burellu)
Figure 5.20 kiosk for
drifting game, Beijing

goblet

Figure 5.22 the restored dlannel
in the courtynrd of Laiyan Hnll
~1~ ~t , Wan gx ie's lIouse,
Nanj in g, JJ'" cen1"ury (soun~ e:
Nanjing Tourist Bureau)

*

Figure 5.23 wood print illustration of Qiantang River with pcople on blink watdling the tide.
:lnd tlH' scenic sites of Il:tngzhou show('d at the right hand of the paintin g(so ul'cc: IIl1i"dqi;:/tI1II
1/J}fly i1M2, published t 6(9)
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Another popular leisure activity which evolved from ancient natural worship was
' admiring the tide ' or ' admiring waterside view', which has also greatl y influenced
scenic improvements, especially watersides (Fig 5.23-5.25). There is a great deal of
poetry and prose describing waterscape vi ews and tides. An open river view with sail s
and boats, or torrential currents with reefs and whirlpools, used to be common obj ects
of admiration and description in Chinese literature.

Figure 5.24 the scro ll of Walc!ting
Title )l!.{'. ~/JJOO$!ll . by Yuan.Jillng $UI,
Qing dyna sty, in l, and colour on
si lk rn;;t.:li:15, size 97crnXUlc.m,
illustrating the IH~s t location of
watching t he tide. collection of the
Old Palace Museum, Bt~ i.iing.

Figure 5.25 pllinting of Tide III Ni~'"
1~~WII£I by Li Song *i\!&, U", ccntury,
ill ustTlIti ng peo ple watching the tide
at night in 1I building :It water side
. (source: collection o f the Old Palace
M us('um , llcijing)
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With a long tradition for Nature worship, spectacular natural phenomena were
considered to be most attractive. There are literary references recording admiration of
the tides in rivers from the second century

B.c. 594 River

flows are affected by sea

tides, and experience a surge which has been an appreciated phenomenon since the
Tang dynasty: 'the tide in the Zhe River on the 10th and 25 th of each lunar month was
the weakest, while that on the third and 18 th was the strongest'. 59 5 The weakest river
tides only caused surges of about one metre or less; while the strongest tides create
waves as high .as ten metres. Such river tides could be observed as far upstream as
three hundred kilometres from the river mouth.

596

(Fig 5.26) Of the various tides over

a year, that in the middle of autumn was the most phenomenal one, with a large event
held during the Song dynasty around the
18 th of the eighth lunar month. Between the
seventh and thirteenth century, not only tide
"
.. were recor ded ,597
vlewmg
an d'd
tl e ad mmng
but

also

surfing

performance:

some

fishermen and people who were good at
swimming swam in and surfed on the waves
with small rafts, while thousands watched

Figur(' ~.26 th e river tide St~en from t.h e ri vers ide
tower by t he Qiant.ang Rivt"", Zhej ill ng

province (s()urc(': lIun gzhou Tourist. Bureau)

594 The many literary references include Qifa by Mei Cheng (?-140BCE), Lllnheng by Wang Chong(AD27-97), Gllanlaofu by
GlI Kai zhi(345-409), NanxlI: hou ji by Shall Qianzhi (?-454), and many others. tiI. t~~ 31W~ ( -t ~U r.j~ iJI., ' ~E1, :j4f \:J. )' jj
z Jfl.. .Ejm i!l<;Jftt ~NJJ T i ~z ~ll rr ' , .:E1E (~oo·~,$. r.n i:ll~IJ ' Wi rr, LiJ~f1rr, J:llItrr liNHJf'. 'iIl1l 11a rrrHJf. )(
Allilt Z " X iJI. ~ lrt41!l;rilfwr rr ' \1.li':tr .or- 'I'lT z.Jill. .ffli1'iX mtlt '1lH.' • It;lt~t!"dXJ tlL i!¥ Alyj ffi z. «~iJf Jliit» 1: i;fJM! tt~ ~ 7 41!l;.I),1irr
~l!In . i¥i ~t j:vJfI"1, i ~~ 1}}-t7H\(lJ& . Ci¥i1r.:tH IHI1l$», 'mJ?: :I·H ~lIJ 5I!4fJ \:J. tkjj 1±I ~lflV!!4l iJf , .EjJi( IJ~ ~ , rrz ~ulI~
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i!¥ t~L1.J \lz. Hw~ fl'liG », ' JJ{IJ , mJ.W ~t rr tE.. j);1;j~ =: -t ll! . lill ro:;k:~ . ·lj~ \:J. !{ftkr:Jl m . ~IF(ij:;k:tXJ ,

*&~ 'f.\l' ~ . rXJ~ rr~t ~JI(:w~ .
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595 the river tide phenomenon was thoroughly recorded in a Tang Dynasty resource Yuanhe jllnxlan: hi fJf t~ *'i!irn (j[;*nr.t\.,H·
$»~, ' wrrr3'M£:fl.i¥i - -t= .m . ...... rr~4fJB~~fI}J:. 'ii\' l;( jj -tB , = -t1iB~'J' . jj =: B, -t)' B *&:;k:. 'l']WJ
*.~~tl~ ~ .:;k: ~ . ~ ~~~~.

596 Aceording to Nanyan=holl ji by Ruan Shengzhi (r. fifth -sixth C.) IliiJY!z <i¥i~1: :J+l iG)): ' JU.:iV LlI *1ill!:(ijWW , m l!t1irr
<~I. ~n* i3#iJ Arr, ~~~ 1\ -t l3l1! . ~ Jlt~fI1~ . :ltYHlfQ:'. i¥iiWJ*7i<.t7.Jj[;'{t=(420 iF) i& :1UI·I .1J i¥i'1~j'li, mJTr~fjHI . 7e
~ )\. iF (431 iF)~m j ~. JU. :iV *nJU. :iV lll tE~ / di· .jl.*~Y.J.

597 The literary references include Hangzholl guanchao by Yao He(775- 85 5), Qiantang jiangchao by Luo Yin(833-909),
Dengzhangting wangchao zuo by Meng Haoran(689-740). and the poetry by Fan Zhongyan(989-1052 :f:F), Su Shi(1037-1101),
etc. (!d~~ (77 5 -~ 855) ~:(ij HJi.:I'11~~n ». ~~ (833-909) ~:(ij (41!l;:lf.!irrNJJ» . fJf ~i'trM'..!\(689-740) :{E ilBa<J (.EjtJYi41!l;:lf.!i R W
~m i'mft- » ~41!l;:lf.!ii'm ·l3l1! ~Tl trUt ll!'B Hg~ ~ . Jff~it)Ji'd lll. rrJ:ffl~n~ ' . ~t *l£. #ij[;~ (l 049 iF ). ti1 fN~ (989- 1 052
iF ) ~:(ij~NJJ Wi . $~;t(1 037-1101 ) ~:{E H* ~ii·~~ i\ltft-» l;J ~ ttr~, ')\jj )\.NJJ , :I± ~7Cr5t. ' ~Hit (J, fl-t 1i B ;g
~m » ·Jj A lIi~ m ~ f&. ~f!;Jj!f. rr ~ ~iiJ :m. w\ i.RNJJ ~iIlli JL ;q:? jj t.li ~:{E¥UHt r.j~. '·~ )L 1: ·~ ~ rXJ ~, ~ ~IJ ~1:~i3~ . ' )
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on the banks.598 A record of tide watching in Qiantang River, south of the capital
Lin'an in the Song dynasty, describes such events in detail: 'Every year in the eighth
lunar month, the tide there is the most profound. People come to see it from the 11 th
day. Between the 16th and 18th days, most people come out of the city to the river. The
road is crowded with carriages and horses until the 20 th day. On the 18 th day, the
general also comes to the river to inspect the river army.' 599 The river army parade
and performances helped to increase the significance of the event.
The performances are in two parts: 'the folk swimmers in groups of hundred or tens,
swim in the river with various flags, colourful umbrellas and banners in hands. They
also perform various actions in the water.'600 The river army parades before the tide
comes in, the army are arrayed in the river, with the military officers commanding
with flag signals, the army simulates a fight. Arrows, spears, guns and smoke are
recorded as being used in the mock battle; music plays and fireworks are performed
afterwards. 60 1
The common people stood on both banks to watch the performances and the tide
while the royal family stayed at the highest position in the palace to watch it. 602 Rich

598 Li Jipu.

Yuanhe junxian :hi

f;lftt'$1ii'll

fI1:~)\fl+)\r.:l. ~s'f±31:~~.

599Wu Zimu.
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600 Wu Zimu. Mengliangiu iW*:!R 9~tE
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Zhou Mi(l232-1298). Guanchao[Watching Tide] .ffl)it(l232-1298}.
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601 Wu Zimu. Menglianglu m*}! 9!I3CtE (~m3K) iatltJJ!!JfflllM*¥, tllOOJJ<Jl$, t.ftlfj~®~PTl'IJl**It1'. -F*h'IItJit
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602 Wu Zimu. Menglianglu IW*}! 9~tE (~m:lR) iC~: *~$ttJ:f:1~l'IJl. Jllt~rtl\lrrJ:f:1
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people and officers hired the higher floors of the residences along the river to provide
an improved, elevated view. 603
Many tall buildings, such as towers or multi-storied pavilions were built along the
river, as well as kiosks on elevated positions. The building of such towers and
pavilions is recorded in literature, as for example a poem in Tang dynasty which
describes the enjoyment of watching tide while lying in bed in a kiosk6 04 • The naming
of kiosks with titles like, 'kiosk of tide view' confirm the purposes for which they
were originally built. Although these buildings were used as a place for people to
enjoy the view, most of them were named, 'tower of conquering the sea' and
originally dedicated to prayer in order to avoid floods. As with those activities in
which people still followed the ancient rituals during the tide watching event,
throwing sacrifices into the river, recreation activities have never been totally
disengaged from their ancient ritual origins. People were amazed by the spectacular
natural views, and the more they were amazed, the more they believed there must be
supernatural powers behind these events. For this reason, the places used for
recreational purposes were never recorded as being intended for this purpose, but
were instead dedicated to prayer. There were many temples at riversides, lakesides
and seaside dedicated to the local water god. When these places are mentioned in
literary sources like diaries and prose texts, they were actually more praised for
providing a good view and for organising celebration events which people enjoyed
than any other reason.
In addition to these temples, there were also many open buildings near rivers, offering
a good view and a rest place for people, usually originally built by local government
and then administered by Daoists afterwards. Most of these buildings dated from the

603 Wu Zimu, Mengliangfu ffl*~ §l/:!ctE (~~jjU

: §JiiiT~1i~7\'~nilf,

Zhou Mi(l232-1298), 'Guanchao'[Watching Tide].fflJW(1232-1298).
~*s~, ~m~~~. W~1l!~ •. ~~~~~~~.)
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604 Bai Juyi(772-846), 'Yijiangnan' [Memory of Jiangnan] Jl!f·S.@lt,(772-846)
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Song Dynasty (tenth to the twelfth centuries) or the Ming Dynasty (fourteenth to the
sixteenth centuries). Some originated from earlier times, such as the Huanghelou
Pavilion near Yangzi River in Wuchang, initially built in the third century as a military
structure and rebuilt in the eighth century to serve as a public building605 ; from the
ninth to the tenth century it was administered by Daoists remained in charge until the
1950s. The Yueyanglou Pavilion near Dongting Lake in Yueyang was first built on the
city wall in the eighth century, and opened seasonally to the general public; it was
rebuilt many times.
During the fourteenth to the eighteenth centuries, more pavilions were built along
watersides, forming the majority of surviving waterside kiosks and pavilions (Fi g 5.27.
5.28); the majority of historic records surviving relate to these relatively recent
structures.

Figure 5.27 a typical an cie nt kiosk on the
wal'ersidc, Taizhou. Zhcjillllg provill('c

Figure !,.28 Kiosl, of" Ad miring the C llrn'lIt
( 15th century), by the Baotu
Sprin g, ill ,I illll Il. Shandong pl'OvilH'I'
(s()urce: the ,Iiulln To urist Bun~ au)
~.m ~ ;11'

The integration of 'pilgrim' and 'sightseeing'
Women were not free to roam, especially after the Ming dynasty, with the notable
exception of pilgrimage. Since most temples and monasteries were located in scenic
sites, such 'pilgrimages' were probably not purely for religious purposes, considering

605 Hu Miaosen m~~, Chinese Architectllre Map r.p/Jill1!$!lJtlJIfI (Beijing ~t JR, Guangrning Dail y:l't1J!J EUIii 1:1:\ J\b(U. 2005)
p.147 ~ Ji!I7l<.~5G~ (05G 765 ~) ~UJl~BiU!llm. {Jt"'&iI;q~ ± 'iJtl~' T:Jl!:. ;n~' T:L1::'.
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that the temples and monasteries located in towns worked particularly on their
gardens. It is recorded in the Gazette of Chengdu in the late Qing dynasty that for
leisure purposes, seven out of ten women went to temples and monasteries, compared
with others who went to drama house or other places. 606 A late Ming novel depicts
such a 'pilgrimage' from Beijing to Mt. Tai in Shandong, a thousand miles away,
which was a popular tourist destination. The wife of someone in the Imperial
Academy bought aplace on the pilgrimage for ten taels of silver. She discovered that
her co-pilgrims were tenants' wives and servants but decided to go anyway.607 Such
pilgrimage was a kind of tourist journey to some extent, but for women, such visits
were only possible when disguised as 'pilgrimage'. The destination was not only a
sacred mountain but also a popular tourist destination, as shown in many travel notes
of the place and the advanced hotel facilities at that time. 608 Mt. Tai had famous
Bajing (Eight Scenes), while the Tai Temple located at foot of the mountain also had
its Bajing. During the journey, one could seek to gaze at perfect landscapes, which
were often preformed in sets of eight, ten, or more 'prospects' Ging) from which they
were considered best viewed. 609
Monasteries in scenic sites sometimes held various leisure events in order to draw
people's attention. For example, it is recorded in the Ming dynasty that the Zhaoqing
Monastery located on a hill in the outskirts of Hangzhou was turned into a vast market
of curios a and souvenirs during the season when a fair was held each year, which
. lasted from the middle of the second month to the beginning of the fifth. 'Every inch
of space was used inside and outside the halls, above and below the raised paths, to
the left and tight of the pond, and within and beyond the front gate. Where there were

606 Fu Chongju ~~~, Whole Views of Chengdu ~1P.iJljf,(Chengdu: Bashu E,jlJ.:tH±, 1987) p.4,271
607 Xizhousheng, Xingshl yinyuan :huan fA marriage to alert the mundane}, 17th century cited from Timothy Brook, the
ConfUSions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture In Ming China, (Bcrkeley: University of California Press, 1998) P.182-184
608 Zhang-Dai ~lal1(l597-1679), 'History of Mt. Tai' <tl1;t) , in Collection and Annotation of His/orlc and Contemporary
Travel Notes of Mt. Tai Uttlr;!i4-lJ'/iiJilCtEJ, ed. by Qian Zhou,Jl\IUl, (Jinan: Shandong People Press LiJ*A.Roilil\&~±, 1987)
p.62-63
609 Timothy Brook, the ConfUSions of Pleasure: Commerce and Cultllre in Ming China. (Berkelcy: University of California
Press, 1998) P.182
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rooms, dealers set up stalls; where there weren't, they put up sheds; in front of the
sheds were booths with awnings and behind them were yet more stalls. Here
everything was available, from cosmetics, hair ornaments and earrings, ivory, and
scissors to scriptures, wooden gongs, and children's toYS.'610 Such events added to the
attraction of the scenic sites and also benefited the monasteries there.

610

Zhang Dai. Taoan mengyi, pp.

20.29.34.67-68.
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Chapter 6. The Consumption of scenic sites
and changing leisure patterns
The beauty of Nature has been valued for thousands of years as a setting for
recreational activities and this continues, even today. From a contemporary view,
leisure is indispensable; people work to survive and participate in leisure activities in
order to increase their quality of life. The benefits from participating in leisure and
sports are generally recognized, and such experience is now seen as an essential
aspect oflife. 611
There are numerous historic records of people making excursions and having picnics
on the outskirts of towns. For example, it was reported in the third century that: 'every
day with good weather, people invite each other to Xinting, in order to feast while
admiring flowers there' 612. Xinting seems to have been an area with beautiful scenery
and spectacular vegetation. Having a drink in a boat drifting in a river, having a picnic
at a beauty spot in outskirt of town, or having a hice nap in a wood land, are very
regular activities that are frequently recorded in historic literatures. As expressed in a
prose text in the third century, 'in order to relax and enjoy, nothing is better than an
excursion,613.
In the Song Dynasty, the popular custom of making excursions in the spring was

611 Colin Michael Hall and Stephen Page, The Geography o/Tourism and Recreation: Environment, Place and Space, (London:
Routledge, 1999)
612 Liu Yiqing MJ(.b\::(403444), 'Yanyu' [Diologue] 'l!ria topic31. in Shishuo Xinyu Uii/l.$iili. in Wenyuange Siku QlIHllShu
Zibu Xiaoshuojialei Jt ~ 00 I!.Y )!f.1! 4$/ T $/IJ\ \It ~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshllguan. 1986) <
http://www.philosophyol.com/pub/guji/02-13.htm >[accessed 8 Apr2008] (original words (t!t'UUfrm 'l!ria» ~: ;itrrmA. 1iJ

*
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613 Li-Chong(third c.), 'Spring Excursion'. cited by Weisen Guo ~*~, History 0/ Chinese ancient Lyrics and Fu (a poelry
Jiangsu Educationrr9t*i1fI±l~~±.1992) p.142. (Hf-t*n: (ff~J!iit»: '~;crt'.t~~.p.~/,
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recorded: people made excursions to the outskirts, set up temporary marquees and
enjoyed singing and drinking there. 614 Many poems present excursions taken by
whole families. 61s A record from the tenth century describes a scene in which ladies
have a picnic on the outskirts of Chang-an: when they encounter a beautiful meadow,
they have their picnic there, making a screen around them with their red skirts 616 . In
the eleventh to twelfth century records, the outskirts of Kaifeng in spring were
crowded with people, especially during the Qingming Festival in spring; it was 'as
crowded as a market,617. People sat under trees to have a picnic and there were
entertaining performers at every scenic site. 618 On one day of the peak season, the
number of people recorded making excursions to a popular scenic area was more than
ten thousand. 619
The famous scenic site Tiger Hill in Suzhou was always crowded with people at the
time of the Ming dynasty, when they were described as 'flocks of wild geese landed
on a flat sandy beach' to describe the density of the crowd, or as a 'river reflecting
colourful clouds' to represent the scene of so many people, dressed up in colourful
clothes, moving along the paths. 62o From Dragon Hill in Hangzhou in the seventeenth
century, there is Zhang Dai's description of the Lantern Festival, an annual four-day

614 Chen-Yuanliang (Song Dynasty). Sulshl gllangji [No/es of Seasons}, cited in Festivals In China $/111t fI.!lJ. IYJIjI fJjJ, ;!lIe
tt1!!!tM8JiiJ,by Jianhua Chang 1lt~:I~. (Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju 1f1~1S~,2006) p.71 C*ftJm;:7t~ (~NiiG» iGlIIiflll
IT. mA±3z:~ttllll~. tJUJIIJ,Xm. fl:tEllY~""")
615 like the one written by Yuan-Zhcn. 'Day of Hanshi·. in Yuanshi changqingji. vo1.20. cited in New Research ofthe Poet YuanZhen ;iCiA1fiiHlJitli. ed. by Xianglu Zhou)WJ:tOJP;. (Shanghai: Guji ..t#V:ii*l!ili~~±. 2004) p.IO ('~:f¥~tt!l-JJXl.ML . .JIt8~!iiJU.HlfJ·.:7t~ (~ttEU. (:7ttr;;*~#U ~ 20)
616 Wang-Renyu(tenth c.). Stories In Years of Kaiyuan Tianbao Jf;iC;1f3118 $. cited in Chinese Tourism History tp1Jl/.U'f({Jt!1?,
ed. by Shuliang Wang:EjJitit. (Beijing: Tourism Education Press~lIIi~~l:IJI'i&U. 1998) p.245 3iftA::Ei=mmm(J'~ <]f:7t
~~ •• »iG.r~:7t~~:f¥~: ~~fr3z:. lIIIWfiW. ~~n ••••• , ~tt •• W.tt. ~~.W.·
617 Meng Yuanlao ;1;;::7t::t(12th century). Dongjing Menghualu [Memory of the Easlern Capilalj$J/(P-ff.:iJt(1inan: Shangdong
Youyi Chubanshe LlJ*~liIiliJ\!iiU,2DDI) ('jilIJJJM~".".IlY!ll}:lmm)
618 Meng Yuanlao ;1;;::7t::t(12th century), Dongjing Menghuolu [Memory of the Eastern Capilal}$J!rpff.JJl ('ttttJllt%' fJ.!:t
r. r.1G1lrl1flllz.fOJ W~tl;jif1!. §:ffi~M, mlJ£:tI!X)L~3z:. J!1dWlIlrl1t. :tU;lJffiilS. ')
619 Liu-Tong and Yu-Yizheng (Ming Dynasty PA). Scenery In the Capital. cited by Weijie Wang::E f!i~ in Bcijing Environment
History ~t~:£f-J:jt~i!. (Beijing: Dizhi :tt!!.JPtili~~±,1989) p.46 (PA ~IJifi'6, T~iE (m~:l!H!JJmIH'f~»1 ·':::.I1¥JIl"JHJ ......
JiEHi-f9jJ,
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620 Zhang Dai *ttt(lS97-1676). 'Middle Autumn Night in Tiger HiII'dfE.lf1fKfX:. in Taoon Mengyl/lli/itPfZ, vol.S. 1644
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celebration held there in the middle of the first month of the year. 'On those days,
people had lanterns made and displayed them along the path between the Chenghuang
Shrine and Penglai Ridge. Each lantern owner sat out on mats spread beneath his
lantern with kinsmen and friends, singing and drinking. In the crush of the
merrymakers, it was impossible to do anything but let oneself be borne along with the
crowd.,621
Commercial tourist facilities had already reached an advanced stage. As recorded in a
travel note written in the seventeenth century about Mt. Tai: a single accommodation
facility provided room for more than one thousand guests, hundreds of bedrooms,
hundreds of groups of entertainers, and supplied more than one hundred tables of feast
daily at the peak season. The number of people coming to visit the mountain was
normally eight to nine thousand daily, while during spring, the peak number was
twenty thousand. 622 Even in remote sites like one described in a travel note in the
early seventeenth century, there was a small tavern located near the tomb of a
contemporary calligrapher which supplyied food and rest for visitors. 623

621 Timothy

Brook, the Confusions
Press. 1998) P.236

0/ Pleasure:

Commerce and Culture in Ming China, (Bcrkeley: University of California

622 Zhang-Dai ~IHl1(1597-1679). 'History of Mt. Tai' (m~) • in Collection and Annotation 0/ Historic and Contemporary
Travel Noteso/Mt. Tal (~tl.J'i!i4'tlitiililtt£;. cd. byQian Zhou,ffllUt (Jinan: Shandong People Press tlJ*AR.tl:!I~H±. 1987)
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a. Commercial facilities in scenic sites and
the early appearance of tourism

With an understanding of the level of the social economy, which made possible the
commercialization of the supply of leisure activities; in considering the common land
policy, which was important because it provided the places where most outdoor
leisure behaviour took place; and taking into account the outlook of scholar officials
educated in Confucianism, who believed that scenery appreciation was a method by
which to give people edification, and who continued to promote scenic sites for public
leisure, it is relatively easy to demonstrate the popularity of scenic sites and the leisure
custom of 'revelling in Nature'.
Historian Timothy Brook and art historian lames CahilI have pointed out that by the
sixteenth century, when leisure travel became a culturally approved activity for the
gentry,624 'a

"national" canon of scenic sites had been well established by a

succession of literati who, during their visits, referred back to the impressions of their
predecessors, particularly Tang and Song scholar officials and cultural heroes such as

Li Bai, Du Fu, Ouyang XiiI, Lu You or Su Shi. ,625
Between the fourteenth and nineteenth centuries, many scenic sites were recorded as
full of commercial facilities with all kinds of entertainments. For example, the
Qinhuai River in Nanjing had t10urishing entertainment and service buildings on both
sides of its bank. The delicately omamented boats of different sizes with full sets of
living convenience which offered an integrated leisure experience, with performances,
624 Timothy Brook, The Confusions of Pleasure: commerce and culture in Ming China (London: University of California Press,
1998) p.180

625 Richard E. Strassberg, Inscribed Landscapes: (ravel wrifingfrom imperial China (Berkeley : University ofCalitllrnia Press,
1994)
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feasts on board and sightseeing trips to the scenic area through which the boats were
travelling. In Ming dynasty, th~ GaoIiang Bridge district (~~;f:lf outside the Western
City Gate of Beijing) was a famous destination for excursions in the vicinity of
Beijing. There were dykes, willows along the five kilometre long riverside, pagodas,
terraces, storied pavillions, tea houses and wine houses. In spring, the most popular
excursion season, the peak number of daily visitors was recorded as over ten
thousand. 626
Commercial facilities such as boat-restaurants floating on the river, tea houses, wine
houses, feast kiosks, and feasting gardens (gardens for parties and outdoor feasts) on
the outskirts of scenic sites have been recorded frequently since the ninth century,
especially since the eleventh century. Although they were called houses, they were
actually buildings which were open to the environment with columns supporting the
roof and flexible wooden walls which could be assembled and disassembled, usually
with atriums in the centre, where exotic flowers were planted in order to attract
customers. Entertaining performances took place there, such as comic dialogues and
the telling of old stories. People could rent these places to hold outdoor parties or
feasts. In the Song dynasty, there was a service department in government which was
commercially responsible for supplying every item for these, called the 'Bureau of
Tea and Wine' ~n1l1ii']. Temples also supplied places which could be rented to the
public for parties and feasting. 627
Gardens for holding feasts were mentioned as early as the ninth century, during the
Tang dynasty. A decree from an emperor in 847AD said that, 'from now on, the
apricot garden is freely accessible for people to have feasts there once the government

626 Liu Tong (1593-1636). Concise Records on the Scenic Spots in the Capital. )(IJ~ ('1il"J~Ul:~~) iC~, ~mnA. tJtm~
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examination result is publicized.'628 The historian officer who recorded this decree
explained its context, saying that the previous emperor had been fond of strolling
around outside his palace, so he prohibited public entry to the area of Qujiang where
the garden was located, so that he could go there at any time without mixing with
common people. 629 This may be an early stage in the development of feast gardens.
Some excursion destinations became so popular that people came to visit from across
their whole region, or even the whole country, especially in the Ming dynasty, when
many books were published to introduce famous scenic areas as tourist destinations.
For example, The Travel Notes on Famous Scenic Hills i$15LiJiiJ, compiled at the
turn of the sixteenth century and The Full Collection of Notes on Scenery Hills 15 LiJ

iar tfI, compiled in the late sixteenth century, were designed to give people a
travelling guide. The New Version of Wonderful Landscapes of the Whole Country,

fJt;'1!JniffJ2 published in

Jlli

1609, comprises more than 130 paintings, one for each

scenic site. 63o There were also picture books of paintings of these beauty spots. Being
very popular, these picture books were used as travel guides, and also were used for
imaginary travel, so that they were nicknamed as 'picture books for lying-on-bed
travel'

(§Hhl mr). 631 In the late Ming dynasty (early 1i h century), the increasing

number of travellers needed more information. This need was met by a new genre, the
route book, published in the form of professional travel journey guide books, with the

628 Shen Xu(tenth century), 'Biography of Xuanzong', in Old Official History of Tang Dynasty, Biographies of Emperors, 18.
lt~, Il:Jm~, *~a 18 r, 1!Bj~~a, 'X~: ~<}l1!±fV(IW1!t, i'l'!nl1'ffHf1'l;~, ~ffJ:if'~~:M'.
629 Shen Xu(tenth century), 'Biography of Xuanzong', in Old Official History of Tang Dynasty, Biographies of Emperors, 18.
IEt*M~Jbl, i1jj(llllrr~~A1'l;~i\'l(iE.

630 Wu Renshu hlH=m, 'the Tourism and the Attitude of Shidafu in Late Ming Dynasty' ~aJj (tJ~tII1,1i(\. "'t~±*;1i:IC.\~, in
Collection of Reviews on Culture and Society in Jiangnan Area Since Ming-Qing Dynasties (lj!]litt/.:JIUIiW'I.t{J;1JJtIt itJll; ,

ed. by Yuezhi Xiong and Bingzhen Xiong n~ Jl z.~nUUUlli, (Shanghai ..t.#f: Society Science Press ..t.#ftHJ;;f4~:Il1tI±\1t&
~±, 2004), pp.225-255. (~$$fJ(1458-1525)t.Iii(f.J (tII1~wia» ~.:Etlt.Jl!(1526.159D)~1¥J «~wiGr-f,\;u> . ~JJJJj':::::+
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631 for example, the Album of 17Landscape Paintings by Shen-Zhou ltJiJ (Ci~tII1l1l» fJltJJl ~+t7f, the Album of Jiangnan,
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local beauty spots of each 'town were put in the annexe. 632 The first extant route book,
Huang Bian's Comprehensive IllustratedRoute Book

;1CF7,/(jJiliil!!lI-fjfil!:fe/J/i,

was published in Suzhou in 1570. He inserted information regarding famous sites,
inns and ferries. Another Huizhou merchant Cheng Chunyu, compiled a second route
book, Essentials for Gentry and Merchants at a Glance 1;!ffj -

.JZIJ!lifi,

the one

hundred-route book in a version entitled Illustrated Guide to the Routes of the Realm

x ril!!lffl iJ/. 633 The publication of these books provides evidence of the popularity
of these scenic areas on the outskirts of major towns.
According to The Comprehensive Illustrated Route Book (Yitong lucheng tuji), it was
easy to 'hop on a boat outside the city of Yangzhou and sail down the Grand Canal to
the north gate of Guazhou, the canal's port on the Yangzi River, for three copper
coins. 634 You walked through Guazhou to the south gate to catch another boat that, for
two coins, would ferry you across the Yangzi River and past Jin Mountain monastery
to the wharf at Zhenjiang on the other side. From the wharf you entered the west gate
of Zhenjiang, walked 1.5 kilometres down to the south gate and caught another boat
heading down the Jiangnan portion of the Grand Canal. If you were travelling with
baggage, a porter could be hired at the wharf for about fifteen copper coins per load.
South from Zhenjiang, the rate for boat passage was only two copper coins for every
20 1i (11.7 kilometres). The day's journey from Zhenjiang down to Wujiang, one of
Suzhou's counties on Lake Tai, involved a relay of six boats. From Wujiang you could
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633 Timothy Brook, the Confosions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture in Ming China, (Berkeley: University of Califomia
Press, 1998) p.180
634 A tael silver usually consists of 1000 copper cash. The price of pork at that time was 20 copper cash per unit (equals to 600
gram). The price of rice equals to S.3 copper cash per kilogram. The annual income of a nanny maid was 24,000 copper cash,
20,000 for the government workers of the lowest rank, 45,000 for the county magistrate. It is clear that 3 or 2 copper cash was
very low price.
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take either a day or night boat to Jiaxing, and from there a day boat up to Songjiang or
a day or night boat down to Hangzhou. From Hangzhou east to Ningbo the route was
well serviced to handle the pilgrims going out to the Buddhist island of Putuo, and
commercial boats plied the route day and night. If your destination from Suzhou was
westword into Huizhou prefecture, you could get a night ferry to Huzhou, and then
another night ferry from Huzhou to Sian. There you had to switch to land travel;
commercial carriers in Sian offered a choice of sedan chairs, carts, and horses for
those going to Sheh County'. 635 Along routes that had heavy commercial traffic,
commercial travel services were available and cheap. Every port had many boats
available for hire, as well as a large number of travel and warehousing agents and
organized transport workers. 636
Although transport labour was not as well organized away from the most heavily
travelled routes, services were not usually difficult to arrange. In his now famous
diaries, Xu Hongzu (1586-1641) provides a detailed record of his journey from his
home Jiangyin, in present Jiangsu province to Yunnan province between 1636 and
1640. Xu makes frequent reference to the business of hiring boatmen, carters, and
porters along the way.637
These examples from literature demonstrate that commercial facilities in scenic sites
advanced, especially in the Jiangnan area (the southern part of the lower Yongzi River
valley) and that tourism first emerged there no later than the sixteenth and seventeenth
centuries.

635 Huang Bian, Tianxia shuilu lucheng (Water and land routes of the realm; 1570), translated by Timothy Brook and quoted in,
the Confusions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture in Ming China, (Berkeley: University of Califomia Press, 1998) p.174-75

636 Timothy Brook, the Confosions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture in Ming China, (Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1998)p.-175
637 Timothy Brook, the Confusions of Pleasure: Commerce and Culture in Ming China, (Berke\ey: University of California
Press, 1998)P.176
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h. Leisure time and festival holidays

Another significant element of leisurely enjoyment is the time available for it, which
is the main focus of this section, including how many festivals and official holidays
there were in ancient China.
In the Tang Dynasty, the holidays supported by government laws were about 114 days
out of 365 days in a year, 638 which means that on average every third day was a
holiday. The types of holiday varied and three main categories might be distinguished.
The first category was festival holidays, which accounted for at least 47 days. 639
These 47 days included seven days holiday for New Year's Day, seven for the winter
solstice, four days for the Hanshi Festival and three days each for the moon festival,
the summer solstice and Lari (m~ B), as well as one holiday each for twenty other
festivals.
Sometimes holidays included Buddha's birthday, and those of Laozi (founder of
Daoism) and the emperor, taking the festival holidays up to 53 days. 640 During part of
the Tang Dynasty, the Hanshi Festival holiday extended to seven days, and even
soldiers had seven days off and slaves three. 641 This totalled 56 festival holidays in
one year.

638 Liansheng Yang fM II*IlN;, 'Gudai Jiari' [Holidays in Ancient times]i!i fl!fl!l B, in Qinghua Weekly Journal i!i ipfiflf!J, Jan 4th
2006<http://www.law.tsinghua.edu.cnllawtsinghualReadNews.asp?NewsID=28529> [accessed 29 Apr2008}
639 Yugui Wu ~Ji.flt, Zhongguo Fengsu Tongshi: Suilang Wudai [His/ory of Chinese Custom: Sui Tang Wudai Period] 'f1/l1ftt
#iiLl.!i'·mmlifl!:¥1;,m 10 f;t'll B.J)(I.1~'(Shanghai: Wenyi Chubanseh ..tjl~Jt~tIl~t±,2001)
640 Liansheng Yang fMII*IlN;, 'Gudai Jiari' [Holidays in Ancient times]i!ifl!fl!l B, in Qinghua Weekly Journal Iftipfiflflj, Jan 4th
2006<http://www.law.tsinghua.edu.cnllawtsinghualReadNews.asp?NewslD=28529> [accessed 29 Apr2008]
641 Bo Zhang *!f}J, 'Cong Hanshijie Xingshuai Kan Guanfang yu Minjian Heli dui Xisu Yingxiang' (The Influence on Cold
Food Festival Custom by the Cooperation of Government and Folk]JA*1tllt(.J)'HiE*tr1J~R.rii]il":7Jxt>J1~tru~~, Qilu
Academic Journal lff!l!!jf:flj, 2004(2) <http://www.yesize.com/GetlL1S/200S_03_02_20_10_47_183_21079.asp>[accessed 29
Apr2008]
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The second category was Regular Breaks, which accounted for one rest day every ten
days. Usually it was the tenth day, the twentieth day and the last day642 of a month,
which meant that there were at least 36 regular break days in one year. In the Chinese
lunar calendar, every four years there is a year which has thirteen lunar months, called
the bissextile year. So, in a bissextile year, there were 39 reg.ular breaks. Before the
Tang Dynasty, the number of regular break days was even greater. For example,
government officers enjoyed one regular rest day in every five days.643
Another category was seasonal vacations, which were only for students and people
who worked in education. There were fifteen days ploughing vacation 644 in spring,
and fifteen days sewing vacation 645 in the autumn.
Occasionally, there were additional holidays, such as the wedding day of the emperor
or crown prince, the coronation day or a day to celebrate the crown prince becoming
an adult.
For common citizens, the festival holidays were the most important time for
recreation. From the Tang to the Song Dynasty, the festival holidays increased. In the
Tang Dynasty, there were around 50 festival holidays, and then in the Song Dynasty,
the number increased to 76. 646 But for officers, only 18 of these holidays were
included as 'all free from work', which meant in the other festival holidays, officers
had to work or work half-time. 647

642 The last day of a month in Chinese lunar caleder is uauslly the 29th or 30th day. In bissextile month, the last day is the 28th
day.
643 Liansheng Yang~!!*\lt, 'Gudai Jiari' [Holidays in Ancient times]~ftmS, in Qinghua WeeklyJournallllip/iflfiJ. Jan 4th
2006<http://www.!aw.tsinghua.edu.cnllawtsinghualReadNews.asp?NewsID=28529> [accessed 29 Apr2008]
644 Ploughing Vacation was during the busiest plowing time, which was in the fifth lunar month.
645 Sewing Vacation was during the ninth lunar month, when weather is going cold and people need to prepare quilted clothes
for winter.
646 ~.7t ~ (11th century), Wenchang:alu ;;t tJ ~ iit (Shanghai: Zhonghua shuju 9'l ~ ~ ~ ,1958) vol.l, p.3
<http://www4.webng.comlkhcjhk/Songlwczlla.htm#~-> [accessed 29 Apr2008] foJil!l1*1P1. ~}l.-t+fl:R S, 5C S,
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647 Liansheng Yang~II*\lt, 'Gudai Jiari' [Holidays in Ancient times]~ft1rlS, in Qinghua WeeklyJournallll1f!JJJfiJ. Jan 4th
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The true numbers of holidays for a certain festival changed too. For example, the
Lantern Festival was only a single celebration day before the Tang Dynasty. But in the
Tang Dynasty there were three days 648 and in the Song Dynasty, there were five. 649
The magnificent scenes of temporary decoration architectures were recorded where all
kinds of lanterns were hung in the streets and various entertainment performances
took place outdoors, while during the Ming Dynasty, there were ten days for
cele bration. 650
Recreational time for peasants depended on the cultivation period. Usually the busiest
periods were the third lunar month for sowing, the fifth lunar month for the wheat
harvest and sowing new seeds, and the ninth lunar month for the second harvest. 651
During the period between the tenth .month and the second month of the next year,
when crops were dormant, there was a leisure period. Between the busiest months,
which were the sixth, seventh, and eighth lunar months, when the weather was fine
and the irrigation system worked well, peasants could still enjoy their leisure time.
It is characteristic of agricultural civilization that it allows abundant leisure time for

peasant farmers and therefore for everyone in an agriculturally-based society. When
there were normal climatic conditions and rains come as they should, the harvest was
good without people making a special effort; this situation was described as 'fed by
Nature' 3~pZ;t.&, an idiom in the ancient Chinese language. However, 'when the
climate was disastrous, whether through flood or drought, harvest' went poorly and
famine might come and the basis of the social economy might be broken, let alone
leisure activities.

2006<http://www.law.tsinghua.edu.cnllawtsinghualReadNews.asp?NewsID=28529> [accessed 29 Apr2008]
648 Jieshun Xu ~~J.t. Han=u Fengsushl {Custom History of HanjiJZJJtfltfttJl:. (Beijing: Xuelin ?¥:#I±l!\&~±. 2004) p.179 JlIf
~:ii£ (jJ}Dl'(~iC»: ·iE}l+1i~. f,(~iBtM~. iitr]g~-S I;A~:KJ. '
649 Chen YuanJiang ll*ji;ml(l3th century), Suishi Guangji {Notes about Seasons and Festivalsj$fI1riiJ (Changsha: Shangwu
yinshuguan iftj*l'n~m. 1939) :KJlrMiE}l+I1!l~+)\. JJj1i'R.
650 Zhongwen Shi ~~Ij>Jt. Zhongguo Mingdai Xisushi {Custom in the Ming Dynastyj1ftfifllJ/Jfe:JlfttJl:. (Beijing: Renmin

. ..

Chubanshe}"~I±l!\&~±,1994) p.203 a~f\! (jk}f,-t~rrn ~. '.l:ji;lrEl +-S1vM1. mlr1Fl+S. '

651 The Chinese traditional agricultural proverbs show evidence of this.
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c. Changes of recreational behaviour along with the
establishment of scenic sites

When the scemc sites became generally popular during the the Tang dynasty,
recreational and leisure behaviour changed. Outdoor leisure behaviour could be
distinguished in terms of three categories: a) active recreation, or athletic recreations
which included ball games, martial arts, ice sports, archery games, wrestling,

tug~of~

war and so on; b) watching and viewing, which included watching games, animal
games, watching entertaining performances, watching carnival processions, viewing
scenery and so on; c) passive activities, which included meditation, sauntering,
window shopping, and similar. Judging from the different games which were popular
at different times, it is clear that Chinese history witnessed a change in leisure patterns
from intense and competitive to cooperative and entertaining, and a change of leisure
activities from active participation to passively watching.

The social context of changing leisure patterns

Although leisure activities are undertaken for people's enjoyment in their own free
time, voluntarily allocating resources (time, money, equipment), the leisure pattern of
a society is not as free as it appears. It is related to the social context and influenced
by the dominant ideology.
Leisure activities can be an expression of personal identity, provide for the expression
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of distinct sub-cultures and be essential to the quality of life. 652 In expressing personal
identity, recreation and leisure activities may differ markedly between different
classes; so for example, a person's financial situation may have impacted on whether
a certain recreation was accessible and affordable or not. However, Confucianism
always advocated that the greatest pleasure comes from enjoyment in public, 653
insisting that even princes or the emperor should take part in the same pleasures as
enjoyed by the populace, and that they should share their enjoyment with the populace,
fusing the different classes. On the principle of 'enjoying with the mass', royal
gardens in the Song dynasty were open to the public during the spring. In addition to
this, the flexibility of social status since the Tang dynasty also helped in establishing
this leisure pattern.
It was during the third century B.C. that the custom grew up of dividing the mass of

the population into the famous four groups, shi, nong, gong, shang; that is, the lesser
nobility or gentry, knights and scholars, the peasant-farmers, the artisans, and last of
all the merchants. 654 Artisan and merchants, according to the theory of the day, were
solely concerned with private profit and were looked down upon as lower class.
During the Tang dynasty, entry to the national examination was opened, with the only
limitation on candidates for the competitive examinations that they could not be
merchants, artisans, or others who were solely concerned with private profit. Although
this limitation was relaxed after the Tang dynasty, the entertaining performers were no
doubt from a lower class, induding the performers of professional skills in sports. For
most sports and performing art, common people tended to watch only, or play
occasionally, but not to be trained to perform in order to make a living. This attitude
continued until recent times, when perceptions were changed totally by contemporary

6521. R. Kelly, Leisure (London: Englewood Cliffs N.1.,1990)
653 Mengzi ~T(372 B.C.-289B.C.), 'Dialogue with King Lianghui' (~T ~m:::Er»
/!!l ff ~ 15 / It} tl/l / -tIt},
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by Jiyun
(Taibei:
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654 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China,Vol.J (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, J954) p.93
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pop stars. Confucius showed his extreme dislike of entertaining performers. In one
inter-kingdom meeting, he even commanded to execute several such entertainers. 655
As a consequence, entertaining performers were usually looked down upon as the
lowest social class, no matter how rich or popular they were.
The influence of Confucianism became strong especially after the eighth century
when the examination system was made open to the public and the scholar official
class (people educated in Confucianism who comprised the government) came into
being. The leisure pattern of the scholar official class (which was the upper class in
ancient Chinese society), led fashion in society as a whole through their possession of
government power. Certain leisure modes like scenery appreciation were encouraged
by Confucianism while others were not.

Games change from intense and competitive to
cooperative and entertaining

In early China, as in early Greece, the display of physical prowess was a central
element of many games. The ancient 'six arts', 656 part of the education of every
aristocrat, included archery, charioteering and horse-riding. They were believed to be
ideal education contents by Confucianism. Horse riding, archery and hunting were

655 Zhaoguang Ge ~~~j'{;. 'Sixiangshi Yanjiuzhongde Jiafa he Jianfa' [The Added and Deducted Parts in Historic Thoughtsj,m
~*ljJf~!f1tJI.J1Jll~tnilil(~, Dushu[Reading]i!1-1S, 2003(1) ('1Ht~~z.~'iG~:ff (!fffX~?\!HU :f!t~*+4', *lAltn
:f!tOOi¥JOOtt*:Il:*tll:f!t~*:ff;m~~1TM~. 'fJt!f;Jtb1li~:ONffttz.lrr. :fL-rEl, '~tt~!iI!~HE. 'fJt!~Il1m'1d~.
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especially for aristocratic or rich people and it was not compulsory for common
people to learn all the 'six arts'. However, after the Tang dynasty, when aristocrats and
privileged families disappeared and the scholar gentry came into being, the 'arts' of
archery and charioteering were rarely mentioned. The general education of
Confucians did not include archery, horse-riding or hunting any more, since they were
not required for the examinations for civil recruitment. Even popular sports and games
became more gentle, uncompetitive and cooperative, rather than intense, competitive
and requiring direct body contact as had been the case in earlier times.
As time passed, athletic recreational places changed from formal and large to informal
and small. Between the Han and Tang dynasties, there were many comments about the
special sports fields required for football and polo at the palace and in the manors of
upper class people. However, later, in the Song dynasty, records say that upper class
people and even the emperor played football or other games in informal open spaces
such as in front of a major building in the palace or in the courtyards of their
residences. The later the record, the fewer mentions there are of special sports field.
People seem to have become accustomed to the informal small games which required
only small spaces. The big games, such as polo which required more than ten people
and horses as well as a large field, had vanished; while football changed its rules from
requiring more than 20 players to needing only one or two players, and of course the
football pitch also shrank, so that it might easily fit in any small field.

Ball Games as example

Ball games were the most popular sports and games. Two phenomena are clear in the
history of ball games. Firstly, ball games were not strictly ruled or limited by the need
for a special playing field after the thirteenth century. Rules and playing field sizes
had always been flexible and became more so as time passed. Games could take place
anywhere and with any number of people. Special fields were rarely mentioned in
250

historic records, except for those in the imperial palace before the tenth century. In
most cases, ball games took place on the street, or in the square enclosed by four
residential buildings, or they might take place in any suitable open space. Secondly,
ball games became more entertaining and professional. A few people were trained to
perform ball games and they added acrobatic movements in order to make the show
more interesting. These performances were presented as entertainments on the stage
or as sideshows on the street or in a city's open spaces.
Such recreation behaviour did not require the provision of special stadiums or courts
for particular games, but instead flexible open spaces which fitted well with the form
of Chinese towns and their residential blocks. When some of the ball games evolved
as entertaining shows, they could use stages built for other performances, such as
drama and opera.
Cuju (a ball kicking game), similar to modem football, has a recorded history of more
than 2500 years in ancient China. It was first played in the army as a military exercise
and later introduced into the court in the Han Dynasty, since when football has always
been the most popular game. Its popularity was described, 'no matter on broad road or
in narrow lanes, there are always people playing Cuju'. 657 Especially for troops,
football was the favourite, and it was once officially used as a training device to
exercise soldiers: the general Huo Qubing let his soldiers play Cuju when preparing
for battles, in order to build up the troops' fighting capacity and team cooperation
ability.658
During the Western Han dynasty, a book on such sport entitled Twenty-jive Articles on
Cuju was written, describing ball-kicking with goals which was played in a team
competition according to a set of rules and judged by referees, in a similar way as the

657 HuanKuan m:~, Yanlie/un 14'tt~(Beijing: Gudian wenxue Chubanshe"iS" AJ'C!'Ftf:lI\!ii.U,1958) J.lltJ±!JIR~, ~l!;JlIA~.
658 Sima Qian iij 1=blf(135B.C.-90B.C.), 'Weijiangjun Biaoqi Liezhuan' [Biography ofWeiQing and HuoQubing1.TI:!~r?i~~!}U~
ft in Shiji [Hisloryj£iiJ, in Shibu Zhengshilei Wenyuange Siku Quanshu J'C¥l*I~ll!IW1tW~llIl/jE~~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei:
Shangwu Yinshuguan, \986) <http://guji.artx.cnfArticle/2\94_2306.html> [accessed 30 Apr20081 ~~ Mj !1:flit~i\I*J.
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modem game.
One emperor of the Han dynasty, Liu Bang, once built a big football pitch in his
palace, named 'Ju City'. It is recorded that there were walls and a stand for the
audience around the field, and the goal area was named 'Ju Room'. The ancient
football pitch looked like a short castle, with walls, goal rooms, steps to ascend, and a
raised platform as a stand for audience.

659

Since the football pitch was large and

formal, it was only built for the emperor or a few people of the upper class.
Then in the Tang Dynasty, there were marked changes in the ball-kicking game. New
competitive ball games which were similar to the modem volleyball game were
invented, adding to the original contact ball games (comparable with modem football,
basketball, and rugby). Contestants in the new game were not in direct body contact
but separated by a twelve metre high net with a third of a metre diameter goal. The
outcome of the game was decided by the score. The ball was made of eight pieces of
smooth hide with an air-inflated animal bladder inside which could be kicked much
higher than before.
The populace usually played football in the street. Before the Song Dynasty, city plans
were different: the city was divided into many blocks, each block with high walls
around it, residential buildings and small lanes inside, and with gates for entry and
exit. The streets between blocks were broad and suitable for playing big games. An
emperor of the Tang Dynasty was recorded going up into a storied building in his
resident block to watch people playing football in the street. 660
For ball games, the fields were very flat, swept and specially flattened before every

659 Bingguo Liu ~IJ~~t Cuju: Shijie Zuigulao de Zuqiu JIl!H!: t1tJ'l.1!li!i~tlJJi!l$, (Beijing: Zhonghuashllju 1=j:I~~m,2004)
p.55
660 FengYan M¥ii{(eighth century), 'Daqiu'[Play Ballsl1T~, Fengshi Wenjianji [Historic Records by Feng] Jit€friJJf!,iiJ, vol.6,
in Zibu Zajialei Wenyuange Siku Quanshu )c~r«lI1!lW±~/'T:tfIl/*~~, ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan,
1986)<http://www.guoxue.com/tangyanjiu/tdsl/fswjlfswj06.htm>[accessed 30 Apr2008] (:;t*JrJ3i::ml n:$'hW'l~~ El: ~~.
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match. 661 The games were sometimes accompanied with music or drumming. 662
Women also kicked balls. During the Tang, women's ball-kicking was confined to the
imperial palace as a pastime for the isolated court maids and concubines. Then it
spread among the populace in the Song dynasty. 663 It was recorded that on a festival
occasion, a match was played between 153 women, all attired in four colour costumes
with a brocade band around the waist. They played for three days , kicking
embroidered balls to the accompaniment of a musical band. 664 Today the Imperial
Palace Museum has a porcelain pillow painted with a girl kicking a ball, and at the
Hunan Museum there is a bronze mirror engraved with an image of a woman playing
football with men in garden (Fig 6.1). Both originate from the Song dynasty.

Figlll'C 6.1 Back of the bronze mirror,
showing a woman (the onc at the IOWN'
right tlllnd) playing foot.ball with mcn in
a gard{'JI. Bronze mirror dHtl'd to the
Sour"'lCI'Il Song dynHsty (12 1h century),
{~ ollecti()n
of Hunan Musllcm. in
Chllngsha, Bunan Provincc, China

Later, during the Song dynasty, new non-competitive ball games and vanous ball
performances were invented and became popular afterwards. The rules were flexible
about the number of participants and the size of the field. Except for cuju, most ballkicking games were without goals, including baida, in which the ball was kicked to
and fro between two or more persons (in even numbers); daju, in which an unlimited
66 1Congxian I uoftJ}JJII. and others, 'Analysis of the Popularity of Polo in the Tang Dynast y ' f.!ff~!l"fJj(~l;IJ 5Hrr , TiYlIkexlIe
[Sports Science} f2t 7f[#~, 200 I (3) <http://scholar.ilib.cn/Abstract.aspx?A=tykx2001030 1I >[accessed 30 Apr2008] f~ ~ tE
Oh! ¥Ji liP fJj( flU - )c r.p JM: ~ ill : 'J ~ fflJI'fr. t:l1!8; :R: ~ , l!l :fIH;: ~I£ , r ;'f!lt ift . 'fjiJ § Wll B<J n~ tr fJj(::W it )) Will iJt '~
t:lfJj(~'9JHil£l!l' •
662 Wei Huang ji{~, Ying LUFJl!, Zhonggl/o GI/adai TiYlIxisll [Sports Cllstom in China History}'f197i!ifff2t7f[5Jftj, (Taiyuan:
Shanxi renmin Chubanshe IlI IDl)...t\';l:!:lI\&U, 1994) p.155 ~@ ~(737·830 ? ), (~*J§~t~it)) , 'i!1illlfliti:tUI!, M~ !f.uf'
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663 Saishi Wang, Chi he wan le " Zhongguo gudai shenghllo xislI mian ",ian guan (Jinan: Shandong youyi chubanshe, 2000)
664 anon, Sports & games in ancient China (Beijing: New World Press, 1986).
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number of contestants took part, each kicking by himself, trying to volley the ball as
far as possible just as in kicking a shuttlecock; tiju, in which the winner was the one
who booted the ball highest into air. There were also ball throwing games, ball
tapping and racket games. These ball games gave opportunities for gentle play,
cooperation between participants and also increased the 'rest and watch' time when in
play. These factors may all have contributed to leading the ball games into a more
entertaining stage in later times.
At the same time, new routines were added to ball-kicking games. The professional
ball-kickers could touch the ball with any part of their body except hands and could
give a performance of more than 100 movements, keeping the ball in the air. There
were many ball-kicking performers during the dynasty who made a living by playing
in that way. Ball players even formed their own society, Qiyunshe. The emergence of
professional

performers

and popular entertainment shows

supplied

leisure

opportunities which to some extent took the place of people playing games
themselves, so that instead they were 'watching and enjoying'.
In the capital Dongjing, early in the Song dynasty, the public ball-playing place was
mentioned as located on a broad street, that running west to east south of the multistoried royal feast building. The street was paved, with willow trees on both sides and
supposedly the widest in the city.665 The populace were also recorded kicking balls in
the street where there was enough room. 666
Since competitive ball games had decreased since the time of the Song dynasty, being
substituted by entertaining ball game performances, the number of special sport fields
in cities also decreased. The books which recorded ball games at that time mostly
talked about routine entertaining movements of ball playing other than towards the

665 Meng Yuanlao ~ji;;l(12th century). Dongjing Menghualu [Memory of the Eastern Capital] $;Jtr1f!P§t (Jinan: Shangdong
Youyi Chubanshe L1J*aliItI:lIl&U,2001)
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666 Xihulaoren
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goal, for example, 'keep the ball in air all day by kicks and other body touches,.667
People began to appreciate the acrobatic shows and rejected the original competitive
contact sport matches. Possibly, the greatly increased population in cities during the
Tang to the Song dynasties was one of the reasons for this change. During the Song
dynasty, the cities changed, from walled blocks to more modern roads and streets, and
the unused spaces in cities which used to be suitable for holding large ball matches
disappeared as the city densified.
Later during the period of the Ming to the Qing Dynasties, ball games seem to have
been informal and were very rarely recorded, although there is evidence showing that
people enjoyed watching them. 668 There were professional football players who were
called Yuanshe, the same title as their association. The novels of that time mentioned
people playing with balls in courtyards, quiet lanes, or the open space near the gatebuildings, and some people hired one or two professional ball players to play with or

. th'
perfiorm In
elr own reSl'dences. 669
One important fact can be derived from this examination of historical sources, that,
after tenth century, the ball games became less competitive, more entertaining and
more performed by professionals as commercial shows.

Polo as example

Another popular game in the Sui and Tang' dynasties was polo, which originated .

667Cui Lequan ·I1H9!}jt, Chinese Games in History with Illustrations m~rpflfli!i{elJtZ(Taibei: Wenjin Publishing House)(i$

l±l)\!H±, 2002) p.295
Liu Bingguo,etc. ~IJ~*, if2iaA;Iit, ~~'f:ftf, Cuju:the ancient Football Game IIU1/: t!t}'f!:l!Ji!i;gftjJi!l$ (Beijing: Zhonghua
shuju q:.~45ffll tl:\1\&, 2004) p.147(*f\!I¥JJe~*umi-tI¥JJil!Ai't:-tf, fl ffl~n I¥Jrfi)jUtJnU:fffl~n I¥J' ~tJ'. ill. 45J:m
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during the Han Dynasty (206 B.C-220 A.D.). This game was mentioned in many
historic records and even described in poetry. According to historical records, the
emperor in the Tang dynasty, after feasting with his courtiers, would always invite
them to watch a game of polo at the playground behind the Hanguang Hall.
Archaeologists have proved that there were more than one sports-ground and
playground within the walled city of Daming Palace. 67o There was another sportsground near Liyuan Pavilion to the northwest. It is recorded that in 710 A.D., Emperor
Zhongzong organized a polo game here to entertain an envoy from Turpan (a nation
located southeast of China).671 Polo became very popular in the Tang dynasty, but
later was only continued by the army in Ming times. After the Ming dynasty, polo was
rarely played. 672
The famous poet Hanyu described a polo game and its court in the Tang Dynasty,
saying that, 'at one corner of the city where two rivers cross, the court is so flat that it
seems to be cut out. Low walls enclose three sides of it, and each side is about one
thousand steps long. The drums are rataplaned and red flags are erected ... ' 673
Although the precise rules were not mentioned, the intense atmosphere of the polo
game still can be sensed.
In the Tang dynasty, polo fields were also recorded as built in aristocrats' homes674 ,
some imperial gardens 675 , imperial residences, near troops' stations and in the public
area of cities or in the outskirts. Some frescos excavated from tombs also show that
670 Editing Committe , Sports & games in ancien! China, (Beijing :New World Press, 1986).
671 Ma Wenting ~)C}f,'The Research of Polo in the Tang Dynasty Based on Evidence Showed in the Fresco of Polo' JA (~J')j(
00» ~Ji!.f~t'fl~J')j(lEi;tJ. Research of the Imperial Tomb Qianling IUfx{U;Jf5l, ed. by Fan Yingfeng (Xi'an: Sanqin =:$tl:l
!\& U. 2005) p.182-6
672 Liu Gang ~Imu. 'The Lost Game ofPolo'~7tt'fl~J')j(. Sports Culture f;tl1'xfl:,.fifiJ. 2005(6)
673 HanYu, $'li:tt:. 'Biansi jiaoliu Chang Zhang pushe', in Quantangshi [Poetry in Tang Dynastyl~I/!fj;'. vo1.338_4, in
Wenyuange Siku Quanshu Jibu Zongjilei )cll*IllI[l]$~~/#H$I.~.~. ed. by Jiyun (Taibei: Shangwu Yinshuguan. 1986) (~
i\!!l3t~j1IB*1rM» (~Ji!.fj,\'f» ~ 338_4 '~i\!!l3t~tl1l~~. m:l~J'rtv.sp-~J1JU. mm=:lf.ii!1JJ:tl1i, uii~~I]¥t~.w#bff, ...... '
674 Wang Saishi, Zhang Xueshu x.~II<t, *~~, Eating Drinking and Playing nt/IfJ,fjijf, (Jinan: Shandong you yi, 2000 ) p.8
~~}f~fl~~~~~. M~~~~~~fl~m~~~. ~Ji!.f~*II<t~~~~~~~*a~~*~*~~fl~mt'flJ')j(
~.Ji!.f)C*II<t.~#~±*~x.~~~~.sp-~~~mfl~~
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polo took place on spacious common land in the outskirts of towns 676 • In Xinjiang
Province, the remains of an ancient polo field survive, 50 to 60 metres wide with high
lands on both sides for the audience. 677 In the Tang dynasty, there was a public polo
field in the scenic area Qujiang, located on the eastern bank of Qujiang River,
southeast of the city Chang'an. It was recorded that every year during the second and
the third lunar month, people who had passed the Imperial Test to be officials (~4.$
~iJ\) ,would hold a ballgame match there to celebrate.

m

To increase the game's entertainment value, during the Tang dynasty people changed
the horses used in the polo game to donkeys, and had young girls play the game. The
girls were dressed up and the donkeys decorated. 679 Since donkeys are much slower
and smaller than horses, after the change the field required for the game was much
reduced and people could enjoy it in a much smaller space.
Later, donkey polo was changed again to walking polo (buda ball, driving the ball
with a stick while walking, was similar to polo, except that the people who played it
were not mounted but on their feet), and another ball game chuiwan, which scored
when the ball went into a pit in the ground, rather like golt 8o • The space it required
was again much smaller. Since it was easy to fit in any space in cities, buda became
popular from the Tang dynasty, and was handed down. People were recorded playing
it in the small space in front of bUildings. Poems also reveal that it was one of the
676 The painting of Playing Polo, 4 by 2 metre, fresco in tomb of Lixian, a prince in Tang dynasty, excavated in 1971. ;;\ji!i!!ttAl!
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677 Li Huixing*m~,' the game of polo in the western part of China', in Antiques of Xinjiang, 1997(1), P,82 ~~mZ;i]tEg!i
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678 Luo Puyun, Luo Pulin W~~, W,~~, ,'Influence of Sports of the Silk Road on Polo in Tang Dynasty'itJi.frrftfj.!Jz{l:31*~
X1m~~~mZ;i]fI<J~nw, Journal of Xi 'an Institute ofPhysicallff~pn!f!'jtI$t!'jtI/l, 1999VoI.l6(2)
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recreations played by imperial palace maids during the Hanshi Festival (one day
before 'Pure Brightness', the fifth solar term). 681 In the Ming Dynasty buda ball was
widespread, and was a favourite game played by young people in many cities. 682 The
painting scroll 'Pleasures of emperor Xuanzong of Ming Dynasty' and the traditional
Chinese painting 'Beauties' by painter Dujin, now stored in Beijing's Palace Museum,
both portray scenes of the game. However, the game was rarely played during the
Qing Dynasty or later.
From the evolution of the rules of this game and the popularity of different rules at
different times, it may be concluded that the game gradually evolved from intense to
gentle, from direct body contact which was competitive to elegance.

People change from active participation to passively watching

Over the course of time, some active recreation activities became more and more
professional and entertaining, especially those requiring special skills and long
practice or those which might be dangerous or might cause bodily injury such as
Xiangpu (like Japanese sumo), wrestling and acrobatic ball games. Common people
tended to watch them, rather than playing themselves. This led to the flourishing of
huge varieties of entertainment, so that people didn't need to engage in active body
movement in seeking recreation, but only enjoy watching and having fun.

681 Wang Jian(eighth century), the no. 73 poem of the hundred poems about the palace, in Poetry of Tang Dynasty, vo1.302
mt;J!liD02 m.rJ.tn'iiilZ. -t.=:, ·J!ltiitrl-'1H9:p,lilt1~, lIl1tn'AtHr~. '
682Cai Fengming f!i:* rlJl, History a/Games tJtxt'Jt' (Shanghai: Wenyi J:#J)c~ tl:ll\&t±, 1997) p. \17
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Jiaoli, wrestling and martial arts as exmaple

Fighting games date back to the Zhou Dynasty, when warriors were required to
practise jiaoli, a military drill in which they charged at each other with horns on their
heads. 683 Wrestling was first an important military exercise, and only later gradually
became a competitive, recreational sport. These fighting games were very popular
before the tenth century, when many historical sources mention them as a recreational
custom that common people often took part in and also enjoyed watching. It was
recorded in the seventh century that on the fifteenth day of the first lunar month,
'people in cities and towns are accustomed to play wrestling, and boast of being good
at it. Neighbours all compete with each other. ,684 Another record mentioned a grand
wrestling competition event held in the capital which last for one month. 68s A book
about fighting games written in the eleventh century says: 'in Jinchu area, in the fifth
lunar month, people enjoy boat racing and wrestling with neighbours';

686

it also

concluded that during the Tang dynasty (seventh to the tenth centuries), fighting
games such as jiaoli and xiangpu were popular not only in the capital but also the
whole southern area which was always supposed to be the most civilized area in later
history.
In and after the Song Dynasty (the eleventh to the thirteenth centuries), fighting
games were mentioned more often as an entertaining show performed by trained
boxers than as a game that common people participate in. The grand fighting matches
were held between the Left and Right Armies of the Imperial Guard on the emperor's

683 Ma Guojun, Ma Shuyun Jfl(l'ill~~, JfI(~~, All about Traditioal Games In China cp:$lfff{;)tx!t;k~ (Beijing: Countryside
Readings ~HiY;~I±lI\&U, 1990) p.5
684 Wei Zheng (580-643)
fl:fM~z.~. iMtl4ijt.
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birthday and when banquets were held at the court. 687 As for the boxers that were to
be found in the pleasure grounds and surrounding pavement spaces, they were
travelling performers who gave shows in all the towns. Coming from all the
prefectures in the empire, they gathered at the Huguo Temple for the big boxing
competition shows that were periodically held there. 688 The traditional rule for a
fighting match is Leitai, which may be literally translated as 'fighting on the platform'.
The winner of a fight was called the 'platform-occupier' and lost his position as such
whenever he was beaten by a challenger. Then the occupier met the next challenger.
This went on until there were no more challenges to the occupier, who was then
declared the champion or final victor.
The custom of watching fighting games did not arise suddenly in the Song dynasty; it
can be traced back hundreds of years before, in an informal style. In the Tang dynasty,
fighting matches were recorded as often held in the foothills, with spectators sitting on
the slopes. In the regions between Shanxi and Sichuan, according to a book entitled
Stories of Wrestling, whole towns would turn out to watch such matches and cheer the

winners when they received prizes. 689 In the Tang, there were professional wrestlers
and special platforms in imperial palaces. 69o
In the Song, professional wrestlers for public shows formally appeared and national
rings were erected. Wrestling was not only a game but also a kind of performance.
There were all kinds of wrestling performances in the amusement markets69I , even
women's and children's sumo. It was recorded that on the stage of Huguo Temple
there were sumo competitions, and the champions were rewarded with flag, banner,

687 Zhang

Cankun *;JWM!, Games Played in Imperial Courts i!ifl:~.Etfllflf!Jfi(Changsha: Yuelu ffllll~*±,

1997) p.246

688 Meng Liang Lu, V9,

689 Li Chongshen *:1:$, Theses on Sports and Culture o/Silkroad iittr/ZJaf1tlffJtItf.P:JI!(Beijing: Zhonghua Shuju ~~~
fiQ, 2005) p.173
690 Xiang Si iRJJtIi, Leisure Life o/Chinese Emperors 1f1fJlJi!.~il!Iffi!£M< Beijing: Xinhua Wr~iliJ\&U, 1994) p.99
691 amusement market, ~m, a special place in city where all kinds of performance and commercial amusement congregate,
which seems like a contemporary American midway, the area of a fair, a carnival, a circus, or an exposition where sideshows and
other amusements are located.
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silver cup, colourful satin, broche coat, official emblem and horses. 692 These records
show that games at this time were already very commercial, and were presented as
professional performances to amuse the public.
Along with the emergence of the professional performance of xiangpu, wrestling and
jiaoli, the original fighting games that common people took part in evolved into
Chinese martial arts that could be practiced by single people, as a kind of body
exercise to maintain good health, which took the form of a set of body movement
routines. Chinese martial art has many genres. It includes bare handed play, swordplay
and the skill of wielding spears, cudgels and all kinds of weapons. Unlike boxing,
however, it is a kind of exercise based on simulated fighting, and consists of
systematic movements for both attack and defence. The most popular genre since the
Ming dynasty is Taiji, which people enjoy practising even today. It is practised very
slowly, nearly giving no evidence that it originated in real fighting skills.
In conclusion, fighting games prospered as entertaining performances but declined as
games for the participation of common people. They were ultimately replaced by an
elegant martial art, still practiced by ordinary people. Chinese martial arts and
wrestling never required fields of a special size and shape, but could be done in any
open space and performed on a stage or platform similar to that used for drama or
opera.
The change of fighting games, together with the changes of various ball games,
illustrates the general trend of leisure and changing taste in it.
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d. Changed recreational behaviour integrates well with scenic
sites

As has been mentioned above, competitive games and sports gradually evolved into
uncompetitive games in time, and the public gradually changed from active
participation in intense games to become the 'watching and enjoying' audience who
benefited from the emergence of professional performers in various entertaining areas
after the eleventh century. Although people still played games and sports, they
actually only took part in small-scale competitive games such as tug-of-war, or
uncompetitive games such as kiting, shuttlecock and some cooperative ball-games.
This leisure behaviour was easily accommodated by scenic areas. The entertaining
performances were also integrated into scenic sites and other public leisure places, for
example as street-side shows or as part of massive leisure events and festival
celebrations.
Many local archives record the crowded scene of spring excursions: people dressed up
to make an excursion to the outskirts; they took picnic food and drink; swinging, kites
and many games were played.

693

During their outing, people played various ball

games, tug-of-war, wrestling and archery shooting. For example, an archery game was
recorded in the Ming dynasty: a light box is hung over a willow branch with a dove
hidden inside. Participants shoot it in turn. The one whose shot opened the box so that
the dove was freed was the winner. 694 The swaying of the soft branch of willow in the
693 Ga=ettes o/Jinan, Nanning, Yongping and Fengyang. Original text as follows: (iifi¥ilffi.!i:», 'mlJl.lll±:P:fJlH'lp, ~1*VfI
ff. wt~7W,#~t;:.. i~z'WiTf'1 J~ <i¥i1'Iffi.!i:» tlt. ·ma)Hf~tTI~Vfl1It;:.:tt. i~z'MTf'1 fJtJ~t (,1<lJllffi.!i:» tlt ••
m-1JI.l1l~. ftElfl:mJJ£WiTf, lifE, 1Jt#;, .19P, J}i3 ....... ~~MtkTj]itIt. fijAtlt.:rJLmiIlliffJ.. jt.:rftl~j]JXtlt',
'31~$:z,. LlJ~$!!J. ~fHIl~. ittllM1:tl~'ffij$MftIX~'1 ~1I (~IlI3Iffi.!i:»
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wind increases the difficulty and the dove's joy after being released at last makes it
dramatic and emotional. People enjoyed both participating in and watching this.
The changed leisure behaviour integrated into scenic sites so perfectly, and scenic
sites became so popular that in the late Ming dynasty, when the leisure custom of
revelling in scenic sites was at its heyday Gudging by the number of records), it was
criticized by some individuals. Controversy arose about whether it was a waste for the
economy. As an extreme example, in the seventeenth century in Suzhou, people were
so keen on making excursions to scenic sites that some local head officers worried
about it and prohibited such leisure activities because they personally considered that
too much time and social wealth being spent on leisure activities was a waste and
might cause economic recession, a view which has turned out to be wrong in terms of
modem economic theory. A magistrate, Wang, decreed the destruction of boats and
yachts for leisure use, and later another magistrate, Cai, decreed the prohibition of
excursions to scenic hills on the outskirts. 695 These records reveal not only the
attitutudes of certain individuals on the relationship of leisure behaviour and the
economy, but also the extreme popularity of excursions to scenic sites at that time.

The popularity of uncompetitive games and passive leisure

People had long been familiar with uncompetitive play and games. As early as in the
third century BC, cockfighting, dog racing, gambling, playing chess and ball games
were recorded in Linzi as popular leisure activities; various music instruments such as
wind instruments, drums, zither and other stringed instruments were also generally
*:!!:1flilj\IH±IilJ\&, 1990) p.166
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played. The source even says that 'nobody there doesn't play these' in order to
emphasize how popular this leisure behaviour was. 696 It was also recorded as common
as early as the first century BC that people enjoyed observing fish and birds, watching
wildlife and strolling around in open green spaces in their free time. Some educated
people also took outdoor reading as their hobby, and when there was good weather,
they went to scenic area to read, meditate or have a nap as well as gazing, drinking,
feasting, and walking. 697 Small games such as tug-of-war, kiting, swinging, hide-andseek and games with small items such as a rope, a kite, or a swing, were popular with
women and children, since these games were relaxing and hardly needed any skill. In
particular, swings provided the recreation of young society ladies. 698 In good weather,
the indoor games were also played outside. All these popular recreations did not,
require a special field. They were flexible and easily adaptable to varieties of open
spaces in a scenic area. Under the canopy of a big tree, in a kiosk or on a platform, on
a decked terrace or in a small flat field, are all suitable.

The popularity of watching and enjoying

There are abundant historic records including paintings 699 about the vanous
entertaining performances in ancient China. As early as in the second century BC, a
variety of entertaining performances, generally named and recorded as the 'hundred
shows,70o, were already prospering. A great number of slate engravings exist, which
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696 Sima Qian, 'Biology ofSuqin', in Shiji, yo1.69, no.9 in Category of Biologies. (!tiC>
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697 Li Yanshou *~~ (Tang dynasty) , 'Biology of Liu Xuan', in Beishi [official History of Northern Dynasties}, yol. 82,
nO.70 in Category of Biologies. ~&*~~j!/?U{$./~)\,+=?H.tl'!-t+/1I.f1;""f/IU~ 2767'Wliix!t~ttr~lJI, ~t«.!'i1tWI1{la,
G~~~, ~~~m, ~$~., AA$~ft'

698 Gemet Title, Daily life in China on the eve of the Mongol invasion 1250-1276.
699 These paintings were collected and published as a picture album: Hundred Pictures of Folk Custom in Beijing (Beijing:
Beijing Library Press, 2003) ~~J5{~rii]JXl.1~EOO(~Wf.~):!iI*OO4Hl'rE~vn~*,t,t;u::f: i9<:~ ~~Jj{OO4H~tf:l~~± 2003
700 'Hundred shows', E~, as a general title, includes wrestling, acrobatics, dancing, drama, magical shows and all kinds of
different shows. The term was frequently used in historic Iiteraturse before fifth century AD. After that period, each show
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depict scenes of performances, surviving from two thousand years ago. Many foreign
shows spread from countries along the western border, such as magic shows, fire
playing, Persian music playing, rope-walking, rope-climbing/o l all of which made a
wide spectrum of various entertainments which usually took place in the open spaces
of towns or in popular scenic areas during festival time (Fig6.2. 6. 3).

Fig u re 0.2 d rawing hased Oil part of the
pai nti ng Qiflgmiflg s/ulIlg ll e Iu (the whole
sc ro ll is 528cmX24 .Scm of sizc, hy Zhang
Zl'd uan ). Song dynasty. i1l ustnlting the
audil~nce of a pcrforml'r (In stn'et', with the
open s tyle huilding

Figure 6.4 part (If the
paint.in g Gum .fill/ hI/mu,
byX u Y:lng ( t hl~ who le
scro ll is 1225cmX35.8clTI)
M~j: ~ i~ 00 fi''ijffl! rl~j +~ tF
11&, pllin ted in 1759, Q ing
ill ustrating
d y nasty,
[ll'oll le
wa tchin g
entertainmen t performed
in a plIvilion on t h e
ou ts ki rts of Suzhou

FiguJ'l~ 6.3 p a rt: (If a painting (If the Song dynasty,
illustratin g the entcrtlliners in lln o(lcn style huilding
and th e lIudicnce aruund *:Jj~ hlllj rpj :.1\ (SOUl'l'c:
www.fotoe.l'olll)
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A painting from the seventeenth century shows an entertainment which took place on
a kiosk stage in a scenic area (Fig6.4) . The building was purposely built with only a

developed and has its own title, so th at the general title is rarely mentioned aga in. The histori c literature are as follows : (Foti!.
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701 Qi Sihe, Research on Chinese History 'P/!GJ:/fiHt/f. (Taibei: Hongwenguan 'lL.Jt~ ::I:l MH±, 1981) p,26 1
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roof and columns, leaving all the sides open. It was suitable as a stage for
entertainment or as a place for viewing scenery. These performances were enjoyed by
common people, even the poorest, since it was usually not compulsory to collect
money. The audience paid any price they wanted or could afford. This was a normal
pattern, for citizens to enjoy their free time.
Some leisure activities were seasonal and depended on the weather. For example, kite
playing was most popular in spring, when the wind is stable and strong, suitable for
playing with kites. People even played with kites at night, attaching lights to the kite '
to make it more fun. In other seasons, kite playing was rarely mentioned. In certain
season, with many people playing or watching the same game, it is spectacular and
more enjoyable; this boosted the massive leisure atmosphere in scenic sites. For
example, a poem from the ninth century describes the recreation activities of spring:
exquisite carved egg shells and embroidered colourful pompons were made to play
with; people rode on horses crossing the meadow or went by horse-drawn carriage to
the outskirts of town; ladies played in swings, with their skirts flickering in the
wind. 702 The poem vividly presents the leisure atmosphere which everyone took part

m.
Certain festival times or seasons involved big folk events such as carnival parades.
For example, around the Shangyuan Festival J::7C in early spring, there were usually
lantern exhibitions on the street and the spontaneous public carnivals with various
homemade lanterns and lights. Around the Duanwu Festival
boat-racing and river
Festival

:m:~S

carniv~ls

fllffllf

in early summer,

were usually held. At the time of the Chongyang

in late autumn, people usually climbed a hill or an elevated location to

view the distance. These seasonal and festival folk celebration events always took
place in the scenic areas on the outskirts of towns. During, leisure events, people were
supplied with a full range of leisure opportunities, including playing games, watching
702 Bai Juyi, poetry series of 'Hechunshen', in Collection of Bai Juyi, ed, Zhu Jincheng *~~ (Shanghai: Guji Chubanshe,
1988), vol. 26, p, 4362 Sm~ un!{f~», 'f<iJ!1t!{f~!ff, !{f~~.*. Jt!JElI~T' 9i!tt~:ejt{E. ~1jr*ilfiJ}(,f, tt~1f

t:l$ • .fXf!1JlJ)fj(,

tIl}!R.~JXl~', (sr.!Lf4~» :1(1;26
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entertaining performances~ enjoying scenery and especially the atmosphere of sharing
the fun, which has been always promoted by Confucians and phrased as 'having fun
with the mass is the greatest fun'.

Conclusion
Participation in active exercise diminished after the Tang dynasty, when people
preferred small games or sports which fitted better at the scenic sites, and which were
uncompetitive with flexible rules and informal playing fields. The rules of ball games
and other sports became less competitive but more entertaining, professional
entertaining performers emerged and most of populace stayed in for 'watch and enjoy'
parties; at the same time, scenery appreciation and the custom of 'revelling in Nature'
was boosted, along with the adaptation of the natural landscape as scenic excursion
places. Enjoying views became a major pastime and the adaptation of scenic places in
and around towns for public leisure steadily increased. Finally, the 'small
uncompetitive games', the 'performance watching' and the 'scenery viewing'
behaviours all integrated with the adapted scenic sites, with festival events and folk
celebrations occasionally held there.
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Chapter 7. Discussion and conclusion

Scenic sites have been very popular throughout China's history. The surviving scenic
sites are a tangible part of China's landscape heritage, while their intangible
counterpart, the cultural values, perceptions and human behaviour involved, is more
significant in offering a deep comprehension which can benefit conservation, but
unfortunately this heritage has been neglected for ages. This research has explored
historic scenic sites with concerns for both tangible and intangible aspects of Chinese
landscape heritage, based on the analysis of many records of Bajing, surviving scenic
sites and other historic literature.
Historically, natural scenic sites have been appreciated and improved with great
enthusiasm and have been recorded and praised in poetry, travel notes and prose, as
well as being depicted in paintings and drawings. Judging from historical evidence, it
was during the period of the Tang to the Song dynasties (the seventh to the twelfth
centuries) that such scenic sites first came to be established on a scale; they continued
to increase in number during the Ming to the Qing dynasties period (the fifteenth to
the nineteenth centuries), being continuously improved and embellished and recorded
as Bajing, that is, Eight Scenes.
Unfortunately, during the sequence of wars since the 1930s and the subsequent Mao
era until 1979, the tradition of improving scenic sites for public leisure and the
tradition of Bajing have been neglected and damaged for various reasons. These
include changes in management style, agricultural terracing, urban encroachment, and
so on, despite official designation of the sites and their potential value for tourism.
Subsequent economic development, particularly from the 1990s onwards, has
unfortunately meant that most of the historic places included in Eight Scenes have
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been destroyed, due to the ceaseless exploitation of natural resources and urbanisation.
It is clear that there were no policies in place to conserve and maintain them. For

example, seven of the eight of Quanjiao (in present Anhui Province) Eight Scenes,
though recorded in the local Gazette as recently as the 1920s, have been destroyed
since. One was destroyed by fire as early as the Second World War; one was
developed for an industrial plant in the 1970s; another disappeared through dramatic
changes in topography caused by farming and the loss of vegetation; a fourth one was
flooded in order to build a new reservoir; two further ones have disappeared due to the
construction of new sluices associated with a new irrigation system; and the seventh
one has been misused by local peasants.

703

Despite the desolation of so many scenic sites, some famous ones have continued to
be celebrated and have been used as local resorts, such as the West Lake of Hangzhou
(in present Zhejiang Province). Some were designated, though often only partly, as
people's parks after 1949. Such surviving places are now officially referred to as
'famous sites with scenic views' ]5<\Jl~ni or 'historic cultural scenic sites' JJ5~)({t

JX1.Jlg, referred to as 'scenic sites' in this thesis for the sake of brevity. Since 1982,
120 such places have been added to a national list of scenic resources, and many more
to provincial or local lists. Since 2005, the government has recognized them as a
'precious natural and cultural heritage'

704.

However, they still are not as well

protected as they should be, suffering from modern development to provide for
tourism, new adaptation and arbitrary construction.
China can now take pride in its ancient tradition of the preservation and development
of such sites, quoting Zhao, the prefecture chief of Huzhou (in present Zhejiang
Province). He commenced the improvement of a local scenic resort and in 1222 had
just initiated the building of a new multi-storied pavilion. It was an extension of an
703 Zhihao Wang ffi'fii'lt 'Where are the traditional Eight Scenes of Quanjiao todaY?'3::'lV\:ll':-~J;;{E? • source from
Quanjiao Government Website <http://www.quanjiao.gov.cnlv2/include/artic1e_view.php?tid=66&ty=7>[accessed 07Dec07]
704 'The Announcement of the Sixth List of the Important Natural Areas with Famous Scenic Views and Cultural Relics'll*m
;X;T~;ffl~l\mll~1!R.\JXI.:.\!I;~Jlig~J(!.i¥Ji!~n, Document on 3lDec2005 of the Central People's Government [Ili>£!
(2005) 107 -i}], nO.107 <http://202.123.110.S/zwgk/2006-01l10/contenU53188.htm> [accessed 18Apr2008]
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ancient kiosk by a lake which he had restored previously. He said, 'it is better to let
people enjoy the scenery of the lake than to preach to them,705. He was himself already
responding to a long tradition, with a predecessor of his, Yan Zhenqing, recorded in
776 as 'building an octagonal kiosk for public recreation' 706 at the same lake. The new
pavilion was to provide the best view across the lake with the mountains in the
background, enabling viewers to enjoy the fresh breeze coming from the lake. The
aim of such places clearly was the moral improvement of the populace, and this
encouragement of a close relationship with Nature was deeply influenced by
Confucianism.
The present National Parks do not seek to restore this connection as they come from a
different ideology which originates in the Western national park system. This concept
was derived from successes in the USA and Great Britain particularly, and this
inspiration is carefully acknowledged, as is clear from the official badging used since
2007. Their signs have the English words 'NATIONAL PARK OF CHINA' on the
upper part, and the Chinese term,

'r:p ~ ~*mJxl:a4:5jl'.-.tlK

(Chinese scenic areas on

the national list)' on lower part. This shows the official translation of 'national parks'
as 'Chinese scenic areas on the national list' .
Although the scenic areas on the national list are defined as 'the same as the national
parks in Western countries', 707 they are not administered or protected as 'national
parks' should be. In the US, 'National Park' usually suggests that the park belongs to
the nation rather than to the state, local government or private individuals, and the
national parks are usually administered and protected directly by the national
government. In China, although all lands belong to the nation, the scenic areas on the

705 Ye Shi nt~(Song Dynasty),'Huzhou Shengshanglou Ji' Wll+IJfi1Jt~ia, in Zhonggllo YOIyi Sanwen Daxi Zhejiang Jllan, ed.
by Chengde Zhang, and others *Nltt\\!~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe ~mJili!l&U, 2002) p.954-S (original text: \O.I.iti11Hi1;, lA!.
Wl"1iJ~)

706 Bai Juyi SJiH1,(772-846), 'Baipingzhou Wuting Ji' S~~1i~ia, in Zhongguo YOllji Sanwen Daxl Zhejiang Jllan, ed. by
Zhang Chengde, and others *JVi;~~ (Taiyuan: Shuhai Chubanshe ~mJili!l&U, 2002) p.943-S
707 The term is defined in the Chapter of 'Standards and Terms of Scenic Sites Planning', in Chinese Natioani Standards
GB50298-1999.tlHI.5<p$lAR;jt;~ntl!ltl!l~~m OB50298-1999: (JX1.Jt~JfiI2UI.\1~IJ.AAlm:. *i1H -.a<JJ.E')(, m~t&JX1..I!l;
~JfiIR (liRl*'tI!I~:m:..aJX1.Jt~JfiIR') :t£f*~.tl!!1*~!I:l~<Pffl~r'mJ71-a<JtI!I~~fliJ'.
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national list are administered by local government or various bureaux, in the same
way as those scenic areas which are on provincial or local lists. Since they are all
administered by local government or different bureax, and there are no laws or strict
regulations dealing with conservation, many short sighted developments have taken
place, and the scenic areas have been damaged more in recent times than when they
were ignored before the 1980s. Even those which have been listed as World Heritage
Sites by UNESCO (United Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization)
are suffering from the same problems, for example, river dams, cableways and large
hotels have been constructed. Accurately speaking, the national, provincial and local
lists just indicate the different grades bf fame of the scenic areas, or the quality of the
tourist resource of there. Being named in the lists does not ensure that a scenic site is
properly protected.
One significant characteristic of these listed Chinese scenic areas is that they are
based on historic scenic sites whose landscape has been improved in past and which
have a great number of cultural relics. In this sense, they are quite different from those
typical national parks in America which are mainly designed to protect natural
landscape resources reserved from development. They should be considered as
landscape heritage, a combination of historic value, cultural significance and natural
resources. This valuable heritage has both tangible and intangible parts, and the
exploration of the intangible element is particularly significant. Research into historic
cultural values, investigation of their evolution and their leisure use by the public is
important and necessary for a better comprehension and conservation of this heritage.
Bajing was the most popular form for recording the local scenic sites, with poetic
titles, series of poems and sometimes paintings. The heyday of Bajing records' in
Gazettes was in the late Ming and early Qing dynasties, when the Gazettes were
widely edited and published as printing technology improved. However, the first
example of Bajing had been in the eleventh century, while the custom's roots can be
traced to series of landscape poems with matching illustrations from the eighth
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century. The analysis of a large number of Bajing records shows the public's evolving
leisure preferences, landscape perceptions and the developing popularity of scenery
appreciation in natural settings. The selecting and poetic naming of 'Eight Scenes'
was an intangible way of enhancing and promoting scenic sites. It represents the
traditional way to perceive, appreciate, promote and publicise the local scenic
environment. The poetic text and painting art involved in Eight Scenes intrigued the
imagination, contributing to the enhancement of scenery and influencing the
appreciation of landscape. Chinese art's 'integration of poetry, calligraphy and
painting' was its basic form.
Research on the origins and the characters of Eight Scenes reveals how this intangible
approach to place making worked. More than 200 sets of Eight Scenes (that is, more
than 1600 single scenes) have been collected in this research. By analysing these
abundant examples of Eight Scenes, public leisure preferences and the characteristics
of scenic sites have been revealed. A total of 93% of the recorded scenes were within
natural settings, or had their main view over natural sites, while 60.5% boasted
spectacular natural views. More than half were associated with famous religious
orders. A quarter of the scenes acquired their fame because of the features built within
them, either to improve the scenery or for public leisure use, including for example
bridges, terraces or shelters for public use, like kiosks and pavilions.
Scenery appreciation and the adaptation of scenic sites for public leisure relies on
traditional views of Nature rooted in culture. Confucianism was a key factor, since as
the dominant ideology, it influenced the gentry who were educated in Confuciansm
and could practise Confucian principles once they had been assigned government
posts as they passed through the different levels of the civil recruitment system, that is,
the national examinations. These scholar officials played an important role in leading
landscape adaptation for public leisure, promoting scenic sites and collaborating with
religious orders on site maintenance. Influenced by Confucianism, scenery
appreciation has been not only taken as the hobby of Confucian scholar officials, but
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also taken by them as the best method by which to edify people, since it was widely
accepted that ethics could be drawn and learned from Nature, and it was believed that
good views would affect people so that they would be virtuous, law-abiding and
righteous.
Chinese civilisation was always agricultural rather than pastoral; hence perhaps a
more patient and less dominating attitude to natural resources. 708 Nature has always
been taken as part of life and man as a part of Nature; human beings are on equal
terms with animals and plants, rather than something unique in Nature. The value
attributed to Nature in various ancient philosophies, systems of thought and religions,
including both philosophical and religious Daoism, Buddhism, and vernacular
systems of thought including Nature worship, mythology, and fengshui, supply a good
basis upon which to understand the popularity of scenic sites, and also explain why as
well as how they were adapted, improved and maintained. Religious orders (Daoists
and Buddhists) located in scenic sites usually took responsibility for the upkeep and
maintenance of the places they lived, since care for the environment was a part of
their religious practice and the task was taken as a matter of course. Sites which had
religious orders living within them often served as venues for celebrating festivals.
These provided an additional attraction for their scenic area. Also religious temples
with gardens and courtyards were considered beautiful; as they were freely accessible
to the public, they acted as favoured destinations for excursions. In some cases
accommodation facilities were supplied by religious orders residing in the scenic site.
Through exploration of aspects of leisure activities in scenic sites, this thesis
concludes that along with the forming of scenic sites since the Tang dynasty, general
leisure patterns have evolved from intense, competitive, large scale sports and games
to cooperative, entertaining, and flexible ones, while leisure activities have evolved
from active participation to passive watching, all fitting in well with the scenic sites.

708 Joseph Needham, Science and Civilisation in China,Vol.7 part
University Press, 2004) P.92
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n,

ed. by Kenneth G Robinson(Cambridge: Cambridge

Participation in active exercise reduced as time

pass~d, as professional entertaining

performers emerged and most of the populace stayed in 'watch and enjoy' parties; at
the same time, the recreation of scenery appreciation was boosted and the pleasure of
enjoying views became a major pastime; occasional festival events and folk
celebrations also took place in scenic sites.
The founder of environmental psychology, Roger Barker, put forward the theory that
settings influence behaviour; 709 it is exactly the case here. The roles of physical and
social environments as well as the relationships between environment and behaviour
have been recognized as being of importance for the study of the interaction of leisure
preferences, perception patterns and place making. It is apparent that settings,
behaviours and systems of thought formed a circle that involved mutual influence, as
shown in this study. Nature and scenery was valued by Chinese culture, in which
people enjoyed visiting scenic sites and continuously improved them as places for
public leisure. Meanwhile, leisure patterns evolved at the same time, and Nature and
scenic sites were represented in various art forms, calling for more attention and
higher status. The various artistic representations reveal perceptions of Nature and
scenic sites, allowing a comprehension of historic scenic sites through the viewpoint
of traditional Chinese culture. Besides literary representations, Nature and scenic sites
were also imitated and represented in garden art. Knowledge of original scenic sites
and their appreciation are essential in understanding classic garden design.
From the 1980s, scenic sites have been re-evaluated by the government, which has
designated a large number of scenic sites as national and provincial parks. In a way
this has meant that the tradition of Eight Scenes has been revived. In the process of
fast urbanisation and because of the burgeoning tourist industry, landscape and
scenery resources are being lost due to various causes, including urban sprawl, large
scale engineering works for irrigation, reservoirs, hydro electricity and quarrying.

709 P. Schoggen. Behavior Settings: A revision and extension of Roger G Barker's Ecological Psychology, (Slanford, CA :
Stanford University Press, 1989)
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Extensive tourism development has meant that most historic scenes have suffered
some kind of damage. In order to protect them more effectively, further identification
and research are necessary, as well as formal legislation that is workable and effective.
The massive quantity of Eight Scenes provides a tremendous resource for future
research as a basis for this process, but identification of the various scenes will
become more difficult over time as more land is swallowed up due to development
pressure.
We have to admit that, social systems and cultural values have changed dramatically
since early twentieth century, when traditional values were criticised and the Western
cultures started to occupy China. Western science, technology and military power
have had a great impact, especially since 1949, when communism became the
dominant ideology and the old tradition was deliberately discarded, demolished, or
ignored. The old customs could not continue as they had over the previous thousands
of years, since the prerequisites and necessary conditions for it have been removed.
Although, in the last two decades, the government has realized the value of tourism in
the landscape heritage sites, and has begun to conserve and promote them, it appears
that where this promotion is driven by short term profit, it is damaging the landscape
heritage sites more, especially when sections of sites within a continuous scenic area
are administered by different authorities, such as local government and the different
bureaux. Sometimes local authorities rent these scenic sites to private tourist
investment companies to develop, or even sell small plots to privileged or rich
individuals to build private houses or tombs; on a larger scale, dams, hydroelectric
stations and cableways have continued to be established in historic scenic sites and the
so called 'natural reserves'. Regulations for Famous Scenic Sites were published in
2006 and have been put into force since 1 December 2006, and the problems of scenic
sites should have been gradually addressed. However, the regulations are only given
as general guidance, and their lack of detail may result in inefficient protection. Since
change in social systems and cultural values is inevitable in contemporary times, the
conservation and regeneration of historic scenic areas can not follow traditional ways
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or customs; it has to find a new way .on the basis of an understanding of the original
culture in which they were established and developed.
This thesis is not designed to find resolutions for curre!lt problems, but to try to help
with the comprehension of the Chinese landscape heritage and the appreciation of
historic scenic sites. It describes the intangible landscape heritage, rather than pointing
to executive steps for practical conservation of the tangible landscape. The executive
steps and pragmatic principles of conservation will be the focus of my future research,
based on the understanding of landscape and culture achieved by this thesis; although
inspirations for landscape conservation, design and place making can be drawn from
certain sections, this thesis did not aim to discuss in this in case it led the thesis astray
or made it too discursive.
It is clear that in order to obtain a deeper understanding and proper appreciation of
Chinese landscape history, it should be fully reviewed within its own cultural context
and philosophical framework, which is quite different from that of Western. Within its
own system of coordination, Chinese society was neither stagnant, nor lacking in
rationality. On the contrary, it was vigorous and full of wisdom that should not be
underestimated.
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